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Key figures (IFRS)

1 Including amounts attributable to minority interests and policyholders.
2 Before elimination of intra-Group transactions across segments.
3  The figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 1.3 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.
4 Excluding health insurance conducted like life insurance. 
5 This includes own shares earmarked for retirement.

Munich Re

  2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Gross premiums written €bn 49.6 45.5 41.4 37.8 37.3
Operating result €m 1,180 3,978 4,721 3,834 5,573
Taxes on income €m –552 692 1,264 1,372 801
Consolidated result €m 712 2,430 2,564 1,579 3,923

Attributable to non-controlling interests €m 10 8 43 24 83
Investments €bn 201.7 193.1 182.2 174.9 176.2
Return on equity % 3.3 10.4 11.8 7.0 15.3
Equity €bn 23.3 23.0 22.3 21.1 25.3
Valuation reserves not recognised in balance sheet1  €bn 5.7 3.6 3.2 2.5 0.8
Net technical provisions €bn 181.2 171.1 163.9 157.1 152.4
Staff at 31 December  47,206 46,915 47,249 44,209 38,634

Reinsurance2

  2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Gross premiums written €bn 26.5 23.6 21.8 21.9 21.5
Investments €bn 88.7 83.7 76.8 78.4 81.9
Net technical provisions €bn 64.3 56.6 53.4 55.8 55.5
Large and very large losses (net) €m 5,126 2,228 1,157 1,507 1,126

Natural catastrophe losses €m 4,544 1,564 196 832 634
Combined ratio property-casualty3 % 113.6 100.5 95.3 99.4 96.4

Munich Health2

  2011 2010 2009
Gross premiums written €bn 6.1 5.1 4.0
Investments €bn 5.9 4.1 3.1
Net technical provisions €bn 3.4 3.3 2.9
Combined ratio4 % 99.4 99.7 99.4

Primary insurance2

  2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Gross premiums written €bn 17.6 17.5 16.6 17.0 17.3
Investments €bn 123.9 121.8 118.4 114.0 109.3
Net technical provisions €bn 113.5 111.2 107.7 101.4 96.9
Combined ratio property-casualty % 97.8 96.8 93.2 90.9 93.4

Our shares

  2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Earnings per share € 3.94 13.06 12.95 7.74 17.83
Dividend per share € 6.25 6.25 5.75 5.50 5.50
Amount distributed €m 1,110 1,110 1,072 1,073 1,124
Share price at 31 December € 94.78 113.45 108.67 111.00 132.94
Munich Re’s market capitalisation at 31 December5 €bn 17.0 21.4 21.5 22.9 29.0
Book value per share € 129.86 126.31 114.89 106.42 119.33
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Diversified structure – Diversified risk

Our operations encompass all aspects of risk assumption in primary insurance and reinsurance.
We are one of the world’s largest reinsurers, and one of the largest primary insurers in Germany and Europe.

// Reinsurance: We have been in the business of insuring insurers since 1880.
// Munich Health: We have a strong footing in the international health market.
// Primary insurance: Our primary insurers offer security mainly for private clients and for small and medium-sized businesses.
// Our subsidiary MEAG manages our assets and offers investment products for private clients and institutional investors.

The diagram provides a general overview of our Group and makes no claim to completeness. For further details, please see the list of shareholdings on page 277 ff.



*

Munich Re’s presence – Europe-wide

Munich Re’s global presence1

  Reinsurance   Primary insurance   Reinsurance and primary insurance

* Singapore

1 Including Munich Health’s primary insurance and reinsurance activities in the health market as at 31 December 2011.

Munich Re’s presence – Worldwide
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We look back on a year that placed great demands on us. Our indus-
try faced an unprecedented cluster of severe natural catastrophes. 
On top of this, we had to contend with upheavals in government bond 
markets and persistently low interest-rate levels due to the continuing 
financial crisis. Against this backdrop, the expectations we had at the 
beginning of the year were not fulfilled. It became apparent after the 
first quarter of 2011 that the consolidated result of €2.4bn we had 
originally envisaged could no longer be attained. 

In this exceptional situation, our integrated business strategy – com-
bining primary insurance and reinsurance under one roof – and our 
management philosophy once again proved their worth. For we were 
able to conclude the year with a positive annual result: a notable 
achievement and impressive testimony to the Group’s resilience. 

With our still robust capitalisation and favourable earnings prospects, 
we will be able to propose an unchanged dividend of €6.25 a share at 
the Annual General Meeting, thus expressing our thanks to you, our 
shareholders, for your confidence in us. Altogether, we will then have 

Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard
chairman of Munich Reinsurance 
company´s Board of Management
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paid over €5bn in dividends since the beginning of the crisis, that is in 
the period from 2007 to 2011. In terms of dividend yield, this puts us 
at the head of the field among DAX 30 stocks. 

How did the individual fields of business perform? 

In primary insurance, ERGO’s successful launching of its brand 
campaign in 2010 was followed by a setback in 2011. Severe trans-
gressions by individual employees and agents came to light in con-
nection with a series of disputes with intermediaries who had left 
HMI, an ERGO structured sales organisation. ERGO clearly acknow-
ledged its responsibility, apologised, conducted an extensive inquiry 
and took the necessary corrective measures. As a consequence, with 
effect from 1 January 2012, the compliance function was strength-
ened significantly and assigned to a separate organisational unit 
reporting to the ERGO CEO. Furthermore, shortcomings in process-
ing business, which emerged in the course of investigations into 
various allegations, were immediately and comprehensively 
addressed. ERGO naturally remains committed to its goal of realising 
its brand mission “To insure is to understand” and is pursuing it with 
great resolve. Likewise, ERGO is further advancing the international-
isation of its business, expanding its activities in growth markets 
such as Asia as well as central and eastern Europe. 

In reinsurance, market development is increasingly heterogeneous. 
Players who want their business to be successful must therefore 
maintain close proximity to their clients and the markets in order to 
identify individual market trends early on. We are ideally positioned 
throughout the world and can steer our business according to the 
individual state of the market; we refer to this approach as cycle 
management. Overall, we are currently seeing largely stable price 
levels, although certain loss-affected segments and countries are 
showing significant price increases. It is also our aim to develop 
steadily profitable growth areas through innovation. A recent example 
of this strategy is the cover we provide in the field of renewable 
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energies, in which we see medium-term business potential for 
premium income in the mid three-digit billion euro range. In addition, 
we anticipate that demand for reinsurance will continue to rise as a 
consequence of the financial crisis and the introduction of Solvency II. 
The solutions we offer our clients in this area are flexible, customised, 
and provide capital relief. 

Munich Health has continued its consolidation and achieved a solid 
result. The build-up of our companies in Saudi Arabia and Qatar 
provides the basis for further growth in health business in this region. 
A potential liberalisation of the markets in the wake of the Arab 
Spring may also make private-sector solutions more accessible to the 
population and open up further opportunities for us. One thing is 
certain: the international healthcare market is growing and we are 
prepared for a rise in demand. 

How do we see the overall economic situation for the current year? 
Given the ongoing strong influence of political events on the financial 
markets, we have every reason to believe that market volatility will 
continue to be significant. In this regard, the resolution of the sover-
eign debt crisis in the eurozone remains the stiffest challenge. Polit-
icians undoubtedly have a key role to play here. The right balance 
must be struck between short-term measures to secure the liquidity 
of governments and banks and long-term measures to cut public 
debt as well as reforms to strengthen competitiveness. Clearly, the 
latter will take time; the priority must now be to restore confidence by 
seriously pursuing these goals. On this basis, greater integration of 
economic and fiscal policy in the EU can then follow. 

Munich Re broadly diversifies its investments across different asset 
classes and regions. With this strategy and our disciplined risk 
management, we are well equipped to cope with greatly varying 
capital market scenarios. And we will thus remain a strong and 
reliable partner for our clients, a safe and profitable investment for 
our shareholders, and an attractive employer for our staff. 

Munich Re GRoup annual RepoRt 2011
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On behalf of my colleagues on the Board of Management and all 
employees in the Group, may I take this opportunity to thank you, our 
shareholders, for the trust you placed in us in a turbulent year. We will 
continue to make every effort to fulfil the justified expectations you 
have of your investment in our shares. 

Yours sincerely, 

Nikolaus von Bomhard

Munich Re GRoup annual RepoRt 2011
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7to ouR ShaReholdeRS
// notaBle eventS in 2011

2011

Q1 / 2011
1 January 2011 //
Munich Re successfully 
concludes the acquisition of 
the uS Medicare provider 
Windsor health Group inc., 
thus strengthening Munich 
health’s position in the uS 
healthcare market. in 2008, 
Munich Re had acquired 
Sterling life insurance 
company. Windsor and 
Sterling operate under the roof 
of the Windsor health Group, 
providing services to more than 
200,000 members in the uSa. 

14 January 2011 //
eRGo sets up a joint venture 
for life insurance with a local 
partner in china. in addition, 
eRGo acquires shares in a 
vietnamese insurance 
company and pursues its 
international growth strategy.

11 March 2011 //
the strongest earthquake ever 
recorded in Japan triggers a 
massive tsunami that 
devastates the northeast coast 
of the main island honshu, 
claiming the lives of some 
16,000 people. the tsunami 
leads to severe damage at 
several blocks of the Fuku-
shima 1 nuclear power plant. 
according to independent 
estimates, the economic 
losses caused by the quake 
and the tsunami (without 
considering the consequences 
of the nuclear accident) come 
to uS$ 210bn. it is the 
costliest natural catastrophe 
of all time. the share of 
insured losses may be as 
much as uS$ 40bn. 

Q2 / 2011
5 April 2011 //
eRGo direkt is the first 
company in the insurance 
industry to offer cover for 
dental prosthetic treatment 
that is imminent or already 
ongoing. “Zahnersatz Sofort” 
is one of the product initiatives 
launched by eRGo as part of 
its new brand mission “to 
insure is to understand”. 

20 April 2011 //
the Munich Re annual 
General Meeting approves 
payment of a dividend of 
€6.25 per share. the overall 
dividend payout is €1.1bn.  
as successor to thomas 
Wellauer, who resigned from 
the Supervisory Board on 
30 September 2010, annika 
Falkengren is elected to the 
Supervisory Board as a 
representative of the share-
holders. Falkengren has been 
president and ceo of 
Skandinaviska enskilda 
Banken aB (publ) since 2005. 

Q3/2011

25 August 2011 //
eRGo appoints Stefanie held 
as chief compliance officer. 
Following accusations levelled 
at agents and individual 
business units, eRGo 
strengthens its compliance 
rules and adopts a code of 
conduct for independent 
agents, thus giving top priority 
to the prevention and 
avoidance of infringements. 

8 September 2011 // 
Munich Re and the chinese 
insurer ping an enter into a 
cooperation agreement in the 
field of renewable energy 
insurance. 

10 September 2011 // 
new Munich Re software 
supports the qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of 
complex risk accumulations. 
the complex accumulation 
Risk explorer (caRe) 
combines expert knowledge 
from many disciplines. 
interdependencies between 
risks are revealed and can be 
analysed from an underwriting 
perspective. 

Q4 / 2011
19 October 2011 //
eRGo’s customer advisory 
board meets for the first time 
to discuss services, processes 
and products from the clients’ 
perspective, and make 
suggestions for improvement. 
the 25 members of the new 
board are elected for a period 
of two years and comprise 
clients of all German eRGo 
companies. the meetings are 
held twice a year and chaired 
by the eRGo customer 
advocate.

25 October 2011 //
as part of Munich Re’s Rent 
investment programme, 
MeaG invests in German 
power grids and solar plants in 
italy and Spain. By the end of 
the year, around €500m of the 
€2.5bn target has thus been 
invested. 

31 December 2011 //
devastating earthquakes and 
a large number of weather-
related catastrophes in 2011 
made it the costliest year  
ever in terms of natural 
catas trophe losses. Global 
economic losses totalled 
around uS$ 380bn, over 
two-thirds higher than in 
2005. insured losses of  
uS$ 105bn also exceeded the 
2005 record (uS$ 101bn). 
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to ouR ShaReholdeRS
// the BoaRd oF ManaGeMent

Joachim Wenning
life

Thomas Blunck
Special and Financial Risks; Reinsurance investments; central procurement

Wolfgang Strassl  
Board member responsible for personnel and welfare matters,
within the meaning of Section 33 of the German Co-Determination Act
healthcare; human Resources  

Peter Röder
Global clients and north america

Nikolaus von Bomhard  
Chairman of the Board of Management, Chairman of the Group Committee
Group development; Group investments; Group communications; Group audit

From left to right
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// the BoaRd oF ManaGeMent

Jörg Schneider
Group Reporting; Group controlling; corporate Finance Mergers & acquisitions; 
integrated Risk Management; Group legal, compliance; Group  taxation; 
investor and Rating agency Relations

Torsten Jeworrek  
Chairman of the Reinsurance Committee
Reinsurance development; corporate underwriting; accounting, controlling and 
central Reserving for Reinsurance; information  technology; Global Business architecture; 
Geo Risks Research/corporate climate centre 

Georg Daschner
europe and latin america

Ludger Arnoldussen
Germany, asia pacific and africa; Services

From left to right
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// Munich Re ShaReS

Weak markets impact Munich Re’s share price
 
the sovereign debt crisis had a major impact on the european financial sector in 2011, 
and hence also on the performance of insurers’ share prices. investors were further 
unsettled by extremely low interest rates (particularly in Germany and the uSa), which 
are unfavourable for the insurance industry’s earnings position in the long term. over 
the course of the year, these factors put increasing pressure on share prices, with 
 companies focused on life insurance suffering especially, since their results are more 
dependent on the performance of the capital markets. Reinsurers and primary insurers 
with the main emphasis on property-casualty insurance fared better. they profit ed 
from the fact that many investors saw them as comparatively defensive and crisis-
resistant investments. Munich Re could only benefit from this development to a certain 
extent. 

We succeeded in clearly limiting the financial impact of the upheavals on the capital 
markets, thanks to the solid performance of large sections of our core operational busi-
ness, our prudent risk management and our investment decisions based strictly on 
 economic criteria. But our earnings position was substantially impaired by the record 
losses from an exceptional accumulation of severe natural catastrophes. closing the 
year 16.5% down, Munich Re shares were outperformed in the year under review by the 
daX 30 (–14.7%) but performed better than the european insurance index dJ euRo 
StoXX insurance (–18.4%). however, taking into consideration the dividend paid for 
the financial year 2010, Munich Re shares even outperformed the benchmark indices, 
with a change of –11.8% in the total return. 

our share price reached its year high of €125.20 on 17 February. the spring uprisings in 
many arab countries then triggered a trend reversal on the financial markets. Munich 
Re’s share price was also depressed by the grave consequences of the earthquakes in 
new Zealand and Japan, and a series of tornadoes in the uSa. the second half of the 
year was dominated by turbulence on the international financial markets. a worsening 
of the debt crisis in the eurozone and fear of recession in the uSa, with possible global 
impact, added to capital market uncertainty. Munich Re shares could not escape this 
trend, and our share price hit its year low of €79.55 on 12 September. 

total return outperforms  
benchmark indices

turbulence on capital markets 
hits share price in second  

half-year

//  Financial stocks hit by the sovereign debt crisis and upheavals on the financial 
 markets 

//  Munich Re’s shares were unable to match the performance of the daX 30 but out-
performed the european insurance index dJ euRo StoXX insurance

//  Munich Re underlines dependability and capital strength: Board of Management 
and Supervisory Board to propose payment of an unchanged dividend of €6.25 per 
share at the annual General Meeting

Munich Re shares
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particularly in the last three months of the financial year, developments on the stock 
markets were greatly influenced by political efforts to find a solution to the debt crisis 
in europe. neither a series of financial stabilising measures and political initiatives nor 
concerted action by the central banks was able to calm the situation on the capital 
markets for long.

Munich Re’s share price finished the year at €94.78. even allowing for the difficult busi-
ness environment, we are not satisfied with its overall development in 2011. neverthe-
less, the medium- and long-term performance of Munich Re shares is still convincing: 
over the last three- and five-year periods, their price performance has bettered that of 
the dJ euRo StoXX insurance. 

despite the substantial financial burdens of the past year, Munich Re shares continued 
to be generally rated an attractive investment in 2011, owing to our clear and predictable 
opportunity and risk profile. More than 40 analysts from banks and brokerage houses 
regularly evaluate our shares. at the end of december 2011, some 41% of the analysts 
gave our shares a positive assessment, 49% a neutral one, and 10% a negative rating.

long-term share performance 
still convincing

  Munich Re shares   daX 30   dJ euRo StoXX insurance Source: datastream
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Weighting of Munich Re shares 1

 %
daX 30 2.9
dJ euRo StoXX 50 1.1
dJ euRo StoXX insurance 11.5
MSci euRo 1.0 
FtSe euRotop 100 0.6
dJ Sustainability World 0.3

1 Status: 31 december 2011.
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active capital management remains an integral part of Munich Re’s business policy. 
We pursue a flexible dividend policy, with the payout essentially based not only on the 
result for the year but also on our capital requirements. We were one of the few Ger-
man listed companies to pay a higher dividend for the financial year 2010, up 8.7% to 
€6.25 per share. 

even though the turmoil on the capital markets and the high losses from natural catas-
trophes clearly impacted our result for 2011, the Board of Management and Supervisory 
Board intend to propose an unchanged dividend of €6.25 for the financial year 2011 at 
the annual General Meeting on 26 april 2012. altogether, this would mean a total pay-
out of €1.1bn – the same level as last year. Subject to approval by the annual General 
Meeting, the dividend will be paid on 27 april 2012. With a stable dividend even in a 
 difficult year, we are once again underlining the stability of our business model and the 
solidity of our capital position.

With a dividend yield of approximately 6.6% (in relation to the year-end share price), 
Munich Re shares remain an attractive equity investment, which is also included in the 
divdaX, a subindex of deutsche Börse aG featuring the 15 daX companies with the 
highest dividend yields.

as announced, between May 2010 and april 2011 we bought back and retired more 
than nine million shares with a volume of around €1bn as part of our share buy-back 
programme. For the period 2005 to 2011, Munich Re thus returned nearly €12bn to its 
shareholders via share buy-backs and dividends. 

Munich Re shares are no-par-value registered shares. First admitted for trading on the 
stock exchange in Munich on 21 March 1888, they are today listed on all the German 
stock exchanges, with trading nowadays taking place almost exclusively on the Xetra 
electronic trading platform.

the average daily turnover of Munich Re shares in Xetra and floor trading on the 
 German stock exchanges was €121.0m in the year under review, putting our shares in 
14th place among the daX stocks at year-end 2011. in terms of market capitalisation, 
we ranked 13th with around €17.0bn.

dividend proposal of €6.25 at 
same level as last year

Securities reference numbers

Reuters MuvGn ISIN de 000 843 002 6
Bloomberg Muv2 WKN 843 002
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at the end of december 2011, a total of 151,000 shareholders were entered in our share 
register. the vast majority of shares were held by institutional investors such as banks, 
insurers or investment companies; around 12.6% were in the hands of private investors. 
at around 72%, the percentage of international investors was at the same level as in the 
previous year.

our largest shareholder at the end of 2011 continued to be Warren e. Buffett who, 
according to the voting rights notification of october 2010, holds a stake of around 
10.2% in munich reinsurance company via several companies in his group, Berkshire 
hathaway inc., oBh inc., national indemnity co. Warren e. Buffett and the aforemen
tioned companies in his group also informed us in october 2010 that the objective of 
their investment is to generate trading profits, not to implement strategic objectives. 
they do not seek to exercise an influence on the composition of munich re’s man
agement or supervisory boards or to fundamentally change the company’s capital 
structure. secondlargest shareholder is asset manager Blackrock with around 6.2%, 
followed by the people’s Bank of china/saFe, china, with around 3%. 

Key figures for our shares 

  2011 2010
share capital €m 587.7 587.7
number of shares at 31 december m 179.3 188.5
Year high € 125.20 123.55
date  17.2.2011 15.4.2010
Year low € 79.55 98.38
date  12.9.2011 8.6.2010
Yearend closing price € 94,78 113.45
annual performance (excluding dividend)  % –16.5 4.4
Beta relative to daX (daily, raw)  % 0.9 0.7
market capitalisation at 31 december  €bn 17.0 21.4
market value/equity at 31 december1  0.7 0.9
average trading volume ’000 1,157 1,069
earnings per share € 3.94 13.06
dividend per share € 6.25 6.25
dividend yield at 31 december  % 6.6 5.5
dividend payout (status at 28 Feb. 2012)  €bn 1.1 1.1

1 including minority interests.

1 percentage of share capital. status: 31 december 2011. source: munich re share register

Regional distribution  1

28% Germany

33% north america

1% other countries

13% uK

25% rest of europe
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our corporate strategy geared to a sustained increase in value is accompanied by 
ongoing and open communication with all capital market participants. the main task 
of investor and Rating agency Relations at Munich Re is to cultivate contact with exist-
ing shareholders and attract new ones. We mainly use roadshows and investor con-
ferences to initiate and intensify dialogue with institutional investors, our main focus 
being on financial centres in europe and the uSa. We regularly supplement our invest-
 or relations activities with special events, such as the capital Markets day we held in 
new York in July 2011 to present our uS non-life business, or an event in december, 
when we spotlighted the expected implications of Solvency ii for Munich Re and the 
insurance sector. 

at the same time, we ensure that due account is taken of our investors’ opinions and 
preferences in internal decision-making processes. our investor relations work con-
tinues to meet with a positive response. in several cross-sector analyses of the quality 
of investor dialogue, Munich Re once more achieved leading positions in 2011, with our 
business partners particularly appreciating the consistency and transparency of our 
reporting. all the presentations we use in our meetings with analysts and investors  
and in our conferences and roadshows are published on the internet and are sent to 
inter ested shareholders on request. Many of these events are transmitted live via web-
stream i ng. enquiries reaching us via our shareholder hotline or by e-mail are answered 
promptly by our team. additionally, the service pages of our shareholder portal on the 
internet provide our registered shareholders with a wide range of information and com-
munication options.

our 124th annual General Meeting was held at the icM – international congress  
center – in Munich on 20 april 2011. Some 45.4% of the voting share capital was repre-
sented in the votes. With online participation in the annual General Meeting and (elec-
tronic) postal voting, Munich Reinsurance company again offered its shareholders all 
the facilities for casting their votes on agenda items.

For many years, Munich Re has been awarded consistently excellent ratings by the 
 leading rating agencies. despite the exceptional strains on results in the financial year 
2011, the outlook for all Munich Re’s ratings remained stable at a high level. 

the confidence in our financial strength is reflected in trading in credit default swaps 
(cdSs), which are used on the capital market to hedge against the risk of an issuer’s 
default – the lower the cdS spread, the higher the assessment of the issuer’s security. 
By both national and international standards, Munich Re continues to be among the 
companies with a very low spread.

open communication with all 
capital market participants

an overview of ratings from the 
leading rating agencies can be 

found on page 103

http://www.munichre.com
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Turning risk into sustainable value

our business as an insurer and reinsurer is the professional handling of risk. We create 
value by using our extensive risk knowledge and sophisticated underwriting techniques 
to make risks from many different areas of private and economic life manageable – for 
our clients and for us. 

We integrate our three pillars of primary insurance, reinsurance and Munich health in 
one Group. this set-up allows us to cover the insurance industry’s entire value chain.  
it benefits our clients, because we can offer them solutions that draw on our full spec-
trum of knowledge. as a Group, we are less dependent on cycles in individual lines of 
business and regional markets or on developments in the capital markets.
 
the risks that we cover differ greatly in nature. their partial non-correlation in terms of 
potential loss occurrence enables us to balance the risks over time, across regions and 
across fields of business – a diversification benefit that is key for our success. the size 
and mix of our risk portfolio mean we can cover comparatively more risks with the risk 
capital available.

our business model is supported by disciplined financial management, based on 
Group-wide risk management, an investment policy geared to the structure of our 
 liabilities, and active capital management. 

our risk management considers much more than just the risks from our insurance 
business. it includes investments, for example, and models interactions between the 
different risks. it is firmly embedded Group-wide and actively practised. our  selection 
of investments takes into account the due dates, the currencies and the  inflation inten-
sity of our underwriting liabilities, thus reducing reinvestment, currency and inflation 
risks. With our active capital management, we ensure that Munich Re’s capitalisation is 
always appropriate. our economic equity, calculated on a market- consistent basis, 
 covers the capital requirement derived from our internal risk model and takes into 
account the stipulations of regulators and rating agencies. excess capital is returned to 
our shareholders in the form of dividends and share buy-backs. 

three-pillar strategy reduces
capital requirements

disciplined financial 
management as the foundation

//  integrated business model covers the whole value chain in the  
insurance industry

//  disciplined financial management ensures appropriate capitalisation  
at all times

//  new insurance solutions secure competitive edge, generate profitable  
growth and win clients’ loyalty

our strategy
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an important success factor is the constant improvement of the value-based methods 
and processes we use to write, control and manage our business. our most important 
performance indicator in this context is return on risk-adjusted capital (RoRac), which 
relates the profit earned to the required risk capital, allowing the management of all 
activities in the Group to be geared to economic value added (see page 61).

new, previously unknown risks pose a particular challenge. We have to identify and 
evaluate these as swiftly as possible, with a view to maintaining our competitive advan-
tage. in so doing, we aim to expand the boundaries of insurability, correctly structure 
the conditions, and calculate technically adequate prices. essential prerequisites for 
this are our broad risk knowledge, our experience in the markets and intensive dialogue 
with our clients. With new insurance solutions, we aim to generate profitable growth, 
clearly set ourselves apart from the competition, and win our clients’ loyalty. 

Munich Re’s primary insurance operations are concentrated in the eRGo insurance 
Group. eRGo offers a comprehensive range of insurances, provision products and 
 services, and is one of the leading insurance groups in Germany and europe. it is repre-
sented in over 30 countries, focusing mainly on europe and asia. over 40 million  
clients place their trust in the competence, security and assistance it provides in vari-
ous fields of business. 

eRGo gears itself consistently to the needs and wants of its clients and aims to con-
stantly improve through close communication with them. the claim “to insure is  
to understand” is being systematically implemented in the form of needs-based,  
customer-centric consultancy, clear and understandable communication, innovative 
ser vices and swift support when loss or damage occurs. Strong client focus is the yard-
stick for action in all eRGo’s business units and companies, and distinguishes eRGo 
from its competitors. in combination with its broad range and financial strength, this 
makes eRGo and its specialists reliable partners for insurance and provision product 
needs. Beyond this, we attach great importance to complying with legal and ethical 
standards in all activities: in 2011, eRGo accordingly adopted a new package of meas-
ures to strengthen compliance within the group. 

eRGo offers the appropriate sales channel for every client. over 20,000 full-time self-
employed agents service private clients and firms. these are supplemented by direct 
sales staff, brokers and strong cooperation partners in Germany and abroad. eRGo 
also has a range of sales partnerships with banks in Germany, various other european 
countries and india. 

Munich Re operates worldwide in virtually all classes of reinsurance. our products 
range from traditional reinsurance, extensive services and consultancy to complex indi-
vidual solutions for assuming risks and optimising our clients’ capital. in our business, 
we pursue an underwriting policy consistently based on risk-commensurate prices, 
terms and conditions. the transfer of risks to the capital markets is another service we 
offer to clients. 

We write our business directly with primary insurers and also via brokers. in addition to 
traditional reinsurance business, we participate in insurance pools, public-private part-
nerships, and business in specialist niche segments. through our operating field Risk 
Solutions, we offer our clients in industrial and major-project business a wide range of 
specialised products, customised insurance solutions and services, which we manage 
from within our reinsurance organisation. these clients thus have direct access to the 
expertise and capacity of a leading global risk carrier.

tapping earnings potential 
through innovations

primary insurance – to insure is 
to understand

Reinsurance – Knowing risks, 
taking opportunities
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our extensive knowledge in identifying and assessing risks and in structuring insur-
ance solutions enables us to create value in a highly dynamic and global environment 
and to stand out from our competitors. thanks to our capital management expertise, 
we are also a sought-after partner for products geared to the balance-sheet and solv-
ency position of our clients. our reputation in the market and our client-focused set-up 
give us quick and direct access to all clients.

the international healthcare market will continue to grow at an above-average rate. 
the ageing of whole societies and medical advances are leading to rising healthcare 
costs, often putting immense pressure on social security systems and increasing the 
need for private insurance solutions. We tap this profitable growth potential in our 
business field Munich health, where our specialists for international health business 
from primary insurance and reinsurance are pooled in a separate organisation. We sup-
port our clients with needs-based products and innovative solutions in risk manage-
ment. to this end, we frequently collaborate closely with those in charge of social 
secur ity systems, together making it possible for high-quality medical care to remain 
affordable. 

the common aim of all our activities is to create long-term value for our clients, share-
holders and staff. For us, a forward-looking and responsible approach is axiomatic. as 
one of the world’s leading insurance groups, we give our clients the promise that we 
will always fulfil the obligations we assume under insurance contracts.

Munich health – pioneer in the 
healthcare market

Responsibility as an integrated 
insurance group
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Dr. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
chairman of the 
supervisory board

Ladies and Gentlemen,

2011 was an extraordinary year in many respects: Munich re had to absorb the highest 
losses from natural catastrophes in its history – and this at a time when the financial 
markets found themselves in an extremely difficult situation. in this challenging envir
onment, the supervisory board fulfilled with due care all the tasks and duties incum
bent upon it under the law, the articles of association and the rules of procedure. We 
closely monitored the work of the board of Management, providing regular advice on 
its running of the company, and subjecting its conduct of the business to critical review 
and supervision. inspection measures in accordance with section 111 para. 2 sentence 1 
of the german stock companies act were at no time required.

Collaboration between Supervisory Board and Board of Management 
the collaboration between the supervisory board and the board of Management was 
constructive and characterised by a spirit of mutual trust. the board of Management 
met its reporting obligations towards the supervisory board in full. in total, six ordinary 
meetings of the supervisory board took place, with the board of Management partici
pating in meetings where the topics discussed did not require its absence. this 
afforded the supervisory board an intensive exchange with the board of Management 
and gave us a good insight into the competitive position, strategic considerations, cor
porate planning and the group’s development. the board of Management kept us con
stantly informed both orally and in writing about all important business transactions. 
the supervisory board was directly involved in all decisions of fundamental signifi
cance to the company. We reviewed and – where necessary – questioned the informa
tion supplied by the board of Management.

between the meetings, the board of Management reported to us on an adhoc basis 
concerning important matters in the group – for example the effects of the earthquake 
in Japan on the business, the incidents at ergo/hMi reported in the press and the 
necessary corrective measures, and the initial loss estimates for hurricane irene and 
the floods in thailand.

beyond this, as chairman of the supervisory board, i was in regular contact with the 
chairman of the board of Management, particularly in connection with issues of strat
egy, corporate risk management and current business performance. the chairman of 
the board of Management informed me promptly of significant events and develop
ments in the group. between the meetings, Jörg schneider, member of the board of 
Management responsible for group reporting, provided timely updates on key events 
and developments to henning Kagermann, chairman of the audit committee. in add
ition, the shareholder representatives and employee representatives frequently availed 
themselves of opportunities prior to the supervisory board meetings to discuss import
ant topics separately with the chairman of the board of Management.

Focal points of the meetings of the full Supervisory Board
at five of the six meetings, we obtained detailed reports on Munich re’s performance. 
together with the board of Management, we concerned ourselves with the strategic 
risks and opportunities of the individual fields of business and gave detailed consider
ation to the effects of the exceptional accumulation of very severe natural catastrophes 
and the continuing global financial crisis on the group’s assets and results. in addition 
to obtaining regular reports on the development of the group’s investments, at one of 
our meetings we received a presentation by Meag’s Managing director on how asset 
management is organised at Munich re, and on Meag’s tasks and role. the incidents 
at ergo reported in the press, their investigation and the changes necessary in this 
context were also a focus of our consultations. furthermore, we engaged in discussions 
with the board of Management on economic risk capital requirements and riskbearing 
capacity, on the effects of pending reforms to key parameters such as those deriving 
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from the new european supervisory system, solvency ii, and the ifrs accounting revi
sions, and on the highly specific issue of the systemic relevance of insurers.

at our first meeting in 2011, we dealt with the company and group financial state
ments for the financial year 2010 and prepared the motions for resolution by the 2011 
annual general Meeting. besides taking the decision to extend the appointments of 
three members of the board of Management, we also reached a resolution on the evalu
ation of individual objectives for annual performance in 2010. in addition, we estab
lished the individual objectives for the board members’ variable remuneration compon
ents for 2011, and took reports on compliance and antifraud management. finally, we 
appointed the external auditors for the 2011 financial year.

at our meeting in april, we concerned ourselves with matters relating exclusively to the 
board of Management. We assessed the extent to which the board of Management had 
achieved its financial objectives, and determined the amount of bonus payments for the 
members of the board of Management based on their annual performance in 2010. as 
usual, at another meeting immediately prior to the annual general Meeting, the board 
of Management gave us an account of business performance thus far in the year under 
review.

at its meeting in July, the supervisory board received reports on topics including the 
group’s prospects in german life primary insurance business. We also discussed the 
main focuses of human resources work in the group. in the same session, the board of 
Management gave us an account of the structure of the compensation systems in the 
group, thus fulfilling its annual obligation pursuant to section 3 para. 5 of the german 
regulation on the supervisory law requirements for remuneration schemes in the insur
ance sector (versvergv).

in october, the agenda included issues of corporate governance, an indepth report on 
the development and status of ergo international, and discussion of the positioning of 
Munich re (nonlife reinsurance) in greater china. 

at its last meeting in december, routinely attended by two representatives of the ger
man federal financial supervisory authority (bafin) as guests, the supervisory board 
dealt with the board of Management’s remuneration from 2012 onwards. We decided 
on the weightings of the individual target categories and measurement bases for 
annual and multiyear performance for the financial objectives in connection with the 
variable remuneration for 2012. the chief risk officer gave his assessment of the risk 
situation and the group’s riskbearing capacity and discussed the group’s risk strategy 
in detail with us. We also concerned ourselves with the group planning for 2012 to 
2014 presented by the board of Management, in connection with which we also con
sidered deviations in business performance from the planning for the year under 
review. a presentation on Munich health gave us an impression of the development of 
this business field, and we looked into the current challenges in health primary insur
ance in germany.

Work of the committees
the supervisory board has a total of five committees in place that enable us to perform 
our tasks efficiently and deal with complex issues more intensively in smaller bodies. 
the committees’ main tasks include preparing resolutions to be taken by the full 
supervisory board and topics for its agenda. details regarding the responsibilities of 
the respective committees are available in the corporate governance report on page 
26 f. the composition of each committee is shown on page 30 f. at all meetings of the 
full supervisory board, the committee chairmen submitted detailed reports on the 
 topics dealt with by the committees and the results of these consultations.
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the personnel committee met six times in 2011. it prepared the proposals to be sub
mitted to the full supervisory board regarding the individual variable remuneration tar
gets for the members of the board of Management in the year under review. Moreover, 
it adopted proposals to the supervisory board regarding the extension of three board 
members’ contracts, the assessment of the individual and financial objectives of the 
members of the board of Management, and the bonus payments from the 2010 annual 
performance. the committee obtained comprehensive reports on the fringe benefits 
and remuner ation in kind for the board of Management as disclosed in the 2010 
annual report, and on the status of succession planning for the board of Management. 
the personnel committee approved the acceptance of several seats on supervisory, 
advisory and similar boards by members of the board of Management. at the end of the 
reporting period, the committee very closely considered the proposal submitted to the 
full supervisory board regarding the board of Management’s remuneration from 2012 
onwards. it also prepared submissions to the full board on the weightings of the indi
vidual target categories and measurement bases for the financial objectives in connec
tion with the variable remuneration for 2012. 

at its four meetings in 2011, the standing committee devoted itself mainly to the prep
aration of supervisory board meetings and to topics of corporate governance. the 
report on the share register was another regular item on the agenda.

the audit committee held seven meetings in the period under review. at two meet
ings, it discussed in detail the company and group financial statements, the company 
and group management report, the auditor’s report and the board of Management’s 
proposal for the appropriation of the net retained profits for the financial year 2010. at 
one of these two meetings, the external auditor answered questions. in addition, the 
audit committee considered the 2011 quarterly reports and the 2011 halfyear financial 
report, which it reviewed in the presence of the auditor. 

the head of group audit routinely provided information on the result of the 2010 
audits and the audit planning for 2011. as usual, the compliance officer also reported 
to the committee. in fact, the audit committee dealt regularly with compliance topics, 
following in particular the events at ergo, their investigation and the measures subse
quently resolved; at an extraordinary meeting, the audit committee received an in
depth report on these matters from the chairman of the board of Management and 
additionally – at another meeting – from the pwc representative tasked with perform
ing the external review as well as the chairman of ergo’s board of Management. in 
this context, the committee also conferred about the group’s compliance system, 
ultim  ately specifying more precisely the tasks and monitoring functions it has to per
form in respect of matters involving group subsidiaries, in particular with regard to the 
delimitation of these tasks from those of the subsidiaries’ own bodies, especially where 
ergo is concerned. the development of the embedded values in life reinsurance busi
ness and in life and health primary insurance business was a periodic item of discus
sion. furthermore, the audit committee obtained detailed information from Munich 
re’s head of information technology on it security.

the audit committee looked into the impact of the financial crisis on Munich re again 
in the financial year ended. asset management was thus a recurring topic of thorough 
debates at the meetings. the committee regularly monitored the group’s risk situation; 
alongside quarterly written reports, it also received verbal updates from the chief risk 
officer, with whom the members of the audit committee gave detailed consideration 
to developments in risk management and the risk strategy. 
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the committee reviewed and monitored the auditor’s independence. in this context, the 
audit committee took delivery of reports from the auditor on its auditing and non
auditrelated services. likewise, the audit committee prepared for the full supervisory 
board the appointment of the external auditor for the financial year 2011, determined 
the main points of the audits, and set the auditor’s fees. following a resolution by the 
full supervisory board, the chairman of the audit committee commissioned the audit 
for the financial year 2011. furthermore, it commissioned the external auditor with a 
review of the halfyear financial report 2011. the good close cooperation with the exter
nal auditor was of notable benefit to the audit committee in its tasks and duties.

at the beginning of 2011, the nomination committee concluded the discussions it had 
begun in the previous year about a successor to thomas Wellauer, who left the super
visory board as at 30 september 2010. the committee agreed to propose annika 
falkengren, president and ceo of skandinaviska enskilda banken ab (publ), as a can
didate to the shareholders.

the conference committee as per item 7.5 of the rules of procedure for the supervis
ory board did not need to be convened in the financial year ended.

Corporate governance and declaration of conformity
the efficiency audit of the supervisory board’s work, this time conducted on a non 
formal basis, concluded that the measures to improve efficiency implemented in the 
previous year, which had been identified in an extensive study, had proven successful, 
and that the work of the supervisory board is considered to be efficient and appropri
ate overall. 

a “first” in 2011 was an internal information event offered by Munich re for all members 
of the supervisory board. as warranted by concrete circumstances, this was devoted to 
various aspects of the topic “natural catastrophes”, and was attended by the majority of 
the members of the supervisory board, as recommended in item 5.4.1 of the german 
corporate governance code. 

in november 2011, the board of Management and supervisory board submitted their 
compulsory annual declaration of conformity with all the recommendations of the ger
man corporate governance code as per section 161 of the german stock companies 
act and their intention to continue complying with it in future. further information on 
corporate governance in general is available in the joint report of the board of Manage
ment and supervisory board on page 26 ff.

Changes on the Supervisory Board
on 20 april 2011, the annual general Meeting of shareholders elected annika falken
gren, president and ceo of skandinaviska enskilda banken ab (publ), to the supervis
ory board to succeed thomas Wellauer. annika falkengren’s appointment brings 
another exceptionally qualified and internationally experienced figure to the supervis
ory board. 

Company and Group financial statements
KpMg bayerische treuhandgesellschaft aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungsge
sellschaft steuerberatungsgesellschaft duly audited the following documents and gave 
them an unqualified auditor’s opinion: the company and group management reports 
and financial statements as at 31 december 2011. the respective reports and the board 
of Management’s proposal for appropriation of the net retained profits were subse
quently submitted directly to the members of the supervisory board. at its meeting on 
1 february 2012, the audit committee had already had the opportunity to confer in 
detail about the preliminary yearend figures as at 31 december 2011. on 11 March 
2012, it prepared the supervisory board’s resolution on the adoption of the company 
financial statements and the approval of the group financial statements. to this end, 
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the audit committee examined the company and group financial statements, the 
management reports and the board of Management’s proposal for appropriation of the 
net retained profits. it discussed these at length with the auditor present at the meeting 
and gave detailed consideration to the auditor’s reports. the chairman of the audit 
committee briefed the full supervisory board about the outcome of its consultations at 
the balance sheet meeting on 12 March 2012.

the full supervisory board also checked the company and group financial statements 
and management reports and the proposal of the board of Management for appropri
ation of the net retained profits. on the basis of its own examination and having heard 
the auditor’s report, the supervisory board had no objections and agreed to the out
come of the external audit. it approved the company and group financial statements 
on 12 March 2011. the financial statements were thus adopted. having carefully 
weighed all the relevant aspects, the supervisory board agreed with the proposal of the 
board of Management for appropriation of the net retained profits. 

Words of thanks to the Board of Management and employees
the supervisory board wishes to thank all the members of the board of Management 
and staff for their great personal commitment and excellent work in a financial year 
that was as eventful as it was challenging.

Munich, 12 March 2012

for the supervisory board

Dr. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
chairman
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Corporate governance report 
 
the following report by the board of Management and supervisory board of Munich 
reinsurance company on the group’s corporate governance within the meaning of 
item 3.10 of the german corporate governance code contains the remuneration report 
in accordance with item 4.2.5 of that code and the corporate governance statement  
as per section 289a of the german commercial code. 

how we view corporate governance

corporate governance stands for a form of responsible company management and 
control geared to longterm creation of value. one of our aims in this context is to foster 
the confidence of investors, clients, employees and the general public. also of great 
 significance for us are efficient practices on the board of Management and supervisory 
board, good collaboration between these bodies and with the group’s staff, and open 
and transparent corporate communications.

continually improving corporate governance is an important  principle underlying our 
business activities.

What rules apply to Munich re?
 
as a result of its international organisation, Munich re has to consider corporate gov
ernance rules in different national legal systems. clearly, we observe not only the 
respective national standards but also internationally recognised best practices. in 
germany, where Munich reinsurance company has its headquarters, corporate gov
ernance rules are laid down above all in the german stock companies act and the 
 german corporate governance code. the german insurance control act standardises 
specific requirements for the business organisation of insurance companies and the “fit 
and proper” criteria for their board members. it also provides particular rules for insur
ance companies’ remuneration systems. these rules formed the basis for the regula
tion on remuneration schemes in the insurance sector (versvergv) issued by the 
 german federal finance Ministry.

also applicable to Munich reinsurance company is the german act on the codeter
mination of employees in crossborder Mergers (Mgvg) and a codetermination 
agreement, which is published on our website.

corporate governance report and  
corporate governance statement1 

1  copy from the management report of Munich reinsurance company. some of the figures in the remuneration report 
 deviate owing to the application of international accounting standards.

http://www.munichre.com
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the german corporate governance code contains the main legal rules to be observed 
by listed german companies. in addition, it includes recommendations and proposals 
based on nationally and internationally recognised standards of good and responsible 
management. every year, Munich reinsurance company’s board of Management and 
supervisory board publish a declaration stating how far the code’s recommendations 
have been and will be complied with. 

it is our conviction that good corporate governance creates lasting value. We there 
fore apply the highest standards to our operations and activities, complying with all  
the  recommendations and proposals of the german corporate governance code.  
the  declaration of conformity is permanently accessible on our internet website  
(www.munichre.com).

corporate legal structure
 
Munich reinsurance company is a jointstock company (“aktiengesellschaft”) within 
the meaning of the german stock companies act. it has three governing bodies: the 
board of Management, the supervisory board and the annual general Meeting. their 
functions and powers derive from the relevant legal provisions, the codetermination 
agreement and the articles of association, which are published on our website.

the principle of parity codetermination on the supervisory board has been main
tained in the codetermination agreement, and strengthened by taking into account 
staff employed in the rest of europe.

board of Management

Duties and responsibilities
the board of Management is responsible for managing the company, setting object
ives and determining strategy. in doing so, it is obliged to safeguard company interests 
and endeavour to achieve a longterm increase in the company’s value. the board of 
Management must ensure compliance with statutory requirements and internal com
pany directives, and is responsible for effecting adequate risk management and risk 
control in the company.

Internal regulation and working procedure
pursuant to article 16 of the articles of association, the board of Management must 
comprise a minimum of two persons; beyond this, the number of members is deter
mined by the supervisory board. Munich reinsurance company’s board of Manage
ment had nine members in the 2011 financial year. an overview of its composition and 
distribution of responsibilities can be found on page 63. additional information on indi
vidual members of the board of Management is available on our website. rules of pro
cedure issued by the supervisory board regulate the work of the board of Manage
ment, in particular the allocation of responsibilities between the individual board 
members, matters reserved for the full board of Management, and the required major
ity for resolutions. the full board of Management decides on all matters for which the 
law, the articles of association or the rules of procedure prescribe a decision by the 
board of Management. in particular, it is responsible for matters requiring the approval 
of the supervisory board, for items which have to be submitted to the annual general 
Meeting, and for tasks which constitute fundamental management functions or are of 
exceptionally great importance, including significant personnel issues at top manage
ment level. 

Meetings of the board of Management take place as required, but at least once a 
month. the members of the board of Management cooperate closely to the benefit of 
the company and aim to reach unanimous decisions.

the board of Management has two committees – one for group matters and one for 
reinsurance – in order to enhance the efficiency of its work.

http://www.munichre.com
http://www.munichre.com
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Group Committee 
the group committee comprises the chairman of the board of Management and at 
least one other member of the board of Management, i.e. nikolaus von bomhard and 
Jörg schneider. a further member is Munich reinsurance company’s chief risk 
officer, Joachim oechslin. the chairman of the board of Management is also chair
man of the group committee, which decides on all fundamental matters relating to its 
voting members’ divisions unless the full board of Management is mandatorily respon
sible. in addition, it prepares decisions that have to be taken by the full board.

Reinsurance Committee 
the reinsurance committee comprises those members of the board of Management 
that do not sit on the group committee, i.e. torsten Jeworrek, ludger arnoldussen, 
thomas blunck, georg daschner, peter röder, Wolfgang strassl and Joachim Wenning. 
a further member is the chief financial officer for reinsurance, hermann pohlchris
toph. the chairman of the committee is appointed by the supervisory board. this 
office is held by torsten Jeworrek. the reinsurance committee decides on all funda
mental matters relating to the business field of reinsurance except where the full board 
of Management is mandatorily responsible.

the committee meetings are held as needed, and usually take place every two weeks. 
only the members of the board of Management are entitled to vote. further details are 
regulated by the rules of procedure adopted by the full board of Management.

Subcommittees 
both the group committee and the reinsurance committee have set up subcommit
tees, whose members include other senior executives from Munich reinsurance com
pany and the group. they comprise the group investment committee, the group   
risk committee, the global underwriting and risk committee, and the strategy  
committee. only members of the board of Management have voting rights on these 
 committees, each of which – apart from the strategy committee – has its own written 
rules of procedure. the group investment committee deals with all significant issues 
affecting the investments of the group and of the individual fields of business. both the 
group risk committee and the global underwriting and risk committee deal with risk 
management, albeit in different contexts.

Collaboration between Board of Management and Supervisory Board
the board of Management and supervisory board cooperate closely to the benefit of 
the company. the board of Management coordinates the company’s strategic 
approach with the supervisory board and discusses the current state of strategy imple
mentation with it at regular intervals. it reports regularly to the supervisory board 
about all questions relevant to the company. the supervisory board has defined the 
board of Management’s information and reporting requirements in detail. specific 
types of transaction such as investments and divestments of substantial size and indi
vidual capital measures (e.g. according to article 4 of the articles of association) gen
erally require the supervisory board’s consent. beyond this, the board of Management 
reports to the audit committee on specific topics falling within the latter’s scope of 
responsibility.

supervisory board
 
Duties and responsibilities 
the supervisory board monitors the board of Management and gives counsel where 
appropriate. certain transactions require its approval, but it is not authorised to take 
management action in place of the board of Management. the supervisory board also 
appoints the external auditor for the company and group financial statements and for 
the halfyear financial report.

in compliance with the articles of association, the supervisory board has 20 members. 
half are representatives of the shareholders, elected by the annual general Meeting, 
and half are elected representatives of the employees. under the codetermination 
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agreement, employees of group companies in the european union (eu) and european 
economic area (eea) may also participate in the election of employee representatives.

an overview of the members of the supervisory board can be found on page 63 f. add
itional information on the current members of the supervisory board is available on our 
website.

the supervisory board has established its own rules of procedure, specifying responsi
bilities, work processes and required majorities. it has also adopted separate rules of 
procedure for the audit committee. as provided for in the german codetermination 
act and included in the provisions of article 12 of the articles of association, the chair
man of the supervisory board and his first deputy must be elected by a majority of 
 twothirds of its constituent members. if a second vote is needed, the shareholder rep
resentatives elect the chairman of the supervisory board, and the employee represen
tatives his first deputy, by a simple majority of the votes cast in each case. 

the supervisory board is quorate if all its members have been invited to the meeting or 
called upon to vote and if ten members including the chairman or alternatively 15 
members participate in the vote. if the chairman of the supervisory board so deter
mines, meetings of the supervisory board may be conducted using telecommunica
tions.

the chairman of the supervisory board is authorised to make declarations on the 
supervisory board’s behalf based on prior resolutions. 

Objectives for composition of Supervisory Board 
in accordance with item 5.4.1 para. 2 of the german corporate governance code, the 
supervisory board has set itself the following objectives for its composition:
//  the main criteria for selecting future members of the supervisory board continue to 

be sustained corporate profitability, personal abilities, talents, experience (especially 
of an international nature), independence, professional knowledge and enterprise of 
the nominated persons.

 //  all members of the supervisory board should be free of relevant conflicts of interest.
//  in selecting candidates for membership, the supervisory board should pay due 

regard to diversity, especially in terms of age, internationality and gender. by the 
beginning of the next term of office (scheduled for 2014), at least 20% of the mem
bers should be female, with this figure increasing to at least 30% by the start of the 
following term of office (scheduled for 2019).  

currently, four members of the supervisory board are women: two representatives of 
the employees and two shareholder representatives. 

the aforementioned objectives apply to the supervisory board as a whole. shareholder 
and employee representatives will each contribute their share to meeting them, and the 
bodies responsible under the codetermination agreement for election proposals to the 
european electoral board are requested to take due consideration of the objectives 
within the framework of the current rules. 

in addition, the supervisory board’s rules of procedure provide for a recommended age 
limit of 70 for candidates. 

http://www.munichre.com
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The five Supervisory Board committees 
Munich reinsurance company’s supervisory board has set up five committees: the 
standing committee, the personnel committee, the audit committee, the nomination 
committee, and the conference committee. the full supervisory board is regularly 
informed about the work of the committees by their respective chairmen. 

their main responsibilities are as follows:

Standing Committee
the standing committee prepares supervisory board meetings insofar as no other 
committee is responsible for doing so. it decides on matters of company business 
requiring the supervisory board’s approval unless the full supervisory board or another 
committee is responsible. it makes amendments to the articles of association that only 
affect the wording, and decides on whether and when guests may attend supervisory 
board meetings. besides this, it prepares the annual declaration of conformity with the 
german corporate governance code, in accordance with section 161 of the german 
stock companies act, and the supervisory board’s report on the company’s corporate 
governance in the annual report. every year, it reviews the efficiency of the supervisory 
board’s work and submits appropriate proposals to the full supervisory board where 
necessary. it also approves loan transactions of the company with senior managers and 
supervisory board members or parties related to them, as well as company contracts 
with members of the supervisory board. Members of the standing committee are 
hansJürgen schinzler (chairman), herbert bach, hans peter claußen, Wolfgang 
Mayrhuber and bernd pischetsrieder.

Personnel Committee 
the personnel committee prepares the appointment of members of the board of Man
agement and, together with the board of Management, concerns itself with longterm 
succession planning. it also prepares the supervisory board’s resolution on the remuner
ation system for the board of Management, including the total remuneration of the indi
vidual members of the board of Management. the personnel committee represents the 
company visàvis the members of the board of Management and is responsible for per
sonnel matters involving members of that board unless these are issues that have been 
allocated to the full supervisory board. it approves loan transactions between the com
pany and members of the board of Management or parties related to them, as well as any 
material transactions between the company or its associated companies and members 
of the board of Management or parties related to them. it also decides on secondary 
occupations that members of the board of Management may pursue and seats they hold 
on the boards of other companies. Members of the  personnel committee are hansJürgen 
schinzler (chairman), herbert bach and bernd pischetsrieder.

Audit Committee
the audit committee prepares supervisory board resolutions on the adoption of the 
annual company financial statements and approval of the group financial statements, 
reviews the financial reporting, discusses the quarterly reports, and takes delivery of 
the audit reports and other reports and statements by the external auditor. the com
mittee monitors the accounting process, including the effectiveness of the company’s 
internal control system, the risk management system, the compliance system and 
internal audit system. furthermore, it initiates the decision on the appointment of the 
external auditor and monitors the latter’s independence and quality. it appoints the 
external auditor for the company and group financial statements, determines focal 
points of the audits and agrees the auditor’s fee for the annual audit; the same applies 
to the review of the halfyear financial report. in addition, together with the board of 
Management, the audit committee prepares the annual discussion of the risk strategy 
held before the supervisory board and discusses any changes or deviations from the 
risk strategy with the board of Management during the year. in this connection, the 
audit committee obtains reports not only from the board of Management but also 
directly from the compliance officer, the head of group audit, and the chief risk 
officer, or from corporate counsel. Members of the audit committee are henning 
Kagermann (chairman), christian fuhrmann, Marco nörenberg, anton van rossum 
and hansJürgen schinzler.
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Nomination Committee
comprising solely representatives of the shareholders, the nomination committee 
suggests suitable candidates to the supervisory board for the latter’s election pro
posals to the annual general Meeting. it has drawn up and adopted a list of criteria on 
which these proposals are to be based. Members of the personnel committee are 
hansJürgen schinzler (chairman), henning Kagermann and bernd pischetsrieder.

Conference Committee
the conference committee makes personnel proposals to the supervisory board if the 
requisite twothirds majority is not achieved in the first vote when it comes to appoint
ing or dismissing members of the board of Management. its responsibilities have 
remained the same after application of the codetermination agreement and are now 
laid down in the articles of association and the supervisory board’s rules of procedure. 
Members of the conference committee are hansJürgen schinzler (chairman), her
bert bach, hans peter claußen and bernd pischetsrieder.

More details of the work of the supervisory board committees in the financial year 
ended can be found in the report of the supervisory board to the annual general Meet
ing, which is printed on page 22 ff.

annual general Meeting

the regular responsibilities of the annual general Meeting include reaching a reso
lution on the appropriation of profits and approving the actions of the board of Man
agement and supervisory board.

at the company’s annual general Meeting, the principle of “one share, one vote” 
applies. insofar as shareholders are entered under their own name as being the holders 
of shares which belong to a third party and exceed the upper limit of 2% of the share 
capital as stated in the articles of association, the shares entered do not carry any 
 voting rights. the aim of this provision is greater transparency of the share register. 
besides this, it is intended to facilitate direct contact with the shareholders, especially 
in connection with the convening of the annual general Meeting and the exercising of 
voting rights.

declaration of the board of Management and supervisory board of 
Munich reinsurance company in accordance with section 161 of the 
german stock companies act, dated november 2011
 
“since the last declaration of conformity in november 2010, Münchener rückver
sicherungsgesellschaft aktiengesellschaft in München has fulfilled all the recommen
dations of the german corporate governance code of 26 May 2010 (published on 
2 July 2010) and will continue to do so in future.” 

important rules of corporate governance

Munich Re Code of Conduct
beyond this, we have our own Munich re code of conduct specifying highlevel ethical 
and legal requirements that must be met by employees. this document is also pub
lished on our website.

in our code of conduct we clearly state our views on corporate integrity, i.e. legally 
impeccable behaviour based on ethical principles. the code of conduct contains regu
lations that are binding on all Munich re employees including the management. 

in this connection, employees also have the option of contacting an external and inde
pendent ombudsman, who reports cases of suspected fraud to the fraud prevention 
committee, comprising the fraud prevention officer and the compliance officer, thus 

http://www.munichre.com
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Remuneration report1

structure of the remuneration system for the Board of management
 
in conformity with the german corporate governance code, we here explain the 
 principles of the remuneration system for munich re‘s Board of management and the 
structuring of the individual remuneration components.

in accordance with item 4 of the german corporate governance code, the remuner
ation system for the Board of management is determined by the full supervisory Board. 
the personnel committee of the supervisory Board, comprising the chairman of the 
supervisory Board, one shareholder representative and one employee representative, 
prepares the resolution for the full supervisory Board.

the remuneration system for members of the Board of management in place since 
1 January 2010 focuses more strongly than before on longterm targets and thus 
 creates an even greater incentive for sustainable corporate development. no changes 
were made with effect from 1 January 2011.

1 this remuneration report is part of the group management report.

supporting munich re’s antifraud management. in the ergo group, as from 1 January 
2012, the Board of management has transferred responsibility for overseeing adher
ence to corporate rules of conduct to a separate compliance unit, which reports directly 
to the chairman of the Board. through this new setup, the prevention and avoidance 
of compliance violations are assigned top priority.

Global Compact
to make clear munich re’s understanding of important values – and thus also its cor
porate responsibility – inside and outside our group, munich re joined the united 
nations global compact in 2007. the ten principles of this declaration form the bench
mark for our actions throughout the group and thus provide the fundamental frame
work for our corporate responsibility. our annual communication on progress for the 
un global compact is integrated into the corporate responsibility portal on our web
site.

Principles for Responsible Investment
in 2006, munich re became the first german company to sign the un principles for 
responsible investment (pri). there is a link to the pri via the corporate responsibility 
portal on our website, where we also report on how we implement these principles for 
sustainable investment.

http://www.munichre.com
http://www.munichre.com
http://www.munichre.com
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Structure of the remuneration system for the Board of Management 

Component Share1

Assessment basis/ 
parameters Corridor

Precondition for 
payment Payment

Basic remuneration
plus remuneration in kind/
fringe benefits 
(company car, healthcare, 
security measures, insurance)

30% function
responsibility
length of service 
on board

fixed contractual 
stipulations

Monthly

Variable remuneration

30% annual performance 
(for 100% achievement of 
objectives)

70% corporate performance 
result contribution of 
organisational unit(s)
personal performance

group objective
company objective
divisional objectives
individual objectives

0–200% 
(fully  
achieved = 
100%)

achievement of  
annual objectives

in the second year, on condi-
tion that 50% of the net 
amount paid out is invested 
by the Board member in 
Munich Re shares that must 
be held for at least a four-
year period

70% multi-year performance
(for 100% achievement of 
objectives)

objectives for the 
business fields
– reinsurance
– primary insurance
– Munich health
individual objectives 

0–200% 
(fully  
achieved = 
100%)

achievement of  
threeyear objectives

in the fourth year, on condi-
tion that 25 % of the net 
amount paid out is invested 
by the Board member in 
shares that must be held for 
at least a two-year period

Pension

a) Defined benefits plan
(board members appointed before 
2009 who had reached the age of  
55 in 2008) 

– pensionable basic 
remuneration 
(= 25% of target overall  
direct remuneration)
number of years on the 
board

fixed

> retirement
> insured event
>  premature  

termination or  
nonextension of 
employment con 
tract under certain  
circumstances

–

b) Defined contribution plan 
(board members appointed before 
2009 who had not reached the age  
of 55 in 2008 and board members 
appointed since 2009)

– target overall direct  
remuneration

pension  
contribution

–

1 for the variable remuneration, the share shown presupposes 100% achievement of the objectives.

Fixed components
basic remuneration
the fixed annual basic remuneration is paid in the form of a monthly salary.

remuneration in kind/fringe benefits
remuneration in kind and fringe benefits are granted according to function, and are 
commensurate with market conditions (daX 30 companies). income tax on the 
 benefits in question is paid individually for each member of the board of Management, 
with the company bearing the amount due. remuneration in kind and fringe benefits 
are valued on the basis of expenditure for disclosure in the annual report.
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Variable remuneration
the variable remuneration component is geared to the overall performance of the 
group and defined organisational units and to the personal performance of the individ
ual members of the board of Management. its amount depends on the degree to which 
annually set objectives for annual and multiyear performance are met.

compliance with the processes laid down for specifying objectives and assessing their 
achievement is critically reviewed by the external auditor, who verifies whether the 
envisaged financial objectives are measurable and whether their achievement is in 
accordance with the guidelines established by Munich re. the outcome of this review 
and any potentially controversial aspects are rendered transparent for the supervisory 
board.

achievement of objectives is measured at the end of the performance terms, there 
being no adjustment of the targets during these periods. payouts are made at the end 
of the one and threeyear periods under consideration. With a view to promoting a 
management approach that takes due account of the company’s longterm interests, 
the members of the board of Management are obliged to invest 50% and 25% of the 
paidout variable remuneration in Munich reinsurance company shares.

variable remuneration based on annual performance
annual performance targets for the variable remuneration component geared to annual 
performance are set on the basis of divisional results and individual objectives as well 
as the company result (propertycasualty reinsurance) and group result. 30% of the 
target amount for variable remuneration can be earned in the event of full achievement 
(= 100%) of the objectives. the targets and scaling for group, company and divisional 
objectives are geared to particular indicators, while individual objectives form the basis 
for the achievement of personal targets. the key indicator used for the group result is 
rorac (return on riskadjusted capital), which is derived from key figures in external 
accounting and from other important portfolio and performance data. information on 
the definition of rorac is provided on page 61. the performance measures embodied 
in valuebased management are used for the company result and the divisional results. 
the objectives are weighted individually according to the responsibilities of the individ
ual members of the board of Management.

the variable remuneration for annual performance is reviewed and decided on by the 
full supervisory board and then paid out in the year after the oneyear period under 
consideration. payment is effected on condition that 50% of the net payout amount is 
invested in Munich reinsurance company shares that must be held for at least a four
year period.

variable remuneration based on multiyear performance
for the multiyear performance remuneration component, threeyear targets based on 
the performance of the reinsurance, Munich health and primary insurance segments 
and on individual objectives are fixed every year. 70% of the overall target amount for 
variable remuneration can be earned in the event of full achievement (= 100%) of the 
objectives. the targets and scaling for the business field targets are geared to vbM 
performance indicators, and the individual targets are based on individual objectives. 
the objectives are weighted individually according to the responsibilities of the individ
ual members of the board of Management.

the variable remuneration for the multiyear performance is reviewed and decided on 
by the full supervisory board and then paid out in the year after the threeyear period 
under consideration. payment is effected on condition that 25% of the net payout 
amount is invested in Munich reinsurance company shares that must be held for at 
least a twoyear period.
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full and prorata calculation of the variable remuneration for annual  
and multiyear performance
the basis for the full and prorata calculation of the variable remuneration is the first 
year. only the full “eligible” months in this year are taken into account (pro rata tem
poris). in the case of retirement, occupational disability, death or premature departure 
from the company for other reasons, the rules for the full and prorata calculation 
apply.

Share-based remuneration agreements in force during the reporting period
Midterm incentive plan 2009–2011 
this plan is based on performance over a threeyear period. it promotes the medium 
and longterm increase in Munich re’s value in terms of internal value creation (value
based success factors) and improvement in the total shareholder return (tsr) of 
Munich re shares. the plan provides for the granting of performance share units, free 
of charge, to members of the board of Management for the first and last time for 2009. 
plan participants have the opportunity to share in the development of Munich re’s 
value if they achieve their performance targets and increase the tsr.

for the valuebased performance objectives, threeyear average targets are set for each 
of the business fields reinsurance, primary insurance and Munich health. achievement 
of objectives is measured at the end of the plan’s term, there being no adjustment of the 
targets during the course of the plan. 

the tsr represents the total return on shares, comprising both the rise in the share 
price and the dividends paid over a period of three years. further information on the 
Midterm incentive plan can be found in the notes to the financial statements under 
(45) Midterm incentive plan.

longterm incentive plan
this remuneration component, with a longterm perspective, is linked to the sustained 
appreciation of Munich re’s share price. the longterm incentive plan, launched each 
year as from 1999, was set up for the last time in 2009 for members of the board of 
Management and in 2010 for other eligible participants. the participants were granted 
a certain number of stock appreciation rights. these can only be exercised if, after a 
twoyear vesting period, Munich re’s share price has risen by at least 20% since incep
tion of the plan and the shares have outperformed the euro stoXX 50 at least twice 
over a threemonth period during the term of the plan.

Whether the stock appreciation rights can be exercised and, if so, when, is not certain. 
the exercising and proceeds depend on the development of the share price and on ful
filment of the exercise conditions. future obligations arising from the longterm incen
tive plans are safeguarded in such a way that the expenses resulting from a growth in 
value of the stock appreciation rights are neutralised as far as possible by an increase 
in the value of the share portfolio. the amount of income is limited. up to now, it has 
only been possible to exercise stock appreciation rights under the plans set up in 1999 
and 2003 to 2005. further information on the longterm incentive plan can be found 
in the notes to the financial statements under (44) longterm incentive plan.

Weighting of remuneration components
in the case of 100% achievement of objectives (annual performance and multiyear 
 performance), the weightings of the individual components in terms of total remuner
ation for 2011 were as follows: basic remuneration around 30% and variable remuner
ation around 70%, of which 30% was based on annual performance and 70% on multi
year performance. annual objectives, multiyear objectives and investment in shares 
together form a wellbalanced and economic, i.e. strongly riskbased, incentive system, 
designed to ensure that the targets set for the members of the board of Management 
do not have undesirable effects. no guaranteed variable salary components are 
granted.
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all in all, the remuneration system for members of the board of Management was in 
conformity with the recommendations of the german corporate governance code for 
2011. in particular, it also complies with the german regulation of 6 october 2010 con
cerning the supervisory law requirements for remuneration schemes in the insurance 
sector (insurance compensation regulation – versvergv).

beyond the actual remuneration system, the level of total remuneration is set and regu
larly monitored by the full supervisory board, acting on recommendations from the 
supervisory board’s personnel committee. the consideration of what is appropriate 
remuneration takes into account data from peergroup companies and the relation to 
remuneration of other Munich reinsurance company employees. criteria also include 
the respective board member’s duties, the board member’s personal performance, the 
performance of the board as a whole and the financial situation, performance and 
future prospects of Munich re. new board members are generally placed at a level 
which allows sufficient potential for development in the first three years.

Continued payment of remuneration in the case of incapacity to work
in the case of temporary incapacity to work due to illness or for other cause beyond the 
board member’s control, the remuneration is paid until the end of the contract of 
employment. the company may terminate the contract prematurely if the board mem
ber is incapacitated for a period of longer than 12 months and it is probable that he will 
be permanently unable to fully perform the duties conferred on him (permanent incap
acity to work). in this event, the board member will receive a disability pension. 

Other remuneration
in the case of seats held on other boards, remuneration for board memberships must 
be paid over to the company or is deducted in the course of regular remuneration com
putation. exempted from this is remuneration for memberships explicitly recognised 
by the company as private.

the members of the board of Management have no contractual entitlement to sever
ance payments. if the board member’s activities on the board are terminated prema
turely without good cause within the meaning of section 626 of the german civil 
code, payments due may not surpass the equivalent of two years’ total remuneration 
(three years’ total remuneration in the event of acquisition of a controlling interest or 
change of control within the meaning of section 29 para. 2 of the german securities 
acquisition and takeover act) and may not cover more than the remaining period of the 
employment contract. the calculation is to be based on the overall remuneration for 
the past financial year and, if necessary, on the probable overall remuneration for the 
current financial year.

in the event of a change of control, only the conditions of the longterm incentive plan 
(under which stock appreciation rights were granted to members of the board of Man
agement for the last time in 2009) provide for special exercise options. details of this 
are available in the notes to the financial statements under (44) longterm incentive 
plan.

Pensions
up to and including 2008, the members of the board of Management were members of 
a defined benefit plan, providing for payment of a fixed pension amount depending on 
their basic remuneration and years of service on the board. the pension level started at 
30% and could reach a maximum of 60% of annual basic remuneration.

beginning in 2009, pension plans for board members were changed to a defined con
tribution system. the main aim of this change was the fullest possible outsourcing of 
all pensionspecific risks from the company’s balance sheet. this major risk transfer 
was achieved by financing increases in entitlements exclusively by paying premiums 
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into insurance policies concluded to cover these benefit obligations. this means the 
company is no longer liable for the pension benefits, as these are covered by the afore
mentioned insurance policies. the longevity risk, the biometric risks of premature 
occurrence of a pensionable event (e.g. disability or death of a member of the board 
during active service), and the capital market risk were thus transferred to the insurer 
and the individual board members.

as of 2009, newly appointed members of the board hence become members of a 
defined contribution plan. for this plan, the company provides the board members 
with a pension contribution, which in 2009 was related to basic remuneration, for each 
calendar year (contribution year) during the term of their contract. the pension contri
bution is paid over to an external pension insurer. this insurer’s guaranteed interest 
rate is 2.25%. the insurance benefits that result from the contribution payments to the 
external insurer constitute the company’s pension commitment to the board member. 
for board members newly appointed as from 1 January 2009, a uniform pension contri
bution rate has been set; the annual basic remuneration is multiplied by this rate to 
arrive at the pension contribution payable. 

board members who had not reached the age of 55 by the end of 2008 retained as a 
vested pension their pension entitlement under the previous defined benefit plan (fixed 
amount in euros) existing at the point of transition on 31 december 2008. as of 1 Janu
ary 2009, these board members receive an incremental pension benefit generally 
based on the defined contribution plan for new board members. since the conversion 
of the pension system took place while board members’ contracts were in force, the 
pension contributions were calculated in such a way that the total of vested pension, 
pensionfund pension and incremental pension benefit results in an expected pension 
at age 60 equivalent to that of the previous pension benefit based on realistic esti
mates.

board members who had already reached the age of 55 at the conversion date were not 
transferred to a defined contribution system and remain members of the previous sys
tem’s defined benefit plan.

owing to the increase from 25% to 30% in the share of basic remuneration in overall 
remuneration as at 1 January 2010, there was a change in the assessment basis for the 
board members’ pensions. an unintended rise in the pensions would otherwise have 
been the consequence. from 1 January 2010 onwards, the defined benefits are fixed on 
the basis of “pensionable basic remuneration”, which corresponds to 25% of the target 
overall direct remuneration (= basic remuneration + variable remuneration on the basis 
of 100% achievement of objectives). in the case of the defined contribution plan, the 
rate is fixed on the basis of the target overall direct remuneration.

benefits on termination of employment
Occupational pension
board members are entitled to an occupational pension on retiring from active service 
with the company after reaching the age of 60 or, at the  latest, 65.

benefit amount: 
//  for a period of six months, previous monthly basic remuneration (only for board 

members appointed prior to 2006)
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: annuity based 

on the policy reserve built up under the external insurance or payment of the policy 
reserve as a lump sum

//  for board members transferred from the old system to the new: vested pension 
from the defined benefit plan up to 2008 and annuity or lump sum from the policy 
reserve under the defined contribution plan

//  in the case of defined benefit plans: defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of 
pensionable basic remuneration
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Disability pension
board members are entitled to a disability pension if, due to permanent incapacity to 
work, their contract ends by mutual agreement, is terminated by the company, or their 
appointment is not extended or revoked. permanent incapacity to work means that the 
board Member is incapacitated for a period of longer than 12 months and it is probable 
that he will be permanently unable to fully perform the duties conferred on him.

benefit amount: 
//  for a period of six months, previous monthly basic remuneration (only for board 

members appointed prior to 2006)
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: 80% of the 

insured occupational pension up to the age of 59, with subsequent occupational 
pension

//  for board members transferred from the old system to the new: vested pension 
from the defined benefit plan up to 2008 and 80% of the insured occupational 
 pension benefit up to age 59 with subsequent occupational pension based on the 
defined contribution plan

//  in the case of defined benefit plans: defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of 
pensionable basic remuneration

Reduced occupational pension on early retirement
board members are entitled to an occupational pension if the contract of employment 
is terminated as a result of  nonextension or revocation of the board member’s appoint
ment without the board member having given cause for this through a gross violation 
of his duties or at his own request. the precondition is that the board member has 
already passed the age of 50, has been in the employment of the company for more 
than ten years when the contract terminates, and has had his appointment to the board 
of Management extended at least once.

benefit amount: 
//  for a period of six months, previous monthly basic remuneration (only for board 

members appointed prior to 2006)
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: annuity based 

on the policy reserve built up under the external insurance or payment of the policy 
reserve as a lump sum at the date the pension benefit is claimed

//  for board members transferred from the old system to the new: entitlement of 
between 30% and 60% of pensionable remuneration, reduced by 2% for each year 
or part thereof short of the board member’s 65th birthday; the company assumes 
payment of the difference between the monthly occupational pension and the 
monthly incremental pension from the external insurance. the policy reserve avail
able at the date the pension benefit is claimed can be paid out as an annuity or as a 
lump sum.

//  in the case of defined benefit plans: defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of the 
pensionable basic remuneration, reduced by 2% for each year or part thereof short 
of the board member’s 65th birthday

Vested benefits for occupational pension, disability pension and surviving  
dependants
vested benefits are paid upon the board member reaching the age of 60, in the case of 
incapacity to work, or in the event of the board member’s death.

Vested benefits under the German Employers’ Retirement Benefits Act // board 
members have vested benefits under the german employers’ retirement benefits act 
if they leave the company before reaching the age of 60 and the pension commitment 
has existed for at least five years before.
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benefit amount: 
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: annuity based 

on the policy reserve built up under the external insurance or payment of the policy 
reserve as a lump sum at the date the insured event occurs

//  for members of the board of Management transferred from the old system to the 
new: the entitlement under the vested pension is a proportion of the vested pension 
based on the ratio of actual service with the company to the period the board mem
ber would have worked for the company altogether up to the fixed retirement age 
(section 2 para. 1 of the german employers’ retirement benefits act). the entitle
ment from the incremental pension comprises the pension benefits fully financed 
under the insurance contract up to the occurrence of the insured event based on the 
pension contributions made up to the date of leaving the company (section 2 para. 
5a of the german employers’ retirement benefits act). this entitlement is paid out 
as an annuity or a lump sum. 

//  in the case of defined benefit plans: defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of 
pensionable basic remuneration. the vested benefits are a proportion of the occupa
tional pension, based on the ratio of actual service with the company to the period 
the board member would have worked for the company altogether until his 65th 
birthday (section 2 para. 1 of the german employers’ retirement benefits act).

Improved vested benefits // improved vested benefits are granted if the contract ends 
owing to nonextension of the board member’s appointment (by the company) but not 
due to gross violation of duties or to the board member giving notice. a further precon
dition is that the board member leaves the board before reaching the age of 60 and has 
at least ten years’ service with the company.

the improved vested benefits do not apply to board members appointed as from 2009. 
for board members transferred from the old system to the new, the improved vested 
benefits apply only to that part of their pension resulting from the vested pension under 
the defined benefit plan.

benefit amount: 
//  for a period of six months after leaving the board, previous monthly basic remuner

ation (only for board members appointed prior to 2006)
//  for the share from the defined benefit plan: defined benefit of between 30% and 

60% of the pensionable basic remuneration, reduced by 2% for each year or part 
thereof short of the board member’s 60th birthday

provision for surviving dependants
in the event of the death of a board member during active service, the surviving 
dependants receive the previous monthly basic remuneration for a period of six months 
if the deceased was appointed to the board of Management before 2006. in the case of 
board members appointed as from 2006, the previous monthly basic remuneration is 
paid to the beneficiaries for a period of three months. if the board member’s death 
occurs after retirement, the surviving dependants receive the previous monthly occupa
tional pension for a period of three months, provided the marriage/registration of the 
civil partnership took place and/or the child was born before the board member started 
drawing the occupational pension. if the board member’s occupational pension was 
reduced owing to early retirement, benefits for surviving dependants are based on the 
reduced occupational pension.

subsequently, surviving dependants of a board member who dies during active service 
or after retirement receive the following benefits: 
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//  Widow(er)’s pension or pension for registered civil partner amounting to 60% of  
the defined benefit or insured occupational pension. if the spouse or registered civil 
partner is more than ten years younger than the board member, the surviving 
dependant’s pension will be reduced by 2% for each year or part thereof of age 
 difference, but by not more than 50%.

//  orphan’s pension amounting to 20% of the defined benefit or insured occupational 
pension per orphan.

//  doubling of the orphan’s pension if no widow(er)’s pension or pension for registered 
civil partner is payable. 

//  surviving dependants’ pensions together may not exceed the occupational pension 
of the board member. if necessary, the orphans’ pensions will be reduced proportion
ally.

the benefits for surviving dependants are not payable for widow(er)s or registered civil 
partners if the marriage or registered civil partnership was not contracted until a point 
in time when the board Member was already drawing the occupational pension, and for 
orphans if they were not born until after such a point in time. the entitlement for 
orphans ceases on their reaching the age of 18 (or 20 for orphans of board members 
transferred from the old system to the new). for orphans who are in fulltime education 
or vocational training, doing military or civilian service, or unable to support themselves 
owing to a physical or mental disability, the entitlement is extended until they reach the 
age of 25 (or 27 for orphans of board members transferred from the old system to the 
new). the entitlement to a surviving dependant’s pension under the defined contribu
tion plan ceases if the board member draws the pension in the form of a lump sum. 
pensions for surviving dependants cease upon their death. 

pension adjustment
in the case of board members appointed before 2009, occupational pensions and pen
sions for surviving dependants are reviewed for adjustment if salaries payable under 
payscale agreements in the insurance industry have increased by more than 12% 
(based on the average final salary of all payscale categories) since the pensions were 
last fixed or more than three years have passed since that date. the adjustment made 
will at least be in line with the increase in the cost of living in the meantime according 
to the consumer price index for germany. this arrangement also applies to board 
members newly appointed as from 2009 and receiving a pension commitment from 
the company for the first time before 1 January 1999. for board members appointed   
as from 2009 who did not receive a pension commitment from the company before  
1 Janu ary 1999, occupational pension and benefits for surviving dependants are 
adjusted by 1% annually in accordance with section 16 para. 3 item 1 of the german 
employers’ retirement benefits act from the date when the pension or benefit starts 
being drawn. vested benefits are not adjusted.

Total remuneration of the Board of Management
the basis for reporting the remuneration of board members is german accounting 
standard no. 17 − drs 17 (revised 2010), according to which the amount shown as 
remuneration for annual performance is the provision established for that remunera
tion, since the performance on which the remuneration is based has been completed 
by the balance sheet date and the requisite board resolution is already foreseeable. 
under the abovementioned standard, remuneration for multiyear performance is not 
recognised until the year of payment. the members of Munich reinsurance company’s 
board of Management received remuneration totalling €9.8m (11.7m) for fulfilment of 
their duties in respect of the parent company and its subsidiaries in the financial year. 
total remuneration thus shows a reduction of €1.9m compared with the previous year. 
the main reason for this is that, according to current estimates, the overall achieve
ment of objectives for the annual performance in 2011 was lower than in the previous 
year.
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1  at the time of preparation of this report, no board resolution had yet been passed on the amounts to be paid for 2011. the amount shown for annual 
 performance remuneration is based on estimates and the relevant provisions posted. for the 2010 annual performance, a total of €485,172 more was  
paid out than had been reserved. the additional expenditure breaks down as follows: von bomhard €122,304, arnoldussen €40,144, blunck €56,856,   
daschner €73,016, Jeworrek €42,787, röder €29,400, schneider €57,330, strassl €36,875, Wenning €26,460. the amounts for the 2011 annual 
 performance remuneration have been increased  accordingly.

2  remuneration in kind/fringe benefits for 2010 including anniversary payment.

 the total expenditure recognised in 2011 (reserve allocations/releases due to the development in value of performance share units from the 2009–2011 plan) 
for the Midterm incentive plan 2009–2011 breaks down as follows: von bomhard –€177,955, arnoldussen –€13,870, blunck –€14,846, daschner –€16,317, 
Jeworrek –€20,787, röder –€12,089, schneider –€127,180, strassl –€37,468, Wenning €10,273. 
 the total expenditure recognised in 2011 (reserve allocations/releases due to the development in value of performance share units from the 2004–2009 plans) 
for the longterm incentive plans breaks down as follows: von bomhard –€1,123,077, arnoldussen –€243,011, blunck –€327,611,  
daschner –€521,826, Jeworrek –€650,760, röder –€226,877, schneider –€991,056, strassl –€391,806, Wenning –€157,439.

Remuneration of individual Board members as per DRS 17 (revised 2010)
(in accordance with Section 285 sentence 1 item 9a sentences 5–8 of the German Commercial Code and Section 314 para. 1 item 6a 
sentences 5–8 of the German Commercial Code)

       Remuner- 
      Basic ation in Annual
     Financial remuner- kind/fringe perform-
Name     year ation benefits ance1 Total
      € € € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard2 2011 1,140,000 34,205 525,294 1,699,499
 2010 1,092,000 214,809 1,030,666 2,337,475
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen 2011 519,000 37,527 280,521 837,048
 2010 519,000 37,136 685,040 1,241,176
Dr. Thomas Blunck  2011 540,000 27,832 450,222 1,018,054
 2010 519,000 27,829 640,923 1,187,752
Georg Daschner 2011 585,000 32,296 507,762 1,125,058
 2010 570,000 31,536 582,541 1,184,077
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek 2011 780,000 33,682 532,658 1,346,340
 2010 750,000 31,744 754,583 1,536,327
Dr. Peter Röder 2011 519,000 33,308 274,137 826,445
 2010 480,000 31,983 524,160 1,036,143
Dr. Jörg Schneider 2011 810,000 36,426 369,180 1,215,606
 2010 780,000 35,730 685,230 1,500,960
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl 2011 540,000 30,276 289,341 859,617
 2010 519,000 28,747 258,383 806,130
Dr. Joachim Wenning  2011 480,000 26,083 325,382 831,465
 2010 420,000 23,517 389,004 832,521
Total 2011 5,913,000 291,635 3,554,497 9,759,132
 2010 5,649,000 463,031 5,550,530 11,662,561
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the following table shows the amounts payable for the variable remuneration. 

Amounts payable for the variable remuneration of the individual Board members in the event
of full achievement of objectives (= 100%) as per DRS 17 (revised 2010) 
Corridor 0–200%

      Total
      amounts
Name  Annual performance1, 3   Multi-year performance2, 3 payable
 set for € set for € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard 2011 2012 840,000 2011 2012 1,960,000 2,800,000
 2010 2011 798,000 2010 2011 1,862,000 2,660,000
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen 2011 2012 399,000 2011 2012 931,000 1,330,000
 2010 2011 363,300 2010 2011 847,700 1,211,000
Dr. Thomas Blunck 2011 2012 399,000 2011 2012 931,000 1,330,000
 2010 2011 378,000 2010 2011 882,000 1,260,000
Georg Daschner 2011 2012 409,500 2011 2012 955,500 1,365,000
 2010 2011 409,500 2010 2011 955,500 1,365,000
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek 2011 2012 598,500 2011 2012 1,396,500 1,995,000
 2010 2011 546,000 2010 2011 1,274,000 1,820,000
Dr. Peter Röder 2011 2012 399,000 2011 2012 931,000 1,330,000
 2010 2011 363,300 2010 2011 847,700 1,211,000
Dr. Jörg Schneider 2011 2012 598,500 2011 2012 1,396,500 1,995,000
 2010 2011 567,000 2010 2011 1,323,000 1,890,000
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl 2011 2012 399,000 2011 2012 931,000 1,330,000
 2010 2011 378,000 2010 2011 882,000 1,260,000
Dr. Joachim Wenning 2011 2012 378,000 2011 2012 882,000 1,260,000
 2010 2011 336,000 2010 2011 784,000 1,120,000
Total 2011 2012 4,420,500 2011 2012 10,314,500 14,735,000
 2010 2011 4,139,100 2010 2011 9,657,900 13,797,000 

1  at the time of preparation of this report, no board resolution had yet been passed on the amounts to be paid for 2011. the amount shown for annual performance 
 remuneration is based on estimates and the relevant provisions posted in the table on page 41.

2  the remuneration set for multiyear performance for 2011 is payable in 2014, that for 2012 in 2015.
3  the information on the calculation bases and parameters on page 34 f. for the amounts set for 2011 also apply to the amounts set for 2012.
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Pension entitlements
personnel expenses of €4.5m (4.1m) were incurred in the financial year 2011 to finance 
the pension entitlements for active members of the board of Management. of these, 
€1.2m was apportionable to defined benefit plans and €3.3m to defined contribution 
plans. as a consequence of the risk transfer to an external insurer under the defined 
contribution system, the visible pension costs since 2009 are noticeably higher. the 
company accepts this increase in order to avoid higher costs in future and to eliminate 
longterm pensionspecific risks. the following defined benefits, present values, contri
bution rates and personnel expenses result for the individual members of the board of 
Management: 

Pension entitlements

     Defined benefit plan
    Present value Personnel
    of defined expenses
  Financial Defined benefit as at  for
Name  year benefit1 31 December provisions2

     €/year € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard3, 8 2011 407,100 10,412,551 319,688
 2010 407,100 7,983,206 274,756
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen4, 8 2011 157,500 1,502,957 226,720
 2010 157,500 961,497 194,733
Dr. Thomas Blunck5, 8 2011 120,000 1,630,021 100,102
 2010 120,000 1,172,379 82,711
Georg Daschner7, 8 2011 214,500 6,756,852 0
 2010 199,500 5,544,535 0
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek3, 8 2011 171,000 3,356,026 122,991
 2010 171,000 2,518,857 102,438
Dr. Peter Röder3, 8 2011 90,000 1,827,576 64,825
 2010 90,000 1,370,292 55,272
Dr. Jörg Schneider3, 8 2011 275,000 6,215,238 210,611
 2010 275,000 4,712,708 179,163
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl3, 8 2011 120,000 3,117,191 108,982
 2010 120,000 2,390,968 93,559
Dr. Joachim Wenning6, 8 2011 – – 16,169
 2010 – – 11,411
Total 2011 1,555,100 34,818,412 1,170,088
 2010 1,540,100 26,654,442 994,043

see table on next page for footnotes.
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Pension entitlements

     Defined contribution plan
  Pension  Present  
  contribution  value of Personnel
  rate for target Entitlement entitlement expenses
 Financial total direct as at  as at for
Name year remuneration 31 December 31 December provisions
   % €/year € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard3, 8 2011 17.00 77,665 1,561,179 646,000
 2010 17.00 51,480 1,014,781 618,800
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen4, 8 2011 14.75 33,315 601,565 255,175
 2010 14.75 22,144 403,689 255,175
Dr. Thomas Blunck5, 8 2011 16.25 39,903 664,197 292,500
 2010 16.25 26,504 449,741 281,125
Georg Daschner7, 8 2011 – – – –
 2010 – – – –
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek3, 8 2011 19.50 64,975 1,161,020 507,000
 2010 19.50 42,890 774,611 487,500
Dr. Peter Röder3, 8 2011 20.25 41,499 793,720 350,325
 2010 20.25 26,606 511,122 324,000
Dr. Jörg Schneider3, 8 2011 16.50 55,273 1,580,633 445,500
 2010 16.50 36,759 695,493 429,000
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl3, 8 2011 21.00 45,544 915,466 378,000
 2010 21.00 30,221 595,730 363,300
Dr. Joachim Wenning6, 8 2011 25.50 41,712 – 408,000
 2010 25.50 26,089 – 357,000
Total 2011  399,886 7,277,780 3,282,500
 2010  262,693 4,445,167 3,115,900

1 in the case of board members transferred from the old system to the new, the amount corresponds to the value of the vested pension at 31 december 2008; in the case of 
Mr. daschner, it corresponds to the defined benefit at 31 december.

2 expenses for defined benefit plan, including provision for continued payment of salary for surviving dependants.
3 entitled to a reduced occupational pension on early retirement in the event of premature or regular termination of employment. 
4 entitled to vested benefits under the german company pensions act in the event of premature or regular termination of employment.
5 entitled to vested benefits under the german company pensions act in the event of premature termination of employment, and to improved vested benefits in the event 

of regular termination of employment.
6  entitled to vested benefits under the german company pensions act in the event of premature termination of employment, and to a reduced occupational pension on 

early retirement in the event of regular termination of employment.
7 no transfer to defined contribution system, as board member had already reached 55 at the conversion date. entitled to an occupational pension in the event of premature 

or regular termination of employment.
8 entitled to occupational pension in the event of termination of employment owing to incapacity to work. 
9 defined contribution plan within the meaning of ias 19, employee benefits, so no present value shown.

9
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remuneration structure for senior executives 
 
the fixed components for Munich reinsurance company senior executives comprise a 
fixed annual basic remuneration, paid out as a monthly salary, plus customary market 
fringe benefits and remuneration in kind (most notably a company car and a company 
pension scheme). the variable components are made up of the shortterm components 
“performancerelated bonus” and “company result bonus”, and the longerterm share
pricelinked component Midterm incentive plan.

the performancerelated bonus is based on quantitative and qualitative objectives. We 
use indicators from operative planning for the quantitative objectives, while personal 
objectives are agreed on for the qualitative portion.

the key indicator used for the company result bonus is rorac (see page 61). the tar
gets correspond to the group objective for the variable remuneration of members of 
the board of Management. the company result bonus basically takes the form of a 
“bonus pool” model. depending on corporate performance, an aggregate amount is cal
culated that can be distributed between all staff as a bonus. the higher the manage
ment level, the higher the target range under the company result bonus. the way this 
bonus works ensures that the performance of Munich re as a whole is systematically 
reflected in the remuneration of all staff and that the bonus amount bears a reasonable 
relationship to overall corporate performance. 

the Midterm incentive plan, with a duration of three years, is based on the same tar
gets as the mediumterm bonus of Munich reinsurance company’s board of Manage
ment. in addition, the development of the total shareholder return is taken into account. 
besides the senior executives in Munich, the most important executives in Munich 
reinsurance company’s international organisation also participate in the Midterm 
incentive plan.

the individual variable components are granted – subject to different weightings – at 
all management levels. for the first management level below the board of Manage
ment, the share of aggregate variable remuneration is more than 50% of total remuner
ation (fixed remuneration plus all variable components). proceeding down the manage
ment hierarchy, this percentage decreases successively, making up around onethird at 
the lowest management level. there is a wellbalanced combination of short and long
term components. at the first management level below the board of Management, the 
Midterm incentive plan makes up around 25% of total remuneration or more than 
50% of overall variable remuneration, so that a longerterm incentive system is pro
vided for. no guaranteed variable remuneration components are granted. 

company result bonus deter
mined on the basis of rorac
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total remuneration of the supervisory board 
 
the rules in place since the financial year 2009 provide for a fixed remuneration com
ponent of €50,000 for each member of the supervisory board, plus a variable result
related component and a component based on longterm corporate performance. the 
chairman of the supervisory board receives twoandahalf times, and the deputy 
chairman oneandahalf times, the fixed remuneration and the variable remuneration.

the variable resultrelated remuneration is based on the undiluted earnings per share 
from continuing operations, as shown in the consolidated financial statements in 
accordance with international financial reporting standards (ifrss): each supervisory 
board member receives €4,000 for each full euro by which earnings per share exceed 
€12, but a maximum of €40,000. based on earnings per share of €3.94, no variable 
resultrelated remuneration is payable for the financial year 2011. the performance
related remuneration component with longterm incentivisation was introduced in 
accordance with the german corporate governance code. this amounts to €10,000 
and is paid out if earnings per share in the remuneration year exceed earnings per share 
in the third financial year preceding the remuneration year by at least 30%. no long
term remuneration component is payable for the remuneration year 2011.

Members of the supervisory board committees receive an additional 50% of their fixed 
remuneration, with the chairmen of the committees receiving 100%. this takes 
account of the substantial workload involved. 

the total remuneration of each supervisory board member is limited to three times the 
fixed remuneration, thus ensuring that the overall remuneration of individual supervisory 
board members remains appropriate even if further committees are set up.
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Remuneration of Supervisory Board members in accordance with Article 15 of the Articles of Association1

        Result-  
      related 
   Fixed remuneration  remuneration 
      For committee   
Name Financial year Annual  work2 Annual Total
  € € € €
Dr. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler 2011 125,000.00 137,000.00 0.00 262,000.00
chairman 2010 125,000.00 139,000.00 10,000.00 274,000.00
Hans Peter Claußen 2011 75,000.00 25,000.00 0.00 100,000.00
deputy chairman  2010 75,000.00 25,000.00 6,000.00 106,000.00
Herbert Bach 2011 50,000.00 50,000.00 0.00 100,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 50,000.00 4,000.00 104,000.00
Dina Bösch  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Annika Falkengren (from 20.4.2011) 2011 35,068.49 - 0.00 35,068.49
 2010 – – – –
Frank Fassin  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Dr. Benita Ferrero-Waldner 2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 44,246.57  3,539.73 47,786.30
Christian Fuhrmann  2011 50,000.00 37,000.00 0.00 87,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 35,000.00 4,000.00 89,000.00
Prof. Dr. Peter Gruss  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Prof. Dr. Henning Kagermann 2011 50,000.00 62,000.00 0.00 112,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 64,000.00 4,000.00 118,000.00
Peter Löscher  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Wolfgang Mayrhuber 2011 50,000.00 25,000.00 0.00 75,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 25,000.00 4,000.00 79,000.00
Silvia Müller  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Marco Nörenberg 2011 50,000.00 37,000.00 0.00 87,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 35,000.00 4,000.00 89,000.00
Reinhard Pasch  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Dr. Bernd Pischetsrieder 2011 50,000.00 50,000.00 0.00 100,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 56,000.00 4,000.00 110,000.00
Anton van Rossum  2011 50,000.00 37,000.00 0.00 87,000.00
 2010 50,000.00 35,000.00 4,000.00 89,000.00
Andrés Ruiz Feger  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Richard Sommer  2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Dr. Ron Sommer 2011 50,000.00 - 0.00 50,000.00
 2010 50,000.00  4,000.00 54,000.00
Total 2011 1,085,068.49 460,000.00 0.00 1,545,068.49
 2010 1,044,246.57 464,000.00 83,539.73 1,591,786.30

1 plus turnover tax in each case, in accordance with article 15 para. 6 of the articles of association.
2  in the case of members of the audit committee and/or nomination committee, the amount includes attendance fees in accordance with article 

15 para. 4 of the articles of association.       
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share trading and shares held by members of the board of Manage
ment and the supervisory board 
 
the company has to be notified promptly of the acquisition or sale of company shares 
(or financial instruments based on these) by members of the board of Management 
and supervisory board and by specified persons closely related to or connected with 
them. this notification must take place for acquisition and sales transactions totalling 
€5,000 or more in a single calendar year.

under section 10 para. 1 of the german securities prospectus act, Munich reinsurance 
company is obliged to publish information of this kind on its website without delay as 
well as in an annual document.

the total number of Munich reinsurance company shares and financial instruments 
based on these held by all members of the board of Management and supervisory 
board amounts to less than 1% of the shares issued by the company.

Remuneration of Supervisory Board members for membership of supervisory boards 
at Munich Reinsurance Company subsidiaries, in accordance with the companies’ respective articles of association1  

        Result-  
      based 
   Fixed remuneration  remuneration 
      For committee   
Name Financial year Annual2  work2 Annual Total
  € € € €
Hans Peter Claußen,  2011 49,777.00 6,750.00 0.00 56,527.00
deputy chairman  2010 57,500.00 6,750.00 0.00 64,250.00
Frank Fassin  2011 27,000.00 - 0.00 27,000.00
 2010 31,441.78  0.00 31,441.78
Silvia Müller  2011 27,000.00 - 0.00 27,000.00
 2010 33,019.86  0.00 33,019.86
Marco Nörenberg 2011 27,000.00 6,750.00 0.00 33,750.00
 2010 33,389.73 13,691.10 0.00 47,080.83
Richard Sommer  2011 27,000.00 - 0.00 27,000.00
 2010 31,343.15  0.00 31,343.15
Total 2011 157,777.00 13,500.00 0.00 171,277.00
 2010 186,694.52 20,441.10 0.00 207,135.62

1 plus turnover tax in each case, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the respective group companies‘ articles of association.  
2 including attendance fees in each case insofar as provided for under the relevant provisions of the articles of association.  

http://www.munichre.com
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Structure 

in order to make the spectrum of their business model and solution-oriented approach 
clearer, all our reinsurance units throughout the world generally operate under the 
 uniform brand of Munich re. our primary insurance activities are for the most part 
combined in the ergo insurance group (ergo). our international health reinsurance 
business and health primary insurance outside germany are organised separately 
under the Munich health brand.

group structure 

With its integrated business model consisting of insurance and reinsurance, Munich re 
can cover the whole value chain in the risk market. this enables the group to leverage 
synergies in revenue and costs, whilst reducing the risk-based capital required through 
better diversification. Munich re is also active in the field of asset management.

the reinsurance companies of the group operate globally and in virtually all classes of 
reinsurance. We offer a full range of products, from traditional reinsurance to innova-
tive solutions for risk assumption, increasingly using our extensive risk knowledge to 
develop customised solutions to meet the diverse needs of our clients. our companies 
conduct their business from their respective headquarters and also via a large number 
of branches, subsidiaries and affiliated companies. the reinsurance group also includes 
specialty primary insurers in niche segments, whose business requires special compe-
tence in finding appropriate solutions.

Domination and profit-transfer agreements are in place with many group companies, 
especially between ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag and its subsidiaries. 

all Munich re’s primary insurance business is combined in ergo with the exception of 
health primary insurance business outside germany, which is handled by Munich 
health. ergo is active in nearly all lines of life, health and property-casualty insurance. 
approximately 76% of its gross premium income derives from germany, the remaining 
24% stemming from international business, in particular from eastern europe. ergo 
has increasingly been looking to extend its activities to asian markets such as india, 
china and Vietnam. 

advantages from integrated 
business model

//  reinsurance offers innovative insurance solutions
//  ergo continues to expand in asia 

Munich re
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Munich health also operates on a global basis in reinsurance and exploits business 
opportunities in the field of health primary insurance outside germany in selected 
growth markets such as the gulf region, india, and the usa.

Munich reinsurance company and ergo’s holding company, ergo Versicherungs-
gruppe ag, are under unified control within the meaning of the german stock 
 companies act. the relevant statutory regulations and a group directive govern the 
distribution of responsibilities and competences for key decisions between group 
management and ergo.

reinsurance

in reinsurance, we operate in life and property-casualty business, the latter being sub-
divided into liability, accident, motor, marine, aviation, space, fire, engineering, credit 
and bonding, and other classes of business. the last heading comprises the remaining 
lines of property business, i.e. burglary, plate glass, hail (including agricultural reinsur-
ance), water damage, contingency, windstorm, livestock, householders’ and homeown-
ers’ comprehensive cover as well as fidelity guarantee business. under reinsurance, we 
include specialised primary insurance activities that are handled by the various divis-
ions of the reinsurance organisation and business from managing general agencies 
(Mgas). 

as reinsurers, we write our business in direct collaboration with primary insurers, but 
also via brokers and increasingly within the framework of exclusive, strategic partner-
ships. in addition to traditional reinsurance business, we participate via our operating 
field risk solutions in the primary insurance business of industrial clients, insurance 
pools, public-private partnerships, and business in specialist niche segments. our risk 
expertise and solution-focused approach under the motto “not iF, But hoW” are key 
to our success. We have organised our reinsurance business in divisions, as outlined 
below. 

Reinsurance divisions
our international life business is written in the life Division. 

our europe and latin america Division is responsible for property-casualty business 
with our clients from europe (except germany), latin america and the caribbean.

the germany, asia pacific and africa Division conducts property-casualty business 
with our clients in germany, africa, asia, australia and the pacific islands.

Segmentation

Munich Re

life
reinsurance

property-casualty
reinsurance

life 
primary insurance 

health 

primary insurance1
property-casualty 
primary insurance Munich health2 asset management

1 health primary insurance in germany and travel insurance business. 
2 health reinsurance business worldwide and health primary insurance business outside germany.

Munich re offers reinsurance 
solutions worldwide
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The reinsurance units at a glance1

Division  selected subsidiaries and branch offices outside germany2

Life  Munich american reassurance company, atlanta, georgia
  Munich re, tokyo (life Branch)
 Munich re, toronto (life Branch)
 Munich reinsurance company of australasia limited –
  new Zealand Branch, auckland
 Munich reinsurance company of australasia ltd., sydney
 Munich re, london (life Branch)
  
Europe and Latin America Bell & clements (london) ltd, london
 Munich re do Brasil resseguradora s.a., são paulo3

 Munich re, Madrid3

 Munich re, Milan
 Munich re, paris
 Munich re, london (general Branch)
  
Germany, Asia Pacific and Africa great lakes australia Branch, sydney
 great lakes reinsurance (uK) plc new Zealand Branch, auckland
 Munich re, sydney 
 Munich holdings of australasia pty. ltd., sydney 
 Munich Mauritius reinsurance co. ltd., port louis
 Munich re, Kuala lumpur (retakaful Branch)
 Munich re, Beijing3

 Munich re, hong Kong3

 Munich re, seoul3
 Munich re, Kuala lumpur
 Munich re, auckland
 Munich reinsurance company of africa ltd., Johannesburg
 Munich re, singapore3

  
Special and Financial Risks  great lakes reinsurance (uK) plc., london3

 great lakes switzerland Branch, Zurich
 Munich re of Malta p.l.c., Floriana3

 new reinsurance company ltd., Zurich3

Global Clients and  american alternative insurance corporation, Wilmington, Delaware3

North America american Family home insurance company, Jacksonville, Florida
 american Modern home insurance company, amelia, ohio
 american Modern insurance company of Florida, inc., Jacksonville, Florida
 american Modern insurance group, inc., amelia, ohio 
 american Modern select insurance company, amelia, ohio
 american Modern surplus lines insurance company, amelia, ohio
 american southern home insurance company, Jacksonville, Florida

special and Financial risks is in charge of the classes of credit, aviation and space, 
agriculture, enterprise and contingency risks, and of alternative markets business. 
insurance risk securitisation and risk transfer to the capital markets are handled by 
our risk trading unit. in addition, the division attends to our own reinsurance require-
ments (retrocession).

global clients and north america handles our accounts with major international 
insurance groups (hence “global clients”) and globally operating lloyd’s syndicates 
as well as Bermuda companies. it also pools our know-how in the north american 
market. it is responsible for our property-casualty subsidiaries there and for inter-
national special lines business such as workers’ compensation, marine and the Wat-
kins syndicate, which is a part of Munich re and operates within lloyd’s of london. 
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primary insurance

Munich re’s second pillar is primary insurance business, which is conducted by ergo. 
Via ergo, we offer products from all the main classes of insurance (with the exception 
of credit insurance). these products, in combination with the provision of assistance 
and other services and individual consultancy, cover the needs of private and corporate 
clients. ergo’s many different sales channels include not only its companies’ own suc-
cessful intermediary organisations and direct selling but also a wide variety of broker 
relationships, marketing cooperations and extensive collaboration with the unicredit 
group.

ergo manages its business on the basis of the business fields german life insurance, 
health insurance, german property-casualty business, direct insurance, travel insur-
ance and international business. ergo’s international health primary insurance com-
panies, which were already managed by the Munich health business field, were sold  
by the DKV group to Munich health holding in the fourth quarter of the year.

in international business, ergo has been pursuing its expansionary path in the growth 
region of asia. in January 2011, ergo launched a joint venture for selling life insurance 
products with a local partner in the chinese province of shandong. in Vietnam, ergo 
entered the market for the first time by acquiring a 25% stake in global insurance 
company, a property-casualty insurer. Because the primary insurance group is increas-
ingly focusing its international business on other markets, ergo has sold its portu-
guese subsidiaries Victoria-seguros s.a. and Victoria-seguros de Vida s.a. 

 american Western home insurance company, oklahoma city, oklahoma
 Beaufort underwriting agency ltd., london
 First Marine insurance company, amelia, ohio
 global standards, llc, Wilmington, Delaware
 groves, John & Westrup limited, london 
 hsB engineering insurance limited, london
 hsB group, inc., hartford, connecticut
 hsB solomon associates llc, Wilmington, Delaware
 hsB professional loss control, inc., tennessee
 Msp underwriting ltd., london 
 Munich re capital limited, london 
 Munich re holding company (uK) ltd., london
 Munich reinsurance america, inc., Wilmington, Delaware3

 Munich reinsurance company of canada, toronto
 n.M.u. group limited, london
 the roanoke companies inc., schaumburg, illinois
 temple insurance company, toronto
 the Boiler inspection and insurance company of canada, toronto 
 the hartford steam Boiler inspection and insurance company of connecticut, 
  hartford, connecticut
 the hartford steam Boiler inspection and insurance company, 
  hartford, connecticut
 the princeton excess and surplus lines insurance company, Wilmington, Delaware
 the Midland company, cincinnati, ohio
 Watkins syndicate hong Kong limited, hong Kong
 Watkins syndicate Middle east limited, Dubai
 Watkins syndicate singapore pte. limited, singapore

1 a detailed list of shareholdings can be found on page 277 ff. in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
2 only subsidiaries and branches outside germany with equity capital generally exceeding €5m are listed by name.
3 units that also transact business in Munich health and are therefore allocated proportionately to reinsurance.
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Munich health 

the global health market is one of the fastest-growing sectors of the economy. this 
applies to healthcare and insurance alike. in order to maximise the opportunities 
involved, Munich re has combined its health reinsurance worldwide and health pri-
mary insurance outside germany under the brand of Munich health. it covers large 
stretches of the healthcare-sector value chain and has been shown as a separate seg-
ment since 2010. 

to benefit from the growth dynamics of the healthcare market, a flexible response to 
changing market conditions is called for. in 2011, Munich health reacted to the impact 
of the health reform in the us market, enhancing its competitiveness in the senior seg-
ment by acquiring the Windsor health group (Windsor) with effect from 1 January 
2011. Following the successful integration of sterling life insurance company (ster-
ling), acquired in 2008, both companies now operate under the Windsor health group 
brand. 

The primary insurance group at a glance1

segment selected subsidiaries2

Life Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherung ag, Vienna
 ergo Direkt lebensversicherung ag, Fürth 
 ergo lebensversicherung ag, hamburg 
 ergo insurance n.V., Brussels 
 ergo previdenza s.p.a., Milan
 hamburg-Mannheimer pensionskasse ag, hamburg
 san Marino life impresa sammarinese di assicurazione sulla vita s.p.a., san Marino
 sopockie towarzystwo ubezpieczen na Zycie ergo hestia spolka akcyjna, sopot
 Victoria lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, Düsseldorf
 ergo pensionskasse ag, Düsseldorf
 Victoria-VolKsBanKen Versicherungsaktiengesellschaft, Vienna
 Vorsorge lebensversicherung ag, Düsseldorf
 Vorsorge luxemburg lebensversicherung s.a., Munsbach

Health DKV Deutsche Krankenversicherung ag, cologne
 ergo Direkt Krankenversicherung ag, Fürth
 europÄische reiseversicherung ag, Munich
 europaeiske rejseforsikring a/s, copenhagen
 europeiska Försäkringsaktiebolaget, stockholm

Property-casualty D.a.s. Deutscher automobil schutz allgemeine rechtsschutz-
  Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, Munich
 D.a.s. Österreichische allgemeine rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-
  aktiengesellschaft, Vienna
 D.a.s. société anonyme belge d’assurances de protection Juridique, Brussels
 Das legal expenses insurance company limited, Bristol
 Das nederlandse rechtsbijstand Verzekeringmaatschappij n.V., amsterdam
 ergo assicurazioni s.p.a., Milan
 ergo Daum Direct general insurance co. ltd., seoul
 ergo Direkt Versicherung ag, Fürth
 ergo sigorta a.s., istanbul
 ergo Versicherung ag, Düsseldorf
 Mtu Moje towarzystwo ubezpieczeniowe s. a., sopot
 sopockie towarzystwo ubezpieczen ergo hestia spolka akcyjna, sopot
 ergo general insurance company s.a., athens

1 a detailed list of shareholdings can be found on page 277 ff. in the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 
2 only subsidiaries with premium volume exceeding €50m are listed.
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asset management 

Meag combines the investment activities of our group. it also offers its comprehen-
sive know-how to external institutional investors and private clients. Meag is present 
in europe, asia and north america and manages centrally all important asset classes 
such as bonds, equities and real estate. our investment experts adopt a stringent, risk-
based approach with the aim of achieving above-average performance over the long 
term. Key factors in this regard are the close cooperation and trust they enjoy with cli-
ents in the group and with other institutional investors, the good service they provide to 
private investors, and Meag’s long-standing experience in handling investment risks.

Overview of asset management 

Meag cash Management gmbh, Munich
Meag hong Kong ltd., hong Kong
Meag luxembourg s.à r.l., luxembourg
Meag Munich ergo assetManagement gmbh, Munich
Meag Munich ergo Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbh, Munich
Meag new York corporation, new York
Meag property Management gmbh, Munich

 

60% 40%

Meag Munich ergo assetManagement gmbh
100%

Meag Munich ergo Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbh

Munich Reinsurance Company ERGO Versicherungsgruppe AG

1  only group companies with equity capital generally exceeding €5m are listed. a detailed list of shareholdings can be found on 
page 277 ff. in the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Overview of Munich Health1

companies fully allocated to Munich health

apollo Munich health insurance co. ltd., hyderabad
DaMan – national health insurance company, abu Dhabi
DKV Belgium s.a., Brussels
DKV globality s.a., luxembourg
DKV luxembourg s.a., luxembourg
DKV seguros y reaseguros, sociedad anónima española, saragossa
ergo generales seguros y reaseguros, s.a., Madrid
ergo Vida seguros y reaseguros, sociedad anónima española, saragossa
Marina salud s.a., alicante
Mednet holding gmbh, Munich
Munich health holding ag, Munich
Munich health north america, inc., Wilmington, Delaware
Munich re stop loss, inc., Wilmington, Delaware
sterling life insurance company, Bellingham, Washington
unión Médica la Fuencisla, s.a., compañía de seguros, saragossa
Windsor health group, inc., Brentwood, tennessee

companies that operate in more than one segment and are allocated proportionately to Munich health

american alternative insurance corporation, Wilmington, Delaware
great lakes reinsurance (uK) plc., london
Munich re do Brasil reseguradora s.a., são paulo
Munich reinsurance company, Munich
Munich re of Malta p.l.c., Floriana
Munich reinsurance america, inc., Wilmington, Delaware
new reinsurance company ltd., Zurich
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Important tools of corporate management

Munich re’s value-based management philosophy 

Munich re’s objective is to analyse risks from every conceivable angle and to assess 
and diversify them, thereby creating lasting value for shareholders, clients, and staff. a 
guiding principle of our entrepreneurial thinking and activity is to increase Munich re’s 
share price on a sustained basis. this is also the aim of our active capital management, 
on which we report on page 105 f. the main features of our shareholder value approach 
in practice are the consistent application within the group of value-based management 
systems, which we constantly review and refine where appropriate.

the framework for any business activity is our risk strategy (see page 121 ff.), from 
which we derive a detailed network of limitations and reporting thresholds. Besides 
value-based parameters, we observe a range of important additional conditions in 
managing our business. these conditions may be reflected in supplementary targets or 
may even determine a unit’s short-term orientation in a particular situation. they 
include rules of local accounting systems, tax aspects, liquidity requirements, super-
visory parameters, and rating agency requirements.

our value-based management is characterised by the following aspects:

//  We assess business activities not only according to their earnings potential but also 
relative to the extent of the risks assumed, which is material in measuring added 
value as well. that is why we have implemented high quality standards for under-
writing, pricing, accumulation control and claims management. only the risk-return 
relationship reveals how beneficial an activity is from the shareholder point of view.

//  With value-based performance indicators, we ensure an economic view and the ne -
cessary comparability of alternative initiatives and prioritise these.

//  We clearly assign responsibilities and make the levers for adding value transparent 
for both management and staff.

//  We closely link strategic and operative planning. 

all initiatives are ultimately geared to the overriding financial objective of enhancing 
our corporate value on a sustained basis.

in selecting suitable targets, contrasting aspects have to be considered and weighed. 
on the one hand, undue complexity should be avoided in order to ensure transparency 
for investors, staff, and the public. on the other hand, the challenge lies in reflecting 
economic realities as closely as possible, avoiding oversimplification, and enshrining 
added value as the group’s overriding guiding principle. the background is multi-
faceted, and the parallel use of different performance indicators unavoidable.

combined ratio and added value
 
the combined ratio is regularly reported for treaties that are of a short-term nature. 
this mainly applies to property-casualty business and health reinsurance. the com-
bined ratio, which is calculated as the percentage ratio of the sum of net expenses for 
claims and benefits plus net operating expenses to net earned premiums, corresponds 
to the sum of the loss ratio and the expense ratio. put simply, a combined ratio of 100% 
means that premium income was exactly sufficient to cover claims and costs. net 

aspects of our value-based 
management
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expenses for claims and benefits mainly include paid claims, the change in claims pro-
visions, and the bulk of other underwriting expenses. not included in the expenses are 
insignificant portions of other underwriting expenses such as german fire brigade tax. 
net operating expenses chiefly comprise the costs arising in the acquisition of new 
business (e.g. commission) and for the ongoing administration of insurance contracts.

When interpreting the combined ratio, the particular circumstances of the class of 
business in question have to be taken into account. the composition of the portfolio, 
for example, is of great significance. the following factors (among others) are import-
ant:

//  the more the claims burden fluctuates over time, the greater the risk is, and so the 
premiums needed to cover the risk must be higher. this means that the loss ratios in 
good years are low, as are the average loss ratios that provide the reinsurer with an 
adequate return for assuming the risk. this is particularly true in the case of natural 
catastrophes, which may occur rarely, but are often very severe when they do.

//  another important point is the time-lag between premiums being received and 
claims being paid. the more extended these periods are, the longer the premiums 
received can be invested in the capital markets. high combined ratios in classes   
of business in which claims settlement takes a long time (e.g. casualty) therefore 
generally entail higher returns from investments with which the loss reserves are 
covered. these returns are not reflected in the combined ratio. 

therefore, while we aim to keep our combined ratio as low as possible, it is not our only 
target. since there are different ways of calculating this figure, it is also only of limited 
suitability for comparing our financial performance with that of our competitors.

rather, the key factor we consider is economic value added, which cannot be properly 
reflected by the combined ratio. We pursue this target internally through the perform-
ance indicator of value added, which measures value creation not only on the basis of 
current and forecast profits but also taking into account the size of the risks assumed.

=–adjusted result cost of equity Value added

the adjusted result consists of the technical result (derived from the income state-
ment), the investment result, and the remaining non-technical result. in each case, 
value-based adjustments are made, including the smoothing of expenditure for major 
losses, the normalisation of investment income, and the recognition of future claims 
expenses at present value.

We compare the result adjusted in this way with the requisite cost of equity. a signifi-
cant factor in calculating the cost of equity is the risk-based capital, which we deter-
mine using our internal model. For property-casualty business and health reinsurance, 
value is added to the extent that, measured on the basis of one calendar year, the 
adjusted result exceeds the cost of equity.

interpreting the combined ratio

Determining value added
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Market consistent embedded Value
 
the products of life primary insurance and the bulk of our health primary insurance 
business are characterised by their long-term nature and the distribution of results over 
the duration of the policies. For valuing such long-term portfolios, whose performance 
cannot be reasonably measured on the basis of a single year, we follow the principles of 
Market consistent embedded Value (MceV)©1, the current version of which was pub-
lished by the european insurance cFo Forum in october 2009.

MceV comprises a company’s equity and the value of in-force covered business. the 
latter is the present value of future profits (where profits are post-taxation shareholder 
cash flows from the in-force covered business and the assets backing the associated 
liabilities) calculated using financial and actuarial methods, taking into consideration 
the time value of the financial options and guarantees and the explicitly determined 
costs of capital.

MceV relates to the portfolio existing at the valuation date. it encompasses 100% of 
our life reinsurance business and more than 94% of our life primary insurance and ger-
man health primary insurance business. By contrast, MceV does not include the value 
of future new business. however, the valuation is made under the assumption of con-
tinued operations. options and guarantees – especially for the policyholders – are 
explicitly valued using stochastic simulations. MceV reflects the present value of all 
cash flows for all important currency regions on the basis of the swap rates and the 
implicit volatilities at the valuation date of 31 December 2011. assets that are traded on 
the capital markets are valued on the basis of the market values observed at the valu-
ation date. We refrain from applying high interest margins, e.g. illiquidity premiums 
and adjustments in the value of assets, even after the occurrence of capital market 
unheavals, thus opting for a deliberately conservative methodology for valuing our pri-
mary insurance portfolio.

the development of the insurance portfolio is modelled by applying the current expect-
ations for biometrics (e.g. mortality and morbidity), lapses and costs. in primary insur-
ance, the participation of policyholders in surplus is modelled according to the current 
planning and in line with statutory regulations. For the individual companies, the tax 
rates and calculations used are based on national regulations; in addition, tax loss 
carry-forwards are included in the calculation. Withholding taxes on dividends paid by 
group companies are disregarded. the cost of capital includes not only the costs of 
investment management and taxes but also the not explicitly modelled risks of the 
business and, for health primary insurance, the participation of policyholders in sur-
plus.

the change in MceV within one year, adjusted for effects of exchange rate fluctu-
ations, acquisition or sale of companies, dividends and capital injections, is shown   
by us as the total embedded value earnings. additional adjustments to eliminate the 
influences of changes in fiscal and capital market parameters result in the operating 
embedded value earnings, which are a measure of the operative business performance 
for one year. a detailed presentation of MceV is provided on Munich re’s website.

composition of MceV

1 © stichting cFo Forum Foundation 2008.

http://www.munichre.com
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asset-liability management
 
our steering of Munich re’s investments is strongly geared to the structure of the 
li abilities on our balance sheet, i.e. to our underwriting liabilities. as part of our asset- 
liability management, we determine the economic neutral position using a synthetic 
investment portfolio that best reflects the characteristics of our liabilities and takes 
into consideration significant parameters in the investment of capital. a benchmark 
portfolio is developed that reflects our own risk-bearing capacity and other investor 
preferences on the basis of long-term expectations of capital market yields. our asset 
manager Meag implements this strategic benchmark portfolio in the form of concrete 
investments, from which it deviates only within a carefully defined framework and tak-
ing into account its own market view. the target return, i.e. the expected income from 
the benchmark portfolio, is compared with the return from the actual portfolio. Meag’s 
performance is measured in terms of the excess return it achieves, taking into consid-
eration the risks incurred.

return on risk-adjusted capital
 
in order to also give more emphasis in external communication to Munich re’s value 
orientation – as implemented through our internal management tools – we take as our 
group target return on risk-adjusted capital (rorac) after tax. We derive this risk-
based performance measure by placing the profit achieved or aimed at, expressed in 
euros, in relation to the necessary risk capital, the amount of which we determine using 
our internal risk model and publish once a year. information on the internal risk model 
is provided on page 129 ff. We thus take into account the economic standards currently 
underlying (at least to some extent) the requirements of supervisory authorities and rat-
ing agencies – standards that are set to play a decisive role in future.

rorac is defined as follows:

the numerator in the formula comprises the published iFrs net income adjusted for 
post-tax income (interest rate x [1 – tax rate]) generated on capital not subject to risk 
within the given risk tolerance. the basis for the adjustment is the capital exceeding 
the necessary risk-based capital, which is referred to as additional available economic 
equity. its determination is described in detail on page 135. it is also necessary for rat-
ing and solvency purposes, as well as for profitable growth. the additional available 
economic equity in the system presented here only earns a risk-free interest rate. this 
is due to the fact that all the risk components of the investments and underwriting are 
 covered with risk-based capital by the internal risk model, and thus assigned return 
requirements. if, in addition to economic equity, portions of our hybrid capital are also 
used for assuming risks, the “additional available economic equity” may be negative.  
in this case, the adjustment item in the preceding rorac formula is set at zero. 

even though we take a risk-adjusted return as our target, we aspire to meet the high, 
but fair, expectations of our investors with regard to the return on total capital placed at 
our  disposal.

RORAC    =
net income – interest rate x (1 – tax rate) x additional available economic equity

risk-based capital
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non-financial performance measures

in addition to these purely financial performance factors, non-financial performance 
measures like innovation, speed of processes, staff-training level and client satisfaction 
play a part. in the long term, a firm can only be successful if it operates sustainably and 
takes account of such future-oriented qualitative factors as well. We closely link strat-
egy and operative planning by defining our strategies in structured overviews or “score-
cards”, from which we derive initiatives, performance measures and responsibilities. 
the scorecards have four perspectives: “financial”, “market and client”, “process” and 
“employee”. We promote an entrepreneurial culture among our staff through the clear 
allocation of responsibility and accountability, recognising how much the individual, 
unit or field of business contributes to increasing value. our incentive systems for staff, 
executives and Board support the clear orientation towards value creation. the higher a 
staff member or executive is positioned in the management hierarchy, the more 
strongly their remuneration is based on performance.

increase in value owing to 
 qualitative factors
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Governing bodies of 
Munich Re

Board of Management

Dr. jur. Nikolaus von Bomhard
(chairman of the Board of Management)
(chairman of the group committee)
group Development
group investments
group communications
group audit

Dr. rer. pol. Ludger Arnoldussen
germany, asia pacific and africa
services

Dr. rer. pol. Thomas Blunck
special and Financial risks
reinsurance investments
central procurement

Georg Daschner
europe and latin america

Dr. rer. nat. Torsten Jeworrek
(chairman of the reinsurance  
committee)
reinsurance Development
corporate underwriting
accounting, controlling and central 
reserving for reinsurance
information technology
global Business architecture
geo risks research/corporate climate 
centre

Dr. rer. pol. Peter Röder
global clients and north america

Dr. jur. Jörg Schneider
group reporting
group controlling
corporate Finance M&a
integrated risk Management
group legal, compliance
group taxation
investor and rating agency relations

Dr. oec. publ. Wolfgang Strassl
(Board member responsible for personnel 
and welfare matters, within the meaning 
of section 33 of the german co-Deter-
mination act)
healthcare
human resources

Dr. oec. publ. Joachim Wenning
life

supervisory Board

Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
(chairman)
Member since 2 January 2004,
last re-elected 22 april 2009
Former chairman of the Board of 
 Management of Munich reinsurance 
company

Hans Peter Claußen
(Deputy chairman)
Member since 22 april 2009
employee of D.a.s. allgemeine rechts-
schutz Versicherungs-ag

Herbert Bach
Member since 9 December 1994,
last re-elected 22 april 2009
employee of Munich reinsurance 
 company

Dina Bösch
Member since 22 april 2009
Member of the national executive Board 
of ver.di (trades union)

Annika Falkengren
Member since 20 april 2011
president and chief executive officer of 
skandinaviska enskilda Banken aB (publ)

Frank Fassin
Member since 22 april 2009
regional section head Financial ser vices, 
ver.di north rhine-Westphalia

Dr. jur. Benita Ferrero-Waldner
Member since 12 February 2010
Former member of the european 
 commission

Christian Fuhrmann
Member since 22 april 2009
head of Divisional unit,  
Munich reinsurance company

Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Peter Gruss
Member since 22 april 2009
president of the Max planck society for 
the advancement of science

Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-Ing. e. h.  
Henning Kagermann
Member since 22 July 1999,
last re-elected 22 april 2009
president of acatech – german academy 
of science and engineering
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Peter Löscher
Member since 22 april 2009
chairman of the Board of Management of 
siemens ag

Wolfgang Mayrhuber
Member since 13 December 2002,
last re-elected 22 april 2009
Former chairman of the Board of Man-
agement of Deutsche lufthansa ag

Silvia Müller
Member since 22 april 2009
employee of ergo Versicherungsgruppe 
ag

Marco Nörenberg
Member since 22 april 2009
employee of ergo Versicherungsgruppe 
ag

Reinhard Pasch
Member since 22 april 2009
employee of ergo Versicherungsgruppe 
ag

Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder
Member since 17 april 2002,
last re-elected 22 april 2009
consultant to the Board of Management 
of Volkswagen ag

Anton van Rossum
Member since 22 april 2009
Former chief executive officer and 
former member of the Board of Fortis

Andrés Ruiz Feger
Member since 22 april 2009
employee of Münchener rückver-
sicherungs-gesellschaft sucursal de 
españa y portugal 

Richard Sommer
Member since 22 april 2009
Former trades union secretary and 
former head of the Federal specialist 
group, insurances, ver.di

Dr. phil. Ron Sommer
Member since 5 november 1998,
last re-elected 22 april 2009
chairman of the supervisory Board of 
Mts oJsc, russia

Membership of the Supervisory Board 
Committees

standing committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
(chairman)
Herbert Bach
Hans Peter Claußen
Wolfgang Mayrhuber
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

personnel committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
(chairman)
Herbert Bach
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

audit committee
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-Ing. e. h.  
Henning Kagermann
(chairman)
Christian Fuhrmann 
Marco Nörenberg 
Anton van Rossum 
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler

nomination committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
(chairman)
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-Ing. e. h.  
Henning Kagermann 
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

conference committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
(chairman)
Herbert Bach
Hans Peter Claußen
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

a report on the remuneration of the Board 
of Management and the supervisory 
Board is provided on page 32 ff.
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1 status: 31 December 2011.
2  own group company within the meaning of section 18 of the german stock companies act.

other seats held by Board members

Board of Management1 Seats held on supervisory boards 
of other German companies

Membership of comparable bodies 
of German and foreign business 
enterprises

Dr. jur. nikolaus von Bomhard 
(chairman)

coMMerZBanK ag 
ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag2 
(chairman)
Munich health holding ag2
(chairman)

–

Dr. rer. pol. ludger arnoldussen – –

Dr. rer. pol. thomas Blunck – global aerospace underwriting 
Managers ltd. (gauM), london 
(chairman)  
new reinsurance company ltd., 
Zurich2 (chairman)

georg Daschner – –
Dr. rer. nat. torsten Jeworrek – –

Dr. rer. pol. peter röder eXtreMus Versicherungs-ag Munich re america corp., 
Wilmington2 (chairman)
Munich reinsurance america, inc., 
Wilmington2 (chairman)

Dr. jur. Jörg schneider Meag Munich ergo 
Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbh2 
(chairman)

–

Dr. oec. publ. Wolfgang strassl – apollo Munich health insurance 
company ltd., hyderabad, india

Dr. oec. publ. Joachim Wenning – –
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1  status: 31 December 2011.
2  own group company within the meaning of section 18 of the german stock companies act.

Supervisory Board1 Seats held on supervisory boards 
of other German companies

Membership of comparable bodies 
of German and foreign business 
enterprises

Dr. jur. hans-Jürgen schinzler 
(chairman)

Metro ag unicredit s.p.a., italy

hans peter claußen   
(Deputy chairman)

D.a.s. allgemeine rechtsschutz-
Versicherungs-ag2 
ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag2

–

herbert Bach – –
Dina Bösch – –
annika Falkengren Volkswagen ag securitas aB (publ), sweden
Frank Fassin ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag2 

provinzial nordWest holding ag
–

Dr. jur. Benita Ferrero-Waldner – gamesa corporación  
tecnológica. s.a., spain
alpine holding gmbh, austria

christian Fuhrmann – Munich re holding company (uK) 
ltd., united Kingdom2

prof. Dr. rer. nat. peter gruss siemens ag –
prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-ing. e. h. 
henning Kagermann

Bayerische Motoren-Werke ag 
Deutsche Bank ag
Deutsche post ag

nokia corporation, Finland
Wipro ltd., india

peter löscher – –
Wolfgang Mayrhuber Bayerische Motoren-Werke ag

infineon technologies ag 
(chairman)
lufthansa-technik ag

aua austrian airlines, austria
Österreichische luftverkehrs-
holding gmbh, austria
heico corporation, usa
uBs ag, switzerland

silvia Müller ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag2 –
Marco nörenberg ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag2 –
reinhard pasch – –
Dr. e.h. Dipl.-ing. 
Bernd pischetsrieder

Metro ag tetra-laval international s.a. 
group, switzerland

anton van rossum – credit suisse groupe ag, 
switzerland
rodamco europe nV, netherlands
royal Vopak nV, netherlands  
(chairman)
solvay s.a., Belgium

andrés ruiz Feger – –
richard sommer ergo Versicherungsgruppe ag2 –
Dr. phil. ron sommer – JsFc sistema, russia

sistema shyam teleservices ltd., 
india
tata consultancy services ltd., 
india
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General parameters

our business environment is being shaped by a number of global trends with a long-
term impact. Demographic shifts are leading to fundamental changes in many parts of 
the world, posing enormous challenges for social security and healthcare systems, par-
ticularly in industrialised countries. in developing and emerging countries, we are wit-
nessing not only rapid population growth but also a swift rise in prosperity among large 
sections of the population. as a result, the emerging economies in asia especially are 
gaining in global importance. conversely, the economic and also geopolitical weight of 
western industrial nations is decreasing in relative terms. technological progress and 
digitalisation are accelerating the globalisation of capital flows and supply chains, and 
increasing the complexity of the world economy. in this environment, we are seeing a 
growing number of insurance-relevant major events, with a disproportionate rise in 
insured losses in relation to economic activity. We see climate change as partly respon-
sible for this, in addition to urbanisation and concentration of values in exposed 
regions. this is producing new risk potentials and accumulation risks that make it 
imperative to constantly refine our underwriting. 

Munich re is a leader in integrated risk management and can take advantage of the 
opportunities resulting from these global trends in both insurance and reinsurance. 
With our pronounced risk awareness, we continue to number among the leading risk 
carriers in a complex and volatile environment. 

Economic parameters

the year 2011 was dominated by the worsening of the sovereign debt crisis in the euro-
zone, the debate about the creditworthiness of the usa, and the natural and nuclear 
disaster in Japan. growth in the global economy slowed, and great uncertainty pre-
vailed on the capital markets. Fears of defaults on government bonds from the periphery 
of the eurozone and concerns about a recession in the usa and europe led to a world-
wide slump on the stock markets in summer. there was a flight by investors to the per-
ceived safe havens of german and us government bonds, whose yields remained low.

globalisation increases 
 complexity of world economy

// recovery of global economy falters
// Financial markets and real economy unsettled by sovereign debt crisis in europe
// Market conditions for insurance and reinsurance slightly improved 

Business environment
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having developed considerable momentum in 2010, also in some industrialised coun-
tries, the recovery of the global economy slowed down in 2011, as expected. the divide 
in growth between economies increased: while economic growth stagnated in the usa 
at the beginning of the year and in the eurozone in the second half of the year espe-
cially, most emerging and developing countries posted high growth rates, albeit some-
what lower than in the previous year. among the emerging countries, china again 
recorded particularly strong economic expansion.

the sovereign debt crisis in the peripheral countries of the eurozone worsened again, 
threatening to develop into a banking crisis as well, and unsettling companies and con-
sumers. economic momentum in the eurozone was restrained: the italian and spanish 
economies hardly grew at all, while growth in the French economy was moderate and 
even the economy in germany lost impetus towards the end of the year, owing to the 
deterioration in the international business environment. the annual average unemploy-
ment rate in germany nevertheless fell to 7.1%.

in the usa, the economy had already begun to cool in the course of 2010 and remained 
subdued in 2011, with the unemployment rate staying stubbornly high at around 9% for 
most of the year and only falling to 8.5% towards the end of the year. 

the natural and nuclear disaster in Japan intensified the reduction in economic activity 
in the first half-year, but government assistance measures and interventions by the 
central bank aided the recovery, so that Japanese industrial production had nearly 
returned to its pre-earthquake level by July. 
 
there was a surprisingly marked increase in inflation rates worldwide in 2011, mainly 
due to the rise in the oil price. against the background of political unrest in north africa 
and the Middle east, the price per Brent barrel rose from us$ 95 at the beginning of 
January to us$ 127 in april, subsequently remaining at over us$ 100 for the rest of the 
year. 

 
Real gross domestic product (GDP)      

growth in % 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
 (estimate)
World1 3.8 5.2 –0.7 2.8 5.4
industrialised countries1 1.6 3.2 –3.7 0.1 2.8
emerging and developing countries1 6.2 7.3 2.8 6.0 8.9
usa 1.8 3.0 –3.5 –0.3 1.9
eurozone 1.6 1.9 –4.3 0.4 3.0
germany 3.0 3.6 –5.1 0.8 3.4
china 9.2 10.4 9.2 9.6 14.2 
Japan –0.9 4.4 –6.3 –1.2 2.4

1 national economic output weighted for aggregation with purchasing power parities. 
source: international Monetary Fund

Faltering recovery of  
global economy

inflation rates driven by  
oil price worldwide
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capital markets

Volatility in the international capital markets increased markedly in the second half of 
the year, mainly due to the escalation of the debt crisis in the eurozone and fears of a 
downturn in the growth of the global economy. in august, the european central Bank 
(ecB) intervened in the market for italian and spanish government bonds in order to 
prevent the crisis from spreading. neither the expansion of the european rescue fund 
eFsF and its successor, the esM, nor the eu summit resolution on more stringent def-
icit rules and better coordination of economic policy succeeded in calming the markets 
for long. on the other side of the atlantic, political disputes over austerity measures 
and a lifting of the debt limit, followed by a downgrading of the us credit rating by 
standard & poor’s, fuelled uncertainty and fears of a recession.

as expected, currency developments remained volatile in view of the debate concern-
ing sovereign debt. the value of the euro fluctuated strongly against the us dollar over 
the course of the year. at the beginning of the year, strong economic growth in ger-
many had been accompanied by an appreciation in the euro against other currencies. 
in the second half-year, however, many investors lost confidence in the euro again, 

 

source: international Monetary Fund, national statistical institutes and european statistical office

Change in consumer price index     

% 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
 (estimate)
World 4.9 3.7 2.5 6.0 4.0
industrialised countries 2.7 1.6 0.1 3.4 2.2
emerging and developing countries 7.2 6.1 5.2 9.2 6.5
usa 3.2 1.6 –0.4 3.8 2.8
eurozone 2.7 1.6 0.3 3.3 2.1
germany 2.3 1.1 0.4 2.6 2.3
china 5.4 3.3 –0.7 5.9 4.8
Japan –0.3 –0.7 –1.4 1.4 –
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partly taking refuge in the Japanese yen as a comparatively safe haven. the euro fell 
considerably against the Japanese yen, moving down from over ¥120 in the second 
quarter to ¥100 at the end of the year. there was a similar development in the value of 
the euro against the pound sterling.

as anticipated, monetary policy in the industrial nations remained expansive. owing to 
the weak state of the economy, the us Federal reserve kept the range of its key interest 
rate between 0% and 0.25%. the Japanese central bank also maintained interest rates 
within a range of 0% to 0.1%. While the ecB initially heralded a cycle of rising inflation 
rates, raising its key interest rate both in april and in June, it reversed this trend in 
november and lowered the rate again in December to 1%. our expectation of a slight 
rise in the yield level of long-term government bonds was not fulfilled, however. given 
the uncertainty on the financial markets, yields on us and german government bonds 
fell strongly in the third quarter and closed the year at well below their beginning-of-
the-year level.
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insurance industry

the effects of the financial market turbulence on the development of global premium in 
insurance and reinsurance were comparatively moderate. in a number of mature mar-
kets, demand for insurance was curbed by the weakness of the economy, but a slight 
increase in prices sustained premium growth in property-casualty insurance. as in the 
previous year, global non-life premium income showed a moderate inflation-adjusted 
rise overall, bolstered by the again very dynamic increase in demand for insurance 
cover in many emerging countries. however, a clear fall-off in the growth of life insur-
ance premiums was observable in some of these markets in 2011. 
 
the capital base of insurers and reinsurers decreased in 2011, owing to the high losses 
in the first half-year. compared with the capital losses in the 2008 financial crisis, how-
ever, the reduction was only slight. losses from natural catastrophes and the decline in 
share prices were partially compensated for by the effects of the low interest rates for 
low-risk fixed-interest securities.

especially in the first half-year, reinsurers had to absorb an exceptional accumulation of 
major losses. on the other hand, market terms and conditions for reinsurers improved 
in 2011, particularly for natural catastrophe covers. prices rose slightly on average in the 
renewals at the beginning of the year, at 1 april and at 1 July.

according to preliminary estimates, premium income written by the primary insurance 
industry in germany decreased by 1.2% in 2011. this was due to the decline in single-
premium business in life insurance, which had enjoyed exceptionally strong growth in 
2009 and 2010. thus whereas regular-premium life insurance business grew by 
around 3%, overall premium in life insurance showed a reduction of 5.7%. premium 
growth in private health insurance was again very high at 4.9%, while property-casualty 
insurance recorded its highest growth rate since 2003, a solid 2.5%.

reinsurers achieve slight  
price increase
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Overview and key figures

// Very high major-loss burden
// investment result impacted by sovereign debt crisis
//  Return on risk-adjusted capital (RoRac) of 3.2% after tax
// Dividend of €6.25 per share planned

the past year was marked by very high claims expenditure, in particular for natural 
catastrophes, and by capital market turmoil triggered by the sovereign debt crisis. We 
report on our investment performance on page 94 ff. 

our return on risk-adjusted capital (RoRac) totalled 3.2% for the 2011 financial year, 
compared with 13.5% in the previous year. the figure was thus far below our long-term 
target of 15%, mainly due to very high major-loss expenditure and significant write-
downs of investments. Because the deterioration in the result was attributable to the 
difficult environment rather than a sustained impairment of our profitability, we aim to 
maintain our dividend unchanged, at €6.25 per share. our profit distribution thus 
remains at a high level.

Return on risk-adjusted capital (RORAC)

% 2011 2010 2009
RoRac 3.2 13.5 15.1
long-term target 15.0 15.0 15.0

Dividend

  2011 2010 2009
total dividend payout  €bn 1.1 1.1 1.1
Dividend amount  € 6.25 6.25 5.75

Business performance
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the rise in gross premiums is attributable to strong organic growth, especially in the 
life and property-casualty reinsurance segments and Munich health. given the heavy 
burden from natural catastrophes, the combined ratio in property-casualty reinsurance 
was significantly above the previous year’s level. in property-casualty primary insur-
ance, the slight increase in the combined ratio is attributable to numerous weather 
events involving heavy rainfall and severe storms in germany. 

for the reporting on individual fields of business, the following principle applies: vol-
umes and results that derive from business within a segment are eliminated, whereas 
figures that derive from business with companies from other segments (e.g. intra-
group reinsurance cessions from primary insurers to reinsurers) are included.

Key figures      

  2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
gross premiums written €bn 49.6 45.5 41.4 37.8 37.3
combined ratio      

Reinsurance property-casualty1 % 113.6 100.5 95.3 99.4 96.4
primary insurance property-casualty % 97.8 96.8 93.2 90.9 93.4
Munich health2 % 99.4 99.7 99.4  

technical result €m 286 1,965 2,747 2,756  
investment result €m 6,756 8,642 7,883 5,916 9,253
non-technical result €m 894 2,013 1,974 1,078  
operating result €m 1,180 3,978 4,721 3,834 5,573
consolidated result €m 712 2,430 2,564 1,579 3,923
investments €bn 201.7 193.1 182.2 174.9 176.2
net technical provisions €bn 181.2 171.1 163.9 157.1 152.4
equity €bn 23.3 23.0 22.3 21.1 25.3

1 the figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 1.3 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.
2 excluding health insurance conducted like life insurance.

2011

2010

Reinsurance:    life Primary insurance:    life
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1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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the life reinsurance segment developed pleasingly. property-casualty business, by con-
trast, was affected by high costs for natural catastrophes. in addition, the results of life 
reinsurance and property-casualty reinsurance suffered from currency translation 
effects. Detailed information on business performance in the life and property-casualty 
segments can be found on page 76 ff.

the development of profits in the primary insurance segments was heavily influenced 
by the investment result. We report on primary insurance on page 86 ff.

currency translation losses were responsible for the low consolidated result posted by 
Munich health. further details of Munich health’s business performance are available 
on page 92 f.

Whereas in the reinsurance segments and Munich health we operate on a global basis, 
in the primary insurance segments the bulk of our premium comes from the german 
market. 

Despite the positive pre-tax result of €160m (3,122m), we posted tax income (previous 
year: tax expenditure) of €552m (692m) in the year under review, mainly owing to the 
differences between results achieved in the usa and in the rest of the world. the 
severe natural catastrophe losses occurred primarily outside the usa and led to tax 
relief there. our subsidiaries in the usa, by contrast, achieved profits, which could be 
offset against tax loss carry-forwards from prior years, so that no current tax burden 

Consolidated result

 2011 Prev. year Change
 €m €m %
Reinsurance life 403 293 37.5
Reinsurance property-casualty 371 1,806 –79.5
primary insurance life 113 172 –34.3
primary insurance health 244 165 47.9
primary insurance property-casualty 405 319 27.0
Munich health 45 63 –28.6
asset management 59 37 59.5
consolidation –928 –425 –118.4

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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arose. given that no deferred tax assets had been posted for these loss carry-forwards 
in the past, these profits were realised without a tax burden. 

owing to the improved earnings prospects in the usa, we posted deferred tax assets of 
€300m for the first time in 2011 for loss carry-forwards from prior years. this non-
results-related tax effect also contributed to the tax income.

in May, the media reported extensively on a sales event organised by the structured 
sales section of hMi in Budapest in 2007, where very serious breaches of existing cor-
porate guidelines and values had been committed, in particular against eRgo’s code of 
conduct applicable to all employees, managers and Board members of all entities of the 
eRgo group in and outside germany. to ensure that an incident of this kind is not 
repeated, eRgo has adopted a package of measures to strengthen compliance in the 
group. these also include committing eRgo’s independent agents to adhere to a code 
of conduct that stipulates clear rules governing dealings with companies, sales part-
ners and clients. further measures are aimed at achieving greater transparency in 
product materials and documentation and ensuring a consistently high level of quality 
in consultancy. in addition, a package of measures was presented for a quality offensive 
at hMi. as a visible sign that the sales organisation hMi is subject to the same high 
quality standards as the other sales organisations, hMi was renamed eRgo pro in 
 January 2012. 

in addition, eRgo published the findings of inquiries into various accusations levelled 
at the company in the year under review. these mainly concerned a flawed Riester pro-
posal form in 2005, allegedly and faulty advice in company pension business, and the 
conversion of life policies into personal accident policies in 2009/2010.

the allegations, mistakes made and negative reports in the german media have tar-
nished eRgo’s reputation. however, as at the end of December, the media reports had 
not had any significant negative impact in terms of cancellations or new business. 
eRgo will continue to closely monitor developments, remedy any damage done and 
strive to convince clients and the general public of its outstanding products and ser-
vices.

events after the balance sheet date

the accident involving cruise ship costa concordia is likely to result in a claims burden 
for us in the mid double-digit million euro range. Besides costs for the vessel under hull 
insurance, further losses may arise due to liability claims from passengers, salvage of 
the wreck, and potential environmental liability claims. therefore, it is not possible at 
this stage to put a final figure on the exact loss amount for Munich Re.

eRgo takes measures  
to improve the quality of  

its sales advice and to  
strengthen compliance
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Reinsurance – Life

//  Rise in premium income of 21.5% to €9.6bn, primarily owing to  
large-volume transactions

// investment result of €980m
// consolidated result of €403m
// Market consistent embedded Value (MceV) at €9,992m

Result

the performance of our life reinsurance business in 2011 was pleasing, as evidenced by 
the consolidated result of €403m (293m). the operating result rose accordingly to 
€712m (434m), and the investment result totalled €980m (873m), also an increase 
 compared with the previous year. our technical result of €367m (79m) fell slightly short 
of our  target of around €400m, but adjusted to eliminate reserve strengthening for our 
australian business, the figure is positive overall. claims experience was good in many 
core markets, and primary insurers’ demand for reinsurance solutions providing capital 
relief through risk transfer remained brisk.

the Market consistent embedded Value (MceV) of life reinsurance business 
increased to €9,992m (8,284m) in the past financial year. in addition to the generally 
positive effects of the capital markets, especially the fall in interest rates, total MceV 
earnings of €1,513m (1,018m) again benefited from strong operating MceV earnings of 
€1,109m (751m). total MceV earnings also reflect high value added by new business of 
€643m (475m) based on sustainable new regular business from various markets and 
on a series of large individual transactions. further information on MceV is provided 
on page 60. 

premium

With a gross volume of €9,602m (7,901m), premium income in life reinsurance was up 
21.5% on the previous year. the main driver of this gratifying development was a 
number of large-volume treaties where reinsurance primarily serves as a capital substi-
tute. since the beginning of the capital market crisis in 2008, the demand for these 
solutions has increased dramatically and remains at a high level. especially business 
generated in north america, asia and continental europe led to further premium 
growth in 2011. on the other hand, growth was curbed by the consequences of the 
 global recession, which partially impacted our clients’ business development and thus 
also reduced the volume of business available in reinsurance. 

if exchange rates had remained unchanged, our premium income would even have 
climbed by 22.8%. approximately €8.2bn or 85% of premium was written in foreign 
currency, of which 39% was in canadian dollars and 18% in us dollars. 

Key figures    

  2011 2010 2009
gross premiums written  €m 9,602 7,901 6,796
share of gross premiums written in reinsurance % 36.2 33.5 31.2
operating result €m 712 434 718
consolidated result €m 403 293 465
MceV €m 9,992 8,284  6,773 

pleasing technical result of 
€367m despite reserve  

strengthening in australia

growth of 21.5% in premium
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an important growth driver for our business is the dynamic development of life insur-
ance in asia, in which we participate in all key markets. We expect further growth 
impulses for our future new business to come from the continuing privatisation trends 
in provision for old age, long term care and disability. additional demand should be 
generated by the new regulatory solvency capital requirements in the eu (solvency ii). 
under solvency ii, capital requirements for risks, including risks from investment, will 
become more extensive and demanding. this is a challenge, particularly for small, 
medium-sized and less diversified primary insurers. We see increasing demand for the 
management of investment risks in life insurance products, and have therefore created 
the infrastructure necessary to provide our clients with comprehensive solutions for 
covering options and guarantees dependent on the capital markets, thus protecting 
them against the corresponding exposure in the capital markets. Besides this, we are 
successively expanding the spectrum of services we offer our clients with the aim of 
thus obtaining access to profitable reinsurance. of particular significance in this 
regard are consulting services and products to enhance the efficiency of our clients’ 
core processes. in this area, our subsidiary allfinanz limited provides modern internet-
based software solutions for automated underwriting in life insurance. in addition to 
sharing our underwriting expertise, we can thus also help our clients achieve leaner 
application and underwriting processes.

Development in individual key markets

in germany, demand for mortality risk coverage has been stagnating in recent years.  
We anticipate that the discussion revolving around the introduction of unisex pricing 
will generate new impulses. an important part of our business in germany is occupa-
tional disability reinsurance, and we assist our clients in underwriting, managing 
claims and, above all, developing future-oriented product concepts in this area. 

in the usa, the gross premium posted by our subsidiary Munich american Reassur-
ance company remained stable at €1.7bn (1.7bn), enabling it to retain its position 
among the leading life reinsurance companies in this important market for us. Despite 
the intense competition, we see good opportunities for moderate growth arising in the 
area of pure mortality covers from the provision of reinsurance capacity tailored to our 
clients’ requirements. the result developed well.

our branch in canada – Munich Re, toronto (life) – continued to expand its premium 
volume and result in 2011, mainly due to the conclusion of further large-volume trans-
actions providing solvency relief to primary insurers. the branch is the market leader in 
all lines in which it conducts business: life, disability, health, critical illness and long 
term care. premium volume rose to €3.6bn (2.2bn). the dynamic growth in new busi-
ness and favourable claims experience contributed to the outstanding result. 

in asia, the positive trend in new business continued. With premium income totalling 
well over €1.0bn (1.0bn), we were able to maintain our business volume overall, despite 
the planned termination of a number of treaties. We still consider asia to be one of our 
most important and profitable growth regions.
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in the united Kingdom, our branch Munich Re, london (life) kept its premium volume 
stable at €0.8bn (0.8bn). owing to an oversupply of reinsurance capacity, the pressure 
on the prices of pure mortality covers continued unabated. our business policy is 
strictly geared to writing business at risk-commensurate prices. Despite the keen com-
petition, we succeeded in maintaining our strong position in the market. it is our strat-
egy to offer our clients added value by expanding our product range. one example is 
the assumption of longevity risks, a segment in which we cautiously started writing 
business in 2011 to diversify our portfolio even better.  

our subsidiary Munich Reinsurance company of australasia ltd., which writes life 
reinsurance business in australia and new Zealand, has recorded strong growth in 
recent years. in 2011, it increased its premium income by a further 26.8% to €487m 
(384m). While claims experience in our core business – mortality risks coverage – was 
favourable, cases of disability are becoming more expensive market-wide due to a 
 significant lengthening of benefit payment periods. for strengthening the reserves of 
portfolios largely in run-off, we therefore incurred expenses of around €150m. the 
increase is largely due to the provision for annuity claims, the remainder being appor-
tionable to the provision for future policy benefits and the iBnR reserve.

on the african continent, our subsidiary Munich Reinsurance company of africa ltd. 
achieved an increase in premium volume of 14.4% to €175m (153m). even if the market 
for life insurance is developing slowly, africa remains interesting for us. in the medium 
term, we expect economic growth to accelerate and hence the demand for insurance to 
rise.
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Reinsurance – Property-casualty

// growth in premium income of 7.7% to €16.9bn
// combined ratio of 113.6%, mainly due to severe losses from natural catastrophes
// investment result of €2,157m
// consolidated result of €371m 
 

Result

in property-casualty reinsurance, we posted a consolidated result of €371m (1,806m) in 
2011, owing to the exceptionally heavy burdens from major losses. the investment 
result was good at €2,157m (2,563m), while the operating result, which includes the 
investment result, decreased to €2m (2,509m). the technical result amounted to 
–€841m (1,223m). it contains an amount of €634m mainly from the release of provi-
sions in the segments fire, credit and engineering, which we were able to make follow-
ing a review of our very solid reserving position. net earned premiums totalled 
€15,769m (14,193m), compared with net expenses for claims and benefits of €13,216m 
(9,904m) and net operating expenses of €4,779m (4,437m). 

at €5,126m (2,228m), the total burden from major losses was significantly higher than 
the projected amount and the multi-year average. aggregate losses from natural catas-
trophes came to €4,544m (1,564m), representing 28.8 (11.0) percentage points of net 
earned premiums and thus well above the expectation basis. 2011 produced the high-
est bill for natural catastrophe losses ever for the reinsurance industry. the March 
earthquake in Japan was the largest individual loss in 2011 at around €1.5bn. in terms of 
Munich Re’s loss burden, the earthquake was one of the largest losses in our history, 
alongside the attack on the World trade center in 2001 and hurricane Katrina in 2005. 
there were other major natural catastrophes as well, the most notable being the two 
earthquakes in new Zealand in february (€1,307m) and June (€161m). these figures 
include the reserve strengthening of €386m we undertook in the fourth quarter. We 
were also affected by the widespread flooding in thailand (€547m), which reached its 
peak in october and november. in australia, we incurred high claims expenditure from 
the January floods in Brisbane (€204m) and cyclone Yasi in the northeast of the coun-
try in february (€91m). in the usa, we were hit by losses from hurricane irene on the 
east coast in august (€144m) and from tor nadoes in april (€133m) and May (€69m). 
also significant was the storm-induced shipping accident involving an oil production 
and storage vessel in the north sea.

Key figures    

  2011 2010 2009
gross premiums written  €m 16,903 15,701 14,987
share of gross premiums written in reinsurance % 63.8 66.5 68.8
loss ratio1 %  83.3 69.3 65.8

thereof: natural catastrophes1 percentage points 28.8 11.0 1.4
expense ratio % 30.3 31.2 29.5
combined ratio1 % 113.6 100.5 95.3
operating result €m 2 2,509 3,381
consolidated result €m 371 1,806 2,111

consolidated result of €371m

1 the figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 1.3 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.
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at €582m (664m), major man-made losses were again down on the previous year. 
sizeable losses included fires in two production facilities in germany and a mine in 
australia, explosions in a canadian oil plant, the destruction of a power plant on 
cyprus, and the failure of a satellite’s power supply. We were also substantially affected 
by a large claim involving the liability of pharmaceutical manufacturers and an incident 
in a power plant in the usa.

the combined ratios of the individual divisions developed differently. in the germany, 
asia pacific and africa Division, it increased owing to the major losses in Japan, aus-
tralia, new Zealand and thailand. the europe and latin america Division improved its 
combined ratio, which had been badly hit by the chilean earthquake in 2010. in the 
global clients and north america Division, the combined ratio fell. a whole range of 
natural catastrophes, which mainly impacted treaties providing worldwide cover, were 
more than offset by the positive run-off of prior underwriting years. the marked 
improvement in the special and financial Risks Division was attributable to two 
causes. after the financial crisis, there was a fall in the number of insolvencies and 
hence in the combined ratio of our credit and bonding reinsurance to 41.3% (82.4%), 
which included reserve releases with a volume of €289m, or 41% of the net earned pre-
miums in this class of business. in addition, relief of 6.4 (–0.9) percentage points in 
relation to the net earned premiums of the special and financial Risks Division derived 
from the fact that income and expenses for retrocession cover for the whole of our rein-
surance business are fully accounted for in the division, and this included high income 
in 2011.

premium 

at €16.9bn (15.7bn), we posted higher premium income in property-casualty reinsur-
ance in 2011 than in the previous year, representing growth of 7.7%. if exchange rates 
had remained the same, premium would have risen by 10.2%. approximately €14.1bn or 
84% of premium was written in foreign currency, of which 42% was in us dollars and 
13% in pounds sterling. 16% of our premium volume was generated in euros. in contrast 
to the previous year, the development of the euro against other currencies had a nega-
tive effect of €395m on our premium income.

the renewal negotiations for reinsurance treaties in 2011 produced satisfactory out-
comes in a difficult market environment. thanks to our capital strength and our risk 
expertise, we succeeded in achieving good terms and conditions, slightly increasing 
the profitability of our portfolio. capacity continues to be available in sufficient quan-
tities in most lines and regions. overall, pressure on prices persisted, but the slight 
downward trend was not maintained and a stabilisation of prices was evident. particu-
larly in loss-affected classes and regions, considerable price increases were possible. 
the events in australia and the earthquake in Japan, for instance, meant that prices for 
natural hazard covers there rose by up to 50%. Besides this, prices in us natural catas-
trophe business showed improvements of around 10% in the July renewals. Marked 
rate increases were also implemented in the offshore energy sector, which had been hit 
by the Deepwater horizon loss in 2010. 

Combined ratio by property-casualty division     

% 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
germany, asia pacific and africa  195.3 102.5 100.1 106.5 106.0
europe and latin america 90.2 110.8 87.2 91.7 95.0
global clients and north america 95.9 99.6 88.8 101.4 95.8
special and financial Risks1 77.4 89.2 112.6 99.0 83.8

premium growth of 7.7%

1 the figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 6.6 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets. 
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We adhered to our focused and disciplined underwriting policy, reducing certain blocks 
of business for profitability reasons, e.g. in selected casualty segments in the usa. the 
profitable growth we achieved is attributable to Munich Re’s capacity to devise com-
plex and customised solutions for its clients. We were able to write new business espe-
cially in strongly growing markets, with treaties providing capital relief through risk 
transfer – mainly in asia – contributing a substantial portion. in addition, we increased 
our premium income through the expansion of existing profitable client accounts.

a portion of our treaty business was written at differential terms, i.e. at better terms 
and conditions than those obtained by other reinsurers, or in the form of exclusive  
treaties where we were the sole reinsurer.

 

trends and growth in selected markets and 
at our subsidiaries 

premium income in germany fell, totalling €1,030m (1,303m) in 2011. With declines in 
original rates persisting and resulting in inadequate prices in reinsurance, we withdrew 
from business where we could not obtain risk-commensurate terms of trade.

in motor insurance, the class of business with the largest premium volume, initial 
trends towards rate increases are apparent, but these are not sufficient to reverse the 
negative market result. Margins are still at a very low level and under further pressure 
from the persistently low interest rates and the claims frequency, which has not fallen 
further. as a consequence, we reduced our motor business again in 2011, above all in 
the non-proportional liability segment.

in greater china, we expanded our premium volume to €1,494m (735m), participating 
in strong original growth in china and also acquiring new large-volume treaties.

Gross premiums written in property-casualty     

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
germany, asia pacific and africa 4,231 3,268 2,836 3,152 2,917
europe and latin america 3,767 3,472 3,378 3,868 3,861
global clients and north america 5,756 6,140 6,058 5,086 5,751
special and financial Risks 3,143 2,812 2,713 2,573 1,608

Gross premiums by class of business     

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
liability 2,127 2,112 2,162 2,118 2,227
accident 241 278 353 503 547
Motor 3,623 2,793 2,218 2,441 2,643
Marine, aviation, space 1,837 1,838 1,900 1,836 1,730
fire 4,553 4,350 4,339 3,998 3,932
engineering 1,566 1,658 1,536 1,457 1,286
credit insurance 696 744 632 825 710
other classes of business 2,260 1,928 1,847 1,561 1,149
Total 16,903 15,701 14,987 14,739 14,224
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our premium volume in Japan grew slightly to €371m (363m). notwithstanding the 
 difficult economic situation, we kept the capacity we provided in Japan constant even 
after the severe earthquake, especially for coverage of the natural hazards earthquake 
and typhoon. as a result of the losses, rates for natural catastrophe covers were raised 
significantly in some cases. at the same time, we improved our portfolio further by for-
going business that failed to offer risk-commensurate prices, terms and conditions.

Regulatory developments in india continue to give cause for hope that the market will 
be opened to international reinsurers. given the medium- and long-term growth poten-
tial – also in the reinsurance sector – Munich Re is continuing to keep all its strategic 
options open.

in australia and new Zealand, we extended our market leadership somewhat, increas-
ing premium growth to €900m (788m) through profitable new business and substan-
tial rate improvements for natural hazards covers, and optimising our portfolio further. 
the result was impacted by the earthquake losses in new Zealand and the floods and 
windstorm losses in australia.  

the reinsurance market in the united Kingdom is characterised by persistently strong 
competition. We were nonetheless able to increase our premium volume again by 5.8% 
to €3,159m (2,985m). this growth was mainly due to a rise in original rates and organic 
growth in motor insurance business in cooperation with a strategic partner.

in spain, our premium income fell to €368m (403m), owing to the continuing eco-
nomic crisis and our profit-focused underwriting policy. We nevertheless succeeded in 
maintaining our leading market position.

in latin america, we remain the market leader, with premium income climbing to 
€838m (691m). this positive development was due in particular to natural catastrophe 
covers, where we were able to achieve organic growth and another increase in rates. 
Beyond this, we succeeded in expanding our profitable motor own damage business. 
as in the previous years, the result benefited from our profit-oriented underwriting pol-
icy and, in particular, a low claims burden in the caribbean.

our subsidiary Munich Re do Brasil Resseguradora s.a. increased its premium volume 
again to €273m (163m), thus maintaining a leading position among the international 
reinsurers in the market. at 93.8%, the combined ratio was higher than in the previous 
year (83.2%).

 

 
in our global clients and north america Division, we registered an overall reduction in 
premium. We took advantage of growth opportunities in existing client accounts and 
selected products, but terminated treaties that no longer met our pricing requirements.

Munich Re do Brasil Resseguradora S.A.   

  2011 Prev. year Change
    %
gross premiums written R$ m 644 378 70.4

thereof property-casualty R$ m 447 335 33.4
net earned premiums R$ m 277 169 63.9

thereof property-casualty R$ m 238 146 63.0
loss ratio property-casualty % 54.4 49.7 
expense ratio property-casualty % 39.4 33.5 
combined ratio property-casualty % 93.8 83.2 
Result for the year R$ m 31.2 25.0 24.0
investments R$ m 453 363 24.8
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Results in us business were influenced by natural catastrophes in 2011, especially 
 tornadoes in spring and hurricane irene in august. Despite these loss events, both 
Munich Reinsurance america, inc. and the american Modern insurance group (aMig) 
posted a positive result. the extensive measures to improve efficiency launched two 
years ago are having a favourable effect on the companies’ expense ratio. at €117m, the 
hsB group’s result for the year was again very pleasing. Besides this, a.M. Best also 
raised the hsB group’s rating from a+ (superior) to a++ (superior) in autumn. our 
strategy of combining insurance and reinsurance activities in the usa again proved 
successful, and we intend to continue along this path in future. thanks to good results 
in the previous years, our us operations were able to pay a dividend of us$ 700m to 
Munich Reinsurance company in 2011.

the Munich Reinsurance canada non-life group – Munich Reinsurance company of 
canada and temple insurance company – again made a positive contribution to the 
result, despite a large loss at slave lake in alberta, involving the destruction of several 
hundred houses in the town by a wildfire. our primary insurance subsidiary temple 
insurance company currently has a premium income of can$ 158m (182m), thus con-
tributing 44.6% to the premium volume of our canadian non-life group.

 
 
our swiss subsidiary new Reinsurance company ltd. (newRe) grew its premium vol-
ume by 8.8% to sfr 1,402m (1,289m) in the financial year 2011. newRe benefited from 
its specialisation in the area of structured, made-to-measure reinsurance solutions, 
whereas its premium volume in traditional business (with the focus on non-proportional 
covers for natural catastrophes in europe) remained stable, owing to consistent cycle 

Munich Reinsurance America

  2011 Prev. year Change
    %
gross premiums written us$ m 4,055 3,621 12.0

thereof property-casualty us$ m 3,591 3,111 15.4
net earned premiums us$ m 3,032 2,881 5.2

thereof property-casualty us$ m 2,567 2,364 8.6
loss ratio property-casualty % 61.8 71.0 
expense ratio property-casualty % 31.1 33.2 
combined ratio property-casualty % 92.8 104.2 
Result for the year us$ m 1,135.3 276.5 310.7
investments us$ m 14,589 15,611 –6.5

Munich Reinsurance Canada Non-Life Group

  2011 Prev. year Change
    %
gross premiums written can$ m 354 399 –11.3

property-casualty can$ m 354 399 –11.3
net earned premiums can$ m 282 298 –5.4

property-casualty can$ m 282 298 –5.4
loss ratio property-casualty % 62.8 60.7 
expense ratio property-casualty % 32.6 34.6 
combined ratio property-casualty % 95.4 95.3 
Result for the year can$ m 66.1 59.6 10.9
investments can$ m 1,592 1,550 2.7
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management. newRe’s result for 2011 was once more very satisfactory. the combined 
ratio increased compared with the exceptionally good figure for the previous year.
 

in marine reinsurance, premium income was higher than in 2010. premium develop-
ment in reinsurance was negative due to our consistent focus on profitability in a com-
petitive market with a generally inadequate price level. By contrast, we are expanding 
our profitable business in primary insurance, especially via our lloyd’s Watkins syndi-
cate in london. some €475m (392m) of the total premium income of €1.3bn was 
earned by Watkins. the numerous natural catastrophes and additional losses from sin-
gle risks particularly affected the results of traditional marine reinsurance business and 
should lead to appreciable rate increases for 2012. 

special and financial risks business 

We continued to extend our leading position in agricultural reinsurance, our premium 
development in 2011 being additionally supported by rising commodity prices for agri-
cultural goods. the business we wrote mainly comprised state-supported crop insur-
ance programmes, with a large portion stemming from the usa. We are transferring 
our great experience and competence in this business to other regions with high earn-
ings and growth potential, such as latin america and southeast asia, with the focus on 
china.

in the market for aviation and space risks, pressure on rates increased further. given 
falling prices, especially in aviation business, we withdrew from selected segments, 
causing our premium volume to decrease by 13.2% to €551m (635m). in space busi-
ness, our position as market leader enabled us to write profitable new business and, 
through long-term treaties in our existing business, partially avoid the consequences of 
the pressure on rates. Despite the difficult market environment, we achieved a pleasing 
result of €206m (67m) thanks to our selective underwriting, reserve releases from prior 
underwriting years, and below-average expenditure for major losses. the combined 
ratio fell to 59.7% (87.7%).

in our financial risks segment, credit and bonding reinsurance is the most important 
class of business. here we reinsure financial risks primarily related to transactions of 
goods and services worldwide or emanating from bonds and guarantees. this segment 
is closely linked to global economic development but also to regional economic trends. 
particularly in an uncertain economic environment, credit insurance is a much sought-
after risk management instrument that gives companies security for the settlement of 
amounts owed by customers for deliveries or services.

the significantly reduced number of insolvencies after the financial crisis enabled us to 
release reserves, especially from underwriting years 2009 and 2010. as a consequence, 

New Reinsurance Company Ltd.1

  2011 Prev. year Change
    %
gross premiums written sfr m 1,402 1,289 8.8

thereof property-casualty sfr m 772 702 10.0
net earned premiums sfr m 1,148 1,162 –1.2

thereof property-casualty sfr m 641 590 8.6
loss ratio property-casualty % 75.9 57.2 
expense ratio property-casualty % 21.9 26.9 
combined ratio property-casualty % 97.8 84.1 
Result for the year sfr m 108.9 136.3 –20.1
investments sfr m 4,292 3,858 11.2

1 financial statements in accordance with national accounting law.
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the combined ratio for 2011 in credit and bonding business fell to 41.3% (82.4%). our 
premium volume decreased slightly to €696m (744m). 

in our unit corporate insurance partner, we offer our clients in industrial and major 
project business a wide range of insurance products, customised solutions and ser-
vices based on our recognised industry- and risk-related knowledge. the combined 
ratio for 2011 was burdened by investments for the expansion of these activities and by 
 natural catastrophes.

Risk trading places insurance risks on the capital and retrocession markets. We pro-
vide this unit’s services primarily for our clients but we also use them for our own 
 purposes when it is expedient to lay off insurance risks from the risk management per-
spective. in one client transaction in the first half of 2011, we placed us hurricane 
capacity of us$ 200m with investors, while in three transactions of our own we acquired 
protection for the scenarios european windstorm and us hurricane (Queenstreet ii−iV, 
with volumes of us$ 100m, 150m and 100m). We are now one of the largest european 
investors in insurance-linked securities (ils), i.e. instruments which transfer insurance 
risks to the capital markets. the earthquake in Japan triggered the total loss default of 
such a security in May – the Muteki catastrophe bond through which earthquake risks 
had been placed on the capital markets for a Japanese client. as a consequence of the 
loss event, the client received the catastrophe bond’s nominal amount of around 
€200m. While the payout to the client is included in the technical result, relief from the 
capital market cover is contained in the investment result. so in this topical case, the 
catastrophe bond proved to be an efficient risk-hedging instrument for Munich Re and 
its client.

tailored solutions for industrial 
firms and corporate clients

catastrophe bonds as an  
efficient risk-hedging tool
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Primary insurance – Life

//  total premium volume down 3.2% to €7.9bn, especially due to low  
single-premium business

// investment result of €2,576m
// consolidated result of €113m
// Market consistent embedded Value (MceV) at –€872m

Result

persistently low market interest rates present life insurance companies with consider-
able challenges because insurers have to offer their clients long-term interest-rate 
 guarantees. We began early on to make substantial provision for prolonged phases of 
low interest rates by purchasing derivative financial instruments (“swaptions”) to hedge 
against the reinvestment risk. this hedging programme benefits policyholders and 
shareholders alike. the decline in interest rates since the beginning of the year led to 
write-ups of €368m in our interest-rate hedges that had an impact of €84m on the 
result. the low-interest-rate environment is also having an adverse impact on the prof-
itability of conventional new business, despite the lower guarantees given to clients. 
higher margins are offered by unit-linked products, but their sales have declined.

the consolidated result in life primary insurance for the past financial year amounted 
to €113m (172m), largely reflecting the write-downs of greek government bonds that 
clearly exceeded the write-ups of our interest-rate hedges. our operating result 
decreased by 42.0% to €206m (355m). the technical result was also down.

the MceV of life primary insurance business decreased to –€872m (2,375m) in the 
financial year 2011, owing to the further strong fall in interest rates in combination with 
very high interest-rate volatility as well as the burden from losses in the value of our 
investments in bonds issued by peripheral countries of the eurozone. this situation is a 
challenge for the whole industry, given its long-duration contracts providing guarantees 
for policyholders. the strict rules of market-consistent valuation applied by us, as in 
previous years, led to significant result reductions at the reporting date of 31 December 
2011, despite our hedging against prolonged phases of low interest rates. Valuation was 
based on swap rates without adjustments. in the current environment, especially in 
view of the exceptional capital market situation (euro crisis), this represents a decidedly 
conservative evaluation approach. total MceV earnings amounted to –€3,115m 
(–602m), but operating income, which excludes a large share of the effects from devel-
opments in the capital market, totalled €771m (317m). at –€13m (114m), the value 
added by new business was negative, given the rigorous application of adverse capital 
market data. further explanations regarding MceV are available on page 60.

Key figures    

  2011 2010 2009
total premium income1  €bn 7.9 8.2 7.9
gross premiums written €m 6,263 6,484 6,294
share of gross premiums written in primary insurance % 35.5 37.1 37.9
operating result €m 206 355 218
consolidated result €m 113 172 27
MceV €m –872 2,375 3,155

1  total premium income includes not only gross premiums written but also savings premiums for unit-linked life insurance and capitalisation products in accordance with 
the statutory accounting guidelines applicable in the insurer’s home country.

consolidated result of €113m
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premium
 
overall premium income in life insurance (including the savings premiums from unit-
linked life insurance and capitalisation products) totalled €7.9bn (8.2bn) in 2011, a 
reduction of 3.2% compared with the previous year. our international business showed 
a decline in single-premium business with unit-linked life insurance and capitalisation 
products, resulting in overall premium volume of €2.0bn (2.1bn). in particular in aus-
tria, single-premium business with unit-linked insurances fell owing to changes in tax 
rules. in germany, premium income totalled €5.9bn (6.0bn), also impacted by lower 
single-premium business, which decreased market-wide in the financial year, following 
an extended phase of strong growth. gross premiums written in and outside germany 
totalled €6.3bn (6.5bn). While in germany gross premiums written were down by 5.2% 
to €4.6bn (4.9bn), the figure for international business increased slightly by 2.0% to 
€1.7bn (1.6bn), especially thanks to good growth in Belgium. 

By contrast, german new regular-premium business in 2011 expanded by 6.3% to 
€352m (331m) year on year, mainly owing to good new company pension business. on 
balance, new business volume in germany was down by 6.9% to €1.8bn (1.9bn). Meas-
ured in terms of annual premium equivalent (ape) – the customary international per-
formance measure – new business rose by 1.0%. international new business declined 
by 4.6% to €935m (980m) but by less in terms of ape (1.2%), due to moderate growth 
in regular-premium business (+1.1%) and a higher volume of new business, particularly 
in Belgium and poland. 

Decline in premium  
income of 3.2%

  
New business in life insurance   

 2011 Prev. year Change
 €m €m  %
Germany

Regular premiums 352 331 6.3
single premiums 1,454 1,609 –9.6
Total 1,806 1,940 –6.9
annual premium equivalent1 497 492 1.0

International
Regular premiums 182 180 1.1
single premiums 753 800 –5.9
Total 935 980 –4.6
annual premium equivalent1 257 260 –1.2

1 the annual premium equivalent corresponds to the regular premium income plus 10% of single-premium volume.
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Primary insurance – Health
 
//  growth in premium income of 4.0% to €5.7bn – substantial increase in new com-

prehensive health insurance business
// investment result of €1,301m
// consolidated result of €244m
// Market consistent embedded Value (MceV) at €1,747m

Result
 
in the health insurance segment, the consolidated result for 2011 rose to €244m 
(165m). a positive contribution of €116m to the result came from an intra-group trans-
action. at the end of the year, eRgo sold its shares in the foreign health insurers of the 
DKV group to Munich health holding. the operating result increased to €325m 
(236m), and the investment result remained at the same level as in the previous year. 
the technical result totalled €568m (418m).

the MceV amounted to €1,747m (1,733m) at the end of the financial year. no interest-
rate guarantees are provided in health business. figures for interest rates included in 
the calculations can be changed whenever price increases become necessary, for 
instance because expenses for healthcare claims and benefits have risen. that is why 
the interest-rate environment has a different impact to that in life insurance. total 
MceV earnings grew to €137m (–122m), largely owing to operating MceV earnings of 
€547m (58m). Value added by new business amounted to €50m (28m). 

the 2007 health reform in germany changed the conditions in comprehensive health 
insurance with effect from 1 January 2009. on the one hand, policyholders are now able 
to switch from one provider to another and take ageing reserves with them to some 
extent. on the other hand, insurers cannot cancel the policies of clients who have failed 
to pay their premiums and must continue to indemnify them for certain treatment. this 
is taken into account in the MceV model on the basis of current, as yet very limited 
experience, but future client behaviour is still difficult to estimate. Discussions regard-
ing the german healthcare system are ongoing, and future legal reforms could natur-
ally lead to significant changes in our MceV figures. further explanations regarding 
MceV are available on page 60.

Key figures    

  2011 2010 2009
gross premiums written  €m 5,717 5,499 5,171
share of gross premiums written in primary insurance % 32.5 31.5 31.2
operating result €m 325 236 216
consolidated result €m 244 165 83
MceV €m 1,747 1,733 1,971

consolidated result climbs 
to €244m
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premium
 
as from the beginning of 2011, premium volume in health climbed by 4.0% to €5.7bn 
(5.5bn). Business with supplementary benefit covers rose by 4.1%, whilst premium 
income in comprehensive health insurance expanded by 3.4%, reflecting the abolition 
as at 1 January 2011 of the three-year waiting period for switching to private health 
insurance, which had a stimulating effect on new business. new comprehensive insur-
ance business increased by 18.4% year on year. By contrast, new business in supple-
mentary health insurance was down 30.6%, the previous year’s figure having been 
boosted by the conclusion of a major contract. in travel insurance, which is included in 
the health segment, we registered a rise in premium volume of 13.5% in 2011. the 
unrest in the arab world and earthquake in Japan hardly had an impact on the travel 
insurance sector. 

owing to an adjustment of our strategic orientation in the health segment, our target in 
future – besides travel insurance – will be on the actual core business of private health 
insurance, namely high-quality comprehensive health insurance and flexible supple-
mentary covers to complement state health insurance coverage. the main consequence 
in terms of product strategy in the past financial year was to discontinue specially 
priced reduced-benefit products for new clients. 

premium growth of 4.0%
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Primary insurance – Property-casualty 
 
// premium volume of €5.6bn, an increase of 2.5%
// combined ratio of 97.8% impacted by severe weather events
// investment result of €711m
// consolidated result of €405m

Result
 
the consolidated result in property-casualty insurance totalled €405m (319m). a posi-
tive effect derived from the sale of capital square pte. ltd., a consolidated company 
with a block of real estate in singapore, which produced a gain of €156m. the result 
was burdened by €36m in write-downs for impairments of goodwill and other assets of 
eRgo Daum Direct general insurance co. ltd. in south Korea, reflecting the persist-
ently difficult market situation in Korean motor insurance business. Write-downs of 
equities and derivatives were also required, a fact that affected the consolidated result 
and produced a lower investment result. overall, the investment result in property- 
casualty insurance came to €711m (773m).

at 97.8% (96.8%), the combined ratio for 2011 was slightly up on the previous year. the 
figure for germany amounted to 93.1%, 3.3 percentage points more than in the previ-
ous year due to numerous weather events involving heavy rainfall and severe storms 
that increased claims expenditure in the third quarter of 2011. in addition to this, we 
increased the reserves in casualty business owing to major losses and for risk provision. 
in international business, the combined ratio was 105.0% (107.8%). even though the 
absolute level remains unsatisfactory, an improvement is beginning to emerge. in 
 add ition to a better result in poland, which had been heavily burdened by natural catas-
trophe losses in the previous year, the amelioration is also attributable to our consolida-
tion measures in other markets. in turkey, for instance, we have significantly reduced 
the share of unprofitable motor business in our portfolio, whilst introducing a more 
 differentiated rating structure and selectively raising prices. nevertheless, the market 
environment in motor insurance in particular remains very difficult both in turkey and 
south Korea.

paid claims and the change in claims provisions totalled €3,149m (3,037m) and net 
operating expenses €1,686m (1,615m), compared with net earned premiums of 
€4,941m (4,806m).

Key figures    

  2011 2010 2009
gross premiums written €m 5,637 5,498 5,131
share of gross premiums written in primary insurance % 32.0 31.4 30.9
loss ratio % 63.7 63.1 60.3
expense ratio % 34.1 33.7 32.9
combined ratio % 97.8 96.8 93.2
operating result €m 658 678 474
consolidated result €m 405 319 257

Rise in profits to €405m

combined ratio of 97.8%
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premium
 
in the past financial year, premium volume was up by 2.5% to €5.6bn (5.5bn). We 
posted growth of around the same level in german and international business. in the 
case of the latter, there were significant increases, above all in poland. But the sale of 
eRgo’s portuguese subsidiary, whose premium income was no longer included in the 
income statement for the fourth quarter of 2011, and rehabilitation measures in turkey 
and south Korea, had a curbing effect. in german business, our premium income in the 
year under review totalled €3.3bn (3.2bn), an increase of 2.4%. as in the previous  
year, overall growth was driven by commercial and industrial insurance, with premium 
volume up 8.1%. this increase was partly attributable to industrial cover in the nether-
lands and austria, which we transact from germany. in personal accident insurance, 
we recorded a decline of 3.3% for the past financial year. Motor insurance, by contrast, 
saw a rise of 3.6% in premium from January to December, reflecting our rehabilitation 
measures and rate increases at the beginning of the year. in legal protection insurance, 
we were able to achieve slight premium growth of 0.4% in germany.

premium growth of 2.5%
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Munich Health

// Marked increase in premium income of 19.3% to €6.1bn in the year under review
// combined ratio of 99.4% from January to December
// investment result of €164m
//  consolidated result of €45m in the year under review; heavy burden from foreign 

exchange losses

in recent years, the global health market has become one of the fastest-growing sectors 
of the economy in terms of both care provision and insurance. this trend will become 
even more pronounced in the future due to advances in medicine, improved life expect-
ancy and the development of healthcare markets in emerging countries. in order to 
maximise the opportunities this presents, Munich Re has pooled its specialists for 
international health business in a separate business field: Munich health.

the cornerstones of the business field comprise Munich Re’s worldwide health re insur-
ance business and the health primary insurers outside germany. in the usa, this 
in cludes Windsor, acquired as at 1 January 2011, and our specialised health insurer 
sterling. Both companies operate under the Windsor health group brand. 

Result

the consolidated result decreased to €45m (63m), mainly due to currency translation 
losses that adversely affected the non-operating result. We posted an investment result 
of €164m (142m), a rise of 15.5% compared with the previous year. the operating result 
amounted to €165m (131m), while the technical result – at €66m – was marginally 
down compared with the previous year (€69m).

the combined ratio for the Munich health segment was 99.4% (99.7%). this ratio 
relates only to short-term health business, not to business conducted like life insur-
ance, which made up 10.9% (12.5%) of gross premiums written in the year under 
review. in reinsurance, the lower combined ratio is attributable to an overall improve-
ment in claims experience owing to business restructuring and new business. in 
 primary insurance, the combined ratio was higher than in the previous year, primarily 
because business performance at sterling deteriorated.

   

investment result of €164m

1 excluding health insurance conducted like life insurance.

Key figures    

  2011 2010 2009
gross premiums written €m 6,133 5,140 3,974
loss ratio1 % 80.1 78.5 80.0
expense ratio1 % 19.3 21.2 19.4
combined ratio1 % 99.4 99.7 99.4
operating result €m 165 131 133
consolidated result €m 45 63 27
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premium

gross premiums written were appreciably higher than in the previous year, climbing by 
19.3% to €6.1bn (5.1bn). at unchanged exchange rates, premium volume would have 
even increased by 20.9%.

in reinsurance, gross premiums written were up by 29.5% to €4.2bn (3.2bn), mainly 
owing to the conclusion of a new large-volume quota share treaty in north america, 
which had already become effective in the first quarter of 2011. conversely, our pre-
mium income in asia declined because of the scheduled termination of a large capital 
relief treaty.

international health primary insurance business showed an increase of 2.2% to 
€1,968m (1,925m) in 2011. the acquisition of Windsor enabled us to more than offset 
the decline in premium income sterling posted in the financial year due to the 
company’s strongly limited sales opportunities following changes in the us regulatory 
framework. the purchase of Windsor with effect from 1 January 2011 was in line with 
Munich health’s strategy of strengthening its position in the us Medicare market. the 
two companies jointly offer health plans and specialty managed-care programmes for 
the senior segment, with sterling having access to the network of service providers 
established by Windsor. in the case of our european primary insurance companies, 
 premium expansion in spain and Belgium essentially compensated for the decline in 
premium volume in the united Kingdom.

premium growth of 19.3%

Gross premiums by market region

64% (53 %) north america (na)

2% (7 %) asia/pacific (apac)4% (4%) Middle east/africa 
(Mea)

12% (13%) southern 
europe/latin america (ela)

18% (23%) northern/eastern/ 
 central europa (nece)
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1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

Investment mix1

    Reinsurance               
  Life  Property-casualty  Life          
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year               
land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 257 267 1,187 1,178 1,445 1,760          
investments in affiliated companies 14 16 62 67 31 20          
investments in associates 75 54 391 282 101 192          
loans 14 47 56 188 33,910 31,045          
other securities held to maturity – – – – 13 42          
other securities available for sale

fixed-interest 13,594 11,905 46,664 45,110 32,584 35,803          
non-fixed-interest 895 974 4,691 5,419 1,768 1,892          

other securities at fair value through profit or loss 
held for trading

fixed-interest – – 508 424 59 50          
non-fixed-interest – – 28 25 – 3          
Derivatives 549 331 373 154 765 323          

Designated as at fair value through profit or loss
fixed-interest – – – – 161 233          
non-fixed-interest – – – – 4 8          

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance 7,784 5,069 1,196 1,499 165 136          
other investments 193 330 943 787 925 623          
investments for the benefit of life insurance
policyholders who bear the investment risk – – – – 5,092 4,953          
Total 23,375 18,993 56,099 55,133 77,023 77,083          

Investment performance

//  german and us government bonds dominate our broadly diversified portfolio; 
investments in government bonds from southern europe and ireland significantly 
reduced

//  Write-downs of €1,178m on portfolio of greek government securities
// another good result from gains on disposals 
// investment result of €6.8bn
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Developments on the capital markets have recently been shaped by uncertainty over 
the further course of the debt crisis. on the stock markets, the euRo stoXX 50 lost 
around 17% in the period under review. the performances of the bond markets varied 
greatly: whilst yields on german and us government bonds fell to historically low 
levels, risk spreads rose both on government bonds from countries such as portugal, 
greece and ireland, and on corporate bonds. the carrying amount of our investments 
showed a rise since the beginning of the year, partly due to increases in deposits re -
tained on assumed reinsurance business and favourable effects from the translation of 
our portfolios in foreign currency into euros (especially our investments in us dollars) 
and partly due to improved market values of our fixed-interest securities. the positive 
impact of the strong price gains in our large portfolio of bonds from germany and the 
usa clearly outweighed the price losses on southern european government bonds. 
there were decreases in the value of our relatively small investment volume in equities. 
our return on investment totalled 3.4%1 (4.5%).

       

 

          Primary insurance  Munich Health  Asset management  Total
        Health  Property-casualty      

          31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
              796 623 109 340 31 16 64 63 3,889 4,247

          12 20 76 71 11 1 8 8 214 203
         86 107 150 150 71 52 66 51 940 888

       16,934 15,319 2,323 2,312 23 24 – – 53,260 48,935
           – – – – – – – – 13 42
    

       12,686 11,794 5,656 5,202 3,864 2,447 171 93 115,219 112,354
       387 634 433 655 216 174 68 21 8,458 9,769

         
  

       – – – – – 1 – – 567 475
       3 – – – – 1 – – 31 29

       67 37 9 12 9 10 – – 1,772 867
        

       – – – – – – – – 161 233
       – – – – 1 – – – 5 8

           1 1 4 3 280 194 – – 9,430 6,902
        76 87 139 463 114 129 265 780 2,655 3,199

      
            – 3 – – 1 1 – – 5,093 4,957

       31,048 28,625 8,899 9,208 4,621 3,050 642 1,016 201,707 193,108

1  3.3% excluding the earnings from economic risk transfer to the capital market that are posted in the investment result.
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Distribution of investments by type

1.9% (2.2%) Real estate
2.6% (3.4%) shares and 

equity funds

57.7% (58.7%)  fixed-interest 
securities

0.6% (0.6%)  participating 
interests

10.8% (9.8%) Miscellaneous
investments

26.4% (25.3%) loans

Total: €201.7bn (193.1bn)

We gear the selection of our investments, based on economic criteria, to the character-
istics of our technical provisions and liabilities. in addition, we use derivative financial 
instruments for portfolio management and hedging against fluctuations on the 
interest-rate, equity and currency markets. the high volatilities in the markets are cur-
rently resulting in substantial changes in the values of derivatives, which under ifRs 
accounting we recognise in profit or loss, i.e. as income or expense in our income state-
ment.

our on-and off-balance sheet valuation reserves (without owner-occupied property), 
which could be turned into realised gains upon disposal of the relevant investments, 
climbed from €7.4bn to €11.2bn. 

at the reporting date, our investment portfolio continued to be dominated by fixed-
interest securities, loans and short-term fixed-interest investments. some 48% of these 
are government bonds or government-guaranteed securities, of which 56% are from 
eurozone countries.

pursuing our risk-conscious investment policy, we reduced our investments in southern 
european and irish government bonds by €4.3bn to €5.8bn and invested in the euro-
zone, mainly in government bonds from germany and the netherlands. Bonds from 
portuguese, italian, irish, greek and spanish issuers made up 3% of our portfolio of 
fixed-interest investments at the balance sheet date. 

in the interests of optimising the structure of our portfolio, we hold a small quantity of 
credit default swaps, thus increasing our exposure to france and the netherlands by 
around €100m in each case.

  
Valuation reserves not recognised in the balance sheet

   31.12.2011   Prev. year
 Valuation Fair Carrying Valuation Fair Carrying
€m reserves value  amount reserves value  amount
land and buildings1 1,739 8,013 6,274 1,695 8,353 6,658
associates 326 1,250 924 311 1,181 870
loans 3,633 56,893 53,260 1,553 50,488 48,935
other securities – 13 13 1 43 42
tangible assets in renewable energies 7 267 260 – 46 46
Total 5,705 66,436 60,731 3,560 60,111 56,551

1 including owner-occupied property.
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We generally base fair values on quoted prices in an active market (level 1). in cases 
where these are not available, and for our loans, the fair value is based on recognised 
valuation methods in accordance with the present-value principle (level 2).
 
at the reporting date, around 89% of the eurozone government bonds and government-
guaranteed securities measured at fair value are allocated to level 1 and 11% to level 2.

Portfolio of government bonds and state-guaranteed securities issued by eurozone countries1, 2

   Carrying  Valuation
€m  Amortised cost amounts Fair values reserves3

Loans 
 germany 15,132 15,132 16,702 1,570
 france 55 55 55 –
 greece 12 12 12 –
 ireland 106 106 87 –19
 italy 255 255 214 –41
 netherlands  –  –  –  –
 austria 1,127 1,127 1,233 106
 portugal –  –  –  –
 spain 1,026 1,026 783 –243
 other eurozone countries 1,363 1,363 1,522 159
  19,076 19,076 20,608 1,532
Other securities 

 Available for sale 
 germany 11,730 12,572 12,572 842
 france 3,979 4,103 4,103 124
 greece 357 357 357  –
 ireland 1,515 1,304 1,304 –211
 italy 2,339 1,959 1,959 –380
 netherlands 1,984 2,092 2,092 108
 austria 1,416 1,462 1,462 46
 portugal 608 316 316 –292
 spain 849 805 805 –44
 other eurozone countries 2,518 2,441 2,441 –77
  27,295 27,411 27,411 116
 At fair value through profit or loss 

 germany 51 51 51  –
 france 3 3 3  –
 greece  –  –  –  –
 ireland  –  –  –  –
 italy  –  –  –  –
 netherlands 1 1 1  –
 austria 15 15 15  –
 portugal  –  –  –  –
 spain  –  –  –  –
 other eurozone countries 4 4 4  –
  74 74 74  –
Total 46,445 46,561 48,093 1,648

1 presentation based on economic view and not fully comparable with ifRs figures.
2  Besides greece, ireland, italy, portugal and spain, those eurozone countries are listed where our holdings of government bonds and state-guar-

anteed securities total more than €2bn in terms of carrying amounts.
3  concerns off-balance-sheet valuation reserves in the case of “loans” and unrealised gains/losses in the case of “available for sale” .
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investments from the category “available for sale” allocated to level 2 mainly involved 
borrower’s note loans of german “länder”. 

further information on the criteria for allocation to the individual levels of the fair value 
hierarchy can be found in the notes to the financial statements in the section on asset 
items under B – investments, Determining fair values.

our overall portfolio of eurozone government bonds has a good rating structure. as at 
31 December 2011, 95% were rated a to aaa. 

the rating categories are based on those of the leading international rating agencies. in 
deviation from the purely economic view, the carrying amount of the securities repre-
sents the maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accordance 
with ifRs 7.

Allocation of eurozone government bonds and government-guaranteed securities measured at fair value to levels of the fair value hierarchy1 

€m Level 1 Level 2 Level 3  Total
other securities available for sale 24,288 3,123  – 27,411
other securities at fair value through profit or loss 74  –  – 74
Total 24,362 3,123  – 27,485

1 presentation based on economic view and not fully comparable with ifRs figures.

Rating of eurozone government bonds and government-guaranteed securities according to carrying amounts1

€m AAA AA A BBB Lower No rating Total
germany 12,710 14,647 377  –  – 21 27,755
france 4,123 35 3  –  –  – 4,161
greece  –  –  –  – 369  – 369
ireland 68  –  – 1,329 13  – 1,410
italy  –  – 2,214  –  –  – 2,214
netherlands 2,093  –  –  –  –  – 2,093
austria 2,051 553  –  –  –  – 2,604
portugal  –  –  –  – 316  – 316
spain  – 804 811 100 116  – 1,831
other eurozone countries 1,259 1,716 697 136  –  – 3,808
Total 22,304 17,755 4,102 1,565 814 21 46,561

1 presentation based on economic view and not fully comparable with ifRs figures.

Period to maturity of eurozone government bonds and government-guaranteed 
securities according to carrying amounts1

€m Carrying amounts
up to one year 5,075
over one year and up to two years 2,423
over two years and up to three years 3,070
over three years and up to four years 3,908
over four years and up to five years 2,581
over five years and up to ten years 10,558
over ten years 18,946
Total 46,561

1 presentation based on economic view and not fully comparable with ifRs figures.
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around €17.1bn or 60% of the government bonds and government-guaranteed secur-
ities with a contractual period to maturity of more than five years are german govern-
ment bonds. the following table shows the contractual period to maturity of our bonds 
from greek, irish, italian, portuguese and spanish issuers: 

information on the risks arising from eurozone government bonds and government-
guaranteed securities can be found in the risk report on page 136 f.

at the reporting date, 28% of our interest-bearing investments were in pfandbriefs and 
other securities and debt instruments with collateralisation, around 41% of which were 
german pfandbriefs. 

We invested more again in corporate bonds, which made up 10% of our fixed-interest 
portfolio at the reporting date. We continue to hold a small quantity of credit deriva-
tives, thus increasing our exposure mainly to corporates by two percentage points.

We further reduced our limited exposure to banks to 8% of our fixed-interest portfolio. 
at the reporting date, our proportion of bank bonds from southern european states and 
ireland totalled only 2% of our bank portfolio. nearly half our receivables from banks 
were deposits, while a major portion of the remainder were senior bonds, i.e. bonds that 

Period to maturity of government bonds and government-guaranteed securities of Greek, Irish, Italian,  
Portuguese and Spanish issuers according to carrying amounts1

€m Greece Ireland Italy Portugal Spain Total
up to one year 36 103 154 5 140 438
over one year and up to two years 11 60 29  – 56 156
over two years and up to three years 4  – 39 3 127 173
over three years and up to four years 4 38 23 32 38 135
over four years and up to five years 71 260 59  – 101 491
over five years and up to ten years 75 712 617 155 455 2,014
over ten years 168 237 1,293 121 914 2,733
Total 369 1,410 2,214 316 1,831 6,140

1 presentation based on economic view and not fully comparable with ifRs figures.

3% (3%)  policy and mortgage 
loans 

10% (9%) corporate bonds 

48% (47%) government bonds 
thereof: 
7% (9%) inflation bonds

3% (4%) structured products 
(credit  structures)

8% (9%) Banks
thereof: 

40% (39%) cash positions

28% (28%) pfandbriefs 

Fixed-interest securities and loans, including short-term items, on a market-value basis1

1  presentation based on economic view and not fully comparable with ifRs figures.
the economic view includes cash positions.
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are not subordinated or subject to loss participation. subordinated bonds and loss-
bearing bonds made up only 1% of our fixed-interest portfolio.

our portfolio of asset/mortgage-backed securities, which are held chiefly by our rein-
surance com panies, increased slightly by €0.1bn to €6.2bn. around 64% of these 
secur  ities are rated aaa.

particularly in reinsurance, we have significantly increased the duration of our fixed-
interest portfolio, thus gearing the duration position of the whole group more closely to 
our liabilities.

the carrying amount of our equity portfolio (before taking derivatives into account,  
and including investments in affiliated companies and associates at market value) 
decreased to €6.7bn (7.9bn), or 3.2% (4.0%) of our total investments. the volatile mar-
ket conditions also caused us to extend our hedging against falling share prices at an 
early stage. at the reporting date, our equity exposure after hedging was 2.0% (4.4%) of 
our total investments. We hold inflation-indexed bonds with a volume of €6.1bn (7.2bn). 
these bonds, like investments in inflation swaps with a nominal amount of €4.0bn 
(0.9bn) and in real assets such as equities, real estate and commodities, diversify our 
portfolio and simultaneously increase the level of protection against inflation. We 
expanded our investments in the area of renewable energies. these investments 
totalled around €0.5bn at the reporting date.

investment result 

Regular investment income rose slightly due to higher income from associates and 
divi dend payments, and to our larger investment portfolio. increased regular payments 
from our derivatives also contributed to this rise.

equity exposure after hedging  
only 2.0% of our investments

   
Investment result

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Regular income 8,039 7,749 7,629 7,859 8,110
Write-ups/write-downs –1,625 –403 –1,122 –2,847 –1,032
net realised capital gains 1,244 1,649 1,612 2,208 2,803
other income/expenses –902 –353 –236 –1,304 –628
Total 6,756 8,642 7,883 5,916 9,253

Investment result by type of investment

 2011 Prev. year Change
 €m €m  %
Real estate 292 339 –13.9
investments in affiliated companies 251 9 >1,000.0
investments in associates 101 50 102.0
Mortgage loans and other loans 2,207 2,150 2.7
other securities 4,392 6,173 –28.9
Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance and other investments 229 114 100.9
investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders who bear the investment risk –263 271 –
expenses for the management of investments and other expenses 453 464 –2.4
Total 6,756 8,642 –21.8
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the net balance of write-ups and write-downs is the product of sometimes dramatic 
shifts in prices and interest rates resulting from the debt crisis. in an environment of 
falling interest rates, we saw an appreciation in the value of our interest-rate hedges, 
which we use to ensure that we can meet the long-term interest-rate guarantees 
extended to life insurance clients even in low-interest-rate scenarios. on balance, the 
value of these interest-rate hedging instruments climbed by €368m (80m). interest-
rate futures, by means of which we lengthened our duration, also benefited from the 
decline in interest rates and were written up in value. By contrast, the swaps we use in 
reinsurance to hedge against interest-rate risks lost value, necessitating write-downs. 
We also had to make write-downs on credit derivatives.

in view of the planned participation of private creditors in a rescue package for greece, 
we have written down the value of our portfolio of greek government securities, 
amounting to €1,178m, to the market value. some €1,135m of this is assignable to our 
fixed-interest securities available for sale. the remaining amount is assignable to 
“loans”. no write-downs had to be made on our investments from the remaining euro-
zone countries. nevertheless, the continuing political discussion regarding a perman-
ent euro rescue fund and the downgrading of several eurozone countries by rating 
agencies are fuelling uncertainty on the capital markets and harbour the risk of further 
write-downs.

after the price slumps on the stock markets, we had to make write-downs of €544m 
(277m) on our non-fixed-interest securities.

in the period under review, we recorded net gains on disposal for our investment port-
folio as a whole. a large portion of these came from our fixed-interest portfolio, where 
we realised gains mainly from the restructuring of investments in government bonds 
and pfandbriefs. these more than compensated for the losses on disposal from the 
reduction of our southern european and irish government bonds. in addition, we real-
ised gains from the sale of a group company which owned a real estate complex in 
 singapore, and on the disposal of equities over the period under review as a whole. 
Where derivatives were concerned, the disposal losses mainly involved interest-rate, 
equity and commodity derivatives. 

also included in investments are securitisations by means of which we pass on or hold 
underwriting risks via capital market covers such as catastrophe bonds, weather de -
rivatives and special forms of unit-linked life insurance (variable annuities). Regular 
income or expenditure, realised gains and write-ups/write-downs arising from changes 
in the value of our capital market covers are shown as a result from derivatives in the 
investment result. these covers contributed around €210m to the investment result in 
the period under review. after the earthquake in Japan, we recorded net write-ups of 
approximately €200m from the Muteki catastrophe bond, by means of which we had 
transferred insurance risks from a major Japanese primary insurer to the capital market 
on a parametric basis.

altogether, Munich Re benefited from its conservative yet active asset management.
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Meag Munich eRgo assetManagement gmbh (Meag) is the asset manager of 
Munich Re. in addition to its asset management function for the group, Meag also 
offers its expertise to private and institutional clients. assets under management for 
institutional clients outside the group rose to €8.5bn (8.1bn). the amount managed by 
Meag in private-client business via investment funds totalled €1.9bn (2.1bn). the 
assets managed by picc asset Management company ltd. (paMc), shanghai, 81% of 
which belongs to picc people’s insurance company of china, and 19% to Meag, 
climbed to €39.8bn (30.0bn).

Total assets under management

  31.12.2011 Prev. year Change
    %
third-party investments €bn 10.4 10.2 2.0

  2011 Prev. year Change
    %
group asset management result  €m 59 37 59.5
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Financial strength
 
munich re’s financial strength continues to be assigned the second-highest rating cat-
egory by each of the leading rating agencies.

Analysis of our capital structure 

our primary insurance and reinsurance operations have a significant influence on our 
balance sheet: investments on the assets side serve mainly to cover technical provi-
sions (75.4% of the balance sheet total). equity (9.4% of the balance sheet total) and 
bonds classified as strategic debt (2.0% of the balance sheet total) are the most import-
ant sources of funds.

group equity

   
  

Financial strength ratings for Munich Re

Rating agency Rating Outlook
a. m. Best a+ (superior) stable
Fitch aa– (Very strong) stable
moody’s aa3 (excellent) stable
standard & poor’s aa– (Very strong) stable

   
Development of Group equity   

€m 31.12.2011 31.12.2010 31.12.2009
issued capital and capital reserve 7,388 7,388 7,388
retained earnings 11,588 10,735 10,667
other reserves 3,384 2,238 1,473
consolidated result attributable to equity holders of 
munich reinsurance company 702 2,422 2,521
non-controlling interests 247 245 229
Total 23,309 23,028 22,278

// Debt leverage down 0.7 percentage points
// asset-liability management as basis for our investment strategy
// group capital over 2.4 times the solvency requirement 

Financial position
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the increase in equity was attributable not only to the consolidated result but also to a 
rise in the reserve for currency translation adjustments and to higher net unrealised 
gains, which derived mainly from our fixed-interest securities available for sale. the 
dividend payment and share buy-back programme, on which we report on page 106, 
had a lowering effect on equity. our off-balance-sheet valuation reserves totalling 
€5.7bn (3.6bn) are dealt with on page 96.

strategic debt

We define as strategic debt all financial instruments with the character of outside 
financing that do not have a direct link to our operative business. strategic debt supple-
ments our financial resources, is essentially designed to optimise the cost of capital 
and ensures that we have sufficient liquidity at all times. With a view to making our 
capital structure transparent, we quantify our debt leverage, which is pleasingly low 
compared with that of our competitors: it is defined as the ratio – expressed as a per-
centage – of strategic debt to the sum of group equity and strategic debt. our tech-
nical provisions are not considered, even though they are mostly available to us on a 
very long-term basis as a source of financing for investment.

strategic debt includes subordinated liabilities amounting to €4,683m. these are 
described in the notes to the consolidated financial statements under (19) subordin-
ated liabilities.

our subordinated bonds are recognised in part as own funds by the german Federal 
Financial supervisory authority (BaFin). When this is considered in calculating the 
strategic debt, the latter is reduced to €1,317m and the debt leverage amounts to only 
5.3%. 

technical provisions

reinsurance business accounts for approximately 35% of technical provisions, primary 
insurance for about 64% and munich health for some 1%. in contrast to liabilities under 
loans and securities issued, we cannot foresee with certainty how high our liabilities 
from underwriting business will be and when they will arise. this is especially true of 
reinsurance. Whereas in property insurance a major portion of the provisions is 
 generally paid out within two to three years, in life or liability insurance substantial 
amounts may still be due decades after the contracts were concluded. the currency 
distribution of our provisions reflects the global orientation of our group. Besides the 
euro, our main currencies are the us dollar and pound sterling. We ensure that our 
business is sufficiently capitalised at all times by monitoring the situation continuously 
and taking suitable measures, which are dealt with in the section on capital management.

 
Debt leverage

  2011 Prev. year change
  €m €m %
strategic debt  5,219 5,405 –3.4
group equity  23,309 23,028 1.2
Total  28,528 28,433 0.3

Debt leverage % 18.3 19.0
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restraints on disposal

since we are an international (re)insurance group, some of our financial resources are 
subject to restraints on disposal. supervisory authorities in some countries, for example, 
require foreign reinsurers to establish premium and reserve deposits to the benefit of 
primary insurers or set up trustee accounts or guarantees with certain financial institu-
tions. at the reporting date, this involved investments with a volume of €11.0bn (10.4bn).

in addition, there were contingent liabilities, which are described in the notes to the 
financial statements under (49) contingent liabilities, other financial commitments. 

Asset-liability management 

the structure of our technical provisions and other liabilities is the basis for munich 
re’s investment strategy, the main focus of which is asset-liability management: our 
aim is to ensure that economic factors influence the value of our investments and that 
of our technical provisions and liabilities in the same way, thus cushioning the effect of 
capital market fluctuations. For this purpose, we mirror important features of the liabil-
ities, such as maturity patterns, currency structures and inflation sensitivities, on the 
assets side of the balance sheet by acquiring investments with similar characteristics if 
possible. in terms of currency positioning, exchange-rate fluctuations thus affect assets 
and liabilities in equal measure. currency translation losses on assets are largely offset 
economically by currency translation gains on underwriting liabilities. in this approach, 
any deviations from the structure of our liabilities are made consciously, taking due 
account of our risk tolerance and the risk spreads. Due to the unresolved debt crisis in 
2011, we have again reduced the proportion of our investments in equities accordingly 
and have thus been affected less by the price correction on the stock markets. in add-
ition, we are endeavouring in our asset-liability management to partially structure our 
investment portfolio in such a way that investments increase in line with rising inflation 
rates.

to configure our economic asset-liability management as effectively as possible, we 
also use derivative financial instruments to hedge against fluctuations on the interest-
rate, equity and currency markets. under iFrs accounting, we recognise these in profit 
or loss, i.e. as income or expense in our income statement. however, such recognition in 
the income statement is not provided for with regard to the related underlying transac-
tions themselves. Despite our economically well-balanced underwriting and invest-
ment portfolios, these inconsistencies and other differences between the economic and 
balance-sheet perspectives give rise to considerable fluctuations in our iFrs invest-
ment, currency and consolidated result in connection with the high volatility currently 
prevalent on the capital markets. We explain the derivative financial instruments in the 
notes to the consolidated financial statements under (9) other securities at fair value 
through profit or loss. 

Capital management

through active capital management, we ensure that munich re’s capital is maintained 
at an appropriate level. munich re’s available financial resources must always be suffi-
cient to cover the capital requirements determined both by our internal risk model and 
the requirements of supervisory authorities and rating agencies. We aim to ensure that 
our financial strength is such that it enables us to take advantage of measured oppor-
tun ities for growth, is not significantly affected by normal fluctuations in capital market 
conditions, and remains at a reasonable level even in the wake of major loss events or 
substantial falls in the stock markets, as we experienced in 2011. at the same time, we 

We mirror important  
features of our underwriting  

liabilities on the assets side of 
the balance sheet
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also define an appropriate level of group economic capital as one which does not 
exceed that required for our operations. such a needs-based, risk-commensurate  capital 
level makes a decisive contribution to financial discipline in all our business processes.

We derive our economic capital from iFrs equity by means of various adjustments. 
these are described on page 134 f.

We return surplus capital to equity holders mainly through attractive dividends, within 
the scope permitted by munich reinsurance company’s revenue reserves as deter-
mined under german commercial law, and provided this does not impair our strategic 
flexibility or overall capital strength. alongside dividend payments, we still generally 
consider share buy-backs an important instrument of active capital management, even 
if we have currently discontinued these in view of the difficult environment. 

in 2011, we bought back 3.0 million shares worth €350m. since the beginning of the 
share buy-backs in 2006, we have returned a total of over €11bn, including dividend 
payouts, to our shareholders in order to bring our previously high capitalisation level 
more closely into line with requirements. at the balance sheet date on 31 December 
2011, our revenue reserves under german commercial law accounting amounted to 
€1,317m.

in line with our active capital management, we bought back a nominal amount of 
€1.2bn of the subordinated bond 2003/2023 in the period under review, out of the total 
outstanding amount of €2.9bn as at the end of 2010. We also issued a new subordin-
ated bond with a nominal volume of €1bn in the financial year 2011.

subject to the approval of the annual general meeting, we aim to pay our shareholders 
a dividend of €6.25 per share for the financial year 2011 from munich reinsurance 
company’s net retained profits.

Information in accordance with Section 315 para. 4 of the 
German Commercial Code and explanatory report of the 
Board of Management

composition of the issued capital 
 
as at 31 December 2011, munich reinsurance company’s share capital of 
€587,725,396.48 was divided into 179,341,212 registered, no-par-value, fully paid 
shares. the rights and obligations deriving from them follow from the pertinent statu-
tory requirements and articles of association. the shares are endowed with full voting 
and dividend rights, with the exception of the 1,752,462 shares held by munich re itself 
at 31 December 2011 (section 71b of the german stock companies act). each voting 
share carries one vote at the annual general meeting. With respect to the company, 
the only parties deemed shareholders in accordance with the german stock com-
panies act (section 67) are those entered as such in the company’s register of share-
holders.

restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares 

the listed registered shares are subject to transfer restrictions. the issuing of restrict-
edly transferable registered shares by munich reinsurance company dates back to the 
company’s foundation in 1880 and is a very common phenomenon in the insurance 
industry. restricted transferability means that these shares may be transferred to 
another holder only with the company’s consent, which, according to article 3 para. 2 
of munich reinsurance company’s articles of association, is granted at the company’s 
discretion. since the share-trading processes have been made very efficient, the con-
sent requirement does not lead to any delays in entry in the register. in recent decades, 
it has been granted without exception.

over €11bn 
for shareholders
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shareholdings exceeding 10% of the voting rights

Warren e. Buffett and companies in his group informed us in accordance with section 21 
of the german securities trading act (Wphg) that they hold a total share of 10.244%  
of munich reinsurance company’s voting rights. they notified us most recently, as at 
12 october 2010, of the following direct or indirect shareholdings exceeding 10% of the 
voting rights: 

Shareholdings exceeding 10% of the voting rights  

 Direct indirect
% holding holding
Warren e. Buffett, usa 0.053 10.191
Berkshire hathaway inc., omaha, usa  10.191
oBh llc, omaha, usa  10.191
national indemnity company, omaha, usa 10.191

Warren e. Buffett and the aforementioned companies in his group informed us in a 
 letter dated 15 october 2010 that the objective of the investment is to generate trading 
profits and not to implement strategic objectives.

shares with special control rights

there are no shares with special control rights. 

system of control for employee share scheme where the control rights 
are not exercised directly by the employees
 
like other shareholders, employees of munich reinsurance company exercise control 
rights in accordance with statutory provisions and the articles of association.

statutory regulations and provisions of the articles of association 
 regarding appointment and dismissal of members of the Board of 
management and concerning amendments to the articles of association 

the legal parameters for the appointment and dismissal of members of the Board of 
management are specified in the company’s co-determination agreement, articles 13 
and 16 of the articles of association, sections 84 and 85 of the german stock com-
panies act, and sections 121a para. 1 and 7a of the german insurance control act. 
munich re’s co-determination agreement and articles of association have taken over 
the legal tenets of the german co-Determination act. the supervisory Board appoints 
the members of the Board of management and may dismiss them at any time for good 
cause. on initial appointment, members of the Board of management are usually given 
contracts for a term of between three and five years. extensions of up to five years are 
possible and – in exceptional cases – members of the Board of management may also 
be appointed by a court of law.

the german stock companies act contains general provisions governing amendments to 
the articles of association (sections 124 para. 2 sentence 2, and 179–181 of the act). these 
state that only the annual general meeting can make resolutions on changes to the art-
icles of association. in order to be carried, a resolution must receive at least three-quarters 
of the votes cast by the share capital represented in the vote. the articles of association 
may stipulate a different capital majority (higher or lower) or other requirements, but the 
company’s articles of association do not provide for any such special features.
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the german stock companies act contains special regulations on amendments to the 
articles of association where increases and reductions in share capital are concerned 
(sections 182–240 of the act). under these regulations, resolutions on capital meas-
ures are generally to be made by the annual general meeting. Within a self-determined 
scope, however, the annual general meeting can authorise the Board of management 
to initiate certain (capital) measures. the authorisations relating to munich reinsur-
ance company are listed below. in all such cases, a resolution of the annual general 
meeting is required that has been adopted by at least a three-quarter majority of the 
share capital represented in the vote. Where these resolutions are concerned, the com-
pany’s articles of association again do not provide for other (i.e. higher) majorities or 
further requirements.

the annual general meeting is entitled to transfer to the supervisory Board the author-
ity to make amendments to the articles of association that affect only the wording 
(section 179 para. 1 sentence 2 of the german stock companies act). this is the case 
with munich reinsurance company and has been regulated in article 14 of the articles 
of association.

 
powers of the Board of management with particular regard to the 
option of issuing or buying back shares 
 
the powers of the members of the Board of management are defined in sections 71 
and 76–94 of the german stock companies act. the Board of management has the 
following powers to issue and buy back shares (the complete wordings of the relevant 
resolutions and provisions in the articles of association can be viewed on our website): 

//  the annual general meeting of 20 april 2011 authorised the company under agenda 
items 7 and 8, pursuant to section 71 para. 1 item 8 of the german stock companies 
act, to buy back shares until 19 april 2016 up to a total amount of 10% of the share 
capital at the time of the annual general meeting resolution (€587,725,396.48). the 
shares acquired plus other own shares in the possession of the company or attribut-
able to the company in accordance with section 71a ff. of the german stock com-
panies act may at no time amount to more than 10% of the share capital. the shares 
may, in accordance with the provisions of the authorisation, be acquired in various 
ways: the company may buy back shares amounting to a maximum of 5% of the 
share capital using derivatives. the Board of management is authorised to use 
shares thus acquired for all legally admissible purposes, in particular those specified 
in the authorisation, whilst excluding subscription rights. among other things, the 
Board of management is empowered under section 71 para. 1 item 8 of the german 
stock companies act to retire the shares without requiring further approval from 
the annual general meeting.

 
//  the annual general meeting of 28 april 2010 authorised the Board of management 

to issue, with the consent of the supervisory Board, convertible bonds or bonds with 
warrants on one or more occasions up to 27 april 2015 for a maximum nominal 
amount of €3bn with or without a limited maturity period. shareholders are gener-
ally entitled to a subscription right in respect of these bonds, but the Board of man-
agement is authorised, with the consent of the supervisory Board, to exclude this 
subscription right in the cases specified in the authorisation. the holders of such 
bonds may be granted conversion or option rights in respect of shares issued by the 
company up to a maximum amount of €117m of the share capital, in accordance 
with the respective bond or warrant conditions; as a precautionary measure, capital 
of €117m was conditionally authorised under article 4 para. 3 of the articles of asso-
ciation (contingent capital 2010).

//  under article 4 para. 1 of the articles of association, the Board of management is 
authorised, with the consent of the supervisory Board, to increase the company’s 
share capital at any time up to 21 april 2014 by an amount of up to €280m by issu-
ing new shares against cash or non-cash contribution (authorised capital increase 

http://www.munichre.com
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2009). in accordance with the above-mentioned provisions of the articles of associ-
ation, it may exclude subscription rights.

//  under article 4 para. 2 of the articles of association, the Board of management is 
authorised to increase the share capital at any time up to 19 april 2016 by an amount 
of up to €10m by issuing new shares against cash contribution (authorised capital 
increase 2011). the subscription right of shareholders is excluded insofar as this is 
necessary to allow the shares to be issued to employees of munich reinsurance 
company and its affiliated companies. 

the above-mentioned authorisations to issue or buy back shares are within the range 
of what is customary in the market and allow the company to engage in active capital 
management. they enable it to cover any capital needs, even at short notice, for taking 
swift and flexible advantage of market opportunities in different fields of business. as 
demonstrated by the company’s share buy-backs, the authorisations also offer the 
opportunity to return to the equity holders capital that is no longer required.

significant agreements which take effect, alter or terminate upon a
change of control following a takeover bid, and resultant implications 

Based on our underwriting guidelines, our reinsurance agreements generally include a 
clause that grants both parties to the agreement a right of extraordinary cancellation in 
the event that “the other party merges with another company or its ownership and con-
trol undergoes a material change”. such or similar clauses are typical of the industry. 
munich reinsurance company’s long-term incentive plan provides for special exercise 
options in the event of a change of control. this plan is for members of the Board of 
management, senior management and top executives in munich re’s international 
organisation, which is explained in detail in the remuneration report.

compensation agreements concluded with members of the 
Board of management or employees for the event of a takeover bid 

there are no compensation agreements with members of the Board of management or 
employees for the event of a takeover bid. 

Group solvency

munich re is subject not only to the supervisory requirements applying to individual 
insurance companies but also to supervision at group level. Furthermore, munich rein-
surance company as the parent has introduced suitable control methods and, when 
reporting to BaFin, which is also responsible for the group, includes supplementary 
aspects at group level, such as shareholdings, consolidated financial data and intra-
group transactions.

solvency in the case of insurance companies is generally understood to be the ability of 
an insurer to always meet the obligations assumed under its contracts. in concrete 
terms, this means an insurance company must fulfil specific minimum capital require-
ments. the aim of the “adjusted solvency” rules is to prevent the multiple use of equity 
to cover risks from underwriting business at different levels of the group hierarchy. to 
calculate the adjusted solvency, the minimum equity required for the volume of busi-
ness (required solvency margin) is compared with the eligible equity actually available 
(actual solvency margin) on the basis of the iFrs consolidated financial statements. to 
determine the eligible capital elements, the iFrs equity is adjusted; in particular, it is 
increased by portions of the subordinated liabilities and reduced by intangible assets. 
munich re’s eligible capital is more than 2.4 times the legal requirement.

munich re’s eligible capital  
is more than 2.4 times higher 

than the legal  requirement 
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the adjusted solvency ratio diminished from 260.5% in the previous year to 245.3% in 
2011. this reduction was chiefly attributable to an increase in the solvency requirement.

Analysis of the consolidated cash flow statement

our primary insurance and reinsurance operations have a significant influence on 
munich re’s cash flow. We generally first collect the premiums for the risks assumed 
and do not make payments until later, when claims need to be settled. cash flow state-
ments of insurance companies are therefore of limited relevance. the cash flow state-
ment is adjusted to eliminate the effects of fluctuations in exchange rates and changes 
in the entities consolidated.

in the consolidated cash flow statement, the consolidated profit of €712m is used as 
the starting point for determining the cash inflows from operating activities. the con-
solidated result is adjusted by €9,857m to take account of the higher technical provi-
sions. in reinsurance, the provision for outstanding claims increased owing to high 
claims costs for major losses. the net gains on the disposal of investments – which in 
adjusting the consolidated profit have to be deducted from the cash flows – are essen-
tially attributable to the disposal of securities available for sale and to derivatives.

the cash outflows for investment activities were determined by payments for the 
acquisition of investments. they exceeded the inflows from the sale and/or maturity of 
investments by €3,223m. in 2011, ergo sold its shares in the fully consolidated cap-
ital square pte. ltd. for €465m. ergo also sold its shares in its fully consolidated sub-
sidiaries Victoria-seguros de Vida s.a. and Victoria-seguros s.a. the sale took 
place indirectly via the sale of the parent company of these subsidiaries. the sales price 
prior to final determination is €69m. in the cash flow statement, we have reduced the 
sales prices by the cash held by the companies sold. on 1 January 2011, munich re 
acquired 100% of the shares in Windsor health group, inc. via our subsidiary munich 
health north america, inc. for a total of €99m. also in the 2011 financial year, via its 
subsidiary mr rent-investment gmbh, munich, munich re acquired 100% of the vot-
ing shares in 11 wind park com panies in germany and in two photovoltaic solar park 

Adjusted solvency  

  31.12.2011 Prev. year change 
   %
eligible capital of the group  €bn 22.8 22.2 2.7
adjusted solvency ratio % 245.3 260.5

consolidated cash flow statement

 2011 Prev. year change
 €m €m %
cash flows from operating activities 6,075 8,836 –31.2
cash flows from investing activities –3,525 –7,696 54.2
cash flows from financing activities –2,974 –1,384 –114.9
cash flows for the financial year –424 –244 –73.8
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companies in italy for a total of €191m, as well as in a solar park operating company 
and photovoltaic facility in spain for €32m. in the cash flow statement, we have 
reduced the purchase prices by the cash held by the companies acquired.

the cash outflows for financing activities stem mainly from the share buy-backs with a 
volume of €323m and the dividend payment of €1,119m in 2011.

overall in the year under review, cash – which encompasses cash with banks, cheques 
and cash in hand – fell by €410m (including currency effects) to €2,490m; there were 
items pledged as security and other restrictions on title amounting to €45m (–).
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//  munich re as clients’ first port of call for all risk matters
//  step-by-step implementation of ergo’s brand proposition “to insure  

is to understand”
//  ongoing development of innovative coverage concepts for new and complex risks
// corporate responsibility for employees, society and the environment

other success factors

Clients and client relationships 

munich re has different client bases in reinsurance and primary insurance. in reinsur-
ance, we do business with over 4,000 corporate clients from more than 160 countries. 
our primary insurers in the ergo group serve over 40 million (mainly private) clients 
in over 30 countries with the focus on europe and asia. the munich health business 
segment has over six million clients in primary insurance and 400 in reinsurance.

reinsurance 

as reinsurers, we apply our extensive risk knowledge to find individual solutions that 
meet our clients’ diverse requirements and to add value. Knowing our clients’ needs, we 
devise innovative risk transfer solutions with them, and aim to expand risk competence 
through strategic partnerships, thus providing our cedants with the full range of under-
writing products. We regularly assume a pioneering role in new coverage concepts – for 
example, in preparing european cedants for the introduction of solvency ii. in addition, 
we offer our clients consultancy and other risk-related services. We reach new client 
groups through our operating field risk solutions, where we provide customised solu-
tions for corporate clients and industrial firms. predominantly in north america, but 
also in asia, we generate business via managing general agencies (mgas). Beyond this, 
our target groups include public-private partnerships and insurance pools.

With branches and subsidiaries around the world, we ensure that our clients can 
always find us where they need us.

primary insurance 

in primary insurance, we attend to the needs of private, commercial and industrial cli-
ents, with private clients making up the bulk of our customers. ergo offers them prod-
ucts and services in connection with old-age provision and saving schemes, protection 
of property, health, legal cover and travel. clients can contact us through a wide range 
of channels: via one of the 20,000 full-time self-employed agents, through brokers, via 
the internet, by phone for direct insurance, or via various sales partners.
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a major feature of 2011 was the implementation of ergo’s new brand proposition “to 
insure is to understand”, which expresses the primary insurance group’s aim of focus-
ing systematically on customers’ actual requirements, thus setting itself apart from the 
competition. 

With clear and comprehensible communication, ergo is addressing an important 
consumer concern and avoiding wording that is confusing to customers. as part of this 
“clear language” initiative, ergo has adopted standards for client communication that 
have been certified by independent communication experts. By the end of 2011, com-
munications for nearly 20 million clients had already been revised. at the same time, 
insurance terms and conditions are being shortened: in personal liability insurance 
they have been reduced to around one-tenth of their previous volume. clients can use a 
free hotline if they have any questions, and good suggestions for greater clarity are 
rewarded.

ergo counts on feedback from clients and consumers to constantly improve its range 
of products. since march 2011, visitors to ergo’s “client workshop” have been able to 
rate letters or product documentation online before these are used for the first time. in 
addition, ergo has set up a customer advisory board comprising 25 clients from all 
ergo’s german companies who discuss services, processes and products with man-
agement from the customer perspective and suggest changes. the first meeting took 
place in october 2011. in summer 2011, ergo appointed a customer advocate, whom 
clients can contact to represent their interests towards the insurer in the event of mis-
understandings or conflicts.

a setback to the young ergo brand in germany last year was the revelation of severe 
misconduct by sales partners on an incentive trip to Budapest in 2007. to ensure that 
there is no repeat of such incidents, ergo has adopted a code of conduct for inde-
pendent sales partners and significantly strengthened compliance in the group. other 
allegations regarding insurance business have been thoroughly investigated and dealt 
with by ergo, and errors remedied. in 2012, ergo is all the more determined to drive 
forward the realisation of its brand promise “to insure is to understand”.

munich health

munich re’s global healthcare insurance and reinsurance expertise is combined under 
the munich health brand. munich health devises integrated solutions specifically 
 tailored to clients’ needs, thus realising the growing business potential in each market. 
We react flexibly and logically to changing market conditions. in response to the 
changes resulting from the us healthcare reform, munich health acquired the Windsor 
health group at the beginning of 2011 in a strategic realignment geared to integrated 
provision of health cover in the senior segment. 

asset management

meag is present in europe, asia and north america and centrally manages all import-
ant asset classes such as bonds, equities and real estate. our investment experts adopt 
a stringent, risk-based approach with the aim of achieving above-average performance 
over the long term. Key factors in this regard are the close cooperation and trust they 
enjoy with clients in the group and with other institutional investors, the good service 
they provide to private investors, and meag’s long-standing experience in handling 
investment risks. 

“clear language” initiative  
sets standards for client  

communication
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Research and development 

an in-depth understanding of risks is the basis of our business. that is why we analyse 
known risks on an ongoing basis to determine whether there have been any changes in 
their structure or occurrence probability. We focus on identifying new risks at an early 
stage and offer solutions for known risks that have hitherto been uninsurable.

reinsurance 

in 2011, munich re again developed and launched several innovative products related 
to climate change and the necessary expansion of renewable energies. in the field of 
geothermal energy, for example, munich re covers the exploration risk for investors and 
operators, providing cost and planning certainty by insuring against the risk of project 
failure. elsewhere, solvency ii and the current financial crisis present munich re  
not only with challenges but also with opportunities for profitable growth, as under  -
cap italised insurers and their investors seek forms of capital relief. reinsurance pro-
vides a good means of capital optimisation, and we have consequently refined our 
strategy in this area. 

last but not least, in many countries we also work closely with governments and spe-
cialist insurance providers on such projects as setting up catastrophe funds for prop-
erty risks. the most recent example is an insurance solution devised by munich re for 
the mexican government to cover infrastructure damage from natural catastrophes.

primary insurance 

to meet consumer requirements as extensively as possible, we are also taking an in -
novative approach in our primary insurance product development. in 2011, ergo 
Direkt launched an insurance for dental prostheses in germany which, for the first 
time, enables clients to make provision retroactively rather than prospectively: the 
cover includes the costs of treatment that is scheduled or has already begun. 

ergo offers firms and organisations a novel product for crisis prevention and crisis 
management after traumatic events such as accidents, violent crimes or disasters. the 
rapid assistance supplied supports employees in dealing with the immediate aftermath 
of a crisis, mitigates the long-term consequences, and thus reduces costs for the 
insured company. Besides a 24-hour emergency assistance service, the cover also 
includes evacuation, indemnification of financial and material losses, rehabilitation, 
and travel and accommodation expenses for relatives. 

munich health

in this business field, we utilise the strategic pooling of many years’ experience and 
expertise in health reinsurance, health primary insurance and risk management to 
design new and innovative services. For the analysis of health risks, munich health 
offers its clients programmes and tools for standardised medical risk assessment. 
enhancing the efficiency of internal processes is a significant success factor for 
munich health and its clients. the use of new automation options and test algorithms, 
e.g. in the transmission of claims notification and claims processing data, can detect 
billing errors and fraud at an early stage and help to reduce medical and operating 
costs.

Staff 

During the financial year, we defined the group-wide cornerstones for our future diver-
sity management. active diversity is conducive to commercial success. We promote 
and value different mindsets, mentalities, experience and specialist knowledge 
throughout the group: that is the core of our new global diversity policy. the practical 
implementation of our ambitious programme is reflected in many current initiatives. in 

expansion of innovative 
coverage concepts
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the ergo project “Diversity – promoting equal opportunity”, we have devised a pro-
gramme in which members of top management mentor female staff with management 
potential. another example, in our reinsurance field of business, is the further improve-
ment of the internal company agreement “family and career” at our munich location.

in keeping with our integrated business model, we have assigned responsibility for the 
recruitment, development and personnel support of our group’s top executives to a sin-
gle unit that reports to the chairman of the Board of management. its tasks include 
overarching talent management and group-wide succession planning that enable us to 
retain and develop outstanding managers. 

over 90% of the 753 (759) staff in asset management work in germany.

Reinsurance
total: 11,215 (11,370)

Primary insurance
total: 31,311 (30,887)

Munich Health
total: 3,927 (3,899)

Staff by region

49.6% (50.0%) north america

56.8% (60.9%) rest of europe

63.0% (64.5%) germany

1.1% (1.2%) latin america
1.8% (1.8%) africa, near 

and middle east

0.1% (0.1%) north america

0.7% (0.7%) asia and 
australasia

5.1% (4.9%) asia and
australasia

2.8% (2.3%) asia and 
 australasia

2.9% (2.9%) germany

9.3% (5.4%) africa, near 
and middle east

33.0% (32.9%) germany

34.1% (33.1%) rest of 
europe

30.3% (30.1%) north 
america

9.4% (9.2%) rest of europe
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length of service at main Group companies in Germany

  Munich Reinsurance 
  company  eRGO  MeAG
% 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
one year and less 1.6 4.2 3.8 3.2 8.1 5.1
over one year and up to five years 21.2 20.6 11.3 9.7 27.1 36.5
over five years and up to ten years 25.1 28.7 14.2 17.0 27.0 30.8
over ten years and up to 20 years 33.9 29.1 38.6 41.3 32.4 23.3
over 20 years 18.2 17.4 32.1 28.8 5.4 4.3

group

 2011  2010

Percentage of trainees (germany)

0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7%

5.6%
5.8%

munich reinsurance 
company

ergo

meag

 2011  2010

Overall staff turnover at main Group companies in Germany

0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10%

3.8%

7.5%

9.9%

2.9%

8.0%

9.6%

munich reinsurance 
company

ergo

meag

 2011  2010

Percentage of female staff at main Group companies in Germany

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

47.4%

52.2%

38.8%

47.2%

51.9%

39.0%

1 as from 2011, only management positions with line management responsibility are captured in the data; the percentage for 2010 has been adjusted accordingly.

munich reinsurance 
company1

ergo

meag

 2011  2010

Percentage of females in management positions at main Group companies in Germany

18.7%

21.0%

10.5%

17.8%

20.6%

12.0%

0% 10% 20% 30%
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reinsurance 

We have refined our strategic human resources planning and, at our munich location, 
successfully introduced a method for gaining a differentiated picture of the status and 
demographic trend of our employee portfolio. this produces valuable findings for fur-
ther personnel requirements and the competences needed – findings of fundamental 
importance in view of the growing challenge of staffing positions with the right 
 specialists. 

under the heading “career @ munich re”, we have taken a number of measures to 
ensure even more targeted development of our staff in their current functions and to 
prepare them for assuming further responsibilities. We have communicated a uniform 
understanding of “career” group-wide, clearly formulating our expectations of man-
agers and staff. in addition, we provide practical guidance for systematic and struc-
tured competence development and possible career stages. 

With the renewed internal company agreement on family and career, munich re 
(munich) has improved the conditions for parental or care leave. going beyond the 
legal requirements, we guarantee parents who return to work within 12 months rein te-
gration in their previous positions, also in a part-time capacity. Besides this, we have 
expanded company-sponsored childcare provision, giving financial support to childcare 
organised by parents on their own initiative. at our international locations, too, a range 
of programmes are in place, such as paid family leave, flexible part-time arrangements 
and financial assistance. 

munich re expects a high level of performance from its employees. at the same time, 
we recognise our duty of care towards staff. in today’s business world, pressure to suc-
ceed and meet deadlines can endanger the physical and mental health of employees, 
particularly if they are ambitious and highly motivated. to prevent this from happening, 
we support managers and staff with workshops, seminars, medical check-ups, regular 
communications and individual counselling. in the event of illness, we provide our 
employees with assistance and support them in their reintegration. extensive meas-
ures have also been put in place in our international organisation – from preventive 
check-ups and advice through employee assistance programmes to work-related stress 
analyses.

primary insurance

in 2011, guiding principles were introduced to improve leadership culture and establish 
a common understanding of leadership. the guiding principles were communicated 
nationally and internationally and will be gradually integrated into ergo’s human 
resources toolbox. We have, for example, devised “upward feedback” for assessing 
leadership behaviour and introduced this for top management. With the project “uni-
form hr systems for ergo”, we have harmonised working time agreements, remuner-
ation systems, fringe benefits and appraisal interviews for non-executive desk staff in 
germany – a further step towards strengthening employees’ identification with ergo 
as one “family”. 

investment in training at main Group companies in Germany

  Munich Reinsurance 
  company  eRGO  MeAG
 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
total €k 9,378  10,226 15,367 16,588 953 824
per staff member € 2,463 2,694 791  833 1,269 1,075
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We see it as a central task of our human resources work to promote the diversity of our 
staff and use this as an asset to create value. With the ergo project “Diversity – pro-
moting equal opportunity”, we are currently implementing systematic diversity man-
agement. in 2011, the project focused on significantly increasing the proportion of 
women in leading positions.

munich health

We continued introducing our globally defined hr standards throughout munich 
health’s international organisation in 2011, extending our performance and talent man-
agement process to all our units in north america (including Windsor) and our units in 
the middle east. 

asset management 

meag’s human resources strategy is based on three realigned core objectives: the 
 sustained strengthening of meag as an employer brand, the introduction of diversity 
management, and the further expansion of hr systems. the objectives are designed  
to support meag’s high-performance organisation, i.e. create the parameters for top 
performances. some of the components of the new hr strategy have already been 
 realised. recruitment of university graduates, for instance, has been enhanced through 
meag’s collaboration with munich’s main universities and also through the establish-
ment of a new graduate trainee programme.  

Corporate responsibility

a forward-looking and responsible approach is an integral part of munich re’s cor-
porate strategy. our understanding of corporate responsibility is underlined by our 
membership of the un global compact, whose ten principles on environmental pro-
tection, labour rights, human rights and anti-corruption have formed the framework of 
our corporate responsibility strategy since 2007. 

our current strategy, revised in 2011, has three main focal areas. Firstly, our aim is to 
integrate ecological, social and governance factors (so-called esg factors) in our core 
business and investments to a greater extent. secondly, in order to minimise the 
impact we have on the environment, we have in place a group-wide environmental 
management system and are successively making our business operations carbon- 
neutral. thirdly, in the area of corporate citizenship, we are committed to serving the 
communities in which we work and operate. our corporate responsibility portal pro-
vides details of our activities throughout the group in the field of sustainability, in 
 compliance with the international guidelines of the global reporting initiative. our 
inclusion in internationally recognised sustainability indices, such as the Dow Jones 
sustainability and the Ftse4good, as well as our first place in the newsweek green 
ranking, attest to the successful realisation of our strategy.

in our core business, we accept global challenges ranging from climate change and 
demographic trends to combating poverty in developing countries, offering innovative 
insurance solutions wherever possible. For loss prevention in connection with extreme 
weather events, munich re supports its clients with such tools as the nathan (nat-
ural hazards assessment network) risk suite. Besides this, munich re and ergo par-
ticipate in public-private partnerships to help provide solutions for people whose  
economic existence would be ruined by events such as natural disasters because they 
lack insurance cover. in the philippines, we protect the loan portfolio of smallholder 
cooperatives against extreme weather events like typhoons. and via ergo, our group 
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offers microinsurance (especially in india) to indemnify loss of livestock, for example, or 
damage to harvesting machinery. the challenges of demographic change in the usa 
are being addressed by munich health through involvement in the health insurance 
sector for seniors. in this special segment, our subsidiary Windsor offers managed care 
products that can make a contribution to curbing the rising healthcare costs in the 
usa.

We are also actively working on formulating globally binding principles for the core 
business of insurance. together with other major providers of financial services, we are 
taking part in the development of internationally recognised principles for sustainable 
insurance under the auspices of the united nations environment programme. these 
principles, due to be signed in June 2012 at the rio+20 un conference on sustainable 
Development, include responsible conduct based on environmental, social and govern-
ance factors along the whole insurance value chain. through our asset manager, 
meag, we adhere to a commitment we entered into when we signed the un principles 
for responsible investment (pri) in 2006. at least 80% of our investments in shares, 
corporate bonds, government bonds, real estate (from construction year 2010 onwards) 
and rent (renewable energies and new technologies) satisfy sustainability criteria. 
We plan to achieve a target investment volume of up to €2.5bn in renewable energies 
and new technologies in the coming years. Furthermore, new internal guidelines, com-
pulsory for all fields of business, govern the way we handle firms that produce or mar-
ket internationally outlawed landmines and cluster bombs.

to keep our environmental impact and our co2 emissions as low as possible, we con-
centrate especially on making fewer business trips and reducing our consumption of 
paper, water and energy. so that we can measure progress, we are steadily expanding 
the scope of the environmental data we record, which already capture around 57% of 
our employees worldwide. our binding climate strategy group-wide includes the tar-
get of making the whole group carbon-neutral by 2015. 

in addition to sustainable development and purposeful environmental and climate pro-
tection, corporate responsibility for munich re means assuming social responsibility. 
Besides location-based social and cultural projects, the emphasis in future is to be on 
business-related topics by promoting projects in areas such as catastrophe prevention, 
environment and demographic changes. 
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Risk governance and risk management system

risk management organisation, roles and responsibilities

Organisational structure 
to ensure that our risk management operates efficiently and effectively, we have estab-
lished specific risk management functions and bodies. our integrated risk manage-
ment (irm) Division supervises risk management group-wide with the support of 
decentralised structures in all units of the group. it is headed by the chief risk officer 
(cro), who, like the local cros at individual companies, is supported by interdiscip-
linary teams of highly qualified staff. our extensive documentation, guidelines and 
instructions ensure that staff in our risk management structure and the group as a 
whole are kept informed of our risk strategy, organisation and processes, enabling the 
risks incurred to be actively controlled.

Risk governance 
munich re’s risk governance fosters the development and maintenance of an effective 
risk and control culture, which encompasses all significant risk categories. it is sup-
ported by committees at group and business-segment level:

group level
the cro is a permanent member of the group committee, the central committee 
responsible for group-wide issues, the development and management of strategy, 
financial control, and risk management and investment matters.

the group committee meets quarterly as the group risk committee, the membership 
of which additionally includes further specialists from our business segments, to deal 
with risk issues affecting the group as a whole.

Besides this, the group committee meets quarterly together with members of senior 
management responsible for investments in our business segments as the group 
investment committee. this committee is the central management committee for 
major group-wide issues affecting the group’s investments, including specific invest-
ment risks.

additionally, there is a reputational risk committee (see page 128 for further details).

the group risk committee  
and the group investment  

committee are extensions of the 
group committee

// munich re’s risk situation in 2011: manageable and under control
// solvency ratio still comfortable
// integrated system worldwide for managing risks

risk report
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in the 2011 financial year, the remuneration committee was set up in accordance with 
the new german  statutory order on remuneration in the insurance industry (Vers-
VergV) and is respon sible for designing, reviewing and enhancing the systems for 
remunerating staff, with a particular focus on variable incentive components.

segment level 
For reinsurance, a dedicated risk committee – the global underwriting and risk 
 committee (gurc) – has been formed from within the ranks of the reinsurance 
 committee.

risk management for primary insurance is mainly decentralised to ergo irm, and 
 supported by risk management structures in all areas of ergo. the ergo Board of 
management has established the ergo risk committee as a decision-making body.

the munich health risk committee is responsible for risk matters in the munich 
health segment.

Determining the risk strategy 
the assumption of risks is an essential part of our business strategy. our risk strategy 
defines the extent of the risks we are prepared to incur for our clients and shareholders. 
the development of our risk strategy is embedded in the annual planning cycle, and 
hence in our business strategy. it is approved by the Board of management and dis-
cussed regularly with the supervisory Board. its objectives are as follows:

the risk strategy is determined by a risk appetite defined for a series of risk criteria. 
the criteria are based on the capital and liquidity available and on our earnings target 
within specified volatility limits, and provide a frame of reference for the group’s oper-
ating divisions.

//  Whole portfolio criteria: relating to munich re’s entire portfolio of risks, designed to 
protect our capital and limit the likelihood of an economic loss for the year. particu-
larly worth mentioning in this respect is the criterion “economic earnings at risk” 
(eear), which we use to manage the group’s risk profile in such a way that our risk-
bearing capacity does not fall below a defined threshold in the event of adverse busi-
ness experience of the type that occurs statistically around every ten years. eco-
nomic earnings at risk at 31 December 2011 total €4.1bn.

//  supplementary criteria: to limit losses that can arise out of individual risk types or 
accumulations, such as natural hazards, terrorism and pandemics, and to limit 
 market and credit risks that could endanger munich re’s ongoing viability were they 
to materialise.

//  other criteria: aimed at preserving munich re’s reputation and thus protecting its 
future business potential. they encompass limits for individual risks that, though 
they would not necessarily threaten munich re’s existence, could cause lasting 
 damage to the confidence of clients, shareholders and staff.

each business segment has its 
own risk committee

Objectives

Risk strategy

maintain our financial strength, 
 thereby ensuring that our  
liabilities to our clients can  
be met

protect and increase the value of 
our shareholders’ investment

safeguard munich re’s  
reputation

our risk criteria
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the risk appetite laid down ensures that an appropriate balance is maintained between 
business opportunities and risks incurred. our risk strategy process has already proved 
its worth in both the financial crisis and the government debt crisis. our integrated 
business model ensures that we are well positioned to be a strong partner for our cli-
ents, even in particularly difficult markets, and a stable investment for our sharehold-
ers. With our broadly diversified portfolio of investments, we aim to be well equipped 
for all market scenarios – even extreme ones – that could realistically arise.

Implementation of strategy and the risk management cycle 
the risk appetite defined by the Board of management is reflected in our business 
planning and integrated into the management of our operations. in the event of cap-
acity shortages or conflicts with the systems of limits and rules, there are fixed escal-
ation and decision-making processes which ensure that business interests and risk 
management aspects are reconciled. if necessary, risks are ceded or hedged by means 
of reinsurance, derivatives or other forms of risk relief.

our implementation of risk management at operational level embraces the identifica-
tion, measurement, analysis and assessment of risks, and the resultant risk reporting, 
limitation (reduction to a level we have defined as appropriate) and monitoring, which 
enables us to follow all significant risks closely.

risk identification is performed by means of appropriate systems and indicators (quan-
titative component) and a number of risk surveys, which are supplemented by expert 
opinions and assessments by selected, highly experienced managers (qualitative com-
ponent). our ad-hoc reporting process provides for staff to report risks to the central 
risk management function (irm) at any time.

We are constantly enhancing our risk measurement tools, which are tailored to each 
segment. our lead risk measure is based on economic principles. We regularly com-
pare the results produced by our risk model with those of supervisory authorities, rating 
agencies and commercial modelling companies at a number of levels, including group, 
segment, legal entity and risk type. We also regularly perform benchmarkings of our 
risk-model results and participate in industry surveys to constantly challenge and 
refine our risk measurement tools.

our financial strength is an important criterion for the success of our business. as far 
as our financial strength ratings are concerned, our aim for the present is the second-
highest rating from each of the main agencies that rate us. meeting this objective is a 
supplementary parameter of our corporate management and is monitored at regular 
intervals. We currently assume that our financial strength, our good competitive pos-
ition and our sophisticated risk management will continue to be recognised through 
correspondingly high ratings.

We compare our internal risk model with the current status of solvency ii and take part 
in the Quantitative impact studies and stress tests (european insurance stress test). 
We explain the results of our internal risk model on page 130 ff.

risk analysis and assessment are carried out at the highest level in irm, in the form of a 
consolidated group view, taking into account limitations on capital fungibility. they are 
based on the analyses prepared in the risk management units of our reinsurance, 
ergo, munich health and asset management operations. Besides this, irm is respon-
sible for checking and validating the analyses of downstream units, working closely 
with numerous units and experts within, and in some cases outside, the group. this 
provides us with a quantitative and qualitative assessment that considers possible 
interactions between risks.

risk appetite anchored in  
business planning

constant refinement of  
risk measurement tools
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risk limitation is derived from the risk strategy. Based on the defined risk appetite, 
 limits and rules and any risk-reducing measures required are decided on and imple-
mented. We also have a comprehensive early-warning system that draws our attention 
to any potential shortages of capacity. if a business unit identifies attractive business 
that exceeds its risk limits, the risk management departments responsible and irm 
analyse its potential impact on the group portfolio and the risk appetite of the group  
as a whole. taking these results and the expected earnings from the business into 
 consideration, we devise a solution that enables us to take the risk onto our books if 
appropriate.

Quantitative risk monitoring based on indicators is carried out both centrally and 
within units, for example at meag for investments and at ergo irm, and then collated 
centrally. We monitor risks that cannot be depicted in figures on a decentralised or 
 centralised basis, depending on their significance and classification.

control and monitoring systems

our internal control system (ics) is a uniform worldwide system for managing oper-
ational risks integrated across all risk dimensions and areas of the group that both 
meets group management needs and complies with local regulations.

the Board of management has group-wide responsibility for the ics, which falls struc-
turally under the responsibility of the cro. experts and staff in our specialist areas are 
responsible for the detailed content of the system and perform the risk and control 
assessments at least annually. 

For each of munich re’s business segments, the ics delivers a risk map, which system-
atically links the significant risks and processes and shows all relevant risk control 
points. By making our risk situation transparent in this way, we can focus on and react 
rapidly to possible weaknesses or changes in internal and external requirements. this 
means that we are able to identify risks at an early stage, address control shortcomings 
immediately and take effective remedial action. 

our financial accounting and reporting is subject to carefully defined materiality 
thresholds to ensure that internal controls are appropriate. significance, risk experi-
ence and compliance are taken into account in determining the thresholds. all risks 
significant for financial reporting from a group perspective are integrated into the ics 
in accordance with uniform criteria.

By means of an accounting manual and regular circulation of information on changes 
required, munich re ensures that uniform rules are applied throughout the group for 
the treatment, valuation and disclosure of all items in the balance sheet and income 
statement. any amendments are subject to a stringent procedure as regards timing, 
responsibilities and circulation of information. 

a central it system is used to produce the consolidated financial statements based on 
standard general ledgers in place throughout most of the group, with harmonised 
basic data, standard processes and posting rules, and a standard interface for delivery 
of data to the group or subgroup. authorisation procedures regulate access to 
accounting systems. Dual control is applied, with virtually every step subject to system-
based and accounting checks. any errors are analysed and promptly corrected.

continuous reconciliation of risk 
criteria and business interests

uniform worldwide system for 
managing risks

appropriate internal controls for 
accounting risks
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risk reporting 

internal risk reporting provides all members of the Board of management with regular 
information on the risk situation, as regards both the individual risk categories (on -
going) and the entire group (quarterly). the audit committee of the supervisory Board 
and the german Federal Financial supervisory authority (BaFin) also receive the quar-
terly internal risk report. early-warning mechanisms thus ensure that negative trends 
are identified in sufficient time for countermeasures to be taken.

the aim of our external risk reporting is to provide clients and shareholders with a clear 
overview of the group’s risk situation. this includes information on our risk manage-
ment methods and processes, our risk governance, and the individual risks to which 
munich re is exposed.

significant risks 

according to our classification, significant risks are risks that could have a long-term 
adverse effect on munich re’s assets, financial situation or profitability. We have 
applied this definition consistently to the individual business units and legal entities, 
taking account of their individual risk tolerance. there are significant risks in the fol-
lowing risk categories:

Underwriting risk: Property-casualty insurance 
this is defined as the risk of insured losses in property-casualty business being higher 
than our expectations.

significant risks in property-casualty insurance are the premium and reserve risks. the 
premium risk is the risk of future claims payments relating to insured losses that have 
not yet occurred being higher than expected. the reserve risk is the risk of technical 
provisions established to cover losses that have already been incurred being insufficient.

premium risk
line management has primary responsibility for controlling the premium risk. line 
managers grant underwriting authorities and lay down internal processes aimed at 
ensuring that a high level of quality is maintained; in doing so, they take account of 
both the specific exposures in their business and the knowledge and experience of 
each member of staff.

in particularly critical areas, the underwriting authorities granted to the operating units 
are restricted by mandatory group-wide instructions or limited capacity budgets. 

Due to the diversity and extensive ramifications of munich re’s business, it is not pos-
sible to produce a set of rules for acceptance that would fully cover relevant risks. the 
expertise of our underwriters on the ground is therefore of prime importance and we 
recognise this by providing advanced training and it systems for risk assessment and 
pricing, publishing internal information sheets and underwriting recommendations, 
and setting up working groups to create and transmit underwriting knowledge.

reserve risk 
the estimation of reserves is subject to uncertainty due to the fact that the settlement 
of claims that have arisen before the balance sheet date is dependent on future events 
and developments. unforeseen loss trends resulting from court rulings, changes in the 
law, differences in loss adjustment practice, medical and long term care, and economic 
factors such as inflation can have a considerable impact on loss experience.

group-wide reserving rules 
ensure consistency
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We calculate the reserves for losses and claims settlement costs in accordance with 
actuarial practice based on substantiated assumptions, methods and assessments. 
the assumptions are regularly reviewed and updated.

application of group-wide reserving rules guarantees a substantially consistent pro-
cedure. in addition, internal audits are carried out group-wide to verify compliance 
with these rules and the appropriateness of the reserves.

Further information on underwriting risk can be found in the notes to the consolidated 
financial statements under (38) risks from property-casualty insurance business.

Underwriting risk: Life and health insurance 
the underwriting risk in this case is defined as the risk of insured benefits payable in 
life or health insurance business being higher than expected. of particular relevance 
are the biometric and lapse risks. We differentiate between risks that have a short-term 
or long-term effect on our portfolio.

random annual fluctuations in insurance benefits or lapse behaviour can lead to short-
term falls in the value of the portfolio. this applies particularly to expenses, which can 
rise as a result of exceptional one-off events such as a pandemic. For pandemic scen-
arios, limits are derived from the risk strategy. 

changes in client biometrics or lapse behaviour can give rise to risks that have a long-
term effect on the value of a portfolio, making it necessary to adjust the actuarial 
assumptions. in health insurance, morbidity risks understandably dominate, whereas 
in life insurance mortality, longevity and disability risks are most important. the latter 
particularly affected us in australia in 2011. We calculate limits, derived from the risk 
strategy, for longevity scenarios as well as for pandemic scenarios. 

in german primary health insurance, especially comprehensive health cover, there have 
been additional uncertainties since 2009 because of changes to the options available 
to policyholders, for example 

// portability of reserves (ageing reserves) when moving to another insurer,
//  obligation on insurer to pay benefits for insureds who have not paid premiums, with 

no possibility to terminate the contract, 
// the right to change to a new tariff.

the changes are the result of the law reforming german healthcare (Wsg). though the 
new policyholder options have been taken into account in the valuation model on the 
basis of past experience, it is difficult to estimate how policyholder behaviour will 
change in the long term.

if there is a lasting change in the actuarial assumptions applied in health primary insur-
ance, it is generally possible to adjust the premiums for long-term contracts. however, 
under the new regulations for policyholders in germany, it is no longer possible for an 
insurer to terminate insurance contracts on the grounds of non-payment of premiums 
by the policyholder. 

the remarks on underwriting guidelines and limits (see “property-casualty” section) 
also apply to life and health reinsurance business. in primary insurance, regular reviews 
of the actuarial assumptions by actuaries and the requisite amendment of rating rules 
ensure that risks and processes are effectively controlled.

Further information on underwriting risk can be found in the notes to the consolidated 
financial statements under (37) risks from life and health insurance business.
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Market risk 
We define market risk as the risk of economic losses resulting from price changes in 
the capital markets. this includes equity risk, general and specific interest-rate risk, 
property risk and currency risk. the general interest-rate risk relates to changes in risk-
free interest-rate curves, whereas the specific interest-rate risk arises out of changes in 
credit risk spreads, e.g. on government bonds or on credit default swaps (cDss). We 
also include in market risk the risk of changes in inflation rates and implicit volatilities 
(cost of options). Fluctuations in market prices affect not only our investments but also 
our underwriting liabilities, especially in life insurance. Due to the long-term interest-
rate guarantees given in some cases and the variety of options granted to policyholders 
in traditional life insurance, the amount of the liabilities is highly dependent on the cap-
ital markets.

We deal with market risks by means of suitable limit and early-warning systems, and 
through our asset-liability management, which is described on page 105. a breakdown 
of investments by type can be found on page 94 ff. to hedge against market risks, we 
also make use of derivative financial instruments, which are described in the notes to 
the consolidated financial statements under (9) other securities at fair value through 
profit or loss. 

applying stress tests, sensitivity and duration analyses, we simulate market fluctu-
ations and devise strategies for counteracting them where necessary.

our investments must comply with group-wide minimum standards as defined in our 
general investment guidelines. We also take account of risk-relevant restrictions on 
investments resulting from our risk strategy.

a detailed presentation of the economic risk capital for market risks can be found on 
page 133 f. sensitivity analyses of the market-price risks associated with financial 
instruments can be found in the notes to the consolidated financial statements under 
(40).

Credit risk 
We define credit risk as the financial loss that munich re could incur as a result of a 
change in the financial situation of a counterparty, such as an issuer of securities or 
other debtor with liabilities to our group.

in addition to credit risks arising out of investments and payment transactions with cli-
ents, we actively assume credit risk through the writing of insurance and reinsurance 
business, for example in credit and financial reinsurance.

We use a cross-balance-sheet counterparty limit system valid throughout the group 
to monitor and control our group-wide credit risks. the limits for each counterparty  
(a group of companies or country) are based on its financial situation as determined by 
the results of our fundamental analyses, ratings and market data and the risk appetite 
defined by the Board of management. the utilisation of limits is calculated on the basis 
of credit-equivalent exposure (cee). investments in structured products and securities 
lending activities are monitored separately (completely so in the first case, and largely 
so in the second) and controlled using volume limits. the resultant credit risk is 
reduced by means of group-wide rules for collateral management, for example for otc 
derivatives and catastrophe bonds issued. 

limit and early-warning systems 
and asset-liability management 

used to manage market risks

group-wide counterparty limit 
system to monitor and control 

credit risks
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in order to take account of country risks other than the credit risk on government 
bonds, our advisory unit for strategic and economic issues, group Development, also 
produces specific country scores in addition to the pure default ratings. these cover 
the significant political and economic risks and those relating to a country’s internal se -
curity, and thus enable us to assess comprehensively additional country risks of varying 
importance for different business segments. 

in the area of retrocession, we control the default risk through the retro security com-
mittee. the experts on the committee review the quality of our main retrocessionaires 
independently and on the basis of various criteria (e.g. minimum ratings, market data 
and capital requirements) and allocate appropriate limits for the counterparties based 
on underwriting guidelines laid down by the risk management function.

Operational risk 
munich re defines operational risks as potential losses resulting from inadequate pro-
cesses, technical failure, human error or external events. these include criminal acts 
committed by employees or third parties, insider trading, infringements of antitrust 
law, business interruptions, inaccurate processing of transactions, non-compliance 
with reporting obligations, and disagreements with business partners.

We identify and mitigate these risks through our internal control system (see page 123). 
We take all possible steps to ensure that employees are aware of potential risks and to 
establish an appropriate risk culture. this includes willingness to learn from mistakes 
and to recognise them as opportunities for improvement.

Liquidity risk 
We manage liquidity risk through our holistic risk strategy, with the Board of manage-
ment defining limits on which minimum liquidity requirements for our operations are 
based. these risk limits are reviewed annually and compliance with the minimum 
requirements continuously monitored. 

the management of liquidity risk includes taking account of 

//  known and expected payment obligations through regular, detailed liquidity 
 planning at individual-entity level, and a central cash-flow reporting system;

// margin calls and collateral requirements for derivative positions;
//  unexpectedly high payments resulting, for example, from accumulation losses that 

far exceed normal loss expectations.

our objective in managing liquidity risk is to ensure that we are in a position to meet 
our payment obligations at all times.

We also optimise the availability of liquidity in the group by means of internal funding 
and a cash pool fed by group companies. through stringent availability requirements, 
which also comply with supervisory rules, we ensure that every unit is able to meet its 
payment obligations.

Strategic risk 
munich re defines strategic risk as the risk of making wrong business decisions, imple-
menting decisions poorly, or being unable to adapt to changes in the operating environ-
ment. the existing and new potential for success in the group and the segments in 
which it operates creates strategic risks, which can lead to a significant long-term 
reduction in corporate value.
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We counter this risk by discussing significant strategic issues and decisions in our 
strategy committee and regularly monitoring their implementation. the strategy 
committee comprises the members of the group committee, and hence the cro, plus 
the chief executive officers (ceos) of the business segments and the head of group 
Development. as a result, strategic decision-making processes are intermeshed with 
risk management. irm is additionally involved in the operational business planning and 
in the processes for mergers and acquisitions.

Reputational risk 
reputational risk is the risk of a loss resulting from damage to the group’s public image 
(for example with clients, shareholders or other parties).

We monitor reputational risk through processes we have established in various internal 
units to identify it. as soon we become aware of the possibility of such a risk, our reac-
tion is determined by the compliance officer and, if appropriate, the reputational risk 
committee, which was set up specifically for the purpose. the committee is made up 
of experts from various units and is headed by the compliance officer. 

in 2011, ergo and munich re suffered considerable damage to their reputation as a 
result of media reports on an unethical incentive trip organised by hmi. a short while 
later, there were reports of irregularities in the sale of insurance products (including 
errors in the “riester” proposal form and company pension products). all cases were 
investigated by our internal audit function. in view of the importance and impact of the 
issues involved, not only were the cases thoroughly investigated at ergo, but action 
has also been taken to prevent recurrence: central guidelines on conduct and organisa-
tion in the ergo group have been changed and, in particular, compliance has been 
strengthened through the creation of a separate compliance unit reporting directly to 
the chairman of ergo’s Board of management.

a further reputational risk arose when our internal audit unit uncovered a case of fraud 
in which an external service provider had used false information and manipulated 
statements of account to receive unjustified payments. When the suspected fraud had 
been confirmed by a full special investigation, munich re immediately filed criminal 
charges with the public prosecutors’ office in munich against the service provider, 
former employees and persons unknown.  

Economic risk capital

overview of the risk situation 

We use our risk management to assess our risk situation on the basis of qualitative and 
quantitative factors. throughout the entire period under review, munich re’s risk situ-
ation was manageable and under control. our carefully implemented, modern risk 
management processes combined with our solid level of capitalisation at all times 
ensured the solvency and viability of the group expected by our clients and sharehold-
ers. in addition to the underwriting and capital market risks inherent in our business 
model, which we are able to assess very well so that we can be fully aware of the impli-
cations of taking them, there are inevitably a large number of other risks to which 
munich re – like every other undertaking – is exposed. the incidence of these risks is 
random and their occurrence probability and impact are generally difficult to estimate. 
We therefore closely monitor our environment and our own group to identify even 
these risks in good time and to take suitable measures to avert loss or damage.

munich re’s risk situation  
manageable and under control
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on page 124 ff, we provide some examples of the above-mentioned risks and how we 
deal with them.

internal risk model 

munich re manages its business on the basis of a consolidated group view, using its 
own integrated risk model to determine the capital needed to ensure the group’s ability 
to meet its commitments even after extreme loss events.

our risk model indicates the profit and loss distribution of the available financial 
resources over a one-year time horizon. it is based on separately modelled distributions 
for the risk categories “property-casualty”, “life and health”, “market”, “credit” and 
“operational risks”. We regularly review these distribution assumptions, comparing 
them, for example, with loss events that have actually occurred and adjusting them if 
necessary.

every risk category is depicted in both reinsurance and primary insurance. in the 
munich health segment, the life and health risk category and operational risks are 
shown, but not market and credit risk, which are covered in the reinsurance and insur-
ance segments through our internal risk control.

We also show the diversification effects we achieve through both our broad spread 
across the different risk categories (underwriting, market and credit) and our combin-
ation of primary insurance and reinsurance business. in doing so, we recognise that the 
various risks are not independent of each other by taking account of tail dependencies. 
compared with a situation where the risks are assumed to be independent, this results 
in a lesser diversification effect.

a key figure calculated using the internal model is our economic risk capital (erc). By 
economic risk capital, we mean the amount of capital that munich re needs to have 
available, with a given risk appetite, to cover unexpected losses in the following year.

to determine munich re’s economic risk capital, we use the economic profit-loss distri-
bution across all risk segments. the economic risk capital corresponds to 1.75 times 
the value at risk of this distribution over a one-year time horizon with a confidence level 
of 99.5%. the value at risk with a confidence level of 99.5% gives the economic loss for 
munich re which, given unchanged exposures, will be statistically exceeded in no more 
than one year in every 200. it represents the future risk tolerance under solvency ii. By 
setting its own capital requirement at 1.75 times this risk tolerance, our group follows a 
conservative approach, offering its clients a high degree of security.

the distribution of economic losses between the individual legal entities in munich re 
may vary, but the ability of one unit to support another in the event of a loss is in some 
cases subject to legal constraints. in determining munich re’s capital requirements, 
restrictions of capital fungibility resulting from legal or regulatory requirements are 
therefore taken into account.

integrated risk model used to 
manage the business

Diversification effects also taken 
into account

calculating economic  
risk capital
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the table shows munich re’s economic risk capital and risk categories as at 31 Decem-
ber 2011. over last year, the economic risk capital rose by €3.7bn. the following factors 
contributed to the increase:

//  the economic risk capital for the property-casualty risk category, which includes 
credit reinsurance and bond business, increased by €0.6bn. significant factors were 
higher exposure in euros in nearly all natural catastrophe scenarios than in the previ-
ous year and new modelling for the “atlantic hurricane” scenario and for the earth-
quake scenarios in north america.

//  the economic risk capital for our life and health business rose by €1.5bn, owing to 
portfolio growth in life reinsurance business and, in particular, lower interest rates in 
the usa, canada and europe which caused a significant rise in the economic risk 
capital for german primary insurance, as the lower risk buffers (future profit sharing) 
resulted in a higher risk for the insurer.

//  the economic risk capital for market risks grew by €1.5bn, due in part to the lower 
interest rates and the higher implicit interest-rate volatility. on the one hand, the risk 
capital was increased by the standardised use of swap rates for discounting on the 
liabilities side, while on the other it was reduced by an improvement in the valuation 
of options and guarantees in a stressed market environment, mainly of significance 
in life primary insurance business.

//  the economic risk capital for credit risks was up by €2.2bn. significant factors were 
the lower interest rates, which had the effect of increasing both the market value and 
the duration of the investments, and a difficult market environment that led to lower 
ratings for paper with higher credit spreads. in life primary insurance especially, 
lower risk buffers (see remarks on life and health business) meant a rise in the credit 
risk recognised, which was at the same time reduced by the revised calibration of 
the dependency structure between individual debtors.

economic risk capital (eRc)  

     31.12.2011
     Segment
   Primary Munich diversi
€bn Group Reinsurance insurance Health fication
property-casualty 9.5 9.4 0.6 – –0.5
life and health 6.6 4.8 2.5 0.6 –1.3
market 11.4 5.7 8.5 – –2.8
credit 6.7 4.5 2.2 – –
operational risk 1.2 0.9 0.6 0.1 –0.4
Subtotal 35.4 25.3 14.4 0.7 –5.0
Diversification effect –11.0 –8.8 –3.1 – –
Total 24.4 16.5 11.3 0.7 –4.1

  
     Prev. year change
     Segment 
   Primary Munich diversifi 
€bn Group Reinsurance insurance Health cation Group
property-casualty 8.9 8.8 0.6 – –0.5 0.6
life and health 5.1 3.9 1.3 0.7 –0.8 1.5
market 9.9 5.5 7.9 – –3.5 1.5
credit 4.5 3.4 1.2 – –0.1 2.2
operational risk 1.6 1.3 0.5 0.1 –0.3 –0.4
Subtotal 30.0 22.9 11.5 0.8 –5.2 5.4
Diversification effect –9.3 –8.1 –2.0 – – –1.7
Total 20.7 14.8 9.5 0.8 –4.4 3.7

€3.7bn increase in  
risk capital
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//  as last year, we used scenarios to determine the economic risk capital requirement 
for operational risk. the scenarios are prepared and refined annually by various 
expert teams in the group. in the financial year 2011, our review found that one scen-
ario could be dropped.

//  the diversification effect between the risk categories “property-casualty”, “life and 
health”, “market”, “credit” and “operational risk” grew by around €1.7bn, due primar-
ily to the rise of €5.4bn to €35.4bn in the sum of the economic risk requirements of 
the individual risk categories.

across all the risk categories, the euro equivalent of our exposures in canadian dollars, 
pounds sterling, Japanese yen and us dollars has increased because the euro fell fur-
ther against these currencies over the course of the year.

the analysis at year-end 2011 showed that, in the aggregate, all the changes to the 
model reduced the group’s economic risk capital by a total of less than 10%.

Property-casualty 

as described, munich re actively manages its risk exposure. the underwriting risk cap-
ital for property-casualty is made up as follows from the components “basic losses” and 
“large and accumulation losses”: 

 
losses with a potential cost exceeding €10m at group level are classified as large 
losses. accumulation losses are losses affecting more than one risk (or more than one 
line of business). We classify all other losses as basic losses. For basic losses, we calcu-
late the risk of subsequent reserving being required for existing risks within a year 
(reserve risk) and the risk of an under-rating (premium risk). to achieve this, we use 
analytical methods that are based on standard reserving procedures but take into 
account the one-year time horizon. in the case of basic losses, the annual readjustment 
of the models has resulted in a virtually unchanged economic risk capital requirement.

munich re actively manages its risk exposure. this includes restricting our exposure 
through limits and budgets for natural catastrophe risks, where our experts consider 
scenarios for possible natural events, the scientific factors, occurrence probabilities 
and potential loss amounts. on the basis of these models, the impact of various events 
on our portfolio is calculated and represented in mathematical terms in the form of a 
stochastic model. these models form the basis for the erc calculation for the “large 
and accumulation losses” category, which apart from natural hazard scenarios includes 
man-made losses, and for the limits and budgets for accumulation losses.

the exposures in the reinsurance segment are updated for the quarterly erc calcula-
tions, and we use the data to adjust the stochastic models for natural hazards. the cur-
rent limit utilisation is determined by a bottom-up process. as ergo’s portfolio is more 
stable, its exposure is only updated annually.

economic risk capital (eRc) – Propertycasualty         

    31.12.2011    Prev. year change 
    Segment    Segment 
  Re Primary diversi  Re Primary diversi
€bn Group insurance insurance fication Group insurance insurance fication Group
Basic losses 3.9 3.8 0.5 –0.4 4.1 4.0 0.5 –0.4 –0.2
large and accumulation          
losses 9.0 9.0 0.2 –0.2 8.4 8.2 0.3 –0.1 0.6
Subtotal 12.9 12.8 0.7 –0.6 12.5 12.2 0.8 –0.5 0.4
Diversification effect –3.4 –3.4 –0.1 – –3.6 –3.4 –0.2 – 0.2
Total 9.5 9.4 0.6 –0.5 8.9 8.8 0.6 –0.5 0.6
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the rise in the economic risk capital for large and accumulation losses is mainly due to 
the remodelling of the “atlantic hurricane” scenario and north american earthquake. 
in addition, all scenarios on average are showing increased exposure.

the largest natural catastrophe exposure for munich re is the €3.5bn currently 
retained for the “atlantic hurricane” scenario (value at risk for a 200-year return 
period). our exposure to european windstorms has been quantified at €2.4bn using the 
scenarios we have drawn up. 

the diagrams below show our estimated exposure to the two peak scenarios for a 
return period of 200 years.

in contrast to the overall development described above, the economic risk capital for 
the scenario “storm europe” decreased, owing to an adjustment of the stochastic mod-
elling and reduced exposure.

as a global risk carrier, we can diversify our portfolio through the broadest possible mix 
and spread of individual risks, significantly reducing the volatility of total claims pay-
ments and substantially increasing the value added by all parts of our business.

Life and health 
in life and health business, the risk modelling takes account of countervailing develop-
ments with both short- and long-term effects on the risk drivers that influence the value 
of our business.

in addition to the simple risk of random fluctuations resulting in higher claims expend-
iture in a particular year, the countervailing developments with a short-term impact 
that we model notably include the risk of above-average claims that could arise on the 
occurrence of rare but costly events such as pandemics.

however, particularly the products of life primary insurance, and a large part of our 
health primary insurance business, are characterised by their long-term nature and the 
distribution of results over the duration of the policies. We show the value of business 
in force and value sensitivities for such long-term portfolios in the notes to the consoli-
dated financial statements under (37) risks in life and health insurance business. the 
countervailing development of risk drivers with a long-term impact, such as changes in 
the forecast mortality and disablement trends, can cause the value of the insured port-
folio to fall (trend risks). in the notes to the consolidated financial statements (37), we 
show the effect on the values if they are calculated for individual risk drivers using spe-
cific modified assumptions. the risk modelling then attributes probabilities to each 
modified assumption and produces a complete profit and loss distribution.

largest natural catastrophe 
exposure is the “atlantic 

hurricane” scenario

Storm europe
aggregate Var (return period: 200 years)
€bn (before tax)

  ceded  retained

Atlantic Hurricane
aggregate Var (return period: 200 years)
€bn (before tax)

  ceded  retained
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Market risks 
market risks are determined using a scenario-based simulation calculation. the 
 scenarios are calibrated on the basis of long historical data series.  

equity risk 
the market value of our investments in equities, including participating interests, was 
€6.7bn (7.9bn) as at 31 December 2011. as at that date, on a market-value basis the 
ratio of equities to total investments was 3.2% (4.0%) before taking derivatives into 
account and 2.0% (4.4%) after derivatives. the decrease compared to the previous year 
is the reason for the lower risk capital for equities.

interest-rate risks 
in reinsurance, the interest-rate risk on fixed-interest investments in units of modified 
duration (interest-rate sensitivity) was 6.6, whereas the modified duration of liabilities 
was 5.2. the sensitivity of available financial resources (see next section) to a parallel 
increase in all interest-rate curves by one basis point (DV01) amounts to approximately 
–€3.9m. Were such a parallel shift in the interest-rate curves to occur, the available 
financial resources would change by that amount. the decrease in the general interest-
rate risk in reinsurance is mainly attributable to the reduced gap between the durations 
of assets and liabilities.

in primary insurance, the increase in interest-rate risks is primarily due to the fall in 
long-term interest rates and the simultaneous rise in implicit interest-rate volatilities.

the modified duration in primary insurance is 7.1 for fixed-interest investments and 8.7 
for liabilities. this exposure to falling interest rates arises mainly out of the long-term 
options and guarantees in life insurance business. these risks were reduced substan-
tially by the extensive interest-rate-risk hedging programme first implemented in 2005. 
the sensitivity of available financial resources (see next section) to a parallel increase 
in all interest-rate curves by one basis point (DV01) amounts to €21.2m. 

currency risk
the currency risk increased in relation to the end of the previous year, though com-
pared with other market risk categories, it continues to play a relatively minor role.

economic risk capital (eRc) – Market

    31.12.2011    Prev. year change 
    Segment    Segment 
  Re Primary diversi  Re Primary diversi
€bn Group insurance insurance fication Group insurance insurance fication Group
equity risks  3.8 2.6 1.4 –0.2 5.5 3.8 1.8 –0.1 –1.7
general interest-rate risk  7.8 3.7 7.2 –3.1 5.6 4.0 6.3 –4.7 2.2
specific interest-rate risk  4.1 2.1 2.8 –0.8 3.6 1.8 2.6 –0.8 0.5
property risks  2.2 1.2 1.0 – 2.0 1.1 1.0 –0.1 0.2
currency risks  0.9 0.8 0.1 – 0.6 0.6 0.2 –0.2 0.3
Subtotal 18.8 10.4 12.5 –4.1 17.3 11.3 11.9 –5.9 1.5
Diversification effect –7.4 –4.7 –4.0 – –7.4 –5.8 –4.0 – –
Total 11.4 5.7 8.5 –2.8 9.9 5.5 7.9 –3.5 1.5
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Credit risks 
munich re determines credit risks using a portfolio model, which takes into account 
both changes in market value caused by rating migrations and debtor default. the 
model is calibrated over a credit cycle.

the market value of our investments in fixed-interest securities and loans as at 
31 December 2011 was €173.3bn, representing 83.7% of the market value of munich re’s 
total investments. these securities thus made up the bulk of the portfolio. a detailed 
presentation of our fixed-interest securities and loans, including short-term invest-
ments, on a market-value basis can be found on page 99. ratings for these investments 
are provided in the notes to the consolidated financial statements under (5) loans, (6) 
other securities held to maturity, (8) other securities available for sale, and (9) other 
securities at fair value through profit or loss.

in our internal risk model, we calculate and allocate risk capital even for highly rated 
government bonds.

our provisions ceded to reinsurers and retrocessionaires were assignable to the follow-
ing rating categories as at 31 December 2011:

the shifts are mainly due to the change in rating of a small number of reinsurers/ 
retrocessionaires. 

Available financial resources

We compare the economic risk capital, which equates to munich re’s capital require-
ment, with the available financial resources that can be used to cover losses that exceed 
expectations. the available financial resources are calculated as the sum of the eco-
nomic equity and the available hybrid capital. the economic equity is based essentially 
on munich re’s iFrs equity, modified by various economically appropriate adjustments.

the valuation reserves include adjustments to items in the property-casualty segment 
and for munich health that are not accounted for at fair value under iFrs, in particular 
to land and buildings and loans. We perform various valuation adjustments for prop-
erty-casualty and life and health. in property-casualty reinsurance, we project future 
claims payments using actuarial methods. We discount estimated cash flows in prop-
erty-casualty and for munich health, and add a risk margin derived in accordance with 
strict economic principles. in the case of business for which we show a market-con-
sistent embedded Value (mceV), we regard the embedded value as capital available to 
cushion risks and consider that part which is not already included in iFrs equity. on 
the other hand, capitalised goodwill and other intangible assets are included in the 
group’s iFrs equity. as they might not retain their value in crisis situations, we deduct 

ceded share of technical provisions according to rating 

% 31.12.2011 Prev. year
aaa 4.1 3.4
aa 52.8 35.5
a 34.8 54.1
BBB and lower 1.5 1.5
no rating available 6.8 5.5

€28.3bn in available  
financial resources
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them when calculating available financial resources. We treat deferred tax assets rec-
ognised for loss carry-forwards under iFrs in the same way if they are not covered by 
an excess of deferred tax liabilities over deferred tax assets at the respective company.

 

the economic capital buffer is the amount by which the available financial resources 
exceed the economic risk capital. the economic solvency ratio is the ratio of the avail-
able financial resources (less announced but not yet completed capital measures such 
as the dividend payment for the relevant past financial year) to the economic risk capital. 
the table below shows the changes in the figures:

though the economic solvency ratio of 111% (136%) is 25 percentage points lower than 
for the previous year, it reflects munich re’s capital strength. munich re’s economic risk 
capital, which produces the solvency ratio described above, corresponds to 1.75 times 
the capital that is likely to be necessary under solvency ii according to our internal risk 
model. Were we not to apply the safety cushion of 75% to the value at risk with a confi-
dence level of 99.5% and merely to comply with the solvency ii standard, the economic 
solvency ratio would be 195% (238%).

in calculating rorac (see definition on page 61), the factor “additional available eco-
nomic equity” is also relevant. it is the difference between the economic equity and the 
economic risk capital and amounted to –€0.8bn (4.1bn) as at 31 December 2011. this 
means that portions of our hybrid capital are used for risk assumption, as well as our 
economic equity.

Available financial resources

€bn 31.12.2011 Prev. year change 
iFrs equity 23.3 23.0 0.3
Valuation reserves  0.9 0.9 –
Value adjustments for property-casualty and life and health1  4.0 5.1 –1.1
goodwill and other intangible assets  –4.2 –4.1 –0.1
tax effects and other  –0.4 –0.1 –0.3
economic equity 23.6 24.8 –1.2
hybrid capital  4.7 4.8 –0.1
Available financial resources 28.3 29.6 –1.3

economic solvency ratio components

  31.12.2011 Prev. year change 
(a) economic equity €bn 23.6 24.8 –1.2
(B) available financial resources  €bn 28.3 29.6 –1.3
(c) available financial resources after dividend and share buy-back €bn 27.2 28.1 –0.9
(D) economic risk capital (erc) €bn 24.4 20.7 3.7
    
(B) minus (D): economic capital buffer  €bn 3.9 8.9 –5.0
(c) divided by (D): economic solvency ratio % 111 136 

1  change in methodology: the basis in reinsurance property-casualty is now the claims payments projected using actu arial methods (adjusted previous-year figure = 
€6.7bn). in addition, for property-casualty and munich health, swap rates instead of government-bond interest rates are used for discounting.
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Regulatory solvency requirements 

We report on regulatory solvency requirements on page 109 f.

Selected risk complexes

overarching accumulation risks 

Effects of the sovereign debt crisis 

as an insurer and reinsurer, we are an institutional investor and when we invest we 
have to accept certain credit risks in addition to market risks. this is clearly the case for 
corporate bonds, but there are also considerable risks in government bonds, which 
were considered safe in the past. the eurozone is our home market and we thus have 
substantial investments in euros. these are broadly diversified and are natural assets 
to hold to match the euro liabilities arising out of our insurance businesses. We use 
government bonds to match the currencies of our underwriting liabilities, especially for 
insurances of the person. 

the interest rates on the borrowing of a number of eurozone sovereign issuers 
increased in 2011 as a result of the higher credit margins required in the markets, lead-
ing to a fall in the market values of our holdings in the government bonds of the coun-
tries concerned. this contrasted with the still generally low yields on bonds issued by 
eurozone countries considered safe. especially the interest rates for german federal 
government or “länder” issues fell further in 2011 in a volatile environment. this pro-
duced price gains on our german government bonds, but harbours major risks owing 
to the low return on reinvestment, which makes it more difficult for us to fulfil our 
future payment requirements. We monitor these risks closely and counter them with 
various risk management measures. 

in both our insurance and reinsurance business, we review the underwriting prices cal-
culated by our valuation and pricing systems to ensure that they take adequate account 
of the current interest-rate environment. reinsurance business activities exposed to 
significant economic risks are reviewed and exposure limited where appropriate.

in monitoring the country risks, we do not simply rely on the customary ratings, but per-
form independent analyses of the political, economic and fiscal situation in those coun-
tries in which investments might potentially be made. our experts also evaluate and 
draw conclusions from the movements in the market prices of the bonds issued by the 
country concerned. on this basis and taking account of the investment requirements of 
the fields of business in the respective currency areas and countries, proposals for 
 limits or action to be taken are submitted to the group risk committee. in 2011, limits 
for certain countries were reduced significantly a number of times because of the con-
tinually deteriorating financial situation in some european states. these limits are 
mandatory throughout the group for investments and the insurance of political risks, 
and any exceptions must be approved individually by the group risk committee. 

in 2011, we reduced our investment exposures in countries on the euro periphery. our 
close monitoring includes investments guaranteed directly or indirectly by the states 
concerned. in addition, the Board committees regularly receive an overview of our 
investments for each country, detailing the debtors resident there.
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on the basis of defined stress scenarios relating to further developments in the sover-
eign debt crisis, our experts forecast potential consequences for the financial markets, 
the market values of our investments, and the present values of our underwriting liabil-
ities. at group level, the high degree of diversification in both our investments and our 
liability structure together with our active group-wide asset-liability management 
counter any negative effects.   

our sophisticated limit system and our well-established administration systems have 
served us well so far during the periods of turbulence in the financial markets. the 
losses incurred due to falls in the prices of euro periphery bonds were more than offset 
by price gains on safe investments, in particular german and us government bonds.

Pandemic 
another example of an overarching accumulation is a large pandemic, which would 
expose munich re, like other companies in the insurance industry, to risks resulting 
from a marked increase in mortality and morbidity and from disruptions in the capital 
markets. We counter this risk with a detailed analysis of our overall exposure (scenario 
analysis), defining suitable limits.

climate change

climate change represents one of the greatest risks of change for the insurance 
 industry.

in our corporate climate centre, we analyse and assess this risk and are developing a 
holistic strategic approach. the findings are made available to all business areas and 
our asset-liability management function.

Whilst we are in a position to adequately assess the known risks in our portfolio on the 
basis of current knowledge, scientific research into climate change is complex and the 
political and regulatory environment in which we operate is developing dynamically, so 
that we must remain vigilant with regard to the identification and evaluation of new 
and changing risks. We adopt a multidisciplinary approach, using and combining the 
pertinent experience and expertise of our scientists, specialist underwriters, lawyers, 
economists, sociologists and actuaries as appropriate for the risk situation.

however, changes in the physical environment and new regulations resulting from 
 climate change also open up many business opportunities. applying the knowledge we 
have accumulated over decades, we exploit these opportunities – for example, through 
new insurance products for renewable energy technologies.

new and complex risks

our risk early-warning system also covers “emerging risks”, i.e. those that arise as a 
result of legislative, socio-political, scientific or technological changes and are there-
fore liable to have unmeasured or unknown effects on our portfolio. the degree of 
uncertainty as to extent of damage and occurrence probability is by nature very high.

We identify trends and faint signals in many ways, including systematic trend research, 
using munich re’s knowledge management, and regular structured discussions in our 
“emerging risks think-tank”. to ensure that emerging risks are understood, a group of 
experts reports on the issues involved from various perspectives. the group derives 
conceivable scenarios and analyses their possible impact on munich re, also looking at 

climate change –  
risks and opportunities
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interdependencies between different risks and other consequences related directly or 
indirectly to emerging risks. cooperation with external partners complements our 
internal early-warning system.

as a consequence of increasing global dependencies and the rapid spread of techno-
logical innovations, events with impacts difficult to identify using traditional scenario 
processes are occurring with greater frequency. examples in 2011 were the earthquake 
in Japan and the floods in thailand. not only did both natural catastrophes have a dev-
astating impact on the population, infrastructure and economy in the regions affected, 
but worldwide supply chains were also hit, with industrial production being interrupted 
in far-away countries. such chains of events will take on greater importance in future. 
We therefore adopt a system-based approach to analyse dependencies in complex 
risks, for which munich re has developed its complex accumulation risk explorer 
software (care), enabling it to identify, and at least partially quantify, the risks and cor-
relations. With care, we can improve the identification and structuring of complex 
accumulation risks for our own risk management and provide support for our clients, 
placing us in a strong position to meet the rising demand for reinsurance of these risks.

legal and supervisory risks 

Legal risks
so-called “placement and market service agreements (psa)” had been under investi-
gation by the authorities in the usa from 2004. the investigations have now been dis-
continued, with no payment or other obligations ensuing for munich re. We do not 
expect any significant risks to arise out of the related class actions filed by policyhold-
ers in the usa. 

investigations by several us federal and state authorities into certain loss-mitigation 
insurance products have now likewise been discontinued, also with no payment or 
other obligations ensuing for munich re.

the proceedings started by the spanish antitrust authority (cnc – comisión nacional 
de la competencia) in 2009 against several insurers and reinsurers, including munich 
re’s spain and portugal branch, for alleged collusion restricting competition in spanish 
decennial liability business (compulsory insurance for guarantee claims in respect of 
contract works) continue. in December 2009, munich re’s spain and portugal branch 
lodged an appeal against the fine of €15.9m imposed by the cnc. 

after the federal legislative procedure for the us Fairness in asbestos injury resolution 
act foundered in February 2006, several us states adopted legislation initiatives (tort 
reform), which in our view may have a positive effect on the settling of asbestos claims. 
Following revelations about often questionable asbestos-related disease diagnoses and 
the resultant lawsuits, a number of investigation committees are at work. similar ques-
tionable practices have come to light in silicosis lawsuits. these developments indicate 
that us legal practice is contesting abusive liability claims with increasing resolve. 
however, it is too early to say whether and to what extent this will have favourable 
implications for future loss development in the insurance industry, particularly as plain-
tiff attorneys are trying hard to repel the tort reform initiatives. We are currently still 
being affected by late-reported claims – in some cases for high amounts – for asbestos-
related diseases and similar liability complexes. though the total number of asbestos 
claims is declining, the number of severe cases of mesothelioma and other types of 
cancer has remained relatively constant in recent years.

our new care software 
 supports the management of 

complex risks
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there are legal disputes between some former insurance intermediaries and ergo 
lebensversicherung ag, some of which have now been concluded. in may 2011, there 
were reports in the media in connection with further claims by former intermediaries 
and then on the discovery of irregularities involving an incentive trip and the sale of 
insurance products at ergo (including an incorrect “riester” proposal form and errors 
in company pension products). all cases were the subject of investigations by our inter-
nal audit function and the BaFin. ergo agreed to compensate people affected by the 
incorrect proposal form and to apply the relevant, more favourable conditions to their 
contracts. in the case of the company pensions, ergo is also in the process of consid-
ering whether the policyholders are entitled to more favourable contracts or compensa-
tion. 

Regulatory developments
the progress made in the solvency ii project in 2011 has clarified the future supervisory 
requirements somewhat, though some uncertainties remain. however, the adoption of 
the omnibus ii Directive planned for 2012 is expected to clarify the dates for the transi-
tion from solvency i to solvency ii and the duties and powers of eiopa. considerable 
progress has been made on the first pillar, with the exception of the key issue of under-
writing liabilities. in particular for life primary insurance, the still open questions have 
far-reaching implications for capitalisation under solvency ii.  there is therefore a risk 
for companies, including our life primary insurers, that they may not meet the capital 
requirements. the draft implementing measures produced by the solvency ii expert 
group (seg) have shed more light on the qualitative requirements of insurance com-
panies and supervisory authorities laid down in solvency ii’s pillar 2. however, these 
measures are not expected to be adopted before mid-2012.

at national level, implementation of the solvency ii Directive will bring about changes 
in german supervisory law. We continue to monitor progress in the revision of the ger-
man insurance control act initiated in the middle of the second quarter of 2011. 
munich re has played, and will continue to play, an active role and submit regular feed-
back on the drafts. since there are still outstanding issues in the underlying parallel 
solvency ii project at european level, some uncertainties remain concerning the final 
translation into national law.

Work is still in going on at global level on additional supervisory requirements for sys-
temically important financial institutions (siFis). systemic importance is determined 
not by the fundamental significance of a sector for the economy, but by the impact the 
insolvency of a company could have on the real global economy. the discussions, which 
are being held primarily by the Financial stability Board (FsB), are currently focusing 
on the banking sector. the investigations relating to the insurance industry are not fol-
lowing the same timetable as those for banking and will be led by the international 
association of insurance supervisors (iais). the insurance industry believes that its 
core business does not give rise to a systemic risk. munich re is actively participating 
in the consultations. We will probably have to wait until mid-2012 before we can say 
with any certainty whether the insurance industry as a whole, and reinsurance com-
panies and munich re in particular, could be subject to additional requirements. spe-
cific requirements for siFis could range from additional reporting to higher capital 
requirements.
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Other legal developments
on 1 march 2011, the european court of Justice issued a fundamental ruling on sex dis-
crimination in insurance, which repealed with effect from 21 December 2012 a euro-
pean regulation allowing member states to permit differentiation between males and 
females for the purpose of calculating insurance benefits and premiums. this applies 
even if consideration of gender is based on accurate actuarial and statistical risk data. 
the relevant legislation in member states, including germany, must be amended to 
comply with the ruling, which will lead to significant changes in the calculation of 
insurance benefits and premiums. to clarify outstanding issues, we are in close contact 
with the relevant people in the scientific community, the economy and european com-
mittees and bodies. We will take all necessary action before the deadline set by the 
european court of Justice. 

the ongoing discussions regarding the german healthcare system, notably the “citi-
zens’ insurance scheme”, may result in further changes in the statutory framework. if, 
unlike now, all citizens were to be compulsorily included in the german public health 
insurance system, it would spell the end of at least new business for private health 
insurers in comprehensive health insurance. We have been monitoring this risk for 
many years. similar proposals have been put forward for “citizens’ long term care insur-
ance”. 

Summary

in accordance with the prescribed processes, munich re’s Board committees explicitly 
defined the risk appetite for significant risk categories in the year under review and 
quantified it with specific figures. We determined and documented the risk appetite 
across the group hierarchy and communicated it throughout munich re. During the 
whole of 2011, risk exposures were regularly quantified and compared with the risk 
appetite. We assess munich re’s risk situation as manageable and under control.
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management report
// prospects

predictions about the forthcoming development of our group are based primarily on 
planning figures, forecasts and expectations. consequently, the following assessment 
of munich re’s development merely reflects our imperfect assumptions and subjective 
views. it follows that we cannot accept any responsibility or liability in the event that 
they are not realised in part or in full.

Overview

Despite the difficult economic situation, there are a wide range of opportunities for us. 
after major losses, general risk awareness is heightened and the demand for effective 
risk relief via reinsurance increases. With our know-how, our ability to find the right 
solutions and our financial strength, we are well positioned. in primary insurance, too, 
we expect stable development. people’s need for care and provision is rising and 
increasingly has to be financed privately. in property-casualty primary insurance, we 
forecast that premium income will expand, mainly owing to growth in international 
business. For munich health, there are opportunities and risks from the international 
healthcare markets. 

Economic environment

it is our assumption that the existing uncertainties with regard to the sovereign debt 
crisis and consolidation of state finances will continue to dampen the business climate 
and consumer confidence in most industrial nations. Besides this, it is anticipated that 
2012 – like 2011 – will see slower economic momentum in many industrialised coun-
tries, owing to high unemployment and efforts to reduce high household debt levels. 
We anticipate a brief recession in the eurozone. in the emerging economies, especially 
china and india, growth should again be strong. inflation rates will consequently be 
moderate in most industrialised countries and will only remain relatively high in a few 
emerging countries.

Further significant growth in the 
emerging countries

//  challenges for the group owing to uncertain economic environment, but also 
 opportunities thanks to financial strength and solution-finding ability

// expected return on investment of around 3.5%
//  unchanged long-term result target of 15% on risk-adjusted capital (rorac)  

after tax over the cycle
// consolidated result in the region of €2.5bn envisaged for 2012 
// Dividend continuity for 2011

prospects
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capital markets

in spite of the difficult growth environment, yields on german government bonds with 
long periods to maturity are likely to increase if the situation in the eurozone eases at 
least to some extent or collective liability for the debts of other euro countries is expanded. 
in such a case, yields on us government bonds − up to now also considered safe havens − 
could also increase, especially since economic growth in the usa should be higher. 
since we do not anticipate any increases in key interest rates, the yields on short- 
duration bonds are expected to remain relatively low, so that yield curves will probably 
become steeper overall. given the sovereign debt crisis in europe, the greater relax-
ation of european monetary policy and projected higher growth in the usa, the us 
d ollar should rise further against the euro. if the situation in the eurozone defuses at 
least partially, equities could benefit. 

insurance industry

in the european union, state supervision for primary insurers and reinsurers is set to 
undergo profound changes with the new rules planned under solvency ii, which are 
expected to generally enter into force at the earliest in mid-2013. in terms of capital, 
risk management and reporting, these changes will impose greater requirements on 
insurance companies. however, the introductory and transitional periods are likely to 
be long. irrespective of the fine-tuning still to be done, solvency ii will influence insur-
ance supply and demand. new opportunities will emerge for munich re in both primary 
insurance and reinsurance, and these will exceed the challenges from the many differ-
ent additional demands.

Far-reaching changes are also on the horizon in the medium term for the accounting of 
insurance contracts and financial instruments in our consolidated financial statements. 
the international accounting standards Board (iasB) is scheduled to publish its 
revised proposals for the future accounting of insurance contracts in the second half of 
2012, which are intended to achieve a consistent international approach to the way 
insurance contracts are accounted for in financial statements. the new requirements 
for the accounting and measurement of financial instruments under iFrs 9, which eu 
companies may not apply yet, are to be finally adopted by the end of 2012. in addition 
to the establishment of a new model for the recognition of impairments and new regu-
lations concerning the recognition of hedging relationships, they also envisage another 
amendment to the measurement rules already adopted.

the projected moderate growth in the global economy should be reflected in generally 
stable worldwide demand for insurance, albeit subject to considerable differences 
between individual regions and segments. overall, we predict a growth rate for global 
premiums in property-casualty insurance that is equivalent to that of global economic 
growth. given the huge need for private provision, however, demand for life insurance 
cover is likely to grow faster than the economy itself. 

nevertheless, the extremely low yields on german and us government bonds present a 
challenge for insurers because of the significant reduction in interest earned on invest-
ments in the period between premiums being received and policy benefits being paid 
out. especially in long-tail business, this intensifies the need to increase prices. in prop-
erty insurance business, which has a more short-term character, the heavy claims bur-
dens arising from recent natural catastrophes have made the risk exposure clear and 
are driving prices up. conversely, subdued economic growth is limiting demand for 
insurance protection and with it the scope for higher prices.

Demand for life insurance cover 
to grow far more quickly than the 

economy
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risks

the economic outlook is clouded by great uncertainty. a sharp downturn in the econ-
omy or even an extended period of stagnation with deflationary consequences cannot 
be ruled out in a number of industrialised countries. a sustained low-interest-rate 
envir onment would significantly impair the situation of life insurance companies. the 
high levels of debt in many countries and potential upheavals in the eurozone could fur-
ther destabilise the global financial system to the detriment of the insurance industry. 

if there was a surprisingly strong economic recovery, the substantial interventions of 
the central banks and related expansion of the money supply might result in higher 
inflation, with corresponding inflation in claims costs for insurers.

potential geopolitical upheavals, for instance in the middle east or southeast asia, are 
also still a significant risk for the global economy and thus the insurance industry.

By nature, the insurance industry is also particularly exposed to the consequences of 
economic and social policy decisions, an example being healthcare policy, with its sub-
stantial implications for private health insurance. moreover, the planned tightening of 
supervisory regulations in the financial services industry also harbours significant risks 
for the insurance sector: after the financial crisis, there are particular concerns that 
some of the changes – mainly geared to banking – could be transferred indiscriminately 
to the insurance industry, irrespective of the differences between the two business 
models. conceivable in this context are exaggerated capital requirements, excessive 
reporting obligations, and restrictions on individual types of business.

Finally, ruinous competition with a downward trend in insurance prices lasting several 
years remains an unlikely but not impossible risk scenario. giving clear priority to prof-
itability over growth and focusing on the efficiency of management systems continues 
to be critical for the insurance industry’s success.

Munich Re’s development

limits to forecasting results

it is not only the obvious fluctuations in the incidence of major losses that make an 
accurate forecast of iFrs results impossible. the pronounced volatility of the capital 
markets and exchange rates as well as the particular features of iFrs accounting 
described on page 105 also make it difficult to provide a result forecast. thus, there 
may be significant fluctuations in the investment result, currency result and consoli-
dated result – despite the fact that our assets are geared to the characteristics of our 
liabilities. in particular, a rising interest-rate level will tend to lead to lower results, and 
falling interest rates to higher results, than those forecast in these prospects. major 
share price losses could require write-downs on equities which would only be partially 

Munich Re (Group) targets

 Target 2012
gross premiums written €bn 48–50
consolidated result €bn approx. 2.5
return on investment % approx. 3.5
return on risk-adjusted capital (rorac) % 15
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offset by gains on derivatives. rises in share prices lead to write-downs on derivatives, 
which would at best be compensated for by gains on the sale of equities. 

reinsurance

reinsurance continues to hold considerable promise for the future, with a wide variety 
of earnings opportunities, especially after the many major losses in 2011. munich re 
offers its cedants specialist consulting services and extensive solutions, also for tasks 
such as balance sheet management, risk modelling and asset-liability management. 
reinsurance is an efficient and flexible option for protecting primary insurers against 
major claims and accumulation losses, or strengthening their capital base. in addition 
to this, we devise innovative coverage concepts that go beyond the scope of traditional 
reinsurance. and we partner our clients in the often challenging task of adjusting to 
changes in regulatory requirements, which are being made significantly more demand-
ing in many countries.

We see further growth opportunities in life reinsurance, and we are experiencing con-
tinuing demand for large-volume capital substitute solutions. opportunities will also 
derive from the privatisation trends in provision for old age, long term care and disabil-
ity, from the need for asset protection, and from the dynamic expansion of the asian life 
insurance markets. For 2012, we expect an increase in gross premiums written to 
around €10bn and a technical result of around €0.4bn. 

in 2010, we set ourselves the objective of achieving value added by new business of 
€450m a year by 2015 based on market consistent embedded Value (mceV) prin-
ciples. given the further very good result posted in the past year, we see ourselves as 
well positioned to achieve this goal.

in property-casualty reinsurance, which is influenced worldwide by partially divergent 
price trends in various segments and markets, munich re will adhere to its clear, profit-
oriented underwriting policy and accept risks only at commensurate prices, terms and 
conditions.

essentially, the generally solid capitalisation of providers and buyers is shaping prices, 
terms and conditions in the international reinsurance markets. no broad-based 
increase in prices in property-casualty reinsurance was therefore observable in the 
renewals at the beginning of the year, but prices did rise – in some cases significantly – 
in the classes of business and regions in which companies suffered high losses. For the 
further course of 2012, we anticipate a continuation of this trend.
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the renewals at 1 January 2012 took place in a competitive market environment. on  
the primary insurance side, demand was stable. By contrast, reinsurance capacity 
remained in sufficient supply, despite the high burden from natural catastrophes in 
2011 and the reduction in capital buffers available to the insurance industry. competi-
tors maintained a disciplined approach, writing natural catastrophe business on a 
selective basis. there were appreciable rate increases in the usa and in regions 
recently exposed to high natural catastrophe losses, e.g. australia and southeast asia. 
all other regions and classes of business (e.g. european natural catastrophe business) 
saw unchanged prices or marginal increases (e.g. uK motor insurance business). in avi-
ation business, however, prices remained under pressure. since the end of the last 
financial crisis, a certain amount of pressure on rates has also made itself felt in credit 
and surety business but it is uncertain what impact the persisting euro crisis will have 
on the expected pricing level.

a premium volume of €8.5bn of our treaty business was up for renewal. overall, we 
were able to increase premium income by around €230m (+2.6%). in accordance with 
our profit-oriented underwriting policy, we refrained from renewing business that did 
not meet our pricing requirements. in particular, we reduced our european property 
business, traditional marine business and selected subportfolios in non-proportional 
casualty business. on the other hand, we were able to expand profitable business with 
strategic partners, particularly in uK motor insurance business. We achieved price 
increases in the low double-digit percentage range for us natural catastrophe covers 
and appreciably higher ones in australia and asia. all in all, the profitability of our 
entire portfolio was enhanced by around two percentage points thanks to our active 
portfolio management. our regional diversification enabled us to take specific advan-
tage of business opportunities in attractive markets and segments.

the renewals at 1 april 2012 (Japan and Korea) and 1 July 2012 (parts of the us market, 
australia and latin america) will involve the renegotiation of treaties with a premium 
volume (last year) of around €2.9bn, with a greater proportion of natural catastrophe 
business than the renewals in January. We project further price increases here, particu-
larly in loss-affected regions. For other property business and in the casualty classes, 
we are proceeding on the assumption that prices will stabilise with a trend towards 
slight increases. a further continuation of the low-interest-rate phase would particu-
larly favour a positive price trend. in the current year, however, we do not anticipate any 
broad-based hardening of the market.

For 2012, we expect gross premiums written in property-casualty reinsurance to 
amount to around €16.5bn. We aim for a combined ratio of about 96% of net earned 
premiums over the market cycle as a whole. the uncertainties involved in the estimate 
partly derive from the random incidence of major individual losses.

if exchange rates remain constant, gross premiums in reinsurance should range 
between €25bn and €27bn overall in 2012. We envisage a consolidated result in 
re insurance of €1.9–2.1bn for 2012. 

premium volume increased by 
2.6% in the January renewals
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primary insurance

We see good opportunities for primary insurance not only in evolving foreign markets 
but also in various sectors of our german domestic market. in munich re’s consoli-
dated financial statements, we post the business for which ergo is responsible in the 
three primary insurance segments life, health and property-casualty. For 2012, we 
expect premium development in these segments to be varied, with a positive trend 
overall.

in life primary insurance, our total premium income is likely to be below the previous 
year’s level, i.e. just over €7.5bn, with gross premiums written totalling slightly under 
€6bn. Developments in german and international business will, however, greatly hinge 
on single-premium business, income from which will depend on developments in the 
interest-rate environment, among other things. it remains to be seen how the reduction 
in the guaranteed interest rate in germany as at 1 January 2012 and the introduction of 
unisex pricing as at 21 December 2012 will influence premium development.

in the health insurance segment, we are aiming for a moderate increase in gross pre-
miums written to nearly €6bn. We should be able to achieve premium expansion in 
both comprehensive health insurance and supplementary health cover, with the 
increase in supplementary health cover probably being more pronounced.

in property-casualty insurance, we expect premium growth to total slightly less than 
€6bn, deriving from both german and especially international business. in germany, 
we project market-average growth of around 1–2%. the increase is likely to be stronger 
for international business. our combined ratio target for property-casualty business is 
a good level of below 95%, while in international business we anticipate a further 
improvement compared with 2011.

We expect that total premium income in primary insurance will be slightly over €19bn 
in 2012. gross premiums written will probably range between €17bn and €18bn.

For the ergo group, we expect a consolidated result of around €400m for 2012.  
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munich health

there are a host of growth avenues in the international healthcare markets, in particu-
lar due to advances in medicine and improved life expectancy. We intend to take 
advantage of these opportunities.

gross premiums written by munich health are likely to be slightly over €6bn in 2012. 
the combined ratio should be around 99%.

large-volume capital substitute solutions and the acquisition of Windsor will ensure 
continued growth. For 2012, we project a consolidated result of between €50m and 
€100m.

investments 

given the currently uncertain political situation, we are planning to further diversify our 
portfolio in order to be prepared as well as possible for different developments in the 
capital markets and the political environment. as things stand at present and given a 
continuation of the currently highly volatile development of the capital markets, we are 
looking to reduce our portfolio of government bonds in developed countries and invest 
moderately in corporate bonds and emerging market bonds. We are already prudently 
expanding our existing credit exposure, but we are not prepared to counter the decline 
in interest rates on low-risk bonds by taking inappropriate risks. in addition, we intend 
to marginally increase our investment in commodities. our proportion of investments 
in equities is currently small, but we are keeping open the option of responding to 
opportunities and very moderately increasing our share portfolio. 

the structure of our bond portfolio is generally geared to the periods of our liabilities in 
order to limit the interest-rate risk. the duration will tend to rise slightly in 2012, as a 
result of which, at group level, our overall duration position will match our liabilities 
even more closely. We plan to continue to keep our portfolio of investments in inflation-
indexed bonds/inflation swaps constant in 2012. 

provided that profitability is appropriate, we intend to invest more strongly in renew-
able energy and new technologies. in 2011, we were able to expand this portfolio sub-
stantially by around €500m. to reduce the portfolio’s main risk drivers, i.e. technical 
and political risk, we are aiming to diversify our investments in this area regionally and 
technologically, investing to an increasing extent in infrastructure projects. We intend 
to maintain our real estate portfolio unchanged in terms of both volume and orientation 
in 2012.

 We do not anticipate any rapid and significant increase in capital market interest rates; 
regular income from our investments is therefore likely to be relatively low – at just 
under 4% overall – for the financial years 2012 and 2013. We expect an annual return on 
investment of around 3.5%, taking into account the result from the disposal of invest-
ments, write-ups and write-downs as well as other income and expenses.

Further expanding the portfolio 
of investments in renewable 

energies and new technologies
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our assumption is that the group’s gross premiums written in 2012 will be in the range 
of €48–50bn, provided that exchange rates remain stable compared with those at the 
end of 2011.

our long-term target of a 15% return on our risk-adjusted capital (rorac) after tax 
across the capital-market and insurance cycle applies unchanged, but it will be difficult 
to achieve given the current low-interest-rate environment. as soon as the require-
ments of solvency ii and the new iFrss for insurance contracts and financial instru-
ments have been finalised, we will gear our target performance measures to the key 
indicators from this new framework with its strong economic focus.

For 2012, given a general upward trend in prices in reinsurance and average loss experi-
ence, we project a considerably higher technical result than in 2011. a return on invest-
ment of around 3.5% would mean an investment result of approximately €7.2bn, i.e. 
slightly higher than last year, which was impacted by high write-downs on greek secur-
ities, but lower than in previous years. if actual claims experience with regard to major 
losses is within normal bounds and there are no severe currency or capital market 
developments, we expect that for 2012 we will be able to achieve a profit in the region 
of €2.5bn. that is equivalent to a rorac of around 10%. For 2013, we expect to be able 
to improve the consolidated result further.

subject to the approval of the annual general meeting, we aim to pay the same divi-
dend amount for the financial year 2011 as for the previous year, i.e. €6.25 per share.
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Assets	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 Notes	 	 	 31.12.2011	 Prev.	year	 	 Change
    €m €m €m €m €m  %
A.	 Intangible	assets
 i. Goodwill (1)  3,511  3,453 58 1.7
 ii. other intangible assets (2)  1,581  1,633 –52 –3.2
	 	 	 	 	 	 5,092	 5,086	 6	 0.1
B.		 Investments
 i. land and buildings, including buildings 
  on third-party land  (3)  3,889  4,247 –358 –8.4
  thereof:       
  held for sale  (17)  13  – 13 –
 ii. investments in affiliated 
  companies and associates (4)  1,154  1,091 63 5.8
  thereof:       
  associates accounted for       
  using the equity method   924  870 54 6.2
 iii. loans (5)  53,260  48,935 4,325 8.8
 iV. other securities
  1. held to maturity (6) 13   42 –29 –69.0
  2. available for sale (8) 123,677   122,123 1,554 1.3
    thereof:       
    held for sale   52   – 52 –
  3. at fair value through profit or loss (9) 2,536   1,612 924 57.3
     126,226  123,777 2,449 2.0
 V. deposits retained on  
  assumed reinsurance (10)  9,430  6,902 2,528 36.6
 Vi. other investments (11)  2,655  3,199 –544 –17.0
	 	 	 	 	 	 196,614	 188,151	 8,463	 4.5
C.	 Investments	for	the	benefit	of	
	 life	insurance	policyholders		
	 who	bear	the	investment	risk	 	 	 	 	 5,093	 4,957	 136	 2.7
D.	 Ceded	share	of	technical	provisions	 (12)	 	 	 5,634	 5,490	 144	 2.6
 thereof:       
 held for sale     13 – 13 –
E.	 Receivables
 i. current tax receivables   802  492 310 63.0
 ii. other receivables (13)  11,292  10,576 716 6.8
      12,094	 11,068	 1,026	 9.3
F.	 Cash	at	banks,	cheques	and	cash	in	hand	 	 	 	 2,490	 2,900	 –410	 –14.1
G.	 Deferred	acquisition	costs	 (14)	 	 	 	 	 	
 Gross    9,386  9,165 221 2.4 
 ceded share    44  72 –28 –38.9
 net     9,342 9,093 249 2.7
H.	 Deferred	tax	assets	 	 (15)	 	 	 7,547	 5,959	 1,588	 26.6
I.	 Other	assets	 	 (16)	 	 	 3,674	 3,654	 20	 0.5
Total	assets	 	 	 	 	 	 247,580	 236,358	 11,222	 4.7

Consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2011
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Equity	and	liabilities	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 Notes	 	 31.12.2011	 Prev.	year	 	 Change
    €m €m €m €m  %
A.	 Equity	 	 (18)	 	 	 	 	
 i. issued capital and capital reserve  7,388  7,388 – –
 ii. Retained earnings  11,588  10,735 853 7.9
 iii. other reserves  3,384  2,238 1,146 51.2
 iV. consolidated result attributable 
  to munich Reinsurance company equity holders  702  2,422 –1,720 –71.0
 V. non-controlling interests  247  245 2 0.8
     23,309	 23,028	 281	 1.2
B.	 Subordinated	liabilities	 	 (19)	 	 4,683	 4,847	 –164	 –3.4
C.	 Gross	technical	provisions
 i. unearned premiums (20) 8,391  7,879 512 6.5 
  thereof:
  held for sale  24  – 24 –
 ii. provision for future policy benefits (21) 108,477  104,413 4,064 3.9
 iii. provision for outstanding claims (22) 54,392  49,501 4,891 9.9
  thereof:
  held for sale  16  – 16 –
 iV. other technical provisions (23) 10,162  9,555 607 6.4
	 	 	 	 	 181,422	 171,348	 10,074	 5.9
D.	 Gross	technical	provisions	for	life	
	 insurance	policies	where	the	investment	
	 risk	is	borne	by	the	policyholders	 	 (24)	 	 5,373	 5,210	 163	 3.1
E.	 Other	accrued	liabilities	 	 (25)	 	 3,522	 3,458	 64	 1.9
F.	 Liabilities	 	 	 	 	 	
 i. Bonds and notes issued (26) 263  290 –27 –9.3
 ii. deposits retained on ceded business (27) 2,726  2,762 –36 –1.3
 iii. current tax liabilities  3,388  3,253 135 4.2
 iV. other liabilities (28) 13,051  13,103 –52 –0.4
	 	 	 	 	 19,428	 19,408	 20	 0.1
G.	 Deferred	tax	liabilities	 	 (15)	 	 9,843	 9,059	 784	 8.7
Total	equity	and	liabilities	 	 	 	 	 247,580	 236,358	 11,222	 4.7
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Items	

	 	 	 Notes	 	 	 2011	 Prev.	year	 	 Change
    €m €m €m €m €m  %
Gross	premiums	written	 	 	 	 49,572	 	 	 45,541	 4,031	 8.9
	 1.	 Earned	premiums	 (29)	 	 	 	 	
  Gross  49,134   44,955 4,179 9.3
  ceded  1,722   1,880 –158 –8.4
  net   47,412  43,075 4,337 10.1
	 2.	 Income	from	technical	interest	 (30)	 	 5,897	 	 6,587	 –690	 –10.5
	 3.	 Expenses	for	claims	and	benefits	 (31)	 	 	 	 	 	
  Gross  42,323   37,747 4,576 12.1
  ceded share  1,289   1,164 125 10.7
  net   41,034  36,583 4,451 12.2
	 4.	 Operating	expenses	 (32)	 	 	 	 	 	
  Gross  12,305   11,545 760 6.6
  ceded share  316   431 –115 –26.7
  net   11,989  11,114 875 7.9
	 5.	 Technical	result	(1– 4)		 	 	 	 	 286	 1,965	 –1,679	 –85.4
        
	 6.	 Investment	result			 (33)	 	 	 	 	 	
  investment income  16,571   13,666 2,905 21.3
  investment expenses  9,815   5,024 4,791 95.4
  total   6,756	 	 8,642	 –1,886	 –21.8
  thereof:       
  income from associates accounted       
  for using the equity method   100  51 49 96.1
	 7.	 Other	operating	income	 (34)	 	 843	 	 807	 36	 4.5
	 8.	 Other	operating	expenses	 (34)	 	 808	 	 849	 –41	 –4.8
	 9.	 Deduction	of	income	from	technical	interest	 	 	 –5,897	 	 –6,587	 690	 10.5
	10.	 Non-technical	result	(6– 9)	 	 	 	 894	 2,013	 –1,119	 –55.6
        
	11.	 Operating	result	 	 	 	 	 1,180	 3,978	 –2,798	 –70.3
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	12.	 Other	non-operating	result	 (35)	 	 	 –707	 –454	 –253	 –55.7
	13.	 Impairment	losses	of	goodwill	 (35)	 	 	 25	 109	 –84	 –77.1
	14.	 Finance	costs	 (35)	 	 	 288	 293	 –5	 –1.7
	15.	 Taxes	on	income	 (36)	 	 	 –552	 692	 –1,244	 –
	16.	 Consolidated	result	 	 	 	 	 712	 2,430	 –1,718	 –70.7
  thereof:      
  attributable to munich Reinsurance company  
  equity holders    702 2,422 –1,720 –71.0
  attributable to non-controlling interests (18)   10 8 2 25.0

   notes   € € €  %
Earnings	per	share	 	 	 (53)	 	 	 3.94	 13.06	 –9.12	 –69.8

Consolidated income statement for the financial year 2011
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€m	 2011	 Prev.	year
Consolidated	result	 712	 2,430
currency translation

Gains (losses) recognised in equity 390 645
included in the income statement – –

unrealised gains and losses on investments 
Gains (losses) recognised in equity 1,942 1,370
included in the income statement –1,192 –1,240

change resulting from valuation at equity
Gains (losses) recognised in equity 5 –8
included in the income statement – –

change resulting from cash flow hedges
Gains (losses) recognised in equity 1 –3
included in the income statement 5 –

actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans –135 –50
other changes –3 –20
Income	and	expense	recognised	directly	in	equity	 1,013	 694
Total	recognised	income	and	expense	 1,725	 3,124
thereof:
attributable to munich Reinsurance company equity holders  1,713 3,094
attributable to non-controlling interests 12 30

Statement of recognised income and expense
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Group statement of changes in equity

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Issued	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 capital	 Capital	reserve	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
€m	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Status	at	31.12.2009	 588	 6,800	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
allocation to retained earnings – –        
consolidated result – –        
income and expense recognised directly in equity – –        

currency translation – –        
unrealised gains and losses on investments – –        
change resulting from valuation at equity – –         
change resulting from cash flow hedges – –        
actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans – –        
other changes – –        

total recognised income and expense – –        
change in shareholdings in subsidiaries – –        
change in consolidated group  – –        
dividend – –        
share buy-backs – –        
Retirement of own shares – –        
Status	at	31.12.2010	 588	 6,800	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
allocation to retained earnings – –        
consolidated result – –        
income and expense recognised directly in equity – –        

currency translation – –        
unrealised gains and losses on investments – –        
change resulting from valuation at equity  – –         
change resulting from cash flow hedges – –        
actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans – –        
other changes – –        

total recognised income and expense – –        
change in shareholdings in subsidiaries – –        
change in consolidated group – –        
dividend – –        
share buy-backs – –        
Retirement of own shares – –        
Status	at	31.12.2011	 588	 6,800	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Equity	attributable	to	Munich	Reinsurance	Company	 Non-controlling	 Total
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 equity	holders	 interests	 equity
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Consolidated	 	
	 	 	 	 	Retained	earnings	 	 	 Other	reserves	 result	 	
	 	 	 Retained	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 earnings	before	 	 Unrealised	 Reserve	from	 Valuation	result	 	 	
	 	 	 deduction	of	 Own	shares	 gains	and	 currency	 from	cash	flow	 	 	

	 	 	 own	shares	 held	 losses	 translation	 hedges	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 11,247	 –580	 2,717	 –1,245	 1	 2,521	 229	 22,278

      1,449 – – – – –1,449 – –
    – – – – – 2,422 8 2,430

         –93 – 133 635 –3 – 22 694
    – – – 635 – – 10 645

        – – 131 – – – –1 130
        –10 – 2 – – – – –8 
        – – – – –3 – – –3

          –52 – – – – – 2 –50
    –31 – – – – – 11 –20

       –93 – 133 635 –3 2,422 30 3,124
       –20 – – – – – –10 –30
       – – – – – – – –
   – – – – – –1,072 –4 –1,076

    – –1,268 – – – – – –1,268
      –1,002 1,002 – – – – – –

	 	 	 	 	 11,581	 –846	 2,850	 –610	 –2	 2,422	 245	 23,028
      1,312 – – – – –1,312 – –

    – – – – – 702 10 712
         –135 – 753 387 6 – 2 1,013

    – – – 387 – – 3 390
        – – 750 – – – – 750

         2 – 3 – – – – 5 
        – – – – 6 – – 6

          –137 – – – – – 2 –135
    – – – – – – –3 –3

       –135 – 753 387 6 702 12 1,725
       –1 – – – – – –1 –2
      – – – – – – – –
   – – – – – –1,110 –9 –1,119

    – –323 – – – – – –323
      –999 999 – – – – – –

	 	 	 	 	 11,758	 –170	 3,603	 –223	 4	 702	 247	 23,309
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€m	 2011	 Prev.	year
Consolidated	result	 712	 2,430	

net change in technical provisions 9,857 7,141
change in deferred acquisition costs –249 –564
change in deposits retained and accounts receivable and payable –2,544 1,152
change in other receivables and liabilities –1,073 505
Gains and losses on the disposal of investments –1,244 –1,649
change in securities held for trading –1,120 –165
change in other balance sheet items –176 79
other income/expenses without impact on cash flow 1,912 –93

i. cash flows from operating activities 6,075 8,836
change from losing control of consolidated subsidiaries 498 –8
change from obtaining control of consolidated subsidiaries –310 –3
change from the acquisition, sale and maturities of other investments –3,223 –7,042
change from the acquisition and sale of investments for unit-linked life insurance –489 –657
other –1 14

ii. cash flows from investing activities –3,525 –7,696
inflows from increases in capital and from non-controlling interests – –
outflows to ownership interests and non-controlling interests 345 1,301
dividend payments 1,119 1,076 
change from other financing activities –1,510 993

iii. cash flows from financing activities –2,974 –1,384
Cash	flows	for	the	financial	year	(I	+	II	+	III)	 –424	 –244

effect of exchange rate changes on cash 14 62
cash at the beginning of the financial year 2,900 3,082
cash at the end of the financial year 2,490 2,900
additional information  
income tax paid (net) 845 574
dividends received 416 308
interest received 7,144 7,083
interest paid 738 672

Consolidated cash flow statement for the financial year 2011
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application of international financial Reporting standards (ifRss)

munich Re’s consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the basis of sec
tion 315 a paragraph 1 of the german commercial code in conjunction with article 4  
of Regulation (ec) no. 1606/2002 of the european parliament and of the council of  
19 July 2002 concerning the application of international accounting standards. We 
have complied with the international accounting standards adopted in accordance with 
art icles 2, 3 and 6 of the aforementioned Regulation and with the commercial code 
rules designated in section 315 a para. 1 of the german commercial code. the consoli
dated financial statements thus also meet all the requirements of ifRss. our presenta
tion currency is the euro (€). amounts are rounded to million euros, with figures in 
brackets referring to the previous year.

since 2002, the standards adopted by the international accounting standards Board 
(iasB) have been referred to as international financial Reporting standards (ifRss); 
the standards from previous years continue to bear the name international accounting 
standards (iass). 

in accordance with the rules of ifRs 4, underwriting items are recognised and meas
ured on the basis of us gaap (united states generally accepted accounting prin
ciples) at firsttime adoption of ifRs 4 on 1 January 2005. 

declaration of conformity with the german corporate 
governance code in accordance with section 161 of 
the german stock companies act 

in november 2011, the Board of management and supervisory Board of munich 
Re insurance company published an updated declaration of conformity with the 
 german corporate governance code as per section 161 of the german stock 
 companies act and made this declaration permanently available to shareholders on 
the internet. 

notes to the consolidated
financial statements
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Recognition and measurement 

Use of judgements and estimates in recognition and measurement
in the course of preparing the consolidated financial statements, we have to use our 
judgement in applying accounting policies and to make estimates and assumptions 
that affect the yearend items shown in the consolidated balance sheet, the consoli
dated income statement and the disclosures on contingent assets and liabilities. 

particularly in insurance and reinsurance, the use of estimates for measuring technical 
provisions is of substantial significance, given that usually there are no market prices 
available and the development of future cash flows from insurance contracts cannot be 
conclusively predicted. But judgements and estimates play a significant role in the case 
of many other items as well. 

our internal processes are geared to determining amounts as accurately as possible, 
taking into account all the relevant information. the basis for determining amounts is 
management’s best knowledge regarding the items concerned at the reporting date. 
nevertheless, it is in the nature of these items that estimates may have to be adjusted 
in the course of time to take account of new knowledge. 

owing to the uncertainties involved in estimates, the discretionary judgements to be 
made always include a subjective component. this may result in comparable items 
being measured differently by munich Re and another company, especially as the range 
of realistic assumptions can be relatively great in individual cases. however, this does 
not mean that the measurement is not appropriate – merely that it reflects differing 
knowledge and assessments of future developments.

discretionary judgements and estimates are of significance for the following items in 
particular and are described in more detail in the respective explanatory notes:

// goodwill and other intangible assets
// fair values and impairments of financial instruments
// deferred acquisition costs
// technical provisions
// pension provisions
// deferred tax
// contingent liabilities

Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale
noncurrent assets and disposal groups classified as “held for sale“ are recognised at 
the lower of carrying amount or fair value less sales cost and shown separately in the 
consolidated balance sheet.

Figures for previous years
the previousyear figures have been calculated on the same basis as the figures for the 
financial year 2011.

Changes in accounting policies
application of the recognition, measurement and disclosure methods follows the 
 principle of consistency. 

in the financial year 2011, the following new ifRss had to be applied for the first time:

the revision of IAS 24 (rev. 11/2009), Related Party Disclosures, simplifies the dis
clos ure requirements for statecontrolled entities. certain related parties that result 
from the participation of the state in private companies are exempted from some of the 
disclosure requirements of ias 24 specified in the amended standard. in addition, the 
overall definition of related parties has been revised. these changes are of subordinate 
importance for munich Re.
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the changes to IAS 32 (rev. 10/2009), Financial Instruments: Presentation, provide 
for certain subscription rights (also options or warrants) denominated in a foreign cur
rency (i.e. a currency other than the entity’s functional currency) to be classified as 
equity and not as a liability by the issuer to whose equity instruments these rights 
apply. the amendments are of no relevance for munich Re.

the amended interpretation IFRIC 14 (rev. 11/2009), IAS 19 – The Limit on a Defined 
Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding Requirements and their Interaction, applies in the 
circumstances when an entity is subject to minimum funding requirements and makes 
an early payment of contributions to cover those requirements. the amendment per
mits the entity to treat the benefit of such an early payment as an asset. this change 
has no practical significance for munich Re.

the interpretation IFRIC 19 (11/2009), Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity 
Instruments, contains guidelines on how financial liabilities are to be accounted for in 
accordance with ias 39 if the creditor accepts the entity’s shares or other equity instru
ments to settle these liabilities fully or partially. for munich Re, the interpretation is 
currently of no significance.

the amendments published as part of the IFRS Annual Improvement Process in may 
2010 concern 11 ifRss and the interpretation ifRic 13. With the exception of the 
change to ias 34, interim financial Reporting, these are not significant for munich Re. 
the change to ias 34 extends disclosure requirements in the notes to the financial 
statements. of particular relevance is that significant transfers between levels of the 
fair value hierarchy for financial instruments now have to be published in interim finan
cial statements as well. munich Re has put in place a process to ensure that such trans
fers are made transparent and can be disclosed in interim reports where necessary.

Standards or changes in standards not yet entered into force
the amendments to IFRS 7 (rev. 10/2010), Financial Instruments: Disclosures, 
Improving Disclosures about Financial Instruments, contain more extensive disclos
ure requirements regarding the transfer of financial assets, with a view to making more 
transparent the influence of such transactions on the entity’s risk exposure and hence  
its financial situation. application of the new rules is mandatory for financial years 
beginning on or after 1 July 2011 and were adopted into european law in november 2011.

the amendments to IAS 12 (rev. 12/2010), Taxes on Income, Deferred Tax: Recovery 
of Underlying Assets, address the issue that the measurement of deferred tax items 
depends on whether the carrying amount of an asset is expected to be recovered 
through use or through sale. in practice, the two are often difficult to distinguish. the 
amendment provides a solution through the introduction of a refutable presumption 
that recovery of the carrying amount will normally be through sale. these amendments 
are mandatory for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2012; their adoption in 
the eu is still outstanding. 

under the amendment to IAS 1 (rev. 06/2011), Presentation of Financial Statements, 
Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive Income “other comprehensive 
income” must now be divided into items that will be reclassified to profit or loss at a 
later date and items that will not. the purpose of this amendment is to improve the 
presentation of these items and align the approaches under ifRs and us gaap. the 
amendments are mandatory for financial years beginning on or after 1 July 2012 but 
have not yet been adopted into european law.
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the following standards are mandatory for financial years beginning on or after 1 Janu
ary 2013. they have not yet been adopted into european law.

IFRS 10 (05/2011), Consolidated Financial Statements, will supersede the provisions 
of ias 27 and sic 12 and create a uniform definition for control, irrespective of whether 
this control is based on company law or on contractual or economic circumstances. 
there will be no independent provisions for structured entities (special purpose enti
ties). a situation of control exists when an investor has the ability to direct an investee’s 
relevant activities, i.e. activities affecting the investee’s returns. furthermore, ifRs 10 
addresses issues that have not been dealt with until now, including the regulation that 
a situation of control exists even if an investor holds less than a majority of the voting 
rights but regularly has a de facto majority of voting rights at the annual general meet
ings. the effects of the new standard on the consolidated munich Re companies are 
currently being reviewed.

IFRS 11 (05/2011), Joint Arrangements, defines joint operations and joint ventures and 
specifies how they are to be recognised in the balance sheet. the changes compared 
with ias 31, interest in Joint Ventures, mainly concern the elimination of the option of 
proportionate consolidation for joint ventures, the amended definition of joint control, 
and the extended scope of application of joint operations. these may also include 
arrangements structured through a separate vehicle. the elimination of the option of 
proportionate consolidation will have no impact on munich Re, as we do not avail our
selves of this option and already apply the equity method. the effects of the two other 
changes are currently being analysed.

IFRS 12 (05/2011), Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities, combines the disclosures 
regarding facts and circumstances governed by ifRs 10, 11 and ias 28. the objective   
of the standard is to provide information on the type and risk of interests in other enti
ties and their implication for the consolidated financial statements. as a consequence, 
the information provided needs to be more comprehensive than hitherto. in particular, 
ifRs 12 requires disclosures relating to unconsolidated structured entities, noncon
trolling interests, discretionary judgements and assumptions in evaluating the nature 
of interests in other entities, as well as detailed information on each significant joint 
arrangement. the extent to which munich Re is affected by the extended disclosure 
requirements is currently being examined.

IAS 27 (rev. 05/2011), Separate Financial Statements, will in future deal only with 
the recognition of shareholdings in entities under control, joint ventures and associates 
in separate singleentity financial statements in accordance with ifRs, including the 
relevant disclosures in the notes. the definition of control, and balance sheet recogni
tion of entities under control in consolidated financial statements, is now regulated by 
ifRs 10. the standard has no effect on munich Re, as the aforementioned rules for sep
arate singleentity financial statements in accordance with ifRs have remained 
unchanged.

IAS 28 (rev. 05/2011), Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures, specifically 
includes amendments following from the publication of ifRs 11 and ifRs 12. among 
other things, the standard integrates the balance sheet recognition of joint ventures 
and circumstances governed by sic 13, Jointly controlled entities – nonmonetary 
contributions by Venturers. furthermore, investments in associates or joint ventures 
held by such entities as investment funds or unit trusts is no longer excluded from the 
standard’s scope of application. Rather, there is now an option to measure these at fair 
value according to ifRs 9, financial instruments. the amendments are not expected to 
have any major effects on munich Re.

IFRS 13 (05/2011), Fair Value Measurement, provides guidance on measuring items 
at fair value if another standard prescribes fair value measurement or fair value disclo
sure in the notes to the financial statements. the standard thus does not determine 
what items need to be measured at fair value. ifRs 13 revises the definition of fair 
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value, defining it as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a 
liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement 
date. the standard includes detailed information on how to determine the fair value for 
different types of assets and liabilities. in addition, the standard requires further dislos
ures in the notes – for instance, the fair value hierarchy thus far only required for finan
cial instruments under ifRs 7 has now been extended to include all items measured at 
fair value. on the basis of ifRs 13, we are verifying whether munich Re’s fair value 
measurement is in compliance with the new provisions, and we will make any adjust
ments necessary. the new disclosures in the notes will also need to be implemented.

as a result of the amendments to IAS 19 (rev. 06/2011), Employee Benefits, the option 
for deferring the recognition of actuarial gains and losses, in particular the “corridor 
approach“, has been eliminated. these gains and losses must now be recognised in 
equity without impact on profit or loss. furthermore, the past service cost for retro
active changes in a defined benefit plan is also to be immediately recognised in the 
income statement. the return on plan assets is now to be determined on the basis of 
the rate used to discount the present value of defined benefit obligations. the adminis
trative costs and taxes payable by the plan are to be deducted from the return. the 
requirements regarding the limit on a defined benefit asset have been integrated and 
further specified. moreover, additional disclosures in the notes are required, e.g. analys
ing obligations in terms of their risks and sensitivities for the actuarial assumptions. 
the effects of the changes on munich Re are currently being examined.

IFRS 9 (11/2009 and rev. 10/2010), Financial Instruments, will replace the current 
requirements of ias 39 relating to recognition and measurement of financial instru
ments. given its complexity, the overall project has been subdivided into three phases. 
the new rules in ifRs 9 that have thus far been adopted from the first phase of the 
project mainly concern the classification and measurement of financial instruments. 
under these rules, financial assets will in future be divided into only two primary meas
urement categories: amortised cost and fair value through profit or loss. the distinction 
is to be made on the basis of the reporting entity’s business model and the contractual 
cash flows of the assets. in addition, for equity instruments there will be the option of 
measurement at fair value without affecting the income statement, although then it will 
not be permissible for value changes recognised in other comprehensive income to be 
subsequently transferred to profit or loss. there also remains the possibility of volun
tary measurement at fair value (fair value option). for financial liabilities, there are no 
changes in the measurement rules except that if the fair value option is applied, value 
changes attributable to a change in the entity’s credit risk must be recognised without 
impact on profit or loss in future.

the two other phases of the project are concerned with rules for recognising impair
ments and for hedge accounting. these rules are still under discussion and are to be 
integrated into ifRs 9 after conclusion of the whole project. What is more, the new 
 valuation principles are likely to be subject to further amendments, making it possible 
for certain debt securities to continue to be recognised at fair value with no impact on 
profit or loss.

originally, ifRs 9 provided for a mandatory firsttime application of the new provisions 
from 2013. since discussions of the still outstanding project phases are taking longer 
than originally planned, firsttime application of a standard amending ifRs 9 and 
ifRs 7 (rev. 12/2011) has been deferred to financial years beginning on or after 1 Janu
ary 2015.

the amendments to IAS 32 (rev. 12/2011), Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial 
Liabilities and IFRS 7 (rev. 12/2011), Disclosures – Offsetting Financial Assets and 
Financial Liabilities, clarify some issues in relation to the admissibility of offsetting 
financial assets and financial liabilities. they also require additional disclos ures in the 
notes to the financial statements. these additional disclosures comprise gross and net 
amounts related to offsetting as well as amounts for existing rights to offset that do not 
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satisfy the offsetting criteria. the new disclosures are mandatory for annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2013 and the clarifications for annual periods beginning 
on or after 1 January 2014. the possible impact on munich Re is currently being examined.

IFRIC 20 (10/2011), Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface Mine, clar
ifies when production stripping should lead to the recognition of an asset and how the 
resulting asset should be measured, both initially and in subsequent periods. this inter
pretation has no practical significance for munich Re.

consolidation

Consolidated companies
in accordance with ias 27, the consolidated financial statements include munich Rein
surance company (the parent) and all the entities in which munich Reinsurance com
pany owns, directly or indirectly, more than half of the voting power or over which it has 
the factual ability to exercise control (subsidiaries). structured entities, e.g. special 
funds, are consolidated in munich Re’s financial statements in accordance with sic 12 
if, from an economic point of view, they are controlled by munich Re.

a list of all our shareholdings can be found in the section “list of shareholdings as at  
31 december 2011 in accordance with section 313 para. 2 of the german commercial 
code“.

cash flows and net assets from obtaining and losing control of consolidated subsidiar
ies or other operations are shown in the tables below:

Number of consolidated subsidiaries1 

   Other  
 Germany countries  Total
31 dec. previous year 80 228 308
additions 20 16 36 
Reductions  3 14 17
31 dec. financial year  97 230 327 

1  in addition, 64 german and three nongerman special funds were included in the consolidated group.

Cash flows arising from obtaining control  

€m 2011 Prev. year
total consideration for obtaining control –348 –4
noncash consideration for obtaining control – –
Cash consideration for obtaining control –348 –4
cash over which control was obtained 38 1
Total –310 –3

Net assets obtained

€m 2011  Prev. year
goodwill 44 2
other intangible assets 130 –
investments 250 2
cash 38 1
other assets 80 1
technical provisions (net) 29 –1
other liabilities –70 –
Total 501 5
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Cash flows arising from losing control  

€m 2011 Prev. year
total consideration for losing control 534 3
noncash consideration for losing control – –
Cash consideration for losing control 534 3
cash over which control was lost –36 –11
Total 498 –8

Business combinations occurring during the reporting period
on 1 January 2011, through its subsidiary munich health north america inc., Wilming
ton, delaware, munich Re acquired 100% of the shares in the Windsor Health Group 
Inc. (Windsor), Brentwood, Tennessee, for a total of us$ 135.7m (€101.2m) in cash, 
fully financed from our own resources.

Windsor operates governmentsponsored health plans for the senior segment through 
its subsidiary Windsor health plan, inc., Brentwood, tennessee, which provides 
 specialty managed healthcare services in the senior segment to more than 75,000 
members in the us states of alabama, arkansas, mississippi, south carolina and ten
nessee. the acquisition of Windsor strengthens the position of our us subsidiary ster
ling life insurance company, Bellingham, Washington state, in the sector of health 
insurance for seniors by sharpening our competitive edge for the challenges of the us 
health reform.

in connection with the acquisition of Windsor, other intangible assets of €46.6m and 
goodwill of €39.0m have been recognised. the goodwill derives in particular from syn
ergies with the rest of munich Re’s medicare business as regards products and services 
offered, geographical spread and distribution channels. the goodwill includes the value 
assigned to Windsor’s staff and is not taxdeductible. 

Windsor’s combined opening balance sheet at the time of acquisition, after elimination 
of its intragroup business, also includes the following ifRs fair values: investments of 
€9.0m, cash at banks, cheques and cash in hand of €29.5m, receivables of €26.0m, 
deferred tax assets of €7.5m and other assets of €13.3m, technical provisions of 
€29.4m, other provisions and liabilities of €22.0m, and deferred taxes of €18.3m. Wind
sor’s equity at the time of acquisition amounted to €33.4m.

the acquired receivables consist mainly of amounts payable by centers for medicare 
and medicaid services (cms), from which Windsor receives its premiums. at the time 
of acquisition, these receivables amounted to €16.6m. this represents the fair value, as 
we do not expect any defaults from cms, given that it is a federal agency.

Net assets lost

€m 2011  Prev. year
goodwill – –
other intangible assets 6 3
investments 595 22
cash 36 11
other assets 51 34
technical provisions (net) –373 –26
other liabilities –286 –19
Total 29 25
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no contingent liabilities, contingent payments or separate transactions within the 
meaning of ifRs 3 were identified. the income and expenses for the months of January 
to december 2011 have been recognised in the consolidated income statement. in this 
period, Windsor contributed €363 9m to group earnings and –€16.1m to the consoli
dated result.

as Windsor was acquired with effect from 1 January 2011, the earnings and result 
included in the consolidated financial statements for the financial year 2011 tally with 
the figures since the commencement of the current financial year.

Based on the conclusion of the acquisition process and the related determination of the 
tax impact, the provisional figures for Windsor have been adjusted since January 2011. 
the adjustments mainly concern increases of €3.2m in the purchase price, €7.5m in 
deferred tax assets, and €3.2m in receivables from cms. altogether, there was a 
decrease of €6.8m in goodwill.

Via its subsidiary iK premium fonds gmbh & co. Kg, düsseldorf, on the basis of a 
placement guarantee, munich Re increased its stake in IDEENKAPITAL Metropolen 
Europa GmbH & Co. KG, Düsseldorf, by 60.60% for a purchase price of €25.7m on 
30 may 2011. in the third quarter, a further 11.74% was acquired for a purchase price of 
€18.0m. following the two acquisitions, munich Re now holds 72.35% of the shares. 
ideenKapital metropolen europa gmbh & co. Kg, düsseldorf, is a closed real estate 
fund whose object is the acquisition and holding of units in the hines paneuropean 
core fund. 

the following acquisitions are part of the RENT programme (Renewable Energy and 
New Technologies), through which munich Re plans to invest in renewable energies 
and new environmental technologies.

on 1 January 2011, via its subsidiary mR Rentinvestment gmbh, munich, munich Re 
acquired 100% of the voting shares in 11 wind park com panies in a bidding process. 
the wind park portfolio comprises 11 wind parks already operating in various regions of 
germany with a total of 40 wind turbines.

through a purchase and sharetransfer contract and an agreement on the change of 
general partner, mR Rentinvestment gmbh, munich, acquired from wpd windpark 
asset gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen, all the limited partner shares in each of the following 
wind park companies:

// Windpark mittelhausen gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark sassenberg gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// einzelanlage hohenseefeld gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// wpd Windpark Wergzahna gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark hillmersdorf gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark marwitz gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark großberndten 2 gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark Kruge gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark geisleden Betriebs gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark Klein Bünzow gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen
// Windpark langengrassau gmbh & co. Kg, Bremen

mR Rentmanagement gmbh, munich, also a subsidiary of munich Re, became the 
new general partner in the limited partnerships.
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the provisional purchase price for the wind park portfolio was €40.5m in cash and fully 
financed from our own resources. the purchase price comprises various forms of con
ditional consideration. at the reporting date, the adjustment to the purchase price due 
to additional or fewer downtimes was still open. there were no significant impacts on 
the results from adjustments to the purchase price made in the period under review. 

the ifRs fair values of the assets and liabilities of the wind park portfolio at the time of 
acquisition are as follows: intangible assets of €23.8m, investments of €101.7m, other 
assets of €10.2m, liabilities of €90.7m, and other liabilities of €5.4m.

the fair value of the acquired receivables from deliveries and services amounts to 
€3.6m and corresponds to the gross contract value. no defaults were expected at the 
time of acquisition.

goodwill of €0.9m arithmetically resulting from the transaction was written off in full 
after we carried out an impairment test.

earnings of €13.9m for the months of January to december 2011 have been recognised 
in the consolidated income statement. in this period, the wind park portfolio business 
contributed €1.2m to the consolidated result. 

as the wind park portfolio was acquired with effect from 1 January 2011, the earnings 
and result included in the consolidated result for the financial year 2011 tally with the 
figures since the commencement of the current financial year.

on 19 July 2011, via its subsidiary mR Rentinvestment gmbh, munich, munich Re 
acquired 100% of the voting shares in the following two photovoltaic solar park com
panies from fotoWatio italia s.R.l. turin, italy:

// fotoWatio italia galatina s.R.l., galatina, italy
// fotouno s.R.l., ginosa, italy

fotoWatio italia galatina s.R.l. operates a photovoltaics park outside the town of 
galatina (near lecce, in the apulia region of italy). fotouno s.R.l. operates three 
photovoltaic parks (cantore plant, stornara plant, marinella plant) on the outskirts of 
the town of ginosa.

the purchase price for the solar park companies is €150.9m. the amount comprises a 
cash payment of €17.3m to the seller and €133.6m for the settlement of liabilities of the 
acquired companies. at the reporting date, the contingent adjustment to the purchase 
price due to deviations between the actual and estimated net debt of the acquired com
panies at the time of acquisition (including the results for July) had been concluded, 
with no significant impacts on the results. 

the ifRs fair values of the assets and liabilities of the companies at the time of acquisi
tion are as follows: intangible assets of €42.7m, investments of €91.1m, receivables of 
€20.8m, other assets of €1.4m, liabilities of €133.6m towards mR Rentinvestment 
gmbh, other liabilities of €2.7m, and deferred tax liabilities of €6.1m. the liabilities of 
€133.6m towards mR Rentinvestment gmbh are eliminated in the consolidation 
process.
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the fair value of the receivables acquired as part of the transaction amounts to €20.8m 
and corresponds to the carrying amount. no defaults were expected at the time of 
acquisition.

the goodwill of €3.7m arithmetically resulting from the transaction was written off in 
full after we carried out an impairment test.

since 19 July 2011, the business of the acquired companies contributed €8.4m to the 
consolidated earnings and €3.7m to the consolidated result. if the business combin
ation had taken place on 1 January 2011, the consolidated earnings would have 
increased by €17.3m. the change in the consolidated result cannot be accurately calcu
lated owing to lack of data at the beginning of the year.

on 17 october 2011, via its subsidiary mR Rentinvestment gmbh, munich, munich Re 
acquired 100% of the voting shares in the solar park operating company adelfa ser
vicios a instalaciones fotovoltaicas s.l. (adelfa), santa cruz de tenerife, spain, from 
capital Riesgo global, Boadilla del monte, madrid, spain, and the photovoltaic plant of 
gestión instalaciones fotovoltaicas, s.l., Boadilla del monte, madrid, spain. the trans
action makes the photovoltaic plant part of adelfa’s assets. 

a purchase price of €32.3m was paid for adelfa and the photovoltaic plant. no contin
gent purchase price adjustments were agreed. the purchase price comprises €2.5m 
for settlement of liabilities of the acquired company and a cash capital increase of 
€29.8m at adelfa for the acquisition of the photovoltaic plant. 

the ifRs fair values of the assets and liabilities of adelfa and the photovoltaic plant at 
the time of acquisition are as follows: intangible assets of €15.5m, investments of 
€15.3m, receivables of €1.1m, other assets of €4.9m, liabilities of €2.5m towards mR 
Rentinvestment gmbh, and other liabilities of €4.6m.

the fair value of the receivables acquired as part of the transaction amounts to €1.1m 
and corresponds to the carrying amount. no defaults were expected at the time of 
acquisition.

the goodwill of €0.1m arithmetically resulting from the transaction was written off in 
full after we carried out an impairment test. 

since 17 october 2011, the business of adelfa and the photovoltaic plant contributed 
€0.4m to the consolidated earnings. during this period, income and expenses balanced 
each other out. if the business combination had taken place on 1 January 2011, the con
solidated earnings would have increased by €3.3m. the change in the consolidated 
result cannot be accurately calculated owing to lack of data at the beginning of the 
year.
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Business combinations completed in prior years 
at the time of acquisition on 8 may 2007, the purchase price for the Bell & clements 
group contained various contingent components. in the third quarter of 2011, these 
had to be reduced by €3m, because their settlement amount was below the original 
estimate. this led to a reduction in goodwill of the same amount. all contingent pay
ment obligations from the acquisition of the Bell & clements group have now been  
settled. 

Consolidation principles
the annual financial statements of the consolidated subsidiaries and special purpose 
entities are subject to uniform accounting policies. the balance sheet date of the con
solidated companies is generally 31 december. some of the special funds have other 
balance sheet dates. these funds are consolidated on the basis of interim accounts as 
at 31 december.

acquisitions are accounted for by the purchase method. in order to determine the 
equity capital at the time of acquisition, we measure the acquired identifiable assets 
and liabilities of the subsidiary or special purpose entity at fair value. the consideration 
transferred in exchange for the acquired shares is netted against the equity capital 
apportionable to the group at the time of acquisition. any residual positive amount is 
capitalised as goodwill. profits earned by the subsidiaries or special purpose entities 
after their first consolidation are included in group equity. amounts relating to intra
group transactions (receivables and liabilities, expenses and income between consoli
dated companies) are eliminated unless they are determined as not being material.

Associates
pursuant to ias 28, associates are generally all entities which are not subsidiaries but 
on whose financial and operating policies the investors can exercise a significant influ
ence. in the case of shareholdings amounting to between 20% and 50% of the voting 
power, the entities in question are deemed to be associates unless it can be clearly 
demonstrated that there is no significant influence.

information on the measurement of investments in associates can be found in the 
notes on assets, under B – investments.

Number of companies valued at equity

   Other  
 Germany countries  Total
31 dec. previous year  22 27 49 
additions 1 3 4
Reductions  2 2 4 
31 dec. financial year  21 28 49 

Number of other associates (not valued at equity)

   Other  
 Germany countries  Total
31 dec. previous year  45 16 61 
additions – 1 1 
Reductions  2 6 8 
31 dec. financial year  43 11 54
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Assets 

a // intangible assets

Goodwill resulting from the firsttime consolidation of subsidiaries is tested for impair
ment at least annually, in accordance with ias 36. We additionally carry out adhoc 
impairment tests if there are indications of impairment. for impairment testing, the 
goodwill is allocated to the cashgenerating units or groups of cashgenerating units 
expected to derive benefit from the synergies of the business combination. to ascertain 
whether there is any impairment, the carrying amount (including allocated goodwill) of 
a cashgenerating unit or a group of cashgenerating units is compared with that unit‘s 
or group’s recoverable amount. the recoverable amount is the greater of the fair value 
less costs to sell and the value in use (present value of future cash flows expected to be 
derived from a cashgenerating unit or a group of cashgenerating units). if this re 
coverable amount is lower than the carrying amount, a writedown is made on the 
goodwill. if the amount of the impairment of a cashgenerating unit or group of cash
generating units is greater than the carrying amount of the goodwill allocated, the 
 difference is generally allocated pro rata between the other relevant assets of the unit 
or group of units on the basis of their carrying amounts. however, the carrying amount 
may not be reduced below the highest of fair value less costs to sell, the value in use, 
and zero.

the other intangible assets mainly comprise acquired insurance portfolios, self 
developed and other software, and acquired sales networks, client bases and brand 
names.

acquired insurance portfolios are recognised at their present value on acquisition 
(pVfp – present value of future profits). this is determined as the present value of 
expected profits from the portfolio acquired, without consideration of new business 
and tax effects. the acquired insurance portfolios are amortised in accordance with the 
realisation of the profits from the insurance portfolios underlying the pVfp calculation. 
they are regularly tested for impairment in accordance with ifRs 4 (liability adequacy 
test); cf. notes on liabilities item c. Writedowns are recognised under operating 
expenses.

selfdeveloped and other software, acquired sales networks, client bases and brand 
names are carried at cost. selfdeveloped and other software is amortised on a 
straightline basis at a rate of 20–33% over its useful life – three to five years – or in 
exceptional circumstances at a rate of at least 10% over a period of up to ten years. the 
useful lives and depreciation rates of the acquired sales networks and client bases are 
2–17 years and 6–50%, and those of the brand names 1–30 years and 3–100%; the items 
in question are amortised consistently in accordance with the straightline method. in 
addition, the assets are tested for impairment at each balance sheet date and write
downs or writeups made if required. Writedowns and writeups are distributed in the 
consolidated income statement between investment expenses, expenses for claims 
and benefits and operating expenses. if it is not possible to allocate the writedowns 
and writeups to the functional areas, they are shown under other nonoperating 
expenses and income.
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B // investments
 
Land and buildings shown under investments comprise property used by third par ties 
and are carried at cost. maintenance expenses are recognised as an expense. struc
tural measures equivalent to 5% or more of the historical cost of a building are 
 generally assessed with regard to whether they have to be capitalised. Buildings are 
depreciated on a straightline basis in accordance with the component approach, 
depending on the weighted useful life for their specific building class. the underlying 
useful lives mainly range between 40 and 55 years.   if the recoverable amount of land 
and buildings falls below their carrying amount, the carrying amount is written down to 
the recoverable amount. impairment losses are  recognised as investment expense in 
the consolidated income statement, and reversals of impairment losses as investment 
income. 

Investments in affiliated companies that we do not consolidate because they are not 
material are generally carried at their fair values. if the investments are quoted on a 
stock exchange, we use the share prices at the balance sheet date; for unquoted invest
ments, the fair value is measured using the discounted earnings or net asset value 
method. changes in the fair value are recognised in “other reserves” under unrealised 
gains and losses. 

Investments in associates are valued by the equity method at the group‘s proportion
ate share of their net assets. the associate’s earnings attributable to the group are 
included in the investment result. as a rule, the equity and annual result from the most 
recent individual or consolidated financial statements of the associate are used; in the 
case of the annual financial statements of significant associates, appropriate adjust
ments are made to conform them to munich Re‘s accounting policies, in accordance 
with ias 28.27; exceptional transactions of material importance for a true and fair 
 picture of the associate‘s financial position are recognised in the same financial year. 
investments in associates that are not material for assessing the group‘s financial pos
ition are generally accounted for at fair value. to determine the fair value, we use the 
share prices at the balance sheet date if the investments are quoted on a stock 
exchange; for unquoted investments, the fair value is measured using the discounted 
 earnings or net asset value method. changes in the fair value are recognised in “other 
reserves“ under unrealised gains and losses.

Loans are nonderivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are 
not quoted in an active market. they are measured at amortised cost in accordance 
with the effective interest method. Writedowns for impairments are made in cases 
where the repayment of a loan can no longer be expected.

Fixed-interest securities held to maturity are measured at amortised cost in accord
ance with the effective interest method. 

Fixed-interest or non-fixed-interest securities available for sale that are not desig
nated as at fair value through profit or loss or recognised under loans are accounted for 
at fair value. if no quoted prices in an active market are available, fair values are based 
on recognised valuation methods in line with the present value principle. unrealised 
gains or losses are calculated taking into account interest accrued and, after deduction 
of deferred taxes and the amounts apportionable to policyholders by the life and health 
insurers on realisation (provision for deferred premium refunds), are recognised directly 
in equity under “other reserves“.
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Securities at fair value through profit or loss comprise securities held for trading and 
securities designated as at fair value through profit or loss. securities held for trading 
are all fixedinterest and nonfixedinterest securities that we have acquired for trading 
purposes to earn shortterm profits from price changes and differences; in addition, 
they include all derivative financial instruments with positive fair values which we have 
acquired for hedging purposes but which do not meet the requirements of ias 39   
for hedge accounting, and the positive fair values of insurance derivatives and of 
de rivative components separated from the underlying insurance contract. securities 
designated as at fair value through profit or loss comprise structured securities. this 
designation may only be made at the time of acquisition; reallocation to this category in 
later periods is not possible. 

securities at fair value through profit or loss are accounted for at fair value at the bal
ance sheet date. if no quoted prices in an active market are available, fair values (par
ticularly with derivatives) are based on recognised valuation methods. munich Re uses 
a range of valuation models for this purpose, details of which may be obtained from the 
following table:
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all unrealised gains or losses from such valuation are included in the investment result.

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance are receivables from our cedants for cash 
deposits that have been retained under the terms of reinsurance agreements; they are 
accounted for at face value.

Valuation models

Derivatives  Pricing method  Parameters  Pricing model
Equity and index risks   
stock options traded on the 
stock exchange Quoted price – –
otc stock options theoretical price listing of underlying shares Blackscholes (european)
  effective volatilities cox, Ross and
  moneymarket interest rate Rubinstein (american)
  dividend yield monte carlo simulation
equity forwards theoretical price moneymarket interest rate presentvalue method
  share price
  dividend yield 
equity/index futures Quoted price – –
total return swaps  theoretical price market values of the funds presentvalue method
(hedge fund certificates)   interestrate curve 
Interest-rate risks   
interestrate swaps theoretical price swap curve
  moneymarket interestrate curve presentvalue method
swaptions/interestrate guarantee theoretical price atthemoney volatility matrix and skew Black76
  swap curve
  moneymarket interestrate curve 
interestrate currency swaps theoretical price swap curve presentvalue method
  moneymarket interestrate curve
  currency spot rates 
interestrate futures Quoted price – –
inflation swaps theoretical price  Zero coupon inflation swap rates presentvalue method
  interestrate curve 
Bond futures Quoted price – –
Quoted options on bond futures Quoted price – –
Currency risks   
currency options theoretical price Volatility garmanKohlhagen
  currency spot rates
  moneymarket interestrate curve 
currency forwards theoretical price currency spot rates presentvalue method
  moneymarket interestrate curve 
Other transactions   
insurance derivatives theoretical price  market values of the cat bonds presentvalue method
(excluding variable annuities)  interestrate curve 
insurance derivates theoretical price Biometric and lapse rates presentvalue method
(variable annuities)  Volatilities
  interestrate curve
  currency spot rates
credit default swaps theoretical price  credit spreads presentvalue method
  Recovery rates isda cds standard model
  interestrate curve 
total return swaps on commodities theoretical price listing of underlying index presentvalue method
commodity options theoretical price listing of underlying shares Blackscholes (european)
  effective volatilities cox, Ross and
  moneymarket interest rate Rubinstein (american)
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Other investments comprise deposits with banks and tangible assets in renewable 
energies and forestry investments. deposits with banks are measured at cost in accord
ance with the effective interest method. tangible assets in renewable energies are 
 generally accounted for at amortised cost. the items in question are amortised on a 
straightline basis at a rate of 5% over a useful life of 20 years. forestry investments are 
measured at fair value less estimated costs to sell.

Repurchase agreements and securities lending
under repurchase agreements we, as the lender, acquire securities with the obligation 
to sell them back to the borrower at a later date. as the risks and rewards from the 
securities remain with the borrower, they are not posted as such in our accounts but are 
shown as a receivable from the borrower under “other investments, deposits with 
banks“. interest income from these transactions is recognised in the investment result.

securities that we lend by way of securities lending continue to be recognised in our 
balance sheet, as the main risks and rewards remain with munich Re; securities that we 
have borrowed are accounted for by the lender. interest income from these transactions 
is recognised in the investment result. 

Recognition of financial instruments 
financial assets in our direct portfolio are generally accounted for at the settlement 
date. investments held in special funds are accounted for at the trade date. 

Determining fair values 
ias 39 defines the fair value of a financial instrument as the amount for which a finan
cial asset could be exchanged, or a financial liability settled, between knowledgeable, 
willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. 

all financial instruments recognised at fair value are allocated to one of the valuation 
hierarchy levels of ifRs 7. this valuation hierarchy provides for three levels. the initial 
basis for the allocation is the economic investment class. only if this does not result in 
an appropriate allocation do we deviate from such an approach in individual cases.

the allocation reflects which of the fair values derive from transactions in the market 
and where valuation is based on models because market transactions are lacking. 

in the case of level 1, valuation is based on unadjusted quoted prices in active markets 
for identical financial assets which munich Re can refer to at the balance sheet date. a 
market is deemed active if transactions take place with sufficient frequency and in suf
ficient quantity for price information to be available on an ongoing basis. since a 
quoted price in an active market is the most reliable indicator of fair value, this should 
always be used if available. the financial instruments we have allocated to this level 
mainly comprise equities, investment funds (except property funds) and fixedinterest 
securities (bearer bonds) for which either a stock market price is available or prices are 
provided by a price quoter on the basis of actual market transactions. We have also 
allocated derivatives traded on the stock market to level 1.
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assets allocated to level 2 are valued using models based on observable market data. 
for this, we use inputs directly or indirectly observable in the market, other than quoted 
prices. if the financial instrument concerned has a fixed contract period, the inputs 
used for valuation must be observable for the whole of this period. the financial instru
ments we have allocated to this level mainly comprise borrowers’ note loans, pfand
briefs, subordinated securities and derivatives not traded on the stock market.

for assets allocated to level 3, we use valuation techniques not based on inputs 
observable in the market. this is only permissible insofar as no observable market data 
are available. the inputs used reflect munich Re’s assumptions regarding the factors 
which market players would consider in their pricing. We use the best available infor
mation for this, including internal company data. the financial instruments allocated to 
this level of the fair value hierarchy largely comprise investments in private equity, 
renewable energy and new technologies (Rent), certain credit structures, and invest
ments in affiliated companies and associates measured at fair value. We also allocate 
insurance derivatives and derivative components that are separated from the host 
insurance contract to level 3.

owing to their leverage effect, changes in individual inputs may significantly affect the 
fair value shown for instruments measured under level 3. if we make such adjustments 
in measuring fair value in the individual case, we explain the resultant effects.

Net investment result
the net investment result comprises regular income, income from writeups, gains and 
losses on the disposal of investments, other income, writedowns of investments, man
agement expenses, interest charges and other expenses. Regular income and expenses 
from investments not measured at fair value through profit or loss are calculated in 
accordance with the effective interest method, i.e. any premiums or discounts are 
deducted from or added to the acquisition costs, with impact on profit or loss, until 
maturity. 

Impairment
at each balance sheet date, we assess whether there is any substantial object ive evi
dence of impairment in a financial asset or group of financial assets. impairments in 
value are recognised as an expense in the income statement. ias 39.59 contains a list 
of  factors providing substantial objective evidence of impairment of such financial 
assets. in addition, ias 39.61 states that for equity investments, a significant or pro
longed decline in the fair value of the investment below its acquisition cost is objective 
evidence of impairment. these rules are given more concrete form by means of internal 
guidelines. for equities quoted on the stock exchange, we assume a significant decline 
in fair value if the market value at the review date is at least 20% below the average 
purchase price or has been lower than this amount for at least six months. in the case 
of fixedinterest securities and loans, the main basis for establishing impairment is an 
indication of substantial financial difficulty on the part of the issuer, the  current market 
situation or media reports on the issuer. 
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We determine acquisition cost on the basis of the average purchase price. in the case 
of an impairment, a writedown is made to the fair value at the balance sheet date, i.e. 
generally the publicly quoted market price. if there is a further fall in the fair value of 
equity investments that have already been written down once, a further writedown 
recognised in the income statement is made again immediately. such impairments 
recognised in profit or loss may not be reversed through profit or loss. if, in a sub
sequent period, the reasons for the impairment of fixedinterest securities or loans 
cease to apply, the impairment is reversed, with impact on the income statement. the 
resultant carrying amount may not exceed the original amortised cost. 

c // investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders 
who bear the investment risk

 
these are investments for policyholders under unitlinked life insurances. they are 
measured at fair value. unrealised gains or losses from changes in fair value are 
included in the investment result. these are matched by corresponding changes in the 
technical provisions (equity and liabilities item d), which are included in the technical 
result. the change in technical provisions also includes changes from additional pre
mium components. Recognising these investments at fair value, with impact on profit 
or loss, avoids valuation mismatches that would otherwise occur due to different meas
urement of the corresponding provisions. 

d // ceded share of technical provisions

the share of technical provisions for business ceded by us is determined from the 
respective technical provisions in accordance with the terms of the reinsurance agree
ments, cf. the notes on equity and liabilities item c. appropriate allowance is made for 
the credit risk.

e // Receivables

Current tax receivables and other receivables are accounted for at nominal value. 
adjustments of value are made if there is objective evidence of impairment, cf. assets 
item B – impairment. in impairment tests of our receivables, we generally first assess 
whether objective evidence of impairment exists for items that are individually signifi
cant. if this is not the case, and also in the case of individually insignificant items, the 
impairment test is carried out collectively on the basis of groups of similar receivables. 
Receivables that are individually assessed for impairment are not included in the col
lective assessment. the amount of the probable loss is measured as the difference 
between the amortised cost and the present value of estimated future cash flows. the 
impairment thus determined is recognised as an expense. We generally deduct impair
ments directly from the items concerned on the assets side, without using a value 
adjustment account. if, in a subsequent period, the reasons for the impairment cease to 
apply, the impairment is reversed, with impact on the income statement. the resultant 
carrying amount may not exceed the original amortised cost.

current tax receivables comprise current taxes on income of the individual companies, 
based on their respective national taxation. other tax receivables are shown under 
“other receivables”.
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f // cash at banks, cheques and cash in hand

cash and cheques are accounted for at face value. 

g // deferred acquisition costs

deferred acquisition costs comprise commissions and other variable costs directly con
nected with acquisition or renewal of insurance contracts. in life business and long
term health primary insurance, acquisition costs are capitalised and amortised over the 
duration of the contracts. this is done either proportionally to the premium income 
(fas 60) or proportionally to the respective contracts‘ expected gross profit margins 
calculated for the relevant year of the contract term (fas 97, 120). the allocation of 
individual contracts to the fass concerned is shown in the notes on equity and liabil
ities item c. in determining the amount of amortisation, we take into account an actu
arial interest rate and changes resulting from the disposal or withdrawal of contracts 
from the portfolio. in propertycasualty business, shortterm health primary insurance 
and health reinsurance, the deferred acquisition costs are amortised on a straightline 
basis over the average term of the policies, from one to five years. deferred acquisition 
costs are regularly tested for impairment using a liability adequacy test as per ifRs 4; 
cf. notes on equity and liabilities item c. 

h // deferred tax assets

under ias 12, deferred tax assets must be recognised in cases where asset items have 
to be valued lower, or liability items higher, in the consolidated balance sheet than in 
the tax accounts of the group company concerned and these differences will be elim
inated at a later date with a corresponding effect on taxable income (temporary differ
ences). also included are tax assets deriving from tax loss carryforwards. We take into 
account the tax rates of the countries concerned and the consolidated company‘s 
respective tax situation; in some cases, for purposes of simplification, we use uniform 
tax rates for individual circumstances or subsidiaries. changes in tax rates and tax 
le gislation that have already been adopted by the government at the balance sheet date 
are taken into account. deferred tax assets are recognised if a realisation is probable. 

i // other assets

other assets are generally carried at amortised cost. the owneroccupied property rec
ognised under other assets is accounted for as outlined under the notes on asset item B 
– land and buildings. plant and equipment is amortised mainly on a straightline basis, 
the underlying useful lives ranging between one and 50 years. impairment losses, and 
impairment losses reversed, in the group’s owneroccupied property and plant and 
equipment are distributed between the underwriting functional areas.
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Equity and liabilities

a // equity

the item issued capital and capital reserve contains the amounts that the equity 
holders of munich Reinsurance company have paid in on shares. the capital reserve is 
reduced by the externally generated costs directly connected with equity capital meas
ures, after taking into account tax effects. 

under retained earnings, we show the profits which consolidated companies have 
earned and retained since becoming part of munich Re, and income and expenses 
resulting from changes in the consolidated group. in addition, the adjustment amount 
resulting from changes in accounting policies for earlier periods not included in the 
consolidated financial statements is recognised in the opening balance of the retained 
earnings for the earliest prior period reported. 

own shares held by munich Re at the balance sheet date have been deducted directly 
from retained earnings. 

Other reserves contain unrealised gains and losses resulting from the recognition of 
other securities available for sale at fair value and from investments in nonconsoli
dated affiliated companies and in associates that we do not value at equity. these 
reserves also include unrealised gains and losses from the valuation of associates at 
equity, differences resulting from the currency translation of foreign subsidiaries’ fig
ures, and the valuation result from the hedging of cash flows. Writeups of equity 
investments available for sale are also recognised in this equity item. 

Non-controlling interests are accounted for in the balance sheet as part of equity. 
these are the shares of third parties in the equity of subsidiaries that are not wholly 
owned directly or indirectly by munich Reinsurance company. direct minority interests 
in special funds are recognised under “other liabilities“. the portion of the result attrib
utable to noncontrolling interests is shown in the consolidated result.

B // subordinated liabilities

subordinated liabilities are liabilities which, in the event of liquidation or insolvency, are 
only satisfied after the claims of other creditors. they are measured at amortised cost 
in accordance with the effective interest method.

c // gross technical provisions

the technical provisions are shown as gross figures in the balance sheet, i.e. before 
deduction of the ceded share; cf. the explanatory remarks on assets item d. the ceded 
share is calculated and accounted for on the basis of the individual reinsurance agree
ments. acquisition costs for insurance contracts are capitalised and amortised over  the 
terms of the contracts; cf. notes on assets item g. the measurement of technical pro
visions is based on fas 60, fas 97 and fas 120. credit insurance contracts are 
ac counted for in accordance with the rules of ifRs 4. 

Unearned premiums are accrued premiums already written for future risk periods. for 
primary insurance, these premiums are calculated separately for each insurance policy 
pro rata temporis; for reinsurance, nominal percentages are used in some cases where 
the data for a calculation pro rata temporis is not available. the posting of unearned 
premiums is restricted to shortterm underwriting business, i.e. propertycasualty busi
ness (except longterm accident cover) and parts of health business. 
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the provision for future policy benefits in longterm underwriting business is posted 
for the actuarially calculated value of obligations arising from policyholders’ guaran
teed entitlements. as well as life insurance, this concerns portions of health and 
 personal accident insurance, insofar as the business is conducted like life insurance . 
measurement is usually based on the prospective method, by determining the differ
ence between the present values of future benefits and future premiums. the actuarial 
assumptions used for their calculation include, in particular, assumptions relating to 
mortality, disablement and morbidity, as well as assumptions regarding interestrate 
development, lapses and costs. these are estimated on a realistic basis at the time the 
insurance contracts are concluded and they include adequate provision for adverse 
deviation to make allowance for the risks of change, error and random fluctuations. 

in reinsurance, measurement is carried out partly individually for each risk and partly 
collectively for reinsured portfolios, using biometric actuarial assumptions based on 
the tables of the national actuarial associations. these are adjusted for the respective 
reinsured portfolio, in line with the probabilities observed for the occurrence of an 
insured event. discount rates are chosen that reflect the best estimate of expected 
investment income, less a safety margin. for the major part of the portfolio, these 
assumptions are fixed at the beginning of the contract and not changed over its duration.

in primary insurance, measurement is generally carried out individually for each risk. 
for german life primary insurance, biometric actuarial assumptions based on the 
tables of the german association of actuaries are used. We also largely use the tables 
of the national actuarial associations for the rest of the primary insurance business. the 
actuarial interest rate employed for discounting in life primary insurance is limited by 
the respective maximum actuarial interest rate prescribed by the supervisory author
ities. in health primary insurance, discount rates are chosen that reflect the best esti
mate of expected investment income, less a safety margin.

the actuarial assumptions are adjusted if this is shown to be necessary by a liability 
adequacy test in accordance with ifRs 4. 

the measurement of the provisions for future policy benefits depends on the type of 
contract, being based either on fas 60 (life primary insurance without performance
related participation in surplus, health primary insurance and the bulk of reinsurance 
treaties), on fas 97 (life primary insurance on the universal life model, unitlinked life 
insurance and life reinsurance for assumed policies based on fas 97) or on fas 120 
(life primary insurance with performancerelated participation in surplus). 

for contracts in accordance with fas 60, the provision for future policy benefits is cal
culated from the present value of estimated future policy benefits (including claims 
adjustment expenses) less the present value of future net level premiums. net level pre
mium is that part of the gross premium that is needed to finance future policy benefits. 
life primary insurance contracts with limited premium payment are generally valued in 
accordance with fas 97. 

for all other contracts as per fas 97, an account is kept to which net level premiums 
and interest earnings are credited and from which risk premiums and administration 
expenses are debited, not all credits and debits being contractually fixed at the time the 
contracts are concluded. the provision for future policy benefits for life primary insur
ance where policyholders bear the investment risk themselves (unitlinked life insur
ance) is shown separately under equity and liabilities item d.
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in the case of contracts as per fas 120, the provision for future policy benefits com
prises the net level premium reserve and liabilities for terminal dividends. the net level 
premium reserve is calculated from the present value of guaranteed policy benefits 
(including acquired bonuses but excluding claims adjustment expenses) less the 
present value of future net level premiums. the net level premium is the net premium 
less the portion of the premium envisaged for covering claims adjustment expenses. 
the actuarial assumptions are generally the same as those used for premium calcula
tion. the provision for terminal dividends is built up proportionally with a fixed share of 
the expected gross profit margins. the same method is used for this as for determining 
the amortisation of the deferred acquisition costs. 

the provision for outstanding claims is for payment obligations arising from insur
ance contracts in primary insurance and reinsurance where the size of the claim or the 
timing of the payment is still uncertain. part of the provision is for known claims for 
which individually calculated provisions are posted. another part is for expenses for 
claims whose occurrence is not yet known (e.g. because they have not been reported 
yet or have not yet manifested themselves). a third class of provisions covers claims 
which are known but whose extent has turned out to be greater than originally fore
seen. all these provisions include expenses for internal and external loss adjustment 
expenses. the provision for outstanding claims is based on estimates: the actual pay
ments may be higher or lower. the amounts posted are the realistically estimated 
future amounts to be paid; they are calculated on the basis of past experience and 
assumptions about future developments (e.g. social, economic or technological fac
tors). future payment obligations are generally not discounted; exceptions are some 
provisions for occupational disability pensions and annuities in workers’ compensation 
and other lines of propertycasualty business, which we discount. for determining  the 
provision for outstanding claims, munich Re uses a range of actuarial projection 
 methods, including the chain ladder and the Bornhuetterferguson method. in applying 
the statistical methods, we regard large exposures separately. the standard actuarial 
methods we use are applied both to the runoff triangles for the payments and to the 
runoff triangles for the reported claims, so that we obtain a range of estimates for the 
ultimate loss. Within this range, a realistic estimated value for the ultimate loss is 
determined. 

Other technical provisions mainly include the provision for premium refunds in pri
mary insurance and the provision for profit commission in reinsurance. provisions for 
premium refunds are posted in life and health primary insurance for obligations involv
ing policyholder bonuses and rebates that have not yet been irrevocably allocated to 
individual contracts at the balance sheet date. Where these provisions are posted on 
the basis of national regulations, a retrospective approach is usually taken based on 
supervisory or individual contract regulations. the provision for premium refunds 
based on national regulations relates only to german primary insurance business. the 
provision for premium refunds also incorporates the provision for premium loadings 
and the provision for future premium reductions in german health primary insurance. 
for life insurance companies, health insurance companies and pension funds subject 
to supervision by the german federal financial supervisory authority, the supervisory 
rules in accordance with the german insurance control act and with the respective 
statutory orders have to be observed.
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Besides this, there are provisions for deferred premium refunds, which are posted for 
the amounts apportionable to policyholders from the valuation differences between 
ifRs and local gaap on the basis of the expected future participation quotas. for 
unrealised gains and losses on investments available for sale, which are recognised 
directly in equity (see assets item B), the resultant provision for deferred premium 
refunds is also posted without impact on profit or loss; otherwise, changes in the pro
vision for deferred premium refunds are recognised in the income statement. 

all technical provisions are regularly subjected to a liability adequacy test in accord-
ance with IFRS 4. if current experience shows that the provisions posted on the basis 
of the original assumptions – less the related deferred acquisition costs and the present 
value of the related premiums – are inadequate to cover the expected future benefits, 
we adjust the relevant technical provisions with recognition in profit or loss and dis
close this under impairment losses/unscheduled changes in the notes to the consoli
dated balance sheet; see (2) other intangible assets, (14) deferred acquisition costs 
and (21) provision for future policy benefits. the appropriateness of unearned pre
miums and of the provision for outstanding claims is assessed in relation to the realis
tically estimated future amount to be paid. the appropriateness of the provision for 
future policy benefits is assessed on the basis of realistic estimates of the actuarial 
assumptions, the proportional investment result and, for contracts with participation in 
surplus, the future profit sharing.

d // gross technical provisions for life insurance policies where 
the investment risk is borne by the policyholders

this item encompasses the provision for future policy benefits in life primary insurance 
where policyholders bear the investment risk themselves (unitlinked life insurance). 
the value of the provision for future policy benefits essentially corresponds to the mar
ket value of the relevant investments shown under assets item c. Besides this, as with 
the provision for future policy benefits in accordance with fas 97, they may include 
additional premium components; cf. the notes on assets item c. changes in this pro
vision are fully recognised in the technical result. insofar as these changes derive from 
unrealised gains and losses from alterations in the fair values of the related invest
ments, they are matched by opposite changes of the same amount in the investment 
result. Recognising these provisions at fair value, with impact on profit or loss, avoids 
valuation mismatches that would otherwise occur due to different measurement of the 
corresponding investments. 

e // other accrued liabilities

this item includes provisions for post-employment benefits. munich Re companies 
generally give commitments to their staff in the form of defined contribution plans or 
defined benefit plans. the type and amount of the pension obligations are determined 
by the conditions of the respective pension plan. in general, they are based on the staff 
member’s length of service and salary. under defined contribution plans, the com
panies pay fixed contributions to an insurer or a pension fund. this fully covers the 
companies’ obligations. under defined benefit plans, the staff member is promised a 
particular level of retirement benefit either by the companies or by a pension fund. the 
companies’ contributions needed to finance this are not fixed in advance. if pension 
obligations are covered by assets held by a legally separate entity (e.g. a fund or a con
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tractual trust agreement in the form of a twoway trust) – assets that may only be used 
to cover the pension commitments given and are not accessible to creditors – the pen
sion obligations are shown less the amount of these plan assets. if the fair value of the 
assets exceeds the related outsourced pension commitments, this reimbursement right 
is recognised under “other receivables“. 

pension obligations are recognised in accordance with ias 19, using the projected unit 
credit method and based on actuarial studies. the calculation includes not only the 
pension entitlements and current pensions known on the balance sheet date but also 
their expected future development. 

the interest rate at which the pension obligations are discounted is based on the yields 
for longterm highquality bonds (e.g. commercial or government bonds). actuarial 
gains or losses from pension obligations and plan assets result from the deviation of 
actual risk experience from estimated risk experience. they are recognised directly in 
equity, without impact on profit or loss. 

the other provisions included in this item are established in the amount of the probable 
requirement. such amounts are not discounted if the interestrate effect is insignificant.

f // liabilities

this item comprises bonds and notes issued, deposits retained on ceded business, 
 current tax liabilities, and other liabilities. financial liabilities are generally recognised 
at amortised cost. derivatives (derivative financial instruments, insurance derivatives 
and derivative compon ents separated from the host insurance contract) are recognised 
at fair value. details of how the fair value is determined are provided under assets  
item B.

current tax liabilities comprise current taxes on income of the individual companies, 
based on their respective national taxation. other tax liabilities are shown under “other 
liabilities“. 

tax liabilities for current taxes are posted – without discounting – in accordance with 
the probable tax payments for the year under review or previous years. 

deferred tax obligations are shown under equity and liabilities item g.

direct minority interests in special funds and in partnerships are measured at fair 
value.

g // deferred tax liabilities

under ias 12, deferred tax liabilities must be recognised if asset items have to be val
ued higher, or liabilities items lower, in the consolidated balance sheet than in the tax 
accounts of the reporting company and these differences will be eliminated at a later 
date with a corresponding impact on taxable income (temporary differences); cf. notes 
on assets item h.
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Foreign currency translation

munich Re’s presentation currency is the euro (€). the balance sheets of foreign sub
sidiaries whose national currency is not the euro are translated in accordance with the 
functional currency principle using the yearend exchange rates, and their income 
statements using quarterly average exchange rates. any exchange differences arising 
in the process are recognised in equity (reserve for currency translation adjustments).

in contrast to this, currency translation differences are largely recognised in profit or 
loss in our subsidiaries’ individual financial statements. this involves the translation of 
foreign currency items into the respective functional currency in accordance with 
ias 21. an excess of assets over liabilities in a particular foreign currency results on bal
ance in a gain if that currency appreciates, and in a loss if it falls in value. the reverse 
applies if cover is insufficient. 

the object of our assetliability management, on which we report on page 61, is to eco
nomically minimise excess or insufficient cover in foreign currencies within the group. 
insofar as this is done across group companies with different functional currencies, it 
produces economically nonexistent fluctuations in the consolidated result. Where 
exchange gains or losses occur in the translation of foreigncurrency transactions into 
the national currencies of the consolidated companies, they are accounted for under 
“other nonoperating income” and “other nonoperating expenses” respectively.
 
Beyond this, the impact of changes in exchange rates is reflected in periodtoperiod 
comparisons of all items in the income statement.

the following table shows the exchange rates of the most important currencies for our 
business:

Currency translation rates

  Balance sheet    Income statement    Income statement
Rate for €1 31.12.2011 Prev. year  Q4 2011 Q3 2011  Q2 2011  Q1 2011  Q4 2010  Q3 2010 Q2 2010  Q1 2010
australian dollar 1.26620 1.30875 1.33147 1.34548 1.35471 1.36117 1.37376 1.42952 1.44180 1.53014
canadian dollar  1.32185 1.33300 1.37857 1.38415 1.39349 1.34905 1.37457 1.34359 1.30782 1.43929
pound sterling  0.83530 0.85685 0.85711 0.87730 0.88272 0.85434 0.85925 0.83357 0.85292 0.88760
Rand  10.48050 8.87535 10.90820 10.08520 9.77872 9.56836 9.36757 9.45681 9.60159 10.38680
swiss franc  1.21390 1.25045 1.22905 1.16407 1.25180 1.28747 1.32172 1.33251 1.40842 1.46288
us dollar  1.29815 1.34155 1.34715 1.41210 1.43956 1.36872 1.35754 1.29286 1.27292 1.38356
Yen  99.8797 108.8060 104.1610 109.6890 117.3950 112.5780 112.0370 110.8440 117.2940 125.5380
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Segment reporting

in accordance with the “management approach”, the segmentation of our business 
operations is based on the way in which munich Re is managed internally. 

We have consequently identified seven segments to be reported:

//  life reinsurance (global life reinsurance business)
//  property-casualty reinsurance (global property-casualty reinsurance business)
//  life primary insurance (global life primary insurance business)
//  health primary insurance (german health primary insurance business and global 

travel insurance business)
//  property-casualty primary insurance (global property-casualty primary insurance 

business)
//  munich health (global health reinsurance business and health primary insurance 

business outside germany)
//  asset management (management of assets for the group and for external investors)

up to the third quarter of 2011, munich Re’s primary insurance segments comprised all 
the activities of the eRgo  insurance group with the exception of the international 
health primary insurance business handled by munich health. following the legal 
transfer of the international dKV companies to munich health in the fourth quarter of 
2011, health primary insurance business outside germany is no longer an activity of the 
eRgo insurance group. as a consequence, with effect from that quarter, all of the 
eRgo group’s activities are recognised in the primary insurance segments. moreover, 
certain primary insurers whose business requires special solution-finding competence 
are coupled to reinsurance as the risk carrier. We therefore transact their business from 
within reinsurance and consequently allocate them to the reinsurance segments.

munich Re uses different performance indicators and measures, depending on the type 
and duration of the business. Besides this, ifRs result contributions are a central fea-
ture of planning and strategy in all segments. therefore, the uniform assessment basis 
used for the measure of segment result is the operating result adjusted to eliminate 
non-operating components (e.g. foreign currency gains and losses, income and 
expenses from the sale of intangible assets). in line with our internal management 
approach, the operating result is split into a technical result and a non-technical result, 
with an interest component allocated to the underwriting business in the form of 
income from technical interest; cf. (30) income from technical interest. 
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not all the investments we hold to cover our technical provisions and other liabilities 
are managed separately by field of business. this means that for our reinsurance com-
panies which conduct life, health and property-casualty reinsurance, we have to divide 
up investment results and investment portfolios that cannot be directly allocated to a 
particular segment. in those cases where, as reinsurers, we post technical provisions 
with our clients to collateralise our obligations, the original amounts of the resulting 
deposits retained and associated interest income are naturally allocated precisely to 
the respective segment. this also applies to the portfolios and investment income from 
reinsurance covers for variable annuities. for all other portfolios and investment income, 
we undertake what is inevitably an imprecise division based on an allocation key.

transactions between reported segments are measured on the basis of market prices, 
like transactions with third parties, and eliminated in the consolidation.
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Segment equity and liabilities

      Reinsurance                 
    Life  Property-casualty  Life            
   31.12.  31.12.  31.12.             
€m   2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year                  
A. Subordinated liabilities  1,350 1,344 3,043 2,885 108 105            
B. Gross technical provisions
 i. unearned premiums 45 52 6,144 5,669 8 1            
  thereof:
  held for sale – – 24 – – –            
 ii. provision for future policy benefits 14,638 11,605 – 317 69,387 69,606            
 iii. provision for outstanding claims 5,116 4,509 41,230 37,161 1,581 1,510            
  thereof:
  held for sale – – 16 – – –            
 iV. other technical provisions 505 498 65 138 2,457 2,167            
   20,304 16,664 47,439 43,285 73,433 73,284            
C. Gross technical provisions for life insurance policies 
 where the investment risk is borne by the policyholder  – – – – 5,372 5,206            
D. Other accrued liabilities  167 174 677 623 616 565            
E. Other segment liabilities  5,995 5,904 11,486 11,296 8,801 9,300            
Total segment liabilities   27,816 24,086 62,645 58,089 88,330 88,460            
                     
                     
                     

Segment assets                    

      Reinsurance                 
    Life  Property-casualty  Life            
   31.12.  31.12.  31.12.             
€m   2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year                  
A. Intangible assets  169 168 2,007 1,969 1,103 1,162            
B. Investments
 i. land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 257 267 1,187 1,178 1,445 1,760            
  thereof:                
  held for sale – – – – 13 –            
 ii. investments in affiliated companies and associates 1,359 1,274 6,000 5,418 350 406            
  thereof:                  
  associates accounted for using the equity method 78 58 403 295 100 179            
  iii. loans 230 339 1,065 1,436 35,863 32,708            
 iV. other securities                
  1. held to maturity – – – – 13 42            
  2. available for sale 14,489 12,879 51,355 50,529 34,352 37,695            
    thereof:                
    held for sale – – 52 – – –            
  3. at fair value through profit or loss 549 331 909 603 990 617            
   15,038 13,210 52,264 51,132 35,355 38,354            
 V. deposits retained on assumed reinsurance 8,694 6,121 1,198 1,500 166 137            
 Vi. other investments 245 457 1,176 1,333 934 624            
   25,823 21,668 62,890 61,997 74,113 73,989            
C. Investments for the benefit of life insurance 
 policyholders who bear the investment risk  – – – – 5,092 4,953            
D. Ceded share of technical provisions  930 987 2,518 2,396 2,837 2,936            
 thereof:                
 held for sale – – 13 – – –            
E. Other segment assets  6,271 5,631 11,499 10,183 8,613 9,085            
Total segment assets   33,193 28,454 78,914 76,545 91,758 92,125            
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            Primary insurance  Munich Health  Asset management  Consolidation  Total
          Health  Property-casualty        
         31.12.  31.12.  31.12.  31.12.  31.12.  31.12. 

            2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
          23 23 970 366 220 185 – – –1,031 –61 4,683 4,847
   

          98 97 1,735 1,691 443 444 – – –82 –75 8,391 7,879
  
           – – – – – – – – – – 24 –
             24,216 22,855 425 443 1,661 1,591 – – –1,850 –2,004 108,477 104,413
            946 939 5,043 4,915 1,110 1,075 – – –634 –608 54,392 49,501
  
           – – – – – – – – – – 16 –
           6,929 6,508 152 182 220 215 – – –166 –153 10,162 9,555
         32,189 30,399 7,355 7,231 3,434 3,325 – – –2,732 –2,840 181,422 171,348

        
                 – 3 – – 1 1 – – – – 5,373 5,210

           303 316 1,756 1,776 160 102 46 47 –203 –145 3,522 3,458
           2,315 2,080 4,724 6,037 1,839 1,559 611 909 –6,500 –8,618 29,271 28,467

           34,830 32,821 14,805 15,410 5,654 5,172 657 956 –10,466 –11,664 224,271 213,330
                  Equity  23,309 23,028
                   Total equity 
                  and liabilities 247,580 236,358

                     

            Primary insurance  Munich Health  Asset management  Consolidation  Total
          Health  Property-casualty        
         31.12.  31.12.  31.12.  31.12.  31.12.  31.12. 

            2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
          685 691 912 955 199 124 19 21 –2 –4 5,092 5,086
 

                796 623 115 340 31 16 64 63 –6 – 3,889 4,247
                  
           – – – – – – – – – – 13 –
              144 317 4,074 4,280 277 53 74 59 –11,124 –10,716 1,154 1,091
                    
               86 107 142 153 93 51 57 42 –35 –15 924 870
          17,444 15,856 2,541 2,482 32 25 – – –3,915 –3,911 53,260 48,935
                   
            – – – – – – – – – – 13 42
            13,073 12,428 6,089 5,857 4,080 2,621 239 114 – – 123,677 122,123
                    
             – – – – – – – – – – 52 –
                70 37 9 12 10 12 – – –1 – 2,536 1,612
         13,143 12,465 6,098 5,869 4,090 2,633 239 114 –1 – 126,226 123,777
             1 1 21 20 1,321 1,251 – – –1,971 –2,128 9,430 6,902
          77 87 258 552 114 129 265 780 –414 –763 2,655 3,199
         31,605 29,349 13,107 13,543 5,865 4,107 642 1,016 –17,431 –17,518 196,614 188,151

        
              – 3 – – 1 1 – – – – 5,093 4,957

             1,050 1,062 920 894 59 30 – – –2,680 –2,815 5,634 5,490
                 
          – – – – – – – – – – 13 –

           3,478 3,464 4,351 4,445 2,329 1,919 142 58 –1,536 –2,111 35,147 32,674
           36,818 34,569 19,290 19,837 8,453 6,181 803 1,095 –21,649 –22,448 247,580 236,358
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Segment income statement

      Reinsurance                 
    Life  Property-casualty  Life            
€m   2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year                  
Gross premiums written   9,602 7,901 16,903 15,701 6,263 6,484            
thereof:
from insurance transactions with other segments   121 135 346 324 1 –            
from insurance transactions with external third parties   9,481 7,766 16,557 15,377 6,262 6,484            
 1. earned premiums                
  gross 9,610 7,975 16,628 15,286 6,261 6,484            
  ceded 427 416 859 1,093 269 282            
  net 9,183 7,559 15,769 14,193 5,992 6,202            
 2. income from technical interest 682 556 1,385 1,371 2,195 3,052            
 3. expenses for claims and benefits                
  gross 7,277 5,977 14,002 10,669 7,243 8,333            
  ceded share 222 174 786 765 147 163            
  net 7,055 5,803 13,216 9,904 7,096 8,170            
 4. operating expenses                
  gross 2,576 2,391 4,896 4,652 1,300 1,148            
  ceded share 133 158 117 215 78 58            
  net 2,443 2,233 4,779 4,437 1,222 1,090            
  thereof:                
  amortisation and impairment losses of acquired insurance portfolios 6 13 – – 45 28            
 5. Technical result (1– 4) 367 79 –841 1,223 –131 –6            
 6. investment result                
  investment income 2,626 1,799 6,746 4,696 4,817 4,712            
  investment expenses 1,646 926 4,589 2,133 2,241 1,227            
  total 980 873 2,157 2,563 2,576 3,485              
  thereof:                
  interest and similar income 798 727 1,671 1,724 3,030 3,019            
  interest charges and similar expenses 25 41 104 69 29 26            
  Write-downs of investments 892 539 1,684 755 1,375 658            
  Write-ups of investments 711 470 1,298 558 725 660            
  income from associates accounted for using the equity method 13 7 62 35 – 7            
 7. other operating income 119 84 302 321 486 462            
  thereof:                
  interest and similar income 31 27 36 66 35 7            
  Write-ups of other operating assets 23 1 53 3 2 1            
 8. other operating expenses 72 46 231 227 530 534            
  thereof:                
  interest charges and similar expenses 16 6 26 9 21 19            
  Write-downs of other operating assets 5 3 11 28 18 30            
 9. deduction of income from technical interest –682 –556 –1,385 –1,371 –2,195 –3,052            
 10. Non-technical result (6– 9) 345 355 843 1,286 337 361            
 11. Operating result 712 434 2 2,509 206 355            
 12. other non-operating result, finance costs and                
  impairment losses of goodwill –160 –86 –428 –269 –89 –102            
 13. taxes on income 149 55 –797 434 4 81            
 14. Consolidated result 403 293 371 1,806 113 172            
  thereof:                
  attributable to munich Reinsurance company equity holders 404 294 375 1,809 115 172            
  attributable to non-controlling interests –1 –1 –4 –3 –2 –            
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            Primary insurance  Munich Health  Asset management  Consolidation  Total
          Health  Property-casualty        

            2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
           5,717 5,499 5,637 5,498 6,133 5,140 – – –683 –682 49,572 45,541

              7 6 42 39 166 178 – – –683 –682 – –
               5,710 5,493 5,595 5,459 5,967 4,962 – – – – 49,572 45,541

                   
         5,703 5,492 5,492 5,329 6,120 5,075 – – –680 –686 49,134 44,955
         222 231 546 516 79 28 – – –680 –686 1,722 1,880
         5,481 5,261 4,946 4,813 6,041 5,047 – – – – 47,412 43,075
            1,469 1,431 158 174 87 88 – – –79 –85 5,897 6,587
                      
         5,920 5,805 3,538 3,485 4,941 4,020 – – –598 –542 42,323 37,747
          116 131 398 355 61 22 – – –441 –446 1,289 1,164
         5,804 5,674 3,140 3,130 4,880 3,998 – – –157 –96 41,034 36,583
                   
         659 680 1,835 1,726 1,195 1,074 – – –156 –126 12,305 11,545
          81 80 124 105 13 6 – – –230 –191 316 431
         578 600 1,711 1,621 1,182 1,068 – – 74 65 11,989 11,114
                  
                5 5 1 2 – – – – – – 57 48
             568 418 253 236 66 69 – – 4 –54 286 1,965
                   
          2,113 1,702 1,216 1,159 308 202 38 12 –1,293 –616 16,571 13,666
          812 385 505 386 144 60 – 10 –122 –103 9,815 5,024
         1,301 1,317 711 773 164 142 38 2 –1,171 –513 6,756 8,642  
                  
            1,262 1,194 323 353 171 127 9 5 –231 –158 7,033 6,991
             9 9 10 13 3 2 – – –3 –5 177 155
           431 85 141 153 54 20 1 10 – – 4,578 2,220
           144 71 46 38 26 20 3 – – – 2,953 1,817
                 5 6 –4 –3 3 9 21 –10 – – 100 51
           118 154 1,085 1,070 96 102 261 265 –1,624 –1,651 843 807
                  
            5 8 6 6 16 15 9 5 –20 –9 118 125
             1 2 2 – 14 – – – – – 95 7
           193 222 1,233 1,227 74 94 198 192 –1,723 –1,693 808 849
                  
             31 34 114 108 8 6 20 10 –100 –56 136 136
             10 9 42 25 4 9 1 1 –1 – 90 105
              –1,469 –1,431 –158 –174 –87 –88 – – 79 85 –5,897 –6,587
             –243 –182 405 442 99 62 101 75 –993 –386 894 2,013
          325 236 658 678 165 131 101 75 –989 –440 1,180 3,978
                       
            –49 –62 –247 –310 –77 –29 –20 –10 50 12 –1,020 –856
           32 9 6 49 43 39 22 28 –11 –3 –552 692
          244 165 405 319 45 63 59 37 –928 –425 712 2,430
                  
               243 165 388 312 44 60 59 37 –926 –427 702 2,422
            1 – 17 7 1 3 – – –2 2 10 8
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Non-current assets by country1

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
germany 7,721 7,651
usa 2,109 2,024
austria 441 472
uK 296 296
sweden 245 247
italy 201 63 
spain 161 136 
netherlands 160 177 
france 159 161
poland 129 126
switzerland 99 96
portugal 69 110
others 287 608
Total 12,077 12,167

1  the non-current assets mainly comprise intangible assets (especially goodwill) and our owner-occupied and investment property, as well as investments in 
renewable energy (Rent).

Investments in long-term assets per segment1, 2

€m 31.12.2011  Prev. year
Reinsurance life  89 72
Reinsurance property-casualty 330 248
primary insurance life 69 110
primary insurance health 26 80
primary insurance property-casualty 182 235
munich health 115 26
asset management  7 33
Total 818 804

1  the non-current assets mainly comprise intangible assets (especially goodwill) and our owner-occupied 
and investment property, as well as investments in renewable energy (Rent).

2 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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Gross premiums written1

  Reinsurance  Primary insurance  Munich Health  Total
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
europe

germany 1,155 1,431 13,228 13,266 40 67 14,423 14,764
uK 3,951 3,843 212 151 395 465 4,558 4,459
Belgium 31 36 539 487 429 399 999 922
spain 468 504 63 66 628 601 1,159 1,171
poland 8 12 1,012 923 – – 1,020 935
others 2,611 2,450 2,327 2,371 109 125 5,047 4,946

 8,224 8,276 17,381 17,264 1,601 1,657 27,206 27,197
north america

usa  7,014 6,757 – – 1,046 1,011 8,060 7,768
canada  3,912 2,598 – – 2,892 1,695 6,804 4,293

 10,926 9,355 – – 3,938 2,706 14,864 12,061
asia and australasia

australia 1,308 1,088 – – – – 1,308 1,088
china 1,664 885 1 – 53 49 1,718 934
Japan 660 664 1 – 2 2 663 666
taiwan 395 398 – – 14 136 409 534
others 636 633 173 172 71 183 880 988

 4,663 3,668 175 172 140 370 4,978 4,210
africa, near and 
middle east

south africa  406 371 – – – – 406 371
united arab emirates 39 29 1 – 151 147 191 176
others 320 297 3 – 68 72 391 369
 765 697 4 – 219 219 988 916

latin america 1,460 1,147 7 – 69 10 1,536 1,157
Total 26,038 23,143 17,567 17,436 5,967 4,962 49,572 45,541

1  after elimination of intra-group reinsurance across segments. the premiums are generally allocated according to the location of the risks insured.
the presentation in the management report differs from this; cf. note on page 73.
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Notes to the consolidated balance sheet – Assets

1 // goodwill 

the additions are largely due to the acquisition of Windsor. We describe this acquisi-
tion and others in detail in our notes on business combinations in the financial year.

Allocation of goodwill to cash-generating units
for impairment testing, the goodwill is allocated to the cash-generating units or groups 
of cash-generating units that derive benefit from the synergies of the business combin-
ation. at the same time, the unit or group of units to which the goodwill is allocated 
represents the lowest level at which goodwill is monitored for internal management 
purposes. in reinsurance, we have allocated the goodwill to divisions or groups of div-
isions, while in primary insurance it has been allocated to legal entities or groups of 
legal entities. in the case of munich health, goodwill is allocated to the segment bearing 
that name. details of our divisions are provided on page 53 in the management report. 

our goodwill was fully allocated to the following cash-generating units or groups of 
cash-generating units: 

Development of goodwill 

     Munich Total Total
€m  Reinsurance  Primary insurance Health 2011 Prev. year
    eRgo
 munich Re  insurance  
goodwill from the acquisition of america other group other other
gross carrying amount at 31.12. 
previous year 1,028 427 1,754 554 113 3,876 3,791
accumulated impairment losses 
at 31.12. previous year – 22 – 361 40 423 314
carrying amount at 31.12. previous year 1,028 405 1,754 193 73 3,453 3,477
currency translation differences 34 11 – – 2 47 99
additions – 5 – – 39 44 2
Reclassifications – –8 – – – –8 –16
impairment losses – 5 – 20 – 25 109
carrying amount at 31.12. financial year 1,062 408 1,754 173 114 3,511 3,453
accumulated impairment losses 
at 31.12. financial year – 27 – 381 40 448 423
gross carrying amount at 31.12. 
financial year 1,062 435 1,754 554 154 3,959 3,876

Allocation of goodwill to cash-generating units

 Reinsurance  Various
 property-  cash-
 casualty  generating
€m segment  ERGO units
Goodwill at 31 December 2011 1,464 1,754 293
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the goodwill from the acquisition of munich Re america has been allocated to the 
cash-generating unit “reinsurance property-casualty segment.” the carrying amount 
shown includes other goodwill that is impairment-tested on the basis of cash-generat-
ing units at the level of divisions or groups of divisions within the segment, with the 
goodwill allocated to each unit not being significant in comparison with the total carry-
ing amount of goodwill. as a rule, the recoverable amounts of these cash-generating 
units are based on the same key assumptions as those given for the reinsurance prop-
erty-casualty segment in the following table. the goodwill from the acquisition of 
shares in the eRgo insurance group has been allocated to the cash generating unit 
“eRgo”. 

goodwill allocated across other multiple cash-generating units or groups of cash-gen-
erating units is not significant in comparison with the total carrying amount of goodwill 
in any instance. in cases where the recoverable amounts of these cash-generating units 
or groups of cash-generating units are based on the same key assumptions, the aggre-
gate carrying amount of the goodwill allocated is not significant in comparison with the 
total carrying amount of goodwill either. We regard as “significant” within the meaning 
of ias 36.134 and ias 36.135 amounts of 10% or more of total group goodwill. 

Assumptions for determining the recoverable amount in impairment testing
impairment tests for cash-generating units allocated a significant portion of the good-
will were carried out on the basis of the following assumptions: 

the calculation of these values in use is based on cash flow forecasts derived from the 
current market environment and the  latest corporate planning approved by manage-
ment. prepared in an interactive process involving the operational units, the controlling 
units responsible and the Board of  management, the corporate plans are reviewed and 
updated at least every quarter. after the detailed planning phase, we estimate the 
growth achievable long term by extrapolating the adjusted cash flows of the last plan 
year.

 Reinsurance 
Cash-generating unit or group of property-casualty
cash-generating units segment ERGO
method for calculating the Value in use Value in use
recoverable amount
Key assumptions regarding in the detailed planning phase (three years), we  for the detailed planning (four years), 
cash flow planning (at the time of expect a more or less stable premium income  growth in results is expected on average.
the planning) with an improvement in the loss ratios. our general assumption was that there will
 our general assumption was that there will  be moderate upward movement on the 
 be moderate upward movement on the equity  equity markets and a stable interest-rate 
 markets and a stable interest-rate level. level.
growth rates used for extrapolating  0.5% 0.5%
beyond the cash flow planning based   
on financial plans/forecasts 
discount rates 9.3% 9.5%
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the discount rates have been determined in the form of the weighted average cost of 
capital, with the proportionate cost of capital derived per period using the capital 
asset pricing model (capm). calculations are based on cash flows after consideration 
of normalised taxes. in the above table, for disclosure purposes, a corresponding pre-
tax interest rate is given in each case; a reconciliation to munich Re’s cost of capital is 
not possible. sensitivity analyses were performed for the discount rates, the growth 
rates for extrapolation, and the cash flows. no impairments were identified.

Amount of impairment losses recognised in profit or loss during the period
in the financial year 2011, our impairment testing of goodwill identified an impairment 
of €25m. this has been recognised in the item “impairment losses of goodwill” in the 
income statement and is mainly attributable to the following: 

given the difficult market environment in south Korean motor insurance business, 
increasingly evident regulation and the less favourable mid-term opportunity and risk 
profile, we subjected the goodwill of eRgo daum direct general insurance co. ltd., 
seoul, south Korea, to an impairment test in the first quarter of 2011. the goodwill of 
€20m has consequently been completely written off. this is recognised in the prop-
erty-casualty primary insurance segment.
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2 // other intangible assets

 
the impairment losses are distributed between the different group segments as follows:  
in reinsurance, – (€19m) is apportionable to life and – (€28m) to property-casualty; in 
 primary insurance, €19m (5m) is apportionable to property-casualty and €1m (–) to life; 
– (€8m) is apportionable to munich health. 

  
Development of other intangible assets

     Acquired
     distribution
 Acquired   Acquired networks/
 insurance   brand client
 portfolios  Software names bases
  Self-   
€m  developed Other  
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year 1,378 329 774 272 997
accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses at 31 dec. previous year 774 152 567 185 524
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year 604 177 207 87 473
currency translation differences –1 – –2 2 7
additions     

Business combinations – – 1 11 35
other 4 18 74 2 –

disposals     
loss of control 3 1 2 – –
other – 2 2 – –

Reclassifications – – – – 6
impairment losses reversed – – – – –
depreciation and impairment losses     

depreciation 70 32 62 16 80
impairment losses 1 2 5 1 8

carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 533 158 209 85 433
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment 
losses at 31 dec. financial year 826 184 605 201 311
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 1,359 342 814 286 744

     

 Acquired    
 licences/    
 patents  Miscellaneous 2011 Prev. year
  Self-   
€m  developed Other  
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year 41 5 70 3,866 3,696
accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses at 31 dec. previous year 8 3 20 2,233 1,978
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year 33 2 50 1,633 1,718
currency translation differences 1 – – 7 47
additions     

Business combinations 80 – 3 130 3
other 1 – 6 105 158

disposals     
loss of control – – – 6 –
other – – – 4 7

Reclassifications – – – 6 16
impairment losses reversed – – – – –
depreciation and impairment losses     

depreciation 5 – 5 270 242
impairment losses – 2 1 20 60

carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 110 – 53 1,581 1,633
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment 
losses at 31 dec. financial year 12 5 29 2,173 2,233
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 122 5 82 3,754 3,866
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assets pledged as security and other restrictions on title amount to €5m (5m). com-
mitments to acquire other intangible assets total €4m (3m). costs of €20m (21m) for 
research and development incurred in connection with software projects were not cap-
italised but recognised as expenses. 

3 // land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land

the impairment losses are distributed between the different group segments as fol-
lows: in reinsurance, €2m (2m) is apportionable to life and €5m (4m) to property- 
casualty; in primary insurance, €46m (23m) is apportionable to life, €3m (8m) to health 
and €1m (–) to property-casualty. 

the impairment losses were largely triggered by reduced earnings and higher return 
requirements in the market.

property pledged as security and other restrictions on title amount to €742m (996m). 
expenditures recognised in the carrying amount for assets in the course of construc-
tion total €37m (113m) at the balance sheet date, and contractual commitments to 
acquire property amount to €18m (29m). the fair value of investment property at the 
balance sheet date amounted to €5,324m (5,672m). the valuation was performed for 
each directly held site at 31 december 2011, calculations being carried out mainly by 
valuers within the group but in individual cases by external valuers, in accordance with 
the rules of the german investment companies act. determining the sustainability of 
cash inflows and outflows, taking into account the market conditions at the respective 
property location, is material for the valuation. the fair value is determined individually 
per item by discounting the future cash flow to the valuation date. depending on the 
type and opportunity/risk profile of the property, discount rates of 3.25% to 5.50% are 
used for residential buildings, 4.00% to 8.00% for office buildings, and 4.00% to 8.25% 
for retail.

Development of investments in land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land

€m 2011 Prev. year
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  5,142 4,949
accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses at 31 dec. previous year  895 863
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  4,247 4,086
currency translation differences  –4 78
additions  

Business combinations 4 13
other 56 258

disposals 
loss of control 260 6
other 41 131

impairment losses reversed 7 19
depreciation and impairment losses 

depreciation 88 83
impairment losses 57 37

Reclassification  25 50
carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 3,889 4,247
accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses at 31 dec. financial year  1,014 895
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year  4,903 5,142
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4 // investments in affiliated companies and associates 

the fair value of investments in associates accounted for using the equity method 
amounted to €1,250m (1,181m) at the balance sheet date. in the financial year, shares of 
losses of associates amounting to €11m (15m) were not recognised in the balance 
sheet. altogether, the losses not recognised in the balance sheet totalled €26m (16m). 

the aggregated assets of all associates amount to €8,429m (9,519m), liabilities to 
€5,585m (6,444m), results for the year to €122m (47m), and revenue to €1,603m 
(1,520m). for associates not accounted for using the equity method, assets amount to 
€160m (411m), liabilities to €85m (355m), results for the year to – (–€6m), and revenue 
to €120m (177m).

a list of all our shareholdings can be found in the section “list of shareholdings as at 
31 december 2011 in accordance with section 313 para. 2 of the german commercial 
code”.

5 // loans 

the other loans mainly comprise pfandbriefs, government bonds, and borrowers’ note 
loans of banks. 

the fair value of the loans, based on recognised valuation methods in line with the 
present value principle and taking observable market parameters into account, totalled 
€56,893m (50,488m) at the reporting date. 

Breakdown of investments in affiliated companies and associates

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
 affiliated companies   

accounted for at fair value  214 203
associates  

accounted for using the equity method 924 870
accounted for at fair value 16 18

Total 1,154 1,091

Breakdown of loans

  Carrying amounts
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
mortgage loans  4,421 4,496
loans and advance payments on insurance policies  602 612
other loans  48,237 43,827
Total 53,260 48,935
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the rating categories are based on those of the leading international rating agencies. in 
deviation from the purely economic view, the carrying amount of the loans represents 
the maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accordance with 
ifRs 7. Virtually no credit risk exists in respect of the mortgage loans or the loans and 
advance payments on insurance policies. 

6 // other securities held to maturity 

the fair values are based on recognised valuation methods in line with the present 
value principle and taking observable market parameters into account.

Contractual period to maturity

  Carrying amounts
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year  2,011 1,881
over one year and up to two years  1,361 1,536
over two years and up to three years  2,118 1,455
over three years and up to four years 3,015 2,146
over four years and up to five years 2,194 3,257
over five years and up to ten years 13,394 13,228
over ten years 29,167 25,432
Total 53,260 48,935

Rating of “other loans“ according to carrying amounts

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
aaa  23,957 22,211
aa  17,251 16,280
a  4,712 4,441
BBB or lower 925 503
no rating 1,392 392
Total 48,237 43,827

Breakdown of other securities held to maturity 

  Carrying amounts   fair values
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
government bonds  – – – –
debt securities of banks  13 42 13 43
Total 13 42 13 43

Contractual period to maturity 

  Carrying amounts   fair values
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year  6 29 6 29
over one year and up to two years  3 6 3 7
over two years and up to three years 4 3 4 3
over three years and up to four years – 4 – 4
over four years and up to five years – – – –
over five years and up to ten years – – – –
Total 13 42 13 43
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the rating categories are based on those of the leading international rating agencies. in 
deviation from the purely economic view, the carrying amount of the securities repre-
sents the maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accordance 
with ifRs 7.

7 // hierarchy for the fair value measurement of investments

at 31 december 2011, around 81% of the investments measured at fair value are 
 allocated to level 1 of the fair value hierarchy, 17% to level 2 and 2% to level 3.

information on the criteria for allocation to the individual levels of the fair value hierar-
chy can be found in the notes to assets items under B – investments: determining fair 
values.

Rating according to carrying amounts

€m 31.12.2011  Prev. year
aaa  – –
aa  – 2
a  13 39
BBB or lower – –
no rating – 1
Total 13 42

Allocation of investments measured at fair value1 to levels of the fair value hierarchy    

    31.12.2011
€m Level 1  Level 2  Level 3  Total
other securities available for sale    

fixed-interest 94,746 19,847 626 115,219
non-fixed-interest 6,661 595 1,202 8,458

investments in affiliated companies measured at fair value – – 214 214
investments in associates measured at fair value – – 16 16
other securities at fair value through profit or loss    

held for trading 815 1,808 8 2,631
designated as at fair value through profit or loss – 166 – 166

investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders 5,093 – – 5,093
Total 107,315 22,416 2,066 131,797

    

    Prev. year
€m Level 1  Level 2  Level 3  Total
other securities available for sale    

fixed-interest 86,082 25,194 1,078 112,354
non-fixed-interest 8,351 869 549 9,769

investments in affiliated companies measured at fair value – 9 194 203
investments in associates measured at fair value – – 18 18
other securities at fair value through profit or loss    

held for trading 489 1,062 17 1,568
designated as at fair value through profit or loss – 242 – 242

investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders     
who bear the investment risk 4,957 – – 4,957
Total 99,879 27,376 1,856 129,111

1  including hedging derivatives.
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in the financial year, we reallocated large portions of the asset-backed securities and 
certain collateralised loan obligations (clos) in our portfolio from level 3 to level 2, it 
now being possible to value these portfolios solely on the basis of observable market 
inputs again. at the same time, we reallocated the shares in real estate funds and the 
derivative components of variable annuities from level 2 to level 3, since we did not 
use inputs observable in the market for valuing them in the financial year. 

the only investments held for trading that are allocated to level 3 are derivatives with 
the corresponding hierarchy-level allocation. changes during the year under review 
largely derive from a positive change in the market value and subsequent sale of a 
catastrophe bond. the transfers out of level 3 in the case of investments in affiliated 
companies, recognised at fair value, derive mainly from the first-time consolidation of 
companies, which are consequently no longer shown in the reconciliation. the follow-
ing table presents the reconciliation from the beginning balances to the ending bal-
ances for investments allocated to level 3. 

Reconciliation for investments allocated to Level 3 at 31 December 2011    

    
    Other securities
    available for sale
  fixed-interest  non-fixed-interest
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year 1,078 2,478 549 331
gains and losses 4 225 37 –65

gains (losses) recognised in the income statement 11 35 –6 –72
gains (losses) recognised in equity –7 190 43 7

acquisitions 301 2,909 194 201
disposals 424 2,237 38 80
transfer to/out of level 3 243 –2,297 –116 162
changes in the market value of derivatives – – – –
Carrying amount at 31 Dec. financial year 1,202 1,078 626 549
gains (losses) recognised in the income statement    
that are attributable to investments shown at the     
end of the financial year 4 – – –57

    

  investments in affiliated  
  companies measured at  investments in associates
  fair value  measured at fair value
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year 194 – 18 –
gains and losses –26 3 –1 –

gains (losses) recognised in the income statement –26 –4 –1 –
gains (losses) recognised in equity – 7 – –

acquisitions 283 2 – –
disposals 21 – 1 –
transfer to/out of level 3 –216 189 – 18
changes in the market value of derivatives – – – –
Carrying amount at 31 Dec. financial year 214 194 16 18
gains (losses) recognised in the income statement   
that are attributable to investments shown at the    
end of the financial year –14 –3 – –
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8 // other securities available for sale 

over half the corporate debt securities are pfandbriefs or issues by development banks 
and comparable institutions. the remaining portfolio is composed of securities issued 
by companies outside the banking sector (with each individual risk making up less than  
1%), bonds issued by banks and state central savings banks (with state guarantees), 
and asset-backed securities/mortgage-backed securities that largely have implicit 
state guarantees or an above-average rating.

      
    Other securities at fair value  
    through profit or loss  Total
    Designated as at fair value  
   Held for trading through profit or loss  
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  17 12 – – 1,856 2,821
gains and losses 222 2 – – 236 165

gains (losses) recognised in the income statement 222 2 – – 200 –39
gains (losses) recognised in equity – – – – 36 204

acquisitions  – 1 – – 778 3,113
disposals 221 8 – – 705 2,325
transfer to/out of level 3 –10 12 – – –99 –1,916
change in the market value of derivates – –2 – – – –2
Carrying amount at 31 Dec. financial year 8 17 – – 2,066 1,856
gains (losses) recognised in the income statement
that are attributable to investments shown at the 
end of the financial year 8 – – 2 –2 –58

Breakdown of other securities available for sale

  Carrying amounts  unrealised gains/losses  Amortised cost
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
fixed-interest securities      
government bonds      

germany 11,222 7,590 746 288 10,476 7,302
Rest of eu 21,761 26,605 –187 –826 21,948 27,431
usa  12,927 11,190 1,225 339 11,702 10,851
other 11,955 9,245 996 553 10,959 8,692

corporate debt securities 47,398 47,142 1,648 1,410 45,750 45,732
other 9,956 10,582 464 437 9,492 10,145
 115,219 112,354 4,892 2,201 110,327 110,153
non-fixed-interest securities       
shares 4,911 6,027 553 1,488 4,358 4,539
investment funds      

equity funds 308 505 18 85 290 420
Bond funds 1,552 1,959 22 18 1,530 1,941
Real estate funds 529 545 11 10 518 535

other 1,158 733 89 33 1,069 700
 8,458 9,769 693 1,634 7,765 8,135
Total 123,677 122,123 5,585 3,835 118,092 118,288
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assets pledged as security and other restrictions on title amount to €10,142m (9,422m). 
some €1,419m (1,936m) of the securities shown are loaned to third parties. these 
secur ities are not derecognised, as the main resultant risks and rewards remain with 
munich Re. as at 31 december 2011, for our securities lending, we had received collat-
eral of − (€764m) that may be sold or passed on as collateral. of the €5,585m (3,835m) 
in unrealised gains and losses, €3,404m (2,636m) has been recognised in equity (other 
reserves), after deduction of provisions for deferred premium refunds, deferred taxes, 
non-controlling interests and consolidation effects. 

to support hypo Real estate (hRe), the german federal government adopted a rescue 
package in october 2008, backed by the deutsche Bundesbank and also the german 
financial services industry. munich Re participated in this rescue package and also in 
its follow-up financing in 2009 and 2010. these measures have now expired, and fur-
ther such steps are not envisaged. 

Disposal proceeds in the financial year 

€m 2011 Prev. year
fixed-interest securities  57,885 53,063
non-fixed-interest securities   

Quoted  17,779 10,036
unquoted 1,354 2,192

Total 77,018 65,291

Realised gains and losses 

€m 2011 Prev. year
gains on disposal  2,480 2,253

fixed-interest securities 1,621 1,434
non-fixed-interest securities 859 819

losses on disposal 1,182 552
fixed-interest securities 860 367
non-fixed-interest securities 322 185

Total 1,298 1,701

Contractual period to maturity of fixed-interest securities

  Carrying amounts  Amortised cost
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year  10,914 9,297 10,846 9,221
over one year and up to two years  9,429 8,510 9,282 8,306
over two years and up to three years 10,303 9,690 10,019 9,398
over three years and up to four years 9,920 10,007 9,667 9,693
over four years and up to five years 9,411 9,670 8,862 9,509
over five years and up to ten years 32,131 35,809 31,066 35,377
over ten years  33,111 29,371 30,585 28,649
Total 115,219 112,354 110,327 110,153
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the rating categories are based on those of the leading international rating agencies.  
in deviation from the purely economic view, the carrying amount of the securities 
 represents the maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accord-
ance with ifRs 7.

9 // other securities at fair value through profit or loss

securities at fair value through profit or loss comprise securities of €2,370m (1,371m) 
held for trading and securities of €166m (241m) designated as at fair value through 
profit or loss. 

the securities held for trading are made up of fixed-interest securities totalling €567m 
(475m), non-fixed-interest securities totalling €31m (29m) and derivatives held for 
trading amounting to €1,772m (867m). the securities designated as at fair value 
through profit or loss comprise €161m (233m) assignable to fixed-interest securities 
and €5m (8m) to non-fixed interest securities. 

the rating categories are based on those of the leading international rating agencies. in 
deviation from the purely economic view, the carrying amount of the securities repre-
sents the maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accordance 
with ifRs 7. 

derivative financial instruments are used by munich Re to hedge against interest-rate, 
currency, and other market risks. this is done at the group companies within the 
framework of individual supervisory regulations and additional internal company 
direct ives. the risk of default is practically non-existent in the case of products traded 
on the stock exchange. over-the-counter products, on the other hand, harbour a theor-
etical risk in the amount of the replacement costs. therefore, munich Re selects only 
top-quality counterparties for such transactions. 

as at 31 december 2011, munich Re held collateral for derivatives in the form of secur-
ities with a minimum rating of aa that may either be sold or transferred as collateral. 
the fair value of this collateral amounts to €668m.

Rating of fixed-interest securities according to fair values

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
aaa 56,747 65,705
aa 27,779 20,497
a 16,427 13,752
BBB 10,739 9,830
lower 3,362 2,290
no rating 165 280
Total 115,219 112,354

Rating of fixed-interest securities according to fair values

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
aaa 306 326
aa 222 212
a 157 137
BBB 32 15
lower – 4
no rating 11 14
Total 728 708
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the following table shows the fair values and the related notional amounts of all our 
open positions, broken down according to risk types. positive and negative fair values 
have been netted. at 31 december 2011, the open positions amounted to €689m 
(437m), or 0.3% (0.2%) of the balance sheet total.

Disclosure of derivatives by balance sheet item

€m   31.12.2011 Prev. year
 Qualifying for   
fair value hedge accounting Balance sheet item  
 no investments, other securities held for trading 1,772 867
positive

 Yes other assets 261 197
 no   
negative 

Yes
 liabilities, other liabilities –1,344 –627

Total   689 437
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Open positions

       31.12.
Periods to maturity in years < 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 4–5 > 5 2011 Prev. year
€m
interest-rate risks 
traded on the stock exchange

fair values 41 – – – – – 41 –56
notional amounts 4,660 – – – – – 4,660 8,260

over-the-counter
fair values 145 42 158 48 65 267 725 500
notional amounts 1,834 525 2,487 779 1,425 12,485 19,535 14,213

total interest-rate risks
fair values 186 42 158 48 65 267 766 444
notional amounts 6,494 525 2,487 779 1,425 12,485 24,195 22,473

Currency risks
traded on the stock exchange

fair values – – – – – – – –
notional amounts 20 – – – – – 20 –

over-the-counter
fair values –12 – – – – –23 –35 –14
notional amounts 17,447 – – – – 244 17,691 15,848

total currency risks
fair values –12 – – – – –23 –35 –14
notional amounts 17,467 – – – – 244 17,711 15,848

Equity and index risks
traded on the stock exchange

fair values 69 – – – – – 69 37
notional amounts 5,575 – – – – – 5,575 3,936

over-the-counter
fair values – – – 12 1 – 13 24
notional amounts 132 2 48 64 38 – 284 400

total equity and index risks
fair values 69 – – 12 1 – 82 61
notional amounts 5,707 2 48 64 38 – 5,859 4,336

Credit risks
over-the-counter

fair values –2 – – –2 –95 –12 –111 –24
notional amounts 403 17 82 18 3,451 668 4,639 2,422

Weather risks
over-the-counter

fair values –28 – – – – – –28 –15
notional amounts 91 1 3 – – – 95 61

Commodity risks
over-the-counter

fair values –1 12 2 2 1 – 16 17
notional amounts 363 862 202 243 114 45 1,829 764

insurance risks
over-the-counter

fair values –58 –2 21 69 63 –22 71 –25
notional amounts 3,068 788 879 1,354 1,185 9,983 17,257 13,492

Other risks
over-the-counter

fair values – – – – – –72 –72 –7
notional amounts 2 – – – – 1,212 1,214 832

Total of all risks
fair values 154 52 181 129 35 138 689 437
notional amounts 33,595 2,195 3,701 2,458 6,213 24,637 72,799 60,228
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We have introduced a new type of risk for insurance risks previously allocated to 
weather risks and other risks: “insurance risks”. under this risk type, we essentially sub-
sume for property-casualty business the derivative portions of natural catastrophe 
bonds, individually structured insurance derivatives and derivative components separ-
ated from their host contract. for life and health business, the risk type “insurance 
risks” essentially includes the derivative components from securitisations of  mortality 
and morbidity risks and of variable annuities. the securitisation of variable annuities 
previously allocated to various risk types has also been reallocated to the risk type 
“insurance risks”.

interest-rate risks in life insurance have been hedged using swaptions and total return 
swaps. these derivatives providing the right to receive a fixed interest rate are shown in 
the category “interest-rate risks/over-the-counter”. at the reporting date, the fair values 
of the derivatives totalled €537m (185m), and the underlying notional amounts 
€5,090m (7,467m). the investment result from derivatives includes a loss of €355m 
(76m) from fluctuations in value of these items. 

although the derivatives used by munich Re essentially serve to hedge against risks, 
only an amount of €254m (197m) meets the requirements of ias 39 for hedge account-
ing. 

ias 39 distinguishes between fair value hedges and cash flow hedges. 

fair value hedges in the case of fair value hedges, the change in the fair value of the 
hedging instrument and the change in the fair value of the hedged instrument are gen-
erally recognised in profit or loss under the items “investment income” and “investment 
expenses” in the income statement. With munich Reinsurance company’s hedged sub-
ordinated bond, this information is shown under finance costs. munich Re uses hedg-
ing relationships in the form of fair value hedges to selectively and efficiently mitigate 
interest-rate and other market-price risks. the main types of transaction employed for 
hedging are swaps and forwards. the fair value of the derivatives used for this 
amounted to €215m (168m) at the balance sheet date. in 2011, the following changes in 
value were recognised in the consolidated income statement: €60m for the hedging 
instruments and –€62m for the relevant underlyings. 

Cash flow hedges play a role in countering fluctuations that may be caused, for exam-
ple, by variable interest payments. munich Re uses cash flow hedges chiefly to hedge 
against interest-rate risks, with interest-rate swaps the main instruments employed. 
changes in the fair value of the hedging instrument are recognised directly in equity for 
this purpose. only when the actual cash inflow or outflow takes place, as a result of the 
hedged circumstance, is the relevant equity item reversed with recognition in profit or 
loss. 

the change in fair value assignable to the ineffective portion of the hedging was negli-
gible at the reporting date.

at the balance sheet date, there is an equity item of €4m (–2m) from cash flow hedges. 
the net fair value of the derivatives falling into this category amounted to €39m (29m) 
at the balance sheet date.

   Periods to maturity and amount of the hedged cash flows at the balance sheet date

€m < 1 year 1–2 years 2–3 years 3–4 years 4–5 years > 5 years 31.12.2011 Prev. year 
notional amounts of
hedged transactions – – 25 – 25 339 389 295
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10 // deposits retained on assumed reinsurance

deposits retained on assumed reinsurance serve directly as collateral for technical pro-
visions covering business assumed from cedants in reinsurance. they do not trigger 
any cash flows and may not be used by the cedant independently. the credit risk is 
 therefore limited. the amount of and changes in deposits retained on assumed reinsur-
ance in the balance sheet year generally derive from the values for the changes in the 
related technical provisions for the reinsured business. deposits retained on assumed 
reinsurance business thus do not have a fixed maturity date, their release generally 
being dependent on the run-off of the corresponding provisions.

11 // other investments 

other investments comprise deposits with banks totalling €2,392m (3,153m), our 
 tangible assets in renewable energies amounting to €260m (46m), and forestry invest-
ments of €3m (–). deposits with banks include receivables of €104m (64m) from 
 repurchase agreements that have been booked by us as the lender to borrowers for 
securities lent under repurchase agreements.

as the deposits with banks mainly have a period to maturity of less than one year, the 
fair values largely correspond to the carrying amounts. in deviation from the purely eco-
nomic view, the carrying amount of these other investments represents the maximum 
exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accordance with ifRs 7. assets 
pledged as security and other restrictions on title amount to €31m (–) for deposits with 
banks. 

the fair values of tangible assets in renewable energies at the balance sheet date 
amount to €267m (46m). the tangible assets include items pledged as security and 
other restrictions on title amounting to €97m (−).

Development of tangible assets in renewable energies

€m 2011 Prev. year
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  55 –
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses 
at 31 dec. previous year  9 –
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  46 –
changes due to currency translation – –
additions 

Business combinations 203 –
other 20 20

disposals 
loss of control – –
other – 1

impairment losses reversed – –
depreciation and impairment losses

depreciation 12 3
impairment losses – –

Reclassification 3 30
carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 260 46
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses 
at 31 dec. financial year 22 9
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 282 55
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12 // ceded share of technical provisions 

details of the ceded share of technical provisions are shown in (20) unearned pre-
miums, (21) provisions for future policy benefits, (22) provisions for outstanding claims, 
(23) other technical provisions and (39) credit risks from ceded reinsurance business.

13 // other receivables 

€672m (632m) of the amounts receivable on primary insurance business is apportion-
able to receivables from insurance agents. the miscellaneous receivables contain 
receivables of €519m (305m) resulting from reinsurance contracts without significant 
risk transfer, which do not fall within the scope of ifRs 4. in deviation from the purely 
economic view, the carrying amount of the receivables represents the maximum expos-
ure to credit risk at the balance sheet date, in accordance with ifRs 7.

Ceded share of technical provisions

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
unearned premiums – – 134 309
provision for future policy benefits 645 684 – –
provision for outstanding claims 278 288 2,383 2,080
other technical provisions 6 15 – 4
Total 929 987 2,517 2,393 

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
unearned premiums 9 7 213 386
provision for future policy benefits 7 7 2,458 2,435
provision for outstanding claims 35 9 2,934 2,630
other technical provisions – – 29 39
Total 51 23 5,634 5,490

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
unearned premiums – – 3 2 67 68
provision for future policy benefits 1,806 1,742 – 2 – –
provision for outstanding claims 10 19 8 4 220 230
other technical provisions – – – – 23 20
Total 1,816 1,761 11 8 310 318

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

Breakdown of other receivables

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
amounts receivable on primary insurance business  1,552 1,411
accounts receivable on reinsurance business  4,909 4,514
interest and rent  2,880 2,852
miscellaneous receivables 1,951 1,799
Total 11,292 10,576
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as the other receivables mainly have a period to maturity of less than one year, the fair 
values largely correspond to the carrying amounts. 

as at 31 december 2011, our accounts receivable on ceded business were split between 
the following ratings (based on those of standard & poor’s): 

€331m (379m) of all our receivables on underwriting business at the balance sheet 
date was outstanding for more than 90 days. the average defaults of the last three 
years amount to €144m (141m).

Contractual period to maturity of other receivables

  Carrying amounts
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year  10,578 10,112
over one year and up to two years  50 29
over two years and up to three years  233 33
over three years and up to four years 84 26
over four years and up to five years 28 211
over five years and up to ten years 88 116
over ten years 231 49
Total 11,292 10,576

Rating of accounts receivable 

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
aaa 9 59
aa 158 181
a 109 200
BBB and lower 8 13
no external rating 147 174
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14 // deferred acquisition costs 

Deferred acquisition costs

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 1,947 1,848 1,431 1,322
ceded share –14 –13 26 51
net 1,961 1,861 1,405 1,271

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 125 126 9,386 9,165
ceded share 15 18 44 72
net 110 108 9,342 9,093

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
gross 3,502 3,623 1,679 1,583 702 663
ceded share 10 11 1 – 6 5
net 3,492 3,612 1,678 1,583 696 658

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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the amortisation includes accrued interest as well as write-downs. the impairment 
losses comprise write-ups and write-downs stemming from changes in the assump-
tions underlying the calculations which require an adjustment in the measurement. 

in the primary insurance segment, long-term interest-rate levels were adjusted on the 
basis of the long-term regular return on investments. the now lower interest margin 
and adjustment of other assumptions led to impairment losses of deferred acquisition 
costs.

Development of gross deferred acquisition costs

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 1,848 1,659 1,322 1,166
currency translation differences 50 116 29 72
change in consolidated group/other – – – –
new deferred acquisition costs 309 442 1,861 1,431
changes

amortisation –259 –312 –1,785 –1,364
impairment losses –1 –57 4 17

Status at 31 Dec. financial year 1,947 1,848 1,431 1,322

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 126 71 9,165 8,604
currency translation differences 3 3 53 198
change in consolidated group/other – –2 –7 –2
new deferred acquisition costs 176 89 3,334 2,806
changes

amortisation –180 –35 –2,913 –2,300
impairment losses – – –246 –141

Status at 31 Dec. financial year 125 126 9,386 9,165

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 3,623 3,642 1,583 1,513 663 553
currency translation differences –4 1 – – –25 6
change in consolidated group/other –4 – –1 – –2 –
new deferred acquisition costs 372 300 260 190 356 354
changes

amortisation –236 –219 –163 –120 –290 –250
impairment losses –249 –101 – – – –

Status at 31 Dec. financial year 3,502 3,623 1,679 1,583 702 663

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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15 // deferred tax 

the deferred tax assets and liabilities recognised in the consolidated balance sheet 
concern the following balance sheet items:

the deferred taxes for technical provisions include the deferred taxes for deferred 
acquisition costs and €1,888m (2,437m) for claims equalisation provisions, which are 
not posted under ifRs. 

the excess of deferred tax liabilities over deferred tax assets amounts to €2,296m 
(3,100m). the reduction of €804m (396m) was recognised as follows: –€367m (23m) 
without impact on profit or loss and €1,184m (373m) in earnings. the remaining change 
is due to obtaining or losing control and to currency translation. 

no deferred taxes were posted for temporary differences of €45m (41m) in connection 
with investments in subsidiaries and associates, also referred to as outside basis differ-
ences.

deferred tax assets are recognised for unused loss carry-forwards to the extent that, on 
the basis of tax result planning, it is sufficiently probable that they will be utilised. We 
have broken down the existing deferred tax assets relating to loss carry-forwards and 
the loss carry-forwards themselves.

Deferred tax     

   31.12.2011  Prev. year
€m  Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities
Assets     
a. intangible assets  203 345 177 345
B.  investments  3,100 4,643 2,381 3,603
c. investments for the benefit of life insurance     
 policyholders who bear the investment risk  – 2 – 2
e. Receivables 228 21 173 46
i. other assets 547 790 605 757
Total assets  4,078 5,801 3,336 4,753
     
Equity and liabilities     
c.  net technical provisions 2,024 3,525 1,694 3,821
e.  other accrued liabilities 582 483 468 434
f. liabilities 340 34 328 51
Total equity and liabilities   2,946 4,042 2,490 4,306

Off balance sheet 
loss carry-forwards and tax credits 523 – 133 –
Total  7,547 9,843 5,959 9,059
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the column “set off against income/deconsolidation” includes changes due to losing 
control and to changes in exchange rates.

Development of deferred tax assets for loss carry-forwards and tax credits     

    Subsequent   
    additions   
     and reduc-  Set off 
     tions due to Additions against 
    changes in due to  income/ 
    valuation new Decon-  
€m   Prev. year allowances losses solidation 31.12.2011
deferred tax assets for       

corporation tax loss carry-forwards   94 451 66 –187 424
trade tax loss carry-forwards   10 –1 55 –2 62
loss carry-forwards from capital losses   – – – – –
tax credits   29 – 20 –12 37

Total   133 450 141 –201 523

Tax loss carry-forwards and tax credits      

   31.12.2011   Prev. year
 For which For which   For which For which  
 deferred deferred   deferred deferred  
 tax assets tax assets  tax assets tax assets 
 are are not  are are not 
€m recognised recognised Total  recognised recognised Total
corporation tax loss carry-forwards      

expiring in up to three years 27 81 108 11 37 48
expiring in over three years and up to ten years 224 83 307 160 102 262
expiring in over ten years 765 1,147 1,912 16 2,305 2,321
not expiring 390 997 1,387 208 323 531

 1,406 2,308 3,714 395 2,767 3,162
trade tax loss carry-forwards      

not expiring 370 169 539 61 202 263
 370 169 539 61 202 263
loss carry-forwards from capital losses      

expiring in up to three years – – – – – –
expiring in over three years and up to ten years – – – – 183 183
expiring in over ten years – – – – – –
not expiring – – – – – –

 – – – – 183 183
tax credits      

expiring in up to three years – – – – – –
expiring in over three years and up to ten years – – – – – –
expiring in over ten years – – – – – –
not expiring 37 – 37 29 – 29

  37 – 37 29 – 29
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16 // other assets 

these mainly comprise owner-occupied property totalling €2,385m (2,411m), plant and 
equipment of €294m (284m), advance payments on insurance amounting to €437m 
(467m), derivatives totalling €261m (197m) and miscellaneous deferred items of €129m 
(137m). €18m (20m) of the owner-occupied property and − (€1m) of the plant and 
equipment involve finance leases.

the impairment losses are distributed between the different group segments as fol-
lows: in reinsurance €8m (4m) is apportionable to life and €14m (7m) to property- 
casualty; in primary insurance, the impairment losses amount to €1m (14m) in life,  
€7m (2m) in health and €2m (2m) in property-casualty; munich health accounts for 
€4m (2m).

the impairment losses were largely triggered by reduced earnings and higher return 
requirements in the market. 

the fair value of the property amounts to €2,689m (2,681m).

expenditures recognised in the carrying amount for assets in the course of construc-
tion total €133m (144m) for property and €16m (14m) for plant and equipment. com-
mitments to acquire property total €22m (28m) and commitments to acquire plant and 
equipment €16m (24m). assets pledged as security and other restrictions on title 
amount to €3m (3m) for plant and equipment.

Development of property, plant and equipment

 Owner- Operating   
 occupied and office   
€m property equipment  Other 2011 Prev. year
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  3,353 948 54 4,355 4,495
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment 
losses at 31 dec. previous year  942 664 25 1,631 1,670
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  2,411 284 29 2,724 2,825
currency translation differences 2 2 1 5 30
additions

Business combinations – 1 – 1 2
other 88 131 4 223 315

disposals
loss of control 5 2 – 7 14
other 6 17 1 24 74

impairment losses reversed 8 – – 8 2
depreciation and impairment losses     
depreciation 56 108 6 170 157

impairment losses 34 2 – 36 31
Reclassification –23 5 – –18 –174
carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 2,385 294 27 2,706 2,724
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment 
losses at 31 dec. financial year 1,000 682 30 1,712 1,631
gross carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 3,385 976 57 4,418 4,355
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17 // non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale

in the first quarter of 2011, with economic effect from 29 april 2011, the eRgo insur-
ance group sold its shares in the fully consolidated capital square pte. ltd., singapore, 
the sales price totalling €465m. the disposal group mainly included an office invest-
ment property with a carrying amount of €239m.

We decided in the second quarter of 2011 to sell our fully consolidated subsidiaries 
american modern life insurance company, amelia, ohio, and southern pioneer life 
insurance company, Jonesboro, arkansas. a contract regarding the sale of these com-
panies, with economic effect from January 2012, was signed in the third quarter of 
2011; the sales price was around €26m.

in the third quarter of 2011, with economic effect from 29 december 2011, the eRgo 
insurance group sold its shares in its fully consolidated subsidiaries VictoRia- 
seguros de Vida, s.a., lisbon, and VictoRia-seguros s.a., lisbon. the sale took place 
indirectly via the sale of the parent company of these subsidiaries. the provisional sales 
price is €69m.

in the fourth quarter of 2011, with expected economic effect from the first quarter of 
2012, the eRgo insurance group sold an office investment property with a carrying 
amount of €13m. the sales price is €52m.

how the non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale are allocated between 
the segments is disclosed in the segment reporting.

Notes to the consolidated balance sheet – Equity and liabilities

18 // equity 

the total share capital of €587,725,396.48 at 31 december 2011 is divided into 
179,341,212 no-par-value registered shares, each fully paid up and entitled to one vote. 
By resolution of the annual general meeting on 28 april 2010, munich Reinsurance 
company was authorised to buy back shares amounting to a maximum of 10% of the 
share capital up to 27 april 2015. the annual general meeting on 20 april 2011 
renewed this resolution, thereby authorising the Board of management to buy back 
shares amounting to a maximum of 10% of the share capital up to 19 april 2016. in the 
year under review, the number of shares in circulation developed as follows:
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on 31 december 2011, a total of 1,752,462 munich Reinsurance company shares with a 
calculated nominal value of around €5.7m were held by group companies. this repre-
sents 1.0% of the share capital.

on 7 may 2010, munich Reinsurance company’s Board of management decided on a 
share buy-back programme, thus availing itself of the authorisation granted by the 
annual general meeting on 28 april 2010, in accordance with section 71 para. 1 item 8 
of the german stock companies act. in the period from 25 may 2010 to 12 april 2011, 
9,127,259 munich Reinsurance company shares were acquired via the stock exchange 
at an average price of €109.56. of these, 3,037,591 shares were acquired in the calen-
dar year 2011 at an average price of €115.34. all shares from this buy-back programme 
were retired on 20 april 2011 in a simplified process, without reducing the share cap-
ital, by adjusting the proportion of the company’s share capital represented by each of 
the remaining no-par-value shares.

no shares have so far been bought back under the new authorisation to buy back 
shares adopted by the annual general meeting on 20 april 2011. 

in 2011, no employee share programmes were set up for the employees of munich Rein-
surance company or of dependent group companies or enterprises in which the com-
pany has a majority shareholding. there are no shares remaining from former employee 
share programmes.

one subsidiary holds 1,423,055 shares to hedge stock appreciation rights granted to 
the Board of management and top munich Reinsurance company executives since 
1999. in 2011, no shares were acquired for hedging these programmes, but a total of 
186,012 shares were sold at an average price of €121.36.

in the financial year 2011, companies of the eRgo insurance group acquired no shares 
to cover future commitments from the long-term incentive plans launched since 2002, 
but sold a total of 46,589 shares at a price of €118.18 each. together with the remaining 
munich Re shares acquired to hedge the stock appreciation rights granted in prior years, 
the eRgo insurance group had a total portfolio of 177,468 shares at 31 december 2011.

meag munich eRgo assetmanagement gmbh also acquired no shares in the finan-
cial year 2011 to safeguard obligations from its long-term incentive plan, but sold 15,157 
shares at an average price of €116.22, leaving it with a portfolio of 151,939 munich Re 
shares.

the acquisition costs of all munich Re shares in the possession of group companies at 
the end of the financial year totalled €169,752,530 94.

Development of shares in circulation

 number of shares 2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  180,378,583 191,910,177
additions

disposal of remaining portfolio of employee shares – 255
disposals from hedging stock appreciation rights 
under long-term incentive plans  247,758 299,485

Reductions
acquisition of shares for retirement (share buy-back programme)  3,037,591 11,797,271
acquisition of shares to hedge stock appreciation rights 
under long-term incentive plans – 34,063

Status at 31 Dec. financial year 177,588,750 180,378,583
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in the year under review, a total of €1,110m was distributed to munich Reinsurance 
company’s equity holders for the financial year 2010 in the form of a dividend of €6.25 
per dividend-bearing share.

Retained earnings contain equalisation reserves of €4,791m (5,795m). these provisions 
are established under national regulations to smooth fluctuations in loss experience in 
future years. in ifRs accounting, they are recognised in equity.

the “other reserves” include –€223m (–610m) from currency translation and €4m 
(–2m) resulting from valuation of cash flow hedges. in addition, “other reserves”  contain 
unrealised gains and losses distributed between the different items as follows: 

Composition of the capital authorised for capital increases

€m 31.12.2011
authorised capital increase 2009 (until 21 april 2014) 280
authorised capital increase 2011 (until 19 april 2016) 10
Total 290

Composition of contingent capital

€m 31.12.2011
contingent capital increase 2010 (until 27 april 2015) 117
Total 117

Composition of equity

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
issued capital 588 588
capital reserve 6,800 6,800
Retained earnings 11,588 10,735
other reserves 3,384 2,238
consolidated result attributable to munich Reinsurance company  
equity holders  702 2,422
non-controlling interests 247 245
Total equity 23,309 23,028

Unrealised gains and losses

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
non-consolidated affiliated companies and associates not accounted 
for using the equity method 143 161
associates accounted for using the equity method 72 68
other securities available for sale

fixed-interest  4,892 2,201
non-fixed-interest 693 1,634

less
provision for deferred premium refunds recognised in equity 847 598
deferred taxes recognised in equity 1,276 605
non-controlling interests 10 11
consolidation and currency translation effects 64 –

Total 3,603 2,850
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the taxes of €600m recognised directly in equity comprise current taxes on unrealised 
gains of €233m on assets, with the remainder of €367m being deferred tax assets.

the non-controlling interests are mainly minority interests in individual companies of 
the primary insurance group. We disclose direct minority interests in special funds 
under “other  liabilities”.

information on capital management and minimum capital requirements is provided in 
the sections on those items under “financial position – capital management” and 
“financial position – group solvency”.

Tax effects in the income and expenses recognised directly in equity

   2011   Prev. year
€m Before tax  Tax After tax Before tax  Tax After tax
currency translation 390 – 390 645 – 645
unrealised gains and losses on investments 1,421 671 750 112 –18 130
change resulting from valuation at equity 5 – 5 –8 – –8
change resulting from cash flow hedges 9 3 6 –5 –2 –3
actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans –209 –74 –135 –73 –23 –50
other changes –3 – –3 –20 – –20
Income and expense recognised directly in equity 1,613 600 1,013 651 –43 694

Non-controlling interests

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
unrealised gains and losses 10 11
consolidated result 10 9
other equity  227 225
Total 247 245
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19 // subordinated liabilities 

 
on 29 march 2011, with a settlement date of 5 april 2011, we placed a subordinated 
bond of €1bn with a consortium of investors. as part of our active capital management, 
we bought back a nominal amount of €1,222m of the munich Reinsurance company 
subordinated bond 2003/2023 in the period under review.

in the case of munich Reinsurance company’s bonds, annual outflows of liquidity occur 
for the interest payments until the first possible call dates in 2021, 2013, 2018, and 
2017; in the financial year, these amounted to €282m. thereafter, the liquidity outflows 
will vary, depending on the respective interest-rate level. in the case of the Bank austria 
creditanstalt Versicherung ag registered bonds from 2004, the annual outflow of 
liquidity is €2m. for its registered bonds from 2001, the annual outflow for the first ten 
years amounts to €1m. thereafter the payments for these bonds and the registered 
bonds from 1998 are, like those for the hsB group bonds, variable, depending on the 
respective interest-rate levels.

1 in the financial year 2011, the issuer bought back bonds with a nominal value of €1,222m.
2  eRgo international ag holds bonds with a nominal value of €3m; the volume outstanding has been reduced accordingly.
3 eRgo ag holds bonds with a nominal value of €3m; the volume outstanding has been reduced accordingly.

Breakdown of subordinated liabilities

 Identifica- A.M.     
€m tion number Best Fitch Moody’s S&P 31.12.2011 Prev. year
munich Reinsurance company, munich, WKn: a1KQYJ      
6.00 % until 2021, thereafter floating isin: Xs0608392550      
€1,000m, Bonds 2011/2041 Reuters: dea1KQYJ=
 Bloomberg: munRe a+ a – a 987 –
munich Reinsurance company, munich,  WKn: 843278
6.75% until 2013, thereafter floating,  isin: Xs0166965797
€1,678m1, Bonds 2003/2023  Reuters: de016696579=
 Bloomberg: munRe a+ a a2 (hyb) a 1,669 2,884
munich Reinsurance company, munich,  WKn: 843449
7.625% until 2018, thereafter floating,  isin: Xs0167260529
£300m, Bonds 2003/2028 Reuters: de016726052=
 Bloomberg: munRe a+ a a2 (hyb) a 357 348
munich Reinsurance company, munich,  WKn: a0n4eX
5.767% until 2017, thereafter floating,  isin: Xs0304987042
€1,349m, Bonds 2007/perpetual Reuters: de030498704=
 Bloomberg: munRe a a a3 (hyb) a 1,562 1,513
Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherung ag, 
Vienna, 4.95%, €50m, Registered bonds 
2004/2014  – – – – 51 49
Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherung ag,
Vienna, 6% until 2011, thereafter floating,  
€12m2, Registered bonds 2001/perpetual  – – – – 10 9
Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherung ag, 
Vienna, secondary market yield on federal 
government bonds (austria) +70 Bp, €13m3, 
Registered bonds 1998/perpetual  – – – – 11 10
hsB group inc., delaware,
liBoR +91 Bp, us$ 76m,
Bonds 1997/2027  – – – – 36 34
Total      4,683 4,847
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the fair value of the subordinated bond issued by munich Reinsurance company in 
June 2007 is hedged in respect of the risk-free interest rate by means of an interest-rate 
swap. the hedged changes in value of the subordinated liabilities and of the interest-
rate swap are shown in the finance costs with impact on profit or loss in each case.

the fair value of the subordinated liabilities at the balance sheet date amounted to 
€4,254m (4,777m). for the munich Reinsurance company bonds, we take the stock 
market prices as fair values. for the other subordinated liabilities, we determine the fair 
values using net present value methods with observable market parameters.

20 // unearned premiums 

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

Unearned premiums

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 45 52 6,070 5,600
ceded share – – 134 309
Net 45 52 5,936 5,291

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 443 443 8,391 7,879
ceded share 9 7 213 386
Net 434 436 8,178 7,493

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
gross 8 1 97 96 1,728 1,687
ceded share – – 3 2 67 68
Net 8 1 94 94 1,661 1,619
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Development of gross unearned premiums

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 52 113 5,600 4,883
currency translation effects 1 12 197 299
change in consolidated group – – – –
gross premiums written 9,481 7,766 16,557 15,377
earned premiums 9,489 7,839 16,284 14,959
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 45 52 6,070 5,600

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 443 370 7,879 6,946
currency translation effects –13 23 101 363
change in consolidated group – –16 –27 –16
gross premiums written 5,967 4,962 49,572 45,541
earned premiums 5,954 4,896 49,134 44,955
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 443 443 8,391 7,879

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 1 1 96 88 1,687 1,491
currency translation effects 6 – –6 1 –84 28
change in consolidated group – – –7 – –20 –
gross premiums written 6,262 6,484 5,710 5,493 5,595 5,459
earned premiums 6,261 6,484 5,696 5,486 5,450 5,291
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 8 1 97 96 1,728 1,687

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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21 // provision for future policy benefits 

the provision for future policy benefits in life reinsurance largely involves contracts 
where the mortality or morbidity risk predominates. in reinsurance, annuity contracts 
have a significantly lower weight than in primary insurance. 

essentially the same actuarial assumptions have been used as in the previous year for 
measuring the provisions for future policy benefits for business in force. for german 
primary insurance, to which approx. 88% of the provisions for future policy benefits are 
apportionable, biometric actuarial assumptions based on the tables of the german 
association of actuaries are used.

Provision for future policy benefits

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 13,682 10,521 – 317
ceded share 645 684 – –
Net 13,037 9,837 – 317 

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross   836 758 108,477 104,413
ceded share   7 7 2,458 2,435 
Net   829 751 106,019 101,978

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
gross 69,334 69,555 24,216 22,855 409 407
ceded share 1,806 1,742 – 2 – –
Net 67,528 67,813 24,216 22,853 409 407

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

Gross provision for future policy benefits according to type of insurance cover

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
Life 83,016 80,076
Reinsurance 13,682 10,521
primary insurance 69,334 69,555

term life insurance 2,889 2,654
other life insurance 37,530 39,118
annuity insurance 27,763 26,697
disability insurance 1,138 1,073
contracts with combination of more than one risk 14 13

Health 25,052 23,613
munich health 836 758
primary insurance 24,216 22,855
Property-casualty 409 724
Reinsurance – 317
primary insurance 409 407
Total 108,477 104,413
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further information on the underwriting risks and discount rates can be found under 
(37) Risks from life and health insurance business and (38) Risks from property- 
casualty insurance business.

the change under “other” contains €368m in savings premiums for capitalisation 
prod ucts and €3,372m for portfolio entries and withdrawals. scheduled changes in the 
provision for future policy benefits contain the changes deriving from prospective cal-
culation as a result of premium payments, benefit cases and the unwinding of discount 
in the year under review. 

22 // provision for outstanding claims 

Development of gross provision for future policy benefits

€m 2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  104,413 100,862
currency translation differences  81 144
change in consolidated group/other 3,680 955
changes

scheduled 289 2,169
unscheduled 14 283

Status at 31 Dec. financial year 108,477 104,413

Provision for outstanding claims

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 5,087 4,477 40,670 36,632
ceded share 278 288 2,383 2,080
Net 4,809 4,189 38,287 34,552

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
gross 1,076 1,037 54,392 49,501
ceded share 35 9 2,934 2,630
Net 1,041 1,028 51,458 46,871

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
gross 1,581 1,509 944 938 5,034 4,908
ceded share 10 19 8 4 220 230
Net 1,571 1,490 936 934 4,814 4,678

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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the provision for annuity claims involves periodic payments for disability cases and is 
usually due long term. a major part of this provision is established in the life reinsur-
ance and life primary insurance segment for future annuity payments; a small part 
refers to provisions for annuities in personal accident, liability and workers’ compensa-
tion insurance. the biometric actuarial assumptions are selected using appropriate 
actuarial principles. the assumptions regarding australian disability business were 
adjusted on the basis of recent biometric analyses. the adjustment mainly involves an 
update of the assumptions for calculating the duration of disability. provisions for annu-
ity claims are calculated as the present value of the expected future payments. the dis-
count rates used are shown under (37) Risks from life and health insurance business 
and (38) Risks from property-casualty insurance business. 

the case reserve reflects the amount which is expected to be needed to settle claims 
which are known and have already been reported at the balance sheet date. the major 
part of this provision is measured at face value. the iBnR reserve is calculated using 
actuarial methods on the basis of historical claims development data and taking into 
account foreseeable future trends.

Gross provision by type

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
annuity claims provision 3,057 2,568 245 242
case reserve 883 819 19,766 17,647
iBnR reserve 1,147 1,090 20,659 18,743
Total 5,087 4,477 40,670 36,632 

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
annuity claims provision 34 28 4,812 4,230
case reserve 278 501 25,698 23,676
iBnR reserve 764 508 23,882 21,595
Total 1,076 1,037 54,392 49,501

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year  31.12.2011  Prev. year
annuity claims provision 1,103 1,045 1 1 372 346
case reserve 289 290 893 893 3,589 3,526
iBnR reserve 189 174 50 44 1,073 1,036
Total 1,581 1,509 944 938 5,034 4,908

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

  
   

   

   

expected payments from the provisions for outstanding claims (property-casualty only)

  Reinsurance  Primary insurance
%1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year 31.4 30.2 39.2 40.4
over one year and up to five years 44.1 46.5 38.6 37.3
over five years and up to ten years 13.2 14.3 13.0 13.0
over ten years and up to fifteen years 5.0 4.2 5.2 5.2
over fifteen years 6.3 4.8 4.0 4.1

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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it should be borne in mind that the expected timing of payments from the provisions for 
outstanding claims involves considerable uncertainty.

the claims expenses for the year under review show both payments made for the year 
under review and expenses for posting the claims reserve in that year. the provisions 
set up for claims from previous years are regularly updated using best estimates based 
on exposure and claims information and past claims experience. the respective change 
is shown under claims expenses for previous years. 

in the year under review, most sectors experienced comparatively low claims-reporting 
activity from previous years, which had a positive influence on the ultimate-loss projec-
tion. 

Net run-off results in property-casualty business the values in the following run-off 
triangles cover more than 99% of our group’s portfolio of property-casualty business.

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

Development of the claims reserve in the property-casualty segment

   2011   Prev. year
  Ceded   Ceded 
€m1 Gross share Net Gross share Net
status at 31 dec. previous year 41,540 2,310 39,230 39,833 2,517 37,316
currency translation differences 1,039 26 1,013 1,802 53 1,749
change in consolidated group –53 –4 –49 – – –
claims expenses

for the year under review 17,931 895 17,036 14,242 782 13,460
for previous years  –809 41 –850 –597 94 –691

total claims expenses 17,122 936 16,186 13,645 876 12,769
unwinding of discount  82 3 79 86 5 81
less payments

for the year under review 5,930 172 5,758 5,213 262 4,951
for previous years  8,096 496 7,600 8,613 879 7,734

total payments 14,026 668 13,358 13,826 1,141 12,685
Status at 31 Dec. financial year  45,704 2,603 43,101 41,540 2,310 39,230
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Claims payments for the individual accident years (per calendar year, net)

€m  Accident year
Calendar year ≤ 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Total
2001 9,415           
2002 6,989 3,902          
2003 3,912 2,919 4,074         
2004 3,241 1,258 2,170 3,854        
2005 2,082 686 917 2,935 3,497       
2006 1,638 372 424 930 3,623 3,374      
2007 1,517 265 413 411 1,640 2,471 4,188     
2008 1,553 315 320 422 541 1,351 2,810 4,238    
2009 1,129 339 235 243 491 551 1,246 3,198 4,387   
2010 851 163 250 246 242 430 838 1,621 3,158 4,895  
2011 1,275 133 156 132 166 280 517 657 1,326 3,220 5,840 13,702

Claims reserves for the individual accident years at the respective reporting dates (net)

€m  Accident year
Date ≤ 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Total
31.12.2001 23,421           
31.12.2002 19,645 9,561          
31.12.2003 17,077 6,005 8,297         
31.12.2004 14,396 5,013 5,716 7,769        
31.12.2005 14,685 3,108 4,054 4,875 9,109       
31.12.2006 13,579 2,644 3,517 3,936 5,525 7,450      
31.12.2007 12,810 2,368 2,769 3,391 3,900 4,850 7,770     
31.12.2008 11,659 2,058 2,297 2,574 3,077 3,389 5,214 8,750    
31.12.2009 10,511 1,724 2,015 2,021 2,587 2,714 3,871 5,825 8,570   
31.12.2010 10,129 1,537 1,727 1,497 1,878 2,012 3,005 4,170 5,368 8,557  
31.12.2011 8,869 1,355 1,566 1,312 1,513 1,644 2,451 3,337 3,680 5,520 11,898 43,144

Ultimate loss for the individual accident years at the respective reporting dates (net)

€m  Accident year
Date ≤ 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Total
31.12.2001 32,836           
31.12.2002 36,049 13,463          
31.12.2003 37,393 12,826 12,371         
31.12.2004 37,953 13,092 11,960 11,623        
31.12.2005 40,324 11,873 11,215 11,664 12,606       
31.12.2006 40,856 11,781 11,102 11,655 12,645 10,824      
31.12.2007 41,604 11,770 10,767 11,521 12,660 10,695 11,958     
31.12.2008 42,006 11,775 10,615 11,126 12,378 10,585 12,212 12,988    
31.12.2009 41,987 11,780 10,568 10,816 12,379 10,461 12,115 13,261 12,957   
31.12.2010 42,456 11,756 10,530 10,538 11,912 10,189 12,087 13,227 12,913 13,452  
31.12.2011 42,471 11,707 10,525 10,485 11,713 10,101 12,050 13,051 12,551 13,635 17,738 166,027
net run-off result –9,635 1,756 1,846 1,138 893 723 –92 –63 406 –183 n/a –3,211
change             
2010 to 2011 –15 49 5 53 199 88 37 176 362 –183 n/a 771
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the ultimate loss of an accident year comprises all payments made for that accident 
year up to the reporting date, plus the claims reserve at the reporting date. given com-
plete information regarding all losses incurred up to the balance sheet date, the ulti-
mate loss status for each accident-year period would remain the same. in practice, 
however, it may be assumed that the ultimate loss status (based on estimates) is 
exposed to fluctuations that reflect the growth in knowledge about the claims cases. 
changes in the consolidated group, especially new acquisitions or the composition of 
segments to be reported, can also have an influence on the ultimate loss status.

the run-off triangles are prepared on a currency-adjusted basis. to this end, all figures 
are translated from the respective local currency into the group currency (euro), con-
sistently using the exchange rates applicable at the end of the year under review (i.e. at 
31 december 2011). this ensures that neutral net run-off results in the original currency 
(i.e. where the ultimate loss originally estimated for an accident year and current loss 
estimate are identical) do not lead to currency-related run-off effects when expressed 
in the group currency.

23 // other technical provisions 

of the provision for premium refunds based on national regulations, €74m (63m) is 
apportionable to property-casualty insurance. the provision for deferred premium 
refunds is established solely for life and health insurance. 

the ceded share of “other technical provisions” amounts to €29m (39m), of which €1m 
(–) is apportionable to the ceded share of the provision for premium refunds based on 
national regulations.

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

Breakdown of other technical provisions

  Reinsurance  Primary insurance  Munich Health  Total
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
provision for premium refunds
based on national regulations – – 5,711 5,213 – – 5,711 5,213
provision for deferred        
premium refunds – – 3,759 3,556 –47 1 3,712 3,557

thereof resulting from unrealised
gains and losses on investments 
(recognised directly in equity) – – 856 617 20 1 876 618
thereof resulting from other 
revaluations 
(recognised in profit or loss) – – 2,903 2,939 –67 – 2,836 2,939

provision for profit commission 566 604 – – 20 36 586 640
other 2 4 119 132 32 9 153 145
Total (gross) 568 608 9,589 8,901 5 46 10,162 9,555

Development of provision for premium refunds based on national regulations

€m 2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 5,213 4,880
change in consolidated group – – 
allocations/Withdrawals 498 333
Status at 31 Dec. financial year  5,711 5,213
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the above change resulting from unrealised gains and losses on investments reflects 
the proportional allocation to expected future policyholders’ bonuses of the change in 
fair values that has occurred in the past year. changes in the provision for deferred pre-
mium refunds are only recognised in the income statement to the extent that they 
result from valuation differences recognised in profit or loss. in german life primary 
insurance, an “additional interest reserve” was posted in accordance with local regula-
tions. the reserve takes account of interest-rate commitments to policyholders insofar 
as these are not sufficiently covered by current or expected investment income. this 
increases the valuation differences recognised in profit or loss and thus the provision 
for deferred premium refunds. to determine the portion of the valuation differences 
allocable to the provision for deferred premium refunds, rates of between 50% and 
92.5% after tax were used. 

24 // gross technical provisions for life insurance policies where 
 the investment risk is borne by the policyholders 

these provisions are valued retrospectively. the withdrawal for underwriting risks from 
the premiums and provision for future policy benefits is made on the basis of prudent 
assumptions regarding expected mortality and morbidity. here, as with the provision 
for future policy benefits for non-unit-linked life insurance, we base the underlying cal-
culation on best estimates, with appropriate provisions for adverse deviation. 

the provisions are directly covered by the investments for the benefit of life insurance 
policyholders who bear the investment risk. small differences in relation to these 
investments arise as a result of including unearned revenue liability in these provisions.

Development of provision for deferred premium refunds

€m 2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  3,557 4,343
change in consolidated group –8 –
change resulting from unrealised gains and 
losses on investments (recognised directly in equity)  258 –1,032
change resulting from other revaluations (recognised in profit or loss)  –95 246
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 3,712 3,557

Development of gross provision

€m 2011 Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  5,210 4,117
change in consolidated group and other influences  22 294
savings premiums  782 883
unrealised gains/losses on fund assets  –259 275
Withdrawal for expenses and risk  –73 –44
Withdrawal for benefits  –309 –315
Status at 31 Dec. financial year  5,373 5,210
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25 // other accrued liabilities 

Provisions for post-employment benefits munich Re companies generally give pen-
sion commitments to their employees in the form of defined contribution plans or 
defined benefit plans. the type and amount of the pension obligations are determined 
by the conditions of the respective pension plan. 

expenses for defined contribution plans in the year under review totalled €56m (59m). 

in the case of defined benefit plans, the amount of the defined benefits is largely 
dependent on salary and length of service. these benefits may be partially or fully 
financed through plan assets.

defined benefit obligations include medical-care benefits. the present value of defined 
benefit obligations for these items amounted to €163m (145m) at the balance sheet 
date. 

in 2003, munich Reinsurance company established a contractual trust agreement in 
the form of a two-way trust for its unfunded company pension obligations. to finance 
these obligations, it is necessary for the trust assets to correspond to the present value 
of pension obligations. in the process, however, account has to be taken of the differ-
ence between the actuarial interest rate relevant for measuring the obligations and the 
return attainable on the investments. therefore, the present value of the pension obli-
gations was calculated using an actuarial interest rate equivalent to the expected 
investment return, which increased the present value of defined benefit obligations at 
31 december 2011 by €215m (112m). 

     

Breakdown of other accrued liabilities

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
provisions for post-employment benefits  1,691 1,562 
other provisions  1,831 1,896
Total 3,522 3,458

Change in the present value of obligations under defined benefit plans

€m 2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  2,952 2,618
currency translation differences 31 59
change in consolidated group –2 –
current service cost  107 101
interest cost  133 131
actuarial gains/losses  210 131
paid pension benefits  –103 –94
plan curtailments –3 –2
past service cost  9 5
other 11 3
Status at 31 Dec. financial year  3,345 2,952
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the reimbursement rights derive from insurance concluded to cover the benefit 
 obligations.

Change in the plan assets for defined benefit plans

€m 2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year 1,449 1,229
currency translation differences 18 43
change in consolidated group –4 –
expected return 73 66
actuarial gains/losses 26 49
capital transfer to plan assets 214 85
paid pension benefits  –48 –26
other –3 3
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 1,725 1,449

Change in the reimbursement rights for defined benefit plans 

€m 2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  126 117
expected return 6 5
actuarial gains/losses –1 1
capital transfer 14 8
paid pension benefits –2 –2
other – –3
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 143 126

Funded status of defined benefit plans

€m 31.12.2011  Prev. year
unfunded obligations 

present value 1,445 1,432
past service cost not yet recognised 12 13
net balance sheet liability 1,457 1,445

Wholly/partly funded obligations
present value  1,900 1,520
plan assets –1,725 –1,449
other receivables 56 43
other 3 3
net balance sheet liability 234 117

Total net balance sheet liability  1,691 1,562

Change in the provision for defined benefit plans

€m 2011  Prev. year
status at 31 dec. previous year  1,562 1,424
currency translation differences 15 19
change in consolidated group 2 –
expenses 168 167
payments –53 –66
capital transfer to plan assets –214 –85
transfer to other receivables 13 22
actuarial gains/losses recognised in equity  196 78
other 2 3
Status at 31 Dec. financial year 1,691 1,562
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the actual return on plan assets amounts to €99m (115m), and the actual return on 
reimbursements to €5m (6m). 

the expenses are shown mainly under “operating expenses” and “expenses for claims 
and benefits” in the consolidated income statement.

included in the recognised income and expenses are actuarial losses amounting to 
€211m (93m) in the financial year and €812m (601m) cumulative, taking currency fluc-
tuations into account.

the fair value of the plan assets does not include any own shares. 

the consolidated companies used the following actuarial assumptions (weighted aver-
age values) for calculating their pension obligations:

the expected rate of return on plan assets is determined on the basis of anticipated 
long-term capital yields. 

for the financial year 2012, capital transfers of €72m (49m) to plan assets are expected. 

Breakdown of expenses booked in the business year 

€m 2011  Prev. year
current service cost 107 101
interest cost 133 131
less

expected return on plan assets  –73 –66
expected return on reimbursements –6 –5

past service cost 9 4
effects of plan curtailments –3 –
other 1 2
Total 168 167

Breakdown of plan assets to cover pension obligations

% 31.12.2011  Prev. year
non-fixed-interest securities  20.3 23.9
fixed-interest securities and loans 78.0 73.6
Real estate 0.1 0.2
other 1.6 2.3
Total 100.0 100.0

Actuarial assumptions

% 2011  Prev. year
discount rate 4.2 4.6
expected rate of return on fund assets  4.9 5.2
expected rate of return on reimbursements  4.9 4.6
future increases in entitlement/salary 2.3 3.2
future pension increases 1.5 1.6
medical cost trend rate 4.4 4.4
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a change in the medical cost trend rate by one percentage point would have the follow-
ing effects on the present value of defined benefit obligations and pension expenses:

the miscellaneous other provisions comprise a large number of different items, includ-
ing €50m (73m) for medium- and long-term incentive plans, €61m (89m) for salary 
obligations, €44m (43m) for other remuneration for desk and field staff, €262m (258m) 
for restructuring, €21m (28m) for competitions for sales staff, €28m (29m) for litigation 
risks, and – (€5m) for insurance tax on outstanding premiums. the provisions for 
restructuring mainly concern the eRgo group’s “continuous improvement of our com-
petitive position” project. 

the provisions for early-retirement benefits/semi-retirement, anniversary benefits and 
medium- and long-term incentive plans are mainly long term, whereas the provisions 
for earned commission, outstanding invoices, bonuses, holiday and overtime pay, and 
miscellaneous are essentially short term.

effects of change in the medical cost trend rate 

 increase Reduction
 by one by one 
 percentage percentage
€m point point
present value of defined benefit obligations 19 –15
pension expenses  2 –1

Other figures for the current financial year and previous years

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
present value of defined benefit obligations    
(excluding medical-care benefits) 3,182 2,807 2,489 2,178 2,053
plan assets –1,725 –1,449 –1,229 –989 –965
not covered by plan assets 1,457 1,358 1,260 1,189 1,088
experience adjustments arising on the plan liabilities 14 –3 –44 7 –24
experience adjustments arising on the plan assets 20 52 20 –100 –7

Other provisions 

     Other
€m Prev. year Additions Withdrawals Reversal changes 31.12.2011
earned commission 175 444 420 19 – 180
early retirement benefits/semi-retirement 165 33 24 – 22 196
outstanding invoices 138 164 138 16 1 149
Bonuses 134 61 48 4 –6 137
anniversary benefits 68 17 12 – 2 75
holiday and overtime pay 58 45 43 1 – 59
miscellaneous 1,158 672 634 138 –23 1,035
Total  1,896 1,436 1,319 178 –4 1,831
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26 // Bonds and notes issued

outflows of liquidity occur annually in the amount of the interest payments until the 
notes mature. these totalled us$ 29m in the financial year. We calculate the fair value 
of the notes issued using a recognised valuation method with observable market 
inputs. the fair value at the reporting date amounts to €304m (317m).

27 // deposits retained on ceded business

deposits retained on ceded business are collateral for technical provisions covering 
business ceded to reinsurers and retrocessionaires, and do not trigger any cash flows. 
as a rule, the changes in deposits retained on ceded business derive from the changes 
in the relevant technical provisions covering ceded business. deposits retained on 
ceded business thus do not have a fixed maturity date, their release generally being 
dependent on run-off of the corresponding provisions. 

28 // other liabilities 

the accounts payable on primary insurance business mainly contain liabilities towards 
policyholders resulting from accumulated participation in surplus, premium deposits 
and insurance contracts without significant risk transfer. 

€81m of the amounts owed to banks are attributable to bank borrowing by wind park 
companies acquired by munich Re as part of the Rent (Renewable energies and new 
technologies) programme.

the miscellaneous liabilities contain liabilities of €312m (150m) resulting from reinsur-
ance contracts without significant risk transfer, derivative financial instruments with a 
negative fair value of €1,039m (441m), and derivative components of variable annuities 
with a negative fair value of €305m (186m). the miscellaneous liabilities also include 
€15m (17m) for social security and €227m (200m) for interest and rent.

Breakdown of bonds and notes issued       

 identification A.M.     Prev.
€m number Best Fitch Moody’s S&P 31.12.2011 year
munich Re america corporation,  cusip-nr.: 029163ad4      
Wilmington, 7.45%, us$ 342m1, isin, Reuters: –      
senior notes 1996/2026  Bloomberg:       
 ameR Re coRp munRe bbb+ a+ a2 a– 263 290
Total      263 290

1  in the financial year 2011, the issuer bought back notes with a nominal value of us$ 48m.

Breakdown of other liabilities

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
amounts payable on primary insurance business  3,788 3,848
accounts payable on reinsurance business 4,146 3,634
amounts due to banks  616 1,843
miscellaneous liabilities 4,501 3,778
Total 13,051 13,103
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the following table provides information on the remaining contractual maturities of the 
items shown under “other liabilities”. since the amounts payable on primary insurance 
business are directly linked to the underlying insurance business, we analyse the liquid-
ity risk arising from these together with the corresponding insurance contracts. this 
currently also applies to the derivatives embedded in variable annuity business. for 
information on this, see (37) Risks from life and health insurance business and (38) 
Risks from property-casualty insurance business. the derivatives listed below are 
 recognised at market value.

the major portion of the liabilities up to one year involve interest-free items, where the 
carrying amounts and the undiscounted cash flows are identical. €258m (1,341m) of 
the amounts owed to banks and €648m (436m) of the liabilities from derivatives are 
due within one year. any deviations in the liabilities with remaining terms of over one 
year from the undiscounted cash flows are not material for the presentation and signifi-
cance of the financial liabilities for our financial position and performance.

the following table shows the allocation of the other liabilities measured at fair value to 
levels of the fair value hierarchy.

in the other liabilities, only derivatives with a negative market value are currently recog-
nised at fair value.  of these, as in the previous year, we allocated hedge fund certifi-
cates, the derivative portions of catastrophe bonds and weather derivatives to level 3. 
in addition, the derivative components of variable annuities have now also been allo-
cated to this level of the fair value hierarchy. the strong increase in liabilities allocated 
to level 3 is primarily due to this change in allocation to hierarchy levels.

Remaining terms of the other liabilities according to carrying amounts
(excluding amounts payable on primary insurance business and excluding liabilities 
from derivative components embedded in variable annuities)

 Carrying amounts
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year  7,801 8,120
over one year and up to two years  47 418
over two years and up to three years  73 61
over three years and up to four years  36 63
over four years and up to five years 136 51
over five years and up to ten years  730 306
over ten years  440 236
Total 9,263 9,255

Allocation of other liabilities measured at fair value to levels of the fair value hierarchy        

    31.12.2011    Prev. year
€m level 1  level 2  level 3  total level 1  level 2  level 3  total
other liabilities  

derivatives 27 1,074 243 1,344 71 537 19 627
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the following table presents the reconciliation from the beginning balances to the 
ending balances for other liabilities allocated to level 3.

Reconciliation for other liabilities allocated to Level 3

  Other liabilities at fair value 
  through profit or loss
€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
carrying amount at 31 dec. previous year  19 –
gains and losses –71 –12

gains (losses) recognised in the income statement –71 –12
gains (losses) recognised in equity – –

acquisitions 8 –
disposals 52 –
transfer to/out of level 3 211 9
change in the market value of derivatives  14 2
carrying amount at 31 dec. financial year 243 19
gains (losses) recognised in the income statement that are attributable to 
investments shown at the end of the financial year –36 –12
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Notes to the consolidated income statement

29 // premiums 
  

  

 

Premiums1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
total gross premiums 9,481 7,766 16,557 15,377
gross premiums written 9,481 7,766 16,557 15,377
change in unearned premiums – gross –8 –73 273 418
Gross earned premiums 9,489 7,839 16,284 14,959

ceded premiums written 427 416 697 1,100
change in unearned premiums – ceded share – – –160 9
Earned premiums ceded 427 416 857 1,091
 
Net earned premiums 9,062 7,423 15,427 13,868  

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
total gross premiums 5,967 4,962 51,202 47,215
gross premiums written 5,967 4,962 49,572 45,541
change in unearned premiums – gross 13 66 438 586
Gross earned premiums 5,954 4,896 49,134 44,955

ceded premiums written 75 26 1,576 1,897
change in unearned premiums – ceded share 2 3 –146 17
Earned premiums ceded  73 23 1,722 1,880
 
Net earned premiums   5,881 4,873 47,412 43,075 

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
total gross premiums 7,892 8,158 5,710 5,493 5,595 5,459
gross premiums written 6,262 6,484 5,710 5,493 5,595 5,459
change in unearned premiums – gross 1 – 14 7 145 168
Gross earned premiums 6,261 6,484 5,696 5,486 5,450 5,291

ceded premiums written 137 139 23 19 217 197
change in unearned premiums – ceded share – – 1 – 11 5
Earned premiums ceded  137 139 22 19 206 192
 
Net earned premiums 6,124 6,345 5,674 5,467 5,244 5,099   

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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the total gross premiums include not only the gross premiums written but also savings 
premiums from unit-linked life insurances and capitalisation products. premiums from 
long-term insurance business, especially in the life primary insurance segment, are rec-
ognised in full as earned premiums and income when they become due. under gross 
premiums written, only those parts of the premium from unit-linked life business are 
included that are used to cover the risks and associated costs. 

of the gross premiums written from short-term insurance business, the portions 
 attributable to periods after the balance sheet date are posted as unearned premiums; 
cf. (20) unearned premiums. unearned premiums are reversed in accordance with the 
reduction in risk, over the duration of the contracts. 

30 // income from technical interest 

the income from technical interest is the amount earned by assumed insurance busi-
ness from the mainly risk-free investment of assets covering the technical provisions. 
its composition varies from segment to segment, depending on the type of insurance 
business conducted and the related statutory regulations. 

in the primary insurance and reinsurance property-casualty segments, we allow for the 
fact that provisions established in prior years were invested at higher interest rates 
than the current level of market interest rates. the income from technical interest 
therefore corresponds to the risk-free interest on our discounted technical provisions at 
the respective historical interest rate, taking into account the relevant period of insur-
ance and currency. for balance sheet provisions in excess of the discounted provisions, 
short-term interest rates are applied.

for the life segment in reinsurance, the interest on the provisions is essentially based 
on contractually agreed allocations of interest (in germany, for example, at least the 
guaranteed interest rate).

for the life primary insurance segment, the income from technical interest for german 
life business comprises the gains and losses from unit-linked life insurance plus the 
guaranteed interest rate and profit sharing on the basis of the ifRs investment result. 
for the companies outside germany, the income from technical interest corresponds to 
the risk-free interest on the provision for future policy benefits at the relevant national 
interest rate, the gains and losses from unit-linked life insurance, and profit sharing 
where there are types of contract providing for this. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Income from technical interest1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Income from technical interest 647 513 1,385 1,371 

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Income from technical interest 43 46 5,897 6,587

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Income from technical interest 2,195 3,052 1,469 1,431 158 174

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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in the health primary insurance segment, the income from technical interest for ger-
man insurance business corresponds to the allocation of interest to the ageing reserve 
(actuarial interest) and the allocation to the provision for premium refunds. the latter is 
based on the allocation of interest to provision for non-performance related premium 
refunds, on the investment result exceeding the actuarial interest rate, and on policy-
holders’ participation in the other non-technical result components. 

in the munich health segment, the income from technical interest for international pri-
mary insurance business is based on the interest on technical provisions at the relevant 
national risk-free interest rate and, where applicable, on the interest allocated to the 
provision for future policy benefits. in the case of long-term reinsurance treaties, the 
interest corresponds to the contractually agreed allocations of interest. for short-term 
reinsurance business, the income from technical interest is calculated on the basis of 
the risk-free interest on technical provisions at the relevant national interest rate.

31 // expenses for claims and benefits

Net expenses for claims and benefits1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Gross    
claims and benefits paid 6,479 4,716 10,747 10,688
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits 179 724 –5 17
provision for outstanding claims 511 381 2,931 –328
provision for premium refunds – – 10 6

other technical result 1 37 41 55
Gross expenses for claims and benefits 7,170 5,858 13,724 10,438
    
Ceded share     
claims and benefits paid 298 188 560 1,056
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits –38 –69 – –
provision for outstanding claims –9 81 261 –299
provision for premium refunds – – – –

other technical result –29 –26 –35 –7
Expenses for claims and benefits – Ceded share 222 174 786 750
    
Net     
claims and benefits paid 6,181 4,528 10,187 9,632
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits 217 793 –5 17
provision for outstanding claims 520 300 2,670 –29
provision for premium refunds – – 10 6

other technical result 30 63 76 62
Net expenses for claims and benefits 6,948 5,684 12,938 9,688
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      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Gross    
claims and benefits paid 7,045 6,278 3,911 3,720 3,279 3,138
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits –585 1,126 1,068 1,026 2 47
provision for outstanding claims 78 35 13 –6 247 233
provision for premium refunds 504 706 871 1,067 30 19

other technical result 185 182 –5 –5 –18 30
Gross expenses for claims and benefits 7,227 8,327 5,858 5,802 3,540 3,467
    
Ceded share     
claims and benefits paid 108 92 6 7 108 85
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits 62 65 – – – –
provision for outstanding claims –9 3 5 – 10 39
provision for premium refunds 1 1 – – – –

other technical result –71 –73 – – – –
Expenses for claims and benefits – Ceded share 91 88 11 7 118 124
    
Net     
claims and benefits paid 6,937 6,186 3,905 3,713 3,171 3,053
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits –647 1,061 1,068 1,026 2 47
provision for outstanding claims 87 32 8 –6 237 194
provision for premium refunds 503 705 871 1,067 30 19

other technical result 256 255 –5 –5 –18 30
Net expenses for claims and benefits 7,136 8,239 5,847 5,795 3,422 3,343

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Gross    
claims and benefits paid 4,708 3,512 36,169 32,052
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits 78 88 737 3,028
provision for outstanding claims 18 258 3,798 573
provision for premium refunds –1 –6 1,414 1,792

other technical result 1 3 205 302
Gross expenses for claims and benefits 4,804 3,855 42,323 37,747
    
Ceded share     
claims and benefits paid 34 24 1,114 1,452
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits – – 24 –4
provision for outstanding claims 27 –3 285 –179
provision for premium refunds – – 1 1

other technical result – – –135 –106
Expenses for claims and benefits – Ceded share 61 21 1,289 1,164
    
Net     
claims and benefits paid 4,674 3,488 35,055 30,600
change in technical provisions     

provision for future policy benefits 78 88 713 3,032
provision for outstanding claims –9 261 3,513 752
provision for premium refunds –1 –6 1,413 1,791

other technical result 1 3 340 408
Net expenses for claims and benefits 4,743 3,834 41,034 36,583

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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the change in the provision for future policy benefits (net) contains –€259m (275m) in 
unrealised gains/losses from unit-linked life insurance. expenses for claims and bene-
fits include expenses for policyholders’ bonuses. of this, €972m (1,308m) is for the allo-
cation to the provision for premium refunds on the basis of national regulations, €42m 
(240m) for the change in the provision for deferred premium refunds recognised in the 
income statement, and €397m (329m) for direct crediting. the “other technical result” 
for life primary insurance mainly includes interest on policyholders’ accumulated 
credit. 

expenses for profit commission in reinsurance are shown under operating expenses, 
not under expenses for claims and benefits.

32 // operating expenses 

 
   

 
   

Operating expenses1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
acquisition costs, profit commission 
and reinsurance commission paid  2,265 2,306 3,844 3,588
administrative expenses 310 297 1,077 1,104
changes in deferred acquisition costs and
contingent commissions, amortisation and
impairment losses of acquired insurance portfolios –35 –245 –118 –114
Gross operating expenses 2,540 2,358 4,803 4,578
    
ceded share of acquisition costs, profit commission 
and reinsurance commission paid 139 193 86 209
ceded share of changes in deferred acquisition costs    
and contingent commissions –6 –35 30 7
Operating expenses – Ceded share 133 158 116 216
    
Net operating expenses 2,407 2,200 4,687 4,362

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
acquisition costs, profit commission 
and reinsurance commission paid  894 861 618 614 1,185 1,155
administrative expenses 250 252 167 159 702 671
changes in deferred acquisition costs and
contingent commissions, amortisation and
impairment losses of acquired insurance portfolios 170 53 –93 –62 –65 –102
Gross operating expenses 1,314 1,166 692 711 1,822 1,724
    
ceded share of acquisition costs, profit commission 
and reinsurance commission paid 15 16 5 4 34 21
ceded share of changes in deferred acquisition costs    
and contingent commissions 2 1 – – – 11
Operating expenses – Ceded share 17 17 5 4 34 32
    
Net operating expenses 1,297 1,149 687 707 1,788 1,692
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33 // investment result 

 
   

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

  Munich Health  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
acquisition costs, profit commission 
and reinsurance commission paid  959 892 9,765 9,416
administrative expenses 170 139 2,676 2,622
changes in deferred acquisition costs and
contingent commissions, amortisation and
impairment losses of acquired insurance portfolios 5 –23 –136 –493
Gross operating expenses 1,134 1,008 12,305 11,545
    
ceded share of acquisition costs, profit commission 
and reinsurance commission paid 11 4 290 447
ceded share of changes in deferred acquisition costs    
and contingent commissions – – 26 –16
Operating expenses – Ceded share 11 4 316 431
    
Net operating expenses 1,123 1,004 11,989 11,114

 
       

    
Investment result by type of investment and segment (before deduction of income from technical interest)1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 22 25 107 140  
Investments in affiliated companies 7 –1 –9 –10
Investments in associates 13 7 62 35
Loans 2 4 5 10
Other securities held to maturity – – – –
Other securities available for sale
fixed-interest 580 599 1,858 2,286
non-fixed-interest 71 51 316 265
Other securities at fair value through profit or loss
held for trading

fixed-interest – – 11 16
non-fixed-interest – – – 1
derivatives  –63 23 –268 –44

designated at fair value through profit or loss
fixed-interest – – – –
non-fixed-interest – – – –

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance, 
and other investments 285 146 –46 –20
Investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders 
who bear the investment risk – – – –
Expenses for the management of investments, other expenses 34 35 165 167
Total 883 819 1,871 2,512

continued on next page
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1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.

  Munich Health  Asset management  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 3 3 4 4 292 339
Investments in affiliated companies 1 –5 4 8 251 9
Investments in associates 4 9 21 –10 101 50
Loans – – – – 2,207 2,150
Other securities held to maturity – – – – 1 3
Other securities available for sale
fixed-interest 118 91 5 2 3,931 5,499
non-fixed-interest 10 7 – –6 338 635
Other securities at fair value through profit or loss
held for trading

fixed-interest – – – – 22 22
non-fixed-interest – – – – – 1
derivatives  –9 1 – – 110 7

designated at fair value through profit or loss
fixed-interest – – – – –7 10
non-fixed-interest – – – – –3 –4

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance, 
and other investments 1 – 4 3 229 114
Investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders 
who bear the investment risk – – – – –263 271
Expenses for the management of investments, other expenses 9 5 1 – 453 464
Total 119 101 37 1 6,756 8,642

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 57 98 59 39 40 30
Investments in affiliated companies 5 –9 –20 –9 263 35
Investments in associates – 7 5 6 –4 –4
Loans 1,465 1,381 635 650 100 105
Other securities held to maturity 1 3 – – – –
Other securities available for sale
fixed-interest 792 1,681 395 565 183 275
non-fixed-interest –24 141 3 108 –38 69
Other securities at fair value through profit or loss
held for trading

fixed-interest 11 6 – – – –
non-fixed-interest – – – – – –
derivatives  563 76 –6 –46 –107 –3

designated at fair value through profit or loss
fixed-interest –7 10 – – – –
non-fixed-interest –3 –4 – – – –

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance, 
and other investments –8 –8 –5 –7 –2 –
Investments for the benefit of life insurance policyholders 
who bear the investment risk –263 271 – – – –
Expenses for the management of investments, other expenses 162 172 55 49 27 36
Total 2,427 3,481 1,011 1,257 408 471
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the result for land and buildings includes rental income of €340m (340m). the result 
from investments in affiliated companies contains in particular the gain of €257m on 
the disposal of capital square pte. ltd., singapore. the gain is recognised under the 
item “investment income”. the expenses for the management of investments include 
running costs and expenses for repair and maintenance of property totalling €43m 
(53m). We earned interest income of €2,174m (2,123m) on loans and €1m (3m) on other 
securities held to maturity. other securities available for sale earned regular income of 
€4,647m (4,686m).

 
     

   

 
     

   

 
     

   

Investment income by segment (before deduction of income from technical interest)1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Regular income  942 788 1,977 1,957

thereof:     
interest income 751 680 1,615 1,703

income from write-ups 711 470 1,298 558
gains on the disposal of investments 870 481 3,164 2,108
other income  – – – –
Total 2,523 1,739 6,439 4,623

  Munich Health  Asset management  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Regular income  140 99 30 7 8,039 7,749

thereof:     
interest income 126 85 8 5 7,033 6,991

income from write-ups 26 20 3 – 2,953 1,817
gains on the disposal of investments 96 41 1 – 5,438 3,743
other income  – – 3 4 141 357
Total 262 160 37 11 16,571 13,666

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Regular income  3,186 3,205 1,414 1,297 350 396

thereof:     
interest income 2,973 2,999 1,250 1,185 310 334

income from write-ups 725 660 144 71 46 38
gains on the disposal of investments 586 466 225 265 496 382
other income  137 353 – –1 1 1
Total 4,634 4,684 1,783 1,632 893 817

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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Write-downs of investments

€m 2011 Prev. year
land and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 145 120
investments in affiliated companies 22 13
investments in associates 6 6
loans 62 19
other securities available for sale 1,721 283
other securities held for trading 2,610 1,776
other investments 12 3
Total 4,578 2,220

Investment expenses by segment (before deduction of income from technical interest)1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Write-downs of investments 892 539 1,684 755
losses on the disposal of investments 684 304 2,613 1,119
management expenses, interest charges and other expenses 64 77 271 237

thereof:     
interest charges  23 41 104 69

Total 1,640 920 4,568 2,111

      

  Munich Health  Asset management  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Write-downs of investments 54 20 1 10 4,578 2,220
losses on the disposal of investments 78 33 – – 4,194 2,094
management expenses, interest charges and other expenses 11 6 –1 – 1,043 710

thereof:     
interest charges  3 2 – – 177 155

Total 143 59 – 10 9,815 5,024

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
Write-downs of investments 1,375 658 431 85 141 153
losses on the disposal of investments 242 263 267 228 310 147
management expenses, interest charges and other expenses 590 282 74 62 34 46

thereof:     
interest charges  29 24 9 9 9 10

Total 2,207 1,203 772 375 485 346

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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34 // other operating result

other operating income mainly comprises income of €486m (470m) from services ren-
dered, interest and similar income of €118m (125m), income of €181m (125m) from the 
release/reduction of miscellaneous provisions and adjustments of values for receiv-
ables, and income of €45m (64m) from owner-occupied property, some of which is also 
leased out.

in addition to expenses of €335m (323m) for services rendered, other operating 
expenses chiefly include interest charges and similar expenses of €136m (136m), other 
write-downs of €63m (68m), and other tax of €47m (34m).

they also contain expenses of €44m (45m) for owner-occupied property, some of 
which is also leased out.

  
  

 
  

  
  

Other operating result1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
other operating income  107 74 278 295
other operating expenses 57 41 201 201

      

  Munich Health  Asset management  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
other operating income 77 95 67 59 843 807
other operating expenses 64 86 42 44 808 849

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
other operating income 116 107 49 50 149 127
other operating expenses 133 144 105 97 206 236

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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35 // other non-operating result, impairment losses of goodwill 
 and finance costs 

the other non-operating income and expenses are unrelated to the conclusion, admin-
istration or settlement of insurance contracts or the administration of investments. 

Besides foreign currency exchange gains of €2,582m (3,683m), the other non-operat-
ing income contains other non-technical income of €154m (156m). 

the other non-operating expenses comprise foreign currency exchange losses of 
€2,812m (3,736m), write-downs of €110m (135m) on other intangible assets and other 
non-technical expenses of €521m (422m), such as expenses unrelated to the account-
ing period, project costs and other amounts that cannot be allocated elsewhere and 
restructuring expenses.

By finance costs we understand all interest and other expenses directly attributable to 
strategic debt. debt has a strategic character for us if it does not have an original, direct 
link with our operative business. 

  
      

     

  
      

     

  
      

     

      Primary insurance
  Life  Health  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
other non-operating income 153 263 299 703 264 268
other non-operating expenses 231 347 349 756 432 455
impairment losses of goodwill – – – – 20 109
finance costs 6 5 – – 12 24

Other non-operating result, impairment losses of goodwill and finance costs1

    Reinsurance
  Life  Property-casualty
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
other non-operating income 587 730 1,034 1,519
other non-operating expenses 676 744 1,273 1,609
impairment losses of goodwill 1 – 4 –
finance costs 71 73 186 179

  Munich Health  Asset management  Total
    
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year  2011  Prev. year
other non-operating income 392 351 7 5 2,736 3,839
other non-operating expenses 457 370 25 12 3,443 4,293
impairment losses of goodwill – – – – 25 109
finance costs 12 10 1 2 288 293

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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information on the group’s strategic debt can be found in the management report on 
page 104 and under (19) subordinated liabilities and (26) Bonds and notes issued.

36 // taxes on income

this item shows the corporation tax and municipal trade earnings tax paid by the 
 german consolidated companies (including solidarity surcharge) and the comparable 
taxes on earnings paid by the foreign consolidated companies in the group. in accord-
ance with ias 12, the determination of taxes on income includes the calculation of 
deferred taxes.

the current tax is derived from the tax results of the financial year, to which the local 
tax rates of the respective group companies are applied.

the following table shows the reconciliation between the expected taxes on income 
and the tax on income actually shown. the expected tax expenses are calculated by 
multiplying the operating result before taxes on income (after “other tax”) by the group 
tax rate. the applicable group tax rate amounts to 33%. this takes into account cor-
poration tax including solidarity surcharge, and trade tax. the trade-tax municipal fac-
tors range from 240% to 490%.

Finance costs by financing instrument

€m 2011 Prev. year
subordinated bonds of munich Reinsurance company, munich 241 249 
senior notes of munich Re america corporation, Wilmington  26 23
Bank borrowing of munich Reinsurance company, munich 12 12
subordinated bonds of BacaV ag, Vienna 6 6 
other 3 3 
Total 288 293

Recognised tax expenses/income broken down according to Germany and other countries

€m 2011 Prev. year
current tax  631 1,065

germany 381 673
other countries  250 392

deferred tax  –1,183 –373
germany –965 –183
other countries  –218 –190

Taxes on income –552 692

Main components of tax expenses/income 

€m 2011 Prev. year
current tax for financial year  984 1,138
current tax for other periods  –353 –73
deferred tax resulting from the occurrence or 
reversal of temporary differences –798 –441
deferred tax resulting from the occurrence or 
utilisation of loss carry-forwards 76 325
Valuation allowances for deferred taxes/loss carry-forwards  –462 –244
effects of changes in tax rates on deferred tax 1 –13
Taxes on income –552 692
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the effective tax burden is the ratio between the taxes on income recognised and the 
result before taxes on income (after “other tax”). in the year under review, there was tax 
relief of 345% (previous year: tax burden of 22%). 

“tax-free income” is made up of tax-free gains on the sales of shareholdings in joint-
stock companies, tax-free dividends and other tax-free income.

the non-deductible expenses mainly comprise losses on the disposal of equities, good-
will impairments and interest on back tax payments.

the tax effect of €462m (244m) from changes in valuation allowances for deferred 
taxes/loss carry-forwards mainly involves an amount of €300m (–) in income from the 
subsequent recognition of deferred tax assets for loss carry-forwards from prior years 
and €180m (246m) from the offsetting of positive taxable income with tax loss carry-
forwards for which no deferred tax assets had previously been recognised. the remain-
ing amount involves counter-effects from the change in valuation allowances for 
deferred tax assets.

the income from changes in tax rates and tax legislation primarily relates to the uK, 
italy and switzerland.

“tax for prior years” is for expected changes to tax assessments for previous years.

Reconciliation to effective tax expenses 

€m 2011 Prev. year
Result before taxes on income (after “other tax”)  160 3,122
group tax rate in %  33.0 33.0
derived taxes on income  53 1,030
tax effect of:

tax rate differences  –129 –155
tax-free income  –59 –84
non-deductible expenses  253 205
Valuation allowances for deferred taxes/loss carry-forwards  –462 –244
change in tax rates and tax legislation  1 –13
tax for prior years  –250 –92
trade tax adjustments 1 7
other  40 38

Taxes on income shown –552 692
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Disclosures on risks from insurance contracts and financial 
 instruments

munich Re’s reporting is based on various legal regulations governing risks it is 
exposed to as a result of its business operations:

ifRs 4 prescribes disclosures on the type and extent of risks from insurance contracts. 
under ifRs 7, analogous disclosures on risks from financial instruments are required. 
Besides this, section 315 para. 2 item 2 of the german commercial code prescribes 
disclosures in the management report on risk management objectives and methods, 
hedging transactions and risks in connection with financial instruments. these require-
ments are specified in more detail in the german accounting standard no. 15 (dRs 15) 
for management reports as well as dRs 5 and dRs 5-20 for risk reporting and risk 
reporting at insurance companies.

Risk reporting concerns not only accounting but also the activities of integrated risk 
management (iRm) at munich Re. to take both perspectives into account, information 
on risks is provided in the risk report within the management report, in the disclosures 
on risks from insurance contracts and in the disclosures on financial instruments in the 
notes to the financial statements. the disclosures in the risk report largely adopt a 
purely economic view. the report provides a detailed account of the organisation of risk 
management and munich Re’s risk strategy, briefly outlines the main risks we are 
exposed to and describes in detail the economic risk capital calculated by means of our 
internal risk model and available financial resources. information on specific risk com-
plexes completes the report.

the notes to the financial statements deal in detail with the various risks from insur-
ance contracts and describe uncertainties in measuring them. in accordance with the 
requirements of ifRs 4, the effects of a change in the assumptions underlying the 
measurement of insurance contracts and/or in the market environment are also quanti-
fied. for risks from financial instruments, ifRs 7 stipulates that the disclosures must 
comprise information on the maximum credit risk exposure, the remaining terms, the 
rating, and a sensitivity analysis regarding the market risk. this information is also rele-
vant for assessing the risk. 

to obtain a complete overview of the risks to which munich Re is exposed, the reader 
needs to refer to both the risk report and the disclosures on risks from insurance con-
tracts and financial instruments in the notes to the financial statements, along with fur-
ther information in the notes. Where necessary, we refer to the relevant information in 
the risk report and information on the respective items.
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37 // Risks from life and health insurance business 

the risks presented in this section concern business from the segments life and health 
primary insurance, life reinsurance and munich health. the munich health segment 
comprises primary insurance and reinsurance contracts. since the disclosures are 
geared to the presentation of the relevant risks, munich health is not shown separately 
but reflected either in primary insurance or reinsurance, depending on the type of busi-
ness involved.

of primary importance for these insurance contracts are biometric risks, interest-rate 
risks and lapse risks. the measurement of technical provisions and deferred acquisi-
tion costs is based on biometric calculation tables, i.e. on assumptions with regard to 
mortality, disablement and morbidity, and on the respective contract- or plan-specific 
discount rates and actuarial interest rates. Besides this, measurement includes 
assumptions regarding the lapse rate and profit sharing. in addition, other market risks 
from unit-linked contracts and risks from embedded derivatives, as well as the liquidity 
risk, have to be taken into account. 

Biometric risks our portfolios’ degree of exposure to biometric risks depends on the 
type of insurance contracts:
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the quantitative structure of our business is shown in the notes under (21) provision for 
future policy benefits. 

product category 
Life primary insurance 
 endowment and 
term life insurance 

annuity insurance 

 

disability insurance

Life reinsurance 

Health primary insurance

Health reinsurance 
 

characteristics 

– long-term contracts with a death benefit 
–  in most cases, a lump-sum payment on  

termination 
–  actuarial assumptions fixed when contract is 

concluded; premium adjustments not possible
 
–  in most cases, guaranteed lifetime annuity
 payment 
–  actuarial assumptions mainly fixed when 

 contract is concluded 
–  long-term contracts with a guaranteed
  limited annuity in the event of disablement
–  actuarial assumptions fixed when contract is 

concluded

–  largely long-term contracts under which 
mainly mortality, longevity and disability risks 
are  assumed from cedants 

–  largely long-term contracts guaranteeing 
assumption of costs for medical treatment; 
provisions are established for covering 
 increased costs on ageing

–  Variable actuarial assumptions; premium 
adjustment generally possible if there are sus-
tained changes in the cost structure

–  in most cases, short-term contracts under 
which morbidity risks are assumed from 
 cedants 

important risks 

mortality (short term): 
–  increase in claims expenditure due to exceptional, one-off 

 circumstances (e.g. pandemics)
mortality (long term):
–  increase in claims expenditure due to sustained rise in 

 mortality in the portfolio 
longevity:
–  increase in expected expenditure for annuities due to 

 sustained rise in life expectancy in the portfolio

disablement: 
–  increased expenditure due to rise in the number of cases of 

disablement in the portfolio or a reduction in the average age 
at which the insured event occurs 

longevity: 
–  increased expenditure due to rise in the average duration of 

annuity period 

mortality (short term):
–  increase in claims expenditure due to exceptional, one-off 

 circumstances (e.g. pandemics) 
mortality (long term): 
–  increase in claims expenditure due to sustained rise in 

 mortality in cedants’ portfolios 
disablement: 
–  increased expenditure for disability insurances in cedants’ 

portfolios 
longevity:
–  increase in expected expenditure for annuities due to a 

 sustained rise in life expectancy in cedants’ portfolios.

morbidity: 
–  increase in medical costs that cannot be absorbed through 

 premium adjustments
–  increase in claims expenditure due to exceptional, one-off 

events (e.g. pandemics) 

morbidity (short term): 
–  increase in costs of medical treatment within the risk period 
–  increase in claims expenditure due to exceptional, one-off 

events (e.g. pandemics) 

Biometric risks
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the biometric assumptions we use for measuring insurance contracts in our portfolios 
are regularly reviewed on the basis of updated portfolio information. especially in pri-
mary insurance, this includes considering country-specific reviews by supervisory 
authorities. 

We also take account of market standards when checking the adequacy of biometric 
actuarial assumptions and the trend assumptions included in them. this may result in 
a change in the provision for adverse deviation allowed for in the actuarial assumptions. 
the amount of the technical provisions or the deferred acquisition costs is not directly 
affected as long as there is provision for adverse deviation. in the view of the appointed 
actuaries, the biometric actuarial assumptions used by us are deemed sufficient. how-
ever, in long-term health insurance, we are proceeding on the assumption that there 
will be further advances in medical treatment, potentially giving rise to higher costs. 
for this business, it is generally possible to modify the actuarial assumptions by means 
of a premium adjustment to reflect the changes. 

for short-term health insurance business, on the other hand, the main risk is a sudden 
increase in expenses due to exceptional one-off events. 

interventions by legislators or courts in the distribution of risks and rewards underlying 
the contracts concluded between the parties to insurance may mask or aggravate the 
biometric risks described, making it necessary to adjust the provision. 

We measure sensitivity to changes in biometric assumptions in life insurance and for 
long-term contracts in health insurance using an embedded value analysis; cf. page 
258. 

Interest-rate risks a distinction must be made between risks of changes in interest 
rates on the one hand and interest-rate guarantee risks on the other. Risks of changes 
in interest rates would result from the discounting of the provision for future policy 
benefits and of parts of the provision for outstanding claims. in accordance with 
accounting valuation rules, the discount rate is fixed at contract commencement and 
will generally not be adjusted during the term of the contract. to this extent, the 
accounting valuation of these technical provisions does not depend directly on the level 
of the market interest rates. 

economically, however, an interest-rate risk derives in principle from the need to earn a 
return on the investments covering the provision that is commensurate with the dis-
count rate used in measuring the provision.

in reinsurance, we use the following discount rates for the provision for future policy 
benefits and the provision for outstanding claims: 

Discount rates used for provisions – Reinsurance (gross) 

€m1 31.12.2011  Prev. year
Without discount rate 2,625 2,519
discount rate ≤ 2.5% 719 180
2.5% < discount rate ≤ 3.5%  172 573
3.5% < discount rate ≤ 4.5% 2,405 2,032
4.5% < discount rate ≤ 5.5% 4,044 3,151
5.5% < discount rate ≤ 6.5% 1,120 1,458
6.5% < discount rate ≤ 7.5% 453 426
discount rate > 7.5% 126 120
covered by deposits retained on assumed reinsurance  7,815 5,121
Total 19,479 15,580

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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if provisions are covered by deposits retained on assumed reinsurance, the interest is 
directly secured by an inflow of investment income generally guaranteed by the ced-
ants. consequently, for provisions for which at least the discount rate is guaranteed by 
the cedants, there is no interest-rate risk. for deposits amounting to €1,096m (1,146m), 
cedants do not provide any interest-rate guarantee. therefore, for the remaining group 
of all provisions whose interest is not guaranteed by cedants, the application of the li -
ability adequacy test as per ifRs 4 ensures that the expected income from the invest-
ments covering the technical provisions is sufficient to meet future obligations as a 
whole. 

in life primary insurance, an implicit or explicit interest-rate guarantee is granted for 
the majority of contracts over their whole duration, based on a fixed interest rate apply-
ing at the time the contract is concluded. the discount rate used to calculate the pro-
vision for future policy benefits is identical with this interest rate for the majority of 
contracts in our portfolios. an appropriate minimum return needs to be earned in the 
long term from the investment result (possibly also with assistance from the technical 
result) for the contractually guaranteed benefits. in health primary insurance, a dis-
count rate is also used for calculating the provision for future policy benefits, but for 
long-term business this rate can generally be altered by way of premium adjustment. 
for short-term business, there is no direct interest-rate risk. 

the discount rates relevant for the portfolio in calculating the provision for future policy 
benefits and the provision for outstanding claims are as follows:

Besides this, in german health primary insurance, a discount rate of 3.5% (3.5%) is 
applied for calculating the provision for premium loadings and the provision for future 
premium reductions totalling €3,480m (3,086m), which are part of the provision for 
premium refunds; in principle, however, this rate can be altered by way of a premium 
adjustment.

provisions in reinsurance and primary insurance that are not covered by deposits 
retained are covered by investments. in the case of a discrepancy between the dur-
ations of these investments and the liabilities (“duration mismatch”), the main risk lies 
in the fact that if interest rates fall markedly over the remaining settlement period of 
the liabilities, the return on the reinvested assets may be lower than the discount rates 
and thus necessitate further expenses. But a complete duration matching of liabilities 
with fixed-interest investments of identical maturities would not be expedient, because 
if interest rates rise significantly, policyholders might make increasing use of their sur-
render rights, resulting in a liquidity requirement for premature payouts.

Discount rates used for provisions – Primary insurance (gross)

 Life Health Total Total
€m1 31.12.2011  31.12.2011 31.12.2011  Prev. year
Without discount rate  4,516 1,450 5,966 6,146
discount rate ≤ 2.5% 7,366 49 7,415 6,172
2.5% < discount rate ≤ 3.0% 18,244 15 18,259 18,736
3.0% < discount rate ≤ 3.5% 26,644 1,288 27,932 27,720
3.5% < discount rate ≤ 4.0% 14,100 2,706 16,806 16,064
4.0% < discount rate ≤ 4.5% 26 2,720 2,746 2,788
4.5% < discount rate ≤ 5.0% 5 18,026 18,031 18,308
discount rate > 5.0% 14 108 122 136
Total 70,915 26,362 97,277 96,070

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
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We measure sensitivity to this interest-rate risk using an embedded value analysis;  
cf. page 258. 

Other market risks and embedded derivatives in reinsurance, other market risks are 
generally ruled out through suitable treaty design. some reinsurance contracts contain 
derivative components of variable annuities. these are measured separately and their 
changes in value are recognised in the investment result. the valuation of these 
embedded derivatives is sensitive to share prices, exchange rates and interest rates, 
but these sensitivities are nearly fully compensated for by the fact that such derivatives 
are for the most part directly matched by financial derivatives for hedging purposes. 

in primary insurance, the risks to be considered – besides the interest-rate guarantee, 
which we analyse in the modelling of the interest-rate risk – are particularly risks from 
unit-linked life insurance and the lump-sum option in the case of deferred annuity pol-
icies. other embedded derivatives are financially insignificant. 

for the unit-linked insurance contracts in our portfolios, the investments are held for 
the benefit of life insurance policyholders who bear the investment risk, meaning that 
there is no direct market risk. appropriate product design ensures that the necessary 
premium portions for payment of a guaranteed minimum benefit on occurrence of 
death are based on the current fund assets. 

the lump-sum option in the case of deferred annuity policies gives policyholders the 
option of having their annuity paid out in a single payment at a fixed date. as a result, 
there is a potential risk if an unexpectedly large number of policyholders exercise their 
option at an interest-rate level markedly higher than the discount rate used for the 
annuity calculation. But there is no direct interest-rate sensitivity or market sensitivity, 
since the exercise of the option by the policyholder is determined to a crucial extent by 
individual factors and relates to the insurance components. this option is specifically 
taken into account when applying the liability adequacy test prescribed by ifRs 4 to 
technical provisions. 

Lapse risks in reinsurance, a lapse risk derives primarily from the indirect transfer of 
lapse risks from cedants. as a rule, both this risk and the financial risk from extraordin-
ary termination of reinsurance contracts are largely ruled out through appropriate con-
tract design. 

in life primary insurance, the reported technical provision in the case of contracts with 
a surrender option is generally at least as high as the relevant surrender value. 
expected surrenders are taken into account in the amortisation of deferred acquisition 
costs in life primary insurance and reinsurance. the policyholder’s right in some con-
tracts to maintain the contract with a waiver of premium and an adjustment of the 
guaranteed benefits constitutes a partial lapse and is taken into account in the calcula-
tions analogously. Based on the relevant legal parameters, reserves for primary health 
insurance business are calculated considering amounts payable due to cancellation of 
policies. the underlying assumptions are regularly checked.

We measure sensitivity to changes in the lapse rate in life insurance and for long-term 
contracts in health insurance using an embedded value analysis; cf. page 258. 

Liquidity risks for munich Re, there could be a liquidity risk if the cash outflow for 
insurance claims payments and the costs related to the business were to exceed the 
cash inflow from premiums and investments. for our mainly long-term business, we 
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therefore analyse the expected future balance from cash inflows due to premium 
 payments and outflows for payment of insurance claims and benefits plus costs. 

for the business (including variable annuities) at the balance sheet date, this results in 
the future expected technical payment balance shown in the table according to dur-
ation bands. as only the technical payment flows are considered, inflows from  invest-
ment income and investments that become free are not included in the quantifications. 
taking into account the inflows from investments, whose cash flows are largely aligned 
with those of the liabilities through our asset-liability management, items in the future 
expectations are positive throughout, so that the liquidity risk of these insurance con-
tracts is minimised accordingly.

With these numerical estimates, it should be borne in mind that these forward-looking 
data may involve considerable uncertainty.

further information on the liquidity risk is provided in the risk report on page 127.

Risk minimisation measures in reinsurance, we control the assumption of biometric 
risks by means of a risk-adequate underwriting policy. Risks are restricted through 
appropriate treaty design, specifically by limiting the coverage in the case of non- 
proportional business. in particular, the underwriting of longevity risks from reinsured 
portfolios is strictly limited. interest-rate and other market risks are frequently ruled out 
by depositing the provisions with the cedant, with a guaranteed rate of interest from 
the deposit. in individual cases, these risks are also hedged by means of suitable cap-
ital market instruments. 

in primary insurance, there is substantial risk minimisation through product design. for 
the most part, prudent actuarial assumptions are used in fixing the guaranteed bene-
fits, in addition to which policyholders are granted a performance-related participation 
in surplus. more than 98% (99%) of the amounts shown under (21) provision for future 
policy benefits is apportionable to such contracts. given the relevant margins in the 
actuarial assumptions, it is also possible to fulfil the future guaranteed obligations 
without adjusting the provisions in the case of moderate changes in assumptions. of 
great significance for risk-balancing in the case of adverse developments are parts of 
the provision for premium refunds based on national regulations, parts of the provision 
for deferred premium refunds resulting from other revaluations, and unrealised gains 
and losses on investments taken as a basis for posting the provision for deferred pre-
mium refunds. Reference is made to (23) other technical provisions. 

Expected future technical cash flow (gross)1, 2

€m 31.12.2011 Prev. year
up to one year –1,485 –2,342
over one year and up to five years –10,336 –9,061
over five years and up to ten years  –17,828 –17,222
over ten years and up to 20 years –39,712 –36,543
over 20 years3 –120,086 –141,399

1 premiums less benefits guaranteed at the balance sheet date and costs (excluding unit-linked products).
2 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments.
3 the reduction in this estimate from the previous year to 2011 is due to an adjustment in the underlying assumptions.
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in health primary insurance, there is the additional possibility of adjusting premiums 
for most long-term contracts. if it is foreseeable that the assumptions behind the 
 cal culation are permanently inadequate to cover expenses for claims or the actual 
mortal ities deviate significantly from the calculated ones, premiums can be raised 
accordingly, thus closely limiting the financial and balance sheet effects of cost 
increases in healthcare and permanent changes in morbidity.

for information on our risk management processes, reference is made to the risk 
report, pages 120–123 and page 125. 

Impact on equity and the consolidated income statement in the liability adequacy 
test pursuant to ifRs 4, the technical provisions and deferred acquisition costs are 
regu larly tested to ensure they are appropriate. an adjustment is made if such tests 
show that, as a whole, the amounts calculated using the previous assumptions for bio-
metric actuarial rates, for discounting provisions and for lapses are no longer sufficient. 
par ticularly in primary insurance, the possibilities of adjusting participation in surplus 
are taken into account. 

if an adjustment is required, we recognise any deficit as an expense in the consolidated 
income statement. 

Quantitative impacts of changes in assumptions on long-term insurance business 
munich Re measures the sensitivity of its long-term insurance business in life and 
health using an economic valuation on the basis of the cfo forum’s market consistent 
embedded Value principles and guidance; cf. page 60. this covers 100% (100%) of the 
long-term business in reinsurance and more than 94% (94%) of the long-term business 
in primary insurance.

the sensitivities given below measure the impact of changes in the calculation bases 
and capital market parameters on the calculated economic value of our business. they 
take account of our risk minimisation measures and tax effects. 

munich Re continues to adhere to the strict rules of market-consistent evaluation as at 
the end of the year. the low interest-rate level and high volatility at the reporting date of 
31 december 2011 result in distortions in life primary insurance in particular, owing to 
the long-term interest-rate guarantees. Besides this, there are impacts from the losses 
in value of our bonds from peripheral eurozone countries. further details are provided 
in the management report, pages 60 and 86.

1 in reinsurance, the change in this sensitivity from the previous year to 2011 derives mainly from a refinement of the model.
 

Embedded value sensitivities

  Reinsurance  Primary insurance
€m 2011 Prev. year 2011 Prev. year
Embedded value at the balance sheet date  9,992 8,284 875 4,108
change in the event of a sustained increase in interest rates of 100 Bp –337 –294 2,369 1,099
change in the event of a sustained decrease in interest rates of 100 Bp 230 260 –4,009 –1,632
change in the event of a 10% decrease in the value of equities and real estate –17 – –210 –143
change in the event of an increase in mortality by 5% 
in the case of contracts mainly covering the mortality risk –1,647 –1,479 –48 –29
change in the event of a decrease in mortality by 5% 
in the case of contracts mainly covering the longevity risk  –53 –34 –186 –58
change in the event of an increase in morbidity by 5% –272 –281 –85 –28
change in the event of an increase in the lapse rate by 10%1  –570 –10 112 14
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38 // Risks from property-casualty insurance business 

the risks presented in this section concern business from the primary insurance and 
reinsurance property-casualty segments.

of particular importance for these insurance contracts is the estimation risk with 
regard to the amount of the expected claims expenditure for future claims from current 
insurance contracts (premium risk) and for claims already incurred (reserve risk). in 
estimating claims expenditure, we also take cost increases into account. there is an 
interest-rate risk for parts of the portfolio. Besides this, the liquidity risk has to be taken 
into account. 

the basis for measuring the risk assumed is an estimate of the claims frequency to be 
expected for a contract or a portfolio of contracts. in addition, an estimation of the 
claims amount is necessary, from which a mathematical distribution of the expected 
losses is derived. the result of these two steps is an estimation of the expected overall 
claims in a portfolio. a third element comprises the expected cash flows to settle 
claims incurred, a process which frequently extends over several years.

as the proportion of business ceded is small, the following analysis of underwriting 
risks largely adopts a gross approach.

Premium risks the degree of exposure to estimation risks differs according to class of 
business and also between primary insurance and reinsurance. on the basis of the loss 
ratios and combined ratios of past years, conclusions can be drawn about the historical 
volatilities in the different classes of business and about possible interdependencies. 
the differences in volatility are due equally to fluctuations in claims burdens and fluc-
tuations in the respective market-price level for the covers granted. 
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the estimation of technological, social and demographic parameters plays an import-
ant part in assessing and pricing risks assumed in all classes of business. Beyond this, 
in liability insurance, workers’ compensation insurance, credit insurance and sections 
of motor insurance, the development of economic and legal parameters can be signifi-
cant, whereas especially in the lines of business fire and marine, and also in sections of 
engineering business and primary insurance, there is a high degree of sensitivity 
regarding the underlying assumptions about natural catastrophes. in the latter area, we 
include expected trends in our considerations when assessing the risks, with special 
importance given to a precise analysis of climate-related changes in the risk profile. 
the following table shows the combined ratios for the reinsurance property-casualty 
segment, including and excluding natural catastrophes:

1 the figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 4.8 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.

Premiums, loss ratios and combined ratios by class of business

  2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 
Gross premiums written in €m      
Reinsurance      

liability  2,127 2,112 2,162 2,118 2,227
accident  241 278 353 503 547
motor  3,623 2,793 2,218 2,441 2,643
marine, aviation, space  1,837 1,838 1,900 1,836 1,730
fire  4,553 4,350 4,339 3,998 3,932
engineering  1,566 1,658 1,536 1,457 1,286
credit and bonding  696 744 632 825 710
other classes of business  2,260 1,928 1,847 1,561 1,149

primary insurance  5,637 5,498 5,131 5,105 5,639
Loss ratio in %     
Reinsurance      

liability  85.4 101.1 108.7 80.0 80.4
accident  152.1 114.4 102.7 108.6 118.6
motor  70.5 74.6 66.7 86.6 80.9
marine, aviation, space  52.5 65.2 64.6 69.9 63.5
fire1  131.5 62.8 35.4 57.1 52.6
engineering  53.8 63.2 46.6 58.5 53.9
credit and bonding  –0.7 48.1 131.1 59.4 43.3
other classes of business  64.3 50.7 70.3 63.3 76.8

primary insurance  63.7 63.1 60.3 58.4 58.6
Combined ratio in %      
Reinsurance      

liability  115.1 133.1 139.3 114.2 111.0
accident  190.3 144.3 144.7 148.8 160.2
motor  100.2 102.0 92.2 111.6 104.6
marine, aviation, space  82.3 94.1 90.8 96.1 93.3
fire1  156.6 89.8 61.0 84.6 78.0
engineering  94.0 104.0 83.2 89.7 87.3
credit and bonding  41.3 82.4 173.4 98.3 85.6
other classes of business  95.6 89.8 102.3 94.3 100.4

primary insurance 97.8 96.8 93.2 90.9 93.4
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large losses, by which we mean individual losses exceeding €10m, are of particular 
rele vance for property-casualty business in reinsurance. the analysis below shows that 
the volatility of the individual years in this loss category is mainly attributable to the 
respective intensity of natural catastrophe losses, whilst the other accumulation risks 
exhibit a distinctly less volatile pattern. 

further information on risks from large and accumulation losses can be found in the 
risk report on page 131 f.

Reserve risks the provision for outstanding claims is subject to the risk that actual 
claims settlement may be less than or exceed the amount reserved (reserve risk). par-
ticular attention is given to those situations where the funds dedicated to future claims 
payments may be inadequate. 

the measurement of the provision for outstanding claims is based on an analysis of the 
historical loss development data for the different classes of business. We use a range  
of well-established actuarial methods for this purpose, which embed various pricing, 
coverage and benefit/inflation levels. in so doing, we draw on the specialist knowledge 
present in our claims and underwriting departments and take all foreseeable future 
trends into account. as part of our regular results monitoring process, we keep a close 
eye on trends to ensure that the assumptions underlying the measurement of the pro-
visions always reflect the latest developments. consequently, in the course of reserve 
run-off, it may be necessary to revise the original estimates of the claims expenditure 
required and to adjust the provisions accordingly. 

the development of our claims reserves and the corresponding run-off results are 
shown under (22) provision for outstanding claims. 

a particular sensitivity exists in the case of contracts with long run-off periods. this 
characteristic applies especially to casualty insurance, where liabilities may manifest 
themselves with a considerable time lag. in addition, changes in court verdicts, class 
actions, inflation in medical care costs and modifications in general life expectancy can 
influence the valuation of reserves. the following section discusses the areas in the 
current reserve portfolio where, within the framework of an appropriate reserve esti-
mate, the uncertainty is the greatest.

Combined ratio for the last ten years

% 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 20022

including natural catastrophes1 113.6 100.5 95.3 99.4 96.4 92.6 111.7 98.9 96.5 123.7
excluding natural catastrophes 84.8 89.5 93.9 93.2 91.7 91.6 92.5 93.9 94.8 120.3

1 the figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 1.3 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.
2 thereof World trade center and reserve strengthening at munich Re america: 17.1%.

Large and very large losses in reinsurance according to individual calendar years (net)

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
large and very large losses  5,126 2,228 1,158 1,509 1,103

thereof losses from natural catastrophes 4,544 1,564 196 832 634
thereof other accumulation losses1 582 664 962 677 469

1 special impact for 2009: in credit and surety business, defaults triggered by the financial crisis led to a claims burden of €510m.
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asbestos insurance liabilities currently emanating predominantly from the us and 
some european countries are an area of concern for the entire insurance and reinsur-
ance industry. since the mid-1980s industrial insurers writing business worldwide have 
found themselves being confronted with losses from policies taken out decades before. 
this also applies to munich Re. in our case, the policies mainly cover claims which 
manifest themselves after a latency period of as long as 30 to 50 years. in response, we 
have posted provisions for claims under long-cancelled general liability policies which 
provided coverage according to the then-applicable legal environment. 

time lags in claims settlement may assume significant dimensions, especially in rein-
surance. loss notification often involves a long “chain”: exposure to the loss, manifest-
ation of an injury, possible filing of a lawsuit against a defendant and adjudication of 
the suit, reporting and payment of an insurance recovery and then, finally, notification 
to the reinsurer. therefore, besides monitoring these developments on a claim-by-claim 
level, we also monitor the development from an industry perspective, as this may be 
considered an important early indicator.

in addition, there are loss scenarios which are highly influenced by the continuously 
evolving practice of jurisprudence under tort law, but also by a growing number of class 
actions. the main lines of business affected are product liability and professional liabil-
ity in the usa. Besides this, we see increased uncertainties in the assessment of the 
liability scenarios for pure financial losses as a result of the massive change in eco-
nomic parameters. We continue to carefully monitor trends and respond to the emer-
gence of new information as appropriate. 

in the area of bodily injury losses, munich Re carries a significant amount of reserves 
for individual claims where the claimant is severely injured and is in need of a high 
degree of individual, specialised medical treatment and care. us workers’ compensa-
tion business and motor liability business in some european countries are particularly 
affected by such claims. in both instances, coverage is provided for permanent disabil-
ity cases where the claimant is expected to live for a considerable length of time and 
requires significant medical attention. accordingly, the loss provisions are highly sensi-
tive especially to inflation of medical care costs and to the trend with regard to general 
life expectancy. owing to unexpectedly high price inflation, we have repeatedly had to 
increase these provisions in the past. actual claims reported are compared with pro-
jected amounts to check whether the loss development patterns used are still appro-
priate for projecting future claims payments.

Risk minimisation measures With our underwriting policy geared to systematic diver-
sification, i.e. the greatest possible mix and spread of individual risks, we substantially 
reduce the volatility for our insurance portfolio as a whole. 

Provisions for asbestos and environmental claims 

  31.12.2011  Prev. year
€m1  Gross  Net Gross  Net
asbestos  1,815 1,476 1,996 1,597
environmental  433 333 476 381

1 the previous year’s figures have been adjusted to eliminate currency translation effects.
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another important measure for controlling underwriting risks is the cession of a por-
tion of our risks to other carriers via external reinsurance or retrocession; cf. (12) ceded 
share of technical provisions and (29) premiums. all our companies have intra-group 
and external reinsurance and retrocession cover. particularly important in this context 
is an accumulation excess-of-loss cover, which provides protection against property 
damage losses from natural catastrophes. the dimensions of this cover are based on 
analyses of our accumulation budgets in those parts of the world exposed to natural 
catastrophes. the protection afforded by retrocession comes into play if we are hit by 
an extremely large loss. 

We further diversify our risk management instruments by issuing catastrophe bonds. 

for information on our risk management processes, reference is made to the risk 
report, pages 120–125. 

Interest-rate risks economically, an interest-rate risk derives in principle from the 
need to earn a return on the investments covering the provision that is commensurate 
with the discount rate used in measuring the provision. in balance sheet terms, the 
interest-rate risk affects only those parts of the technical provisions that are discounted 
and for which an inflow of investment income from deposits retained is not secured 
from cedants in at least the same amount.

the major part of the discounted provisions in reinsurance are for us workers’ com-
pensation business, for which the discount rates are governed by supervisory law and 
are determined prospectively per accident year. We currently do not expect any 
changes in the us regulatory authorities’ approval procedure. a sustained reduction in 
market interest rates is taken into account through conservative discount rate assump-
tions for future provisions for outstanding claims. if the discount rate were subse-
quently lowered by 100 Bp, this would necessitate additional reserving of €169m 
(222m), which would have to be recognised as an expense in the income statement. 

the discounting of the provisions in primary insurance is also largely governed by 
supervisory law. an interest-rate risk arises for us here primarily for annuity insurance 
claims. however, as only around 15.0% (14.1%) of the actuarial and claims reserves to be 
considered in this connection in our property-casualty primary insurance are dis-
counted, this risk can be assessed as small. if the investment income failed to cover the 
expenses arising from the discounting, this would result in losses not included in the 
calculations. in such a case, a reserve adjustment might be necessary. conversely, if the 
investment income were higher, this would result in unforeseen gains.

Discounted technical provisions according to discount rates (gross)

  Reinsurance  Primary insurance   Total
€m1 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year 31.12.2011 Prev. year
discount rate ≤ 2.5% 20 15 197 169 217 184
2.5% < discount rate ≤ 3.5% 201 223 554 511 755 734
3.5% < discount rate ≤ 4.5% 1,561 1,863 63 68 1,624 1,931
discount rate > 4.5% – – – – – –
Total 1,782 2,101 814 748 2,596 2,849

1 after elimination of intra-group transactions across segments. 
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Liquidity risks such risks could result for munich Re if the cash outflow for insurance 
claims payments and the costs related to the business were to exceed the cash inflow 
from premiums and investments. in property-casualty insurance, a distinction must be 
made between payments for claims for which reserves were posted in previous years 
and immediate payments, i.e. payments for claims incurred in the current financial year. 
if claims reserves are posted, the liquidity risk can be minimised through our asset- 
liability management, in which investments are geared to the character of the liabil-
ities. the proportion of immediate claims payments constitutes only a fraction of the 
total payments to be made and is temporally stable according to our experience. con-
sequently, the liquidity risks in respect of these payments can also be minimised by 
means of asset-liability management. 

the following table shows that in the past calendar years the liquidity situation has 
always been positive. not explicitly considered in the quantification is the fact that 
owing to our far-reaching asset-liability management for payments of claims incurred 
in prior years, even extremely large losses (from natural-catastrophe and non-natural-
catastrophe scenarios) are covered by our liquidity position. Besides this, we pursue a 
consistent asset-liability management approach in our investment strategy. the struc-
ture and characteristics of the payment obligations from insurance business determine 
the investments selected. this also applies to our ability to respond to shock scenarios. 
to this end, we regularly simulate the impact of major shock scenarios on our liquidity 
situation. the losses simulated in these scenarios exceed the demands of very large 
claims burdens sustained in the past (e.g. from the recent earthquakes or, in the past, 
from major hurricanes or the attack on the World trade center) in terms of both abso-
lute amount and speed of settlement.

further information on the liquidity risk is provided in the risk report on page 127.

Impact of changes in underwriting assumptions on equity and the consolidated 
income statement as part of the monitoring of our portfolio, we check whether ori-
ginal assumptions need to be adjusted. By means of the ifRs 4 liability adequacy test, 
we review expected claims expenditure in the light of updated assumptions, taking  into 
account our risk minimisation measures. if this test shows that an adjustment to 
 technical provisions is required, the amount is recognised in the consolidated income 
statement.

Payment flows and liquid funds in the individual calendar years (gross)     

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
premiums received  22,152 20,834 19,759 19,491 19,021
claims payments for financial year  5,930 5,213 4,378 4,393 4,264
claims payments for previous years  8,096 8,613 7,589 7,675 7,597
costs  6,808 6,517 5,956 5,728 5,717
liquid funds 1,318 491 1,836 1,695 1,443
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39 // credit risks from ceded reinsurance business 

in connection with the business we cede, the credit risk is also of relevance. for our 
reinsurance and retrocessions to be placed externally, we choose only business part-
ners that meet the requirements of our Retro security guideline and analogous regula-
tions. 

the credit ratings of our retrocessionaires and reinsurers for the externally ceded share 
of our provisions are given on page 134 of the risk report, which also includes further 
information on credit risks on page 126 f.

48% (50%) of the ceded share of provisions is directly collateralised through deposits, 
so the credit risk can be ignored for this portion. 

apart from this, there are credit risks from the underwriting of credit reinsurance con-
tracts. information on these can be found under (38) Risks from property-casualty 
insurance business. We do not conduct any active credit insurance business in our pri-
mary insurance.

40 // market risks from financing instruments – sensitivity analysis

the sensitivity analysis shows the effect of capital market events on the value of invest-
ments and the corresponding impact on the consolidated income statement. sensitiv-
ities of investments to share prices, interest rates and exchange rates are analysed 
independently of one another, i.e. ceteris paribus, with the change in market value 
being determined under selected capital market scenarios as follows: 

the analysis of equities and equity derivatives is based on a change in market value of 
±10 %, ± 30 % of the delta-weighted exposure. for interest-rate-sensitive instruments, 
on the other hand, the change in market value resulting from a global change in interest 
rates of ±200 Bp, ±100 and –50 Bp is determined using duration and convexity. owing 
to the low market interest-rate level, an assumed reduction in interest rates by 200 Bp 
would lead to interest rates becoming partially negative. By contrast, an interest-rate 
increase of 200 Bp is not unrealistic, which results in an asymmetrical presentation of 
the market interest-rate risk of investments sensitive to interest rates. the reaction of 
interest-rate derivatives to the change in market value of the underlying investment is 
taken into account using the delta of the derivative. By contrast, changes in exchange 
rates affect both interest-rate-sensitive and share-price-sensitive instruments. the 
sensitivity of instruments in foreign currency is determined by multiplying the euro 
market value by the assumed change of ±10 % in the exchange rates. alternative invest-
ments (private equity, hedge funds and commodities) are analysed together with the 
equities. 

the effects of the capital market events listed in the following table do not take account 
of tax or the provision for premium refunds (gross disclosure), i.e. the analysis does not 
take into account the effects resulting from policyholders’ participation in surplus in 
insurances of the person. the impact on the results and equity shown below would be 
substantially reduced if these effects were considered. it is also assumed that changes 
in the capital markets occur instantaneously, preventing our limit systems and active 
counter-measures from taking effect. the analysis considers around 99% of munich 
Re’s investments. 

Market risk – Share prices the impact of a change on the stock markets in terms of 
absolute amounts decreased in the year under review. this is due to our reduction of 
equity positions and derivative hedging measures. a change in the stock market by 
10% has an impact of 8.2% (11.2%) on the market value of the equity portfolio. the 
 recognition of the hedging transactions in profit or loss has the effect that in the case of 
rising share prices, the overall impact on the consolidated income statement is never-
theless negative.
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the non-linear effects of equity options or other asymmetrical strategies are not taken 
into account in this presentation owing to the delta-weighted approach selected.

Market risk – Interest rates the change in the market price of investments sensitive to 
interest rates is calculated using a parallel shift of the interest-rate curve and a revalu-
ation of the fixed-interest securities and interest-rate derivatives on the basis of their 
duration and convexity. cash positions and other derivatives are not included in the cal-
culation. the main strategic interest-rate derivatives are receiver swaps and swaptions. 
Bond futures are used for tactical management of the portfolio. 

the impact on the consolidated income statement is small compared with the impact 
on equity, as most of the changes in the value of fixed-interest investments are 
accounted for in equity, with no effect on profit or loss. also, around a third of the 
investments considered in this analysis are measured at amortised cost, so that 
changes in market value have no effect on the financial statements. 

economically speaking, the impact of the fixed-interest investments on equity is paral-
leled by a change in the economic value of the liabilities. therefore our asset-liability 
management steers the investments in such a way that the effects of interest-rate 
changes on the value of the investments and on the economic value of the liabilities 
largely cancel each other out. this offsetting does not have an impact on the balance 
sheet, however, since significant portions of the liabilities are not valued on the basis of 
the current interest-rate curves. 

Change in market value of investments sensitive to share prices

Change in share prices   31.12.2011   Prev. year
 Impact on   Total change Impact on   Total change
 profit  Impact on in market  profit  Impact on in market
€bn or loss1 equity1 value  or loss1 equity1 value
increase of 30%  –0.325 1.774 1.905 0.401 2.290 3.087
increase of 10% –0.123 0.591 0.620 0.120 0.763 1.015
decrease of 10% –0.334 –0.134 –0.620 –0.393 –0.489 –1.014
decrease of 30% –1.063 –0.341 –1.859 –1.560 –1.085 –3.040
market values   7.541   9.057

1 gross before tax and policyholder participation in surplus.

Change in market value of investments sensitive to interest rates

Change in interest rates   31.12.2011   Prev. year
 Impact on   Total change Impact on   Total change
 profit  Impact on in market  profit  Impact on in market
€bn or loss1 equity1 value  or loss1 equity1 value
increase of 200 Bp  –0.826 –12.026 –21.146 –0.930 –11.342 –18.909
increase of 100 Bp –0.539 –6.454 –11.521 –0.596 –5.957 –10.147
decrease of 50 Bp 0.364 3.558 6.471 0.396 3.193 5.593
decrease of 100 Bp  0.790 7.337 13.416 0.858 6.528 11.531
market values   171.288   162.777

1 gross before tax and policyholder participation in surplus.
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Market risk – Exchange rates our asset-liability management gears the currency 
structure of our assets to that of our liabilities. as a substantial portion of our non-euro 
liabilities is in us dollars, around 56% of the investments’ sensitivity to exchange rates 
shown above stems from the us dollar. the pound sterling and the canadian dollar 
contribute a further 26%. in this analysis, an increase of 10% in the exchange rate 
means that the foreign currency appreciates by 10% against the euro. 

Change in market value of investments sensitive to exchange rates      

Change in exchange rates   31.12.2011   Prev. year
 Impact on   Total change Impact on   Total change
 profit  Impact on in market  profit  Impact on in market
€bn or loss1 equity1 value  or loss1 equity1 value
increase of 10%  4.774 0.376 5.150 4.006 0.463 4.469
decrease of 10% –4.774 –0.376 –5.150 –4.006 –0.463 –4.469
market values   55.014   52.053

1 gross before tax and policyholder participation in surplus.
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Other information 

41 // parent

the group parent is münchener Rückversicherungs-gesellschaft aktiengesellschaft in 
münchen (munich Reinsurance company Joint-stock company in munich), Königin-
strasse 107, 80802 münchen. 

its registered seat is munich, germany.

in addition to its function as a reinsurer, the parent also fulfils the function of holding 
company for the group.

42 // Related parties

information on the remuneration of Board members and transactions with these per-
sons can be found in the remuneration report, starting on page 32 and under (46) 
Remuneration report. transactions between munich Reinsurance company and sub-
sidiaries that are to be deemed related parties have been eliminated in consolidation 
and are not disclosed in the notes. Business relations with unconsolidated subsidiaries 
are of subordinate importance as a whole; this also applies to business relations with 
associates. 

munich Reinsurance company has established a contractual trust agreement in the 
form of a two-way trust for its unfunded company pension obligations. the munich Re 
pension scheme is considered a related party in accordance with ias 24. contributions 
to the pension scheme are recognised as expenses for defined contribution plans; cf. 
(25) other accrued liabilities.

43 // personnel expenses

the following personnel expenses are included in the operating expenses, in the 
expenses for claims and benefits (for claims adjustment) and in the investment result:

44 // long-term incentive plan

from 1999 to 2010, munich Reinsurance company set up long-term incentive plans, 
each with a term of seven years. from 1999 to 2009, the members of the Board of man-
agement and senior management in munich, and the top executives in munich Re’s 
international organisation were participants in the scheme. in 2010, this share-price-
related remuneration plan was only provided for senior management members and 
selected top executives in the international organisation.

under each long-term incentive plan, participants receive a certain number of stock 
appreciation rights. 

Breakdown of personnel expenses

€m 2011  Prev. year
Wages and salaries  2,532 2,534
social security contributions and employee assistance  457 472
expenses for employees’ pensions  214 208
Total  3,203 3,214
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the relevant initial share price for the stock appreciation rights is calculated from the 
average of closing prices for munich Re shares in frankfurt Xetra trading over the last 
three months prior to plan commencement. the obligations arising from the long-term 
incentive plans are covered by munich Reinsurance company shares. 

the personnel expenses and income incurred for the stock appreciation rights are 
determined on the basis of the change in the fair value of the underlying options. the 
fair value recognises not only the intrinsic value (difference between current share price 
and initial share price of the stock appreciation rights) but also the possibility of growth 
in value up to the date of forfeiture or expiry of the rights and is determined on the basis 
of recognised valuation models, taking into account the exercise conditions. at each 
balance sheet date, the fair value is calculated and reserved; this amount is recognised 
in full. in the year under review, provisions of €12.0m (36.7m) had to be posted for 
munich Reinsurance company. the personnel expense/income recognised in the 
income statement corresponds to the change in the provision in the year under review, 
taking into consideration any rights exercised. in 2011, this resulted in income of 
€18.3m (–15.1m). the weighted average share price for the stock appreciation rights 
exercised in 2011 was €118.35 for plan year 2004 and €122.85 for plan year 2005. the 
intrinsic value of the exercisable stock appreciation rights amounted to €0.7m at the 
balance sheet date.

Munich Reinsurance Company’s Long-Term Incentive Plans 2004–2010

  Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive
  Plan 2004  Plan 2005  Plan 2006 Plan 2007 Plan 2008 Plan 2009 Plan 2010
plan commencement   1.7.2004 1.7.2005 1.7.2006 1.7.2007 1.7.2008 1.7.2009 1.7.2010
plan end   30.6.2011 30.6.2012 30.6.2013 30.6.2014 30.6.2015 30.6.2016 30.6.2017
initial share price  €88.65 €88.10 €108.87 €134.07 €121.84 €97.57 €109.11 
intrinsic value 2011 for one right  €4.13 €4.68 – – – – –
fair value 2011 for one right  – €5.07 €2.99 €1.83 €3.64 €7.78 €6.43
number of rights on 31 dec. 2004   456,336      

additions   1,697 485,527 – – – – –
forfeited   2,005 – – – – – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2005  456,028 485,527 – – – – –
additions   – – 443,609 – – – –
exercised  119,363 – – – – – –
forfeited  – – 1,019 – – – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2006   336,665 485,527 442,590 – – – –
additions   – – 6,123 341,737 – – –
exercised  85,652 84,329 – – – – –
forfeited  – 3,892 8,514 503 – – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2007   251,013 397,306 440,199 341,234 – – –
additions  – – – 4,013 444,104 – –
exercised  31,582 31,716 – – – – –
forfeited  1,069 – 5,388 5,848 3,063 – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2008  218,362 365,590 434,811 339,399 441,041 – –
additions  – – – – 463 459,271 –
exercised  8,906 19,213 – – – – –
forfeited  – 715 2,904 2,804 4,194 – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2009  209,456 345,662 431,907 336,595 437,310 459,271 –
additions  – – – – – – 675,029
exercised  120,331 72,662 – – – – –
forfeited   1,833 1,936 1,653 1,379 1,462 1,287 –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2010   87,292 271,064 430,254 335,216 435,848 457,984 675,029
additions   – – – – – – 6,546
exercised  54,081 122,681 – – – – –
forfeited  33,211 957 4,631 5,333 7,623 7,338 16,266

Number of rights on 31 Dec. 2011  – 147,426 425,623 329,883 428,225 450,646 665,309
Exercisable at year-end  – 147,426 425,623 329,883 428,225 450,646 –
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from 2002 to 2009, eRgo Versicherungsgruppe ag and some of its subsidiaries, as 
well as the meag companies, also set up long-term incentive plans at yearly intervals 
and with terms of seven years each. the persons eligible for participation – Board of 
management members, managing directors and, in individual cases, also top execu-
tives – were granted a defined number of stock appreciation rights in respect of munich 
Re shares. in 2010, these share-price-related remuneration plans were only provided for 
senior management at the meag companies and for the managing directors of meag 
munich eRgo Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbh. the design of the plans is identical to 
that of munich Re’s long-term incentive plans and they are accounted for in the same 
way. the obligations arising from the long-term incentive plans are covered by munich 
Re shares or options on munich Re shares. in the year under review, provisions of 
€2.8m (8.9m) had to be posted for the eRgo and meag companies. the personnel 
expense/income recognised in the income statement corresponds to the change in the 
provision in the year under review, taking into consideration any rights exercised. in 
2011, this resulted in income of €3.2m (–0.8m). the weighted average share price for 
the stock appreciation rights exercised in 2011 was €122.65 for plan year 2004 and 
€120.61 for plan year 2005. the intrinsic value of the exercisable stock appreciation 
rights amounted to €0.1m at the balance sheet date.

Long-Term Incentive Plans 2004–2010 of ERGO and MEAG       

 Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive
 Plan 2004 Plan 2005 Plan 2006 Plan 2007 Plan 2008 Plan 2009 Plan 2010
plan commencement  1.7.2004 1.7.2005 1.7.2006 1.7.2007 1.7.2008 1.7.2009 1.7.2010
plan end  30.6.2011 30.6.2012 30.6.2013 30.6.2014 30.6.2015 30.6.2016 30.6.2017
initial share price  €88.65 €88.10 €108.87 €134.07 €121.84 €97.57 €109.11
intrinsic value 2011 for one right  €4.13 €4.68 – – – – –
fair value 2011 for one right  – €5.07 €2.99 €1.83 €3.64 €7.78 €6.43
number of rights on 31 dec. 2004  154,189 – – – – – –

additions  – 211,941 – – – – –
forfeited  32,130 24,411 – – – – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2005  122,059 187,530 – – – – –
additions  – – 173,682 – – – –
exercised  31,390 – – – – – –
forfeited  – 3,072 – – – – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2006  90,669 184,458 173,682 – – – –
additions  – – – 121,821 – – –
exercised  30,372 34,879 – – – – –
forfeited  – – 7,483 10,422 – – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2007  60,297 149,579 166,199 111,399 – – –
additions  – – – – 173,153 – –
exercised  10,304 24,219 – – – – –
forfeited  – – 3,966 1,597 601 – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2008  49,993 125,360 162,233 109,802 172,552 – –
additions  – – – – – 148,834 –
exercised  2,859 14,851 – – – – –
forfeited – – 2,046 1,578 1,803 – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2009  47,134 110,509 160,187 108,224 170,749 148,834 –
additions  – – – – – – 39,046
exercised  32,555 45,130 – – – – –
forfeited – – 241 1,856 2,506 – –

number of rights on 31 dec. 2010  14,579 65,379 159,946 106,368 168,243 148,834 39,046
exercised  8,437 37,021 – – – – –
forfeited 6,142 – 281 176 275 255 –

Number of rights on 31 Dec. 2011 – 28,358 159,665 106,192 167,968 148,579 39,046
Exercisable at year-end  – 28,358 159,665 106,192 167,968 148,579 –
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each stock appreciation right entitles the holder to draw in cash the difference between 
the munich Re share price at the time when the right is exercised and the initial share 
price. the stock appreciation rights may only be exercised after a two-year vesting 
period and then only if the share price is at least 20% higher than the initial price. in 
addition, munich Re shares must have outperformed the euRo stoXX 50 twice at the 
end of a three-month period during the term of the plan. the gross amount that may be 
obtained from the exercising of the stock appreciation rights is limited to an increase of 
150% of the initial share price. 

When the stock appreciation rights are exercised, the cash payment is made (in the 
respective national currency) by the company that granted the rights. stock appreci-
ation rights not exercised on the last trading day of the plan term are exercised on the 
participant’s behalf insofar as the prerequisites for this are met. if the prerequisites are 
not met, the stock appreciation rights are forfeited. if another company acquires con-
trol of munich Reinsurance company or if the latter’s group of shareholders changes 
significantly due to a merger or comparable transaction or intended business combin-
ation (“change of control”), all plan participants from munich Re may exercise their 
stock appreciation rights within 60 days after the change of control becomes effective, 
even if the prerequisites for exercising the rights are not yet met at that juncture. 

45 // mid-term incentive plan

since 1 January 2009, munich Reinsurance company has set up mid-term incentive 
plans, each with a term of three years. entitled to participate in these cash-settled 
share-price-related remuneration plans are members of senior management in munich, 
and – for 2009 only – the members of the Board of management. eRgo Versicherungs-
gruppe ag and some of its subsidiaries, as well as meag munich eRgo assetman-
agement gmbh, established a similar plan for their Board members and company 
management for 2009 only. the participants receive performance share units (psus). 
in the fourth year after plan commencement, participants are entitled to a bonus pay-
ment dependent on the achievement of value-based performance targets and the 
increase in the total shareholder return (tsR).

the value-based performance targets are set in the form of an average target to be 
achieved over the three following years and are allocated according to responsibilities.

the share-based factor tsR represents the total return on munich Re shares and com-
prises share price performance plus dividends paid over a certain observation period. 
the initial tsR value and the final tsR value are determined from the average of the 
last 60 calendar days prior to plan commencement and plan termination respectively.

at plan commencement, the psus are granted on the basis of the set target amount for 
100% achievement of objectives and the initial tsR value. the total return index of the 
Xetra listing of munich Re shares, starting on 22 January 1996, is used for the tsR. the 
basis for the full and partial allocation of the psus is the first plan year.

the final number of psus is calculated by multiplying the number of psus at plan 
commencement by the percentage achievement of the performance target at plan 
 termination. the number of psus may fluctuate between 0 and 1.5 times the initially 
allocated number. payment is capped if the tsR doubles. the maximum amount pay-
able is limited to 150% of the target amount for members of the Board of management 
and company management, and to 300% of the target amount for senior management.

the mid-term incentive plan at the reporting date is valued indirectly at the fair value 
of the liabilities. the fair value takes account of the value-based performance target 
and the total shareholder return (tsR) during the performance period. to this end, the 
tsR index value observable in the market is updated with the current dividend yield  
of munich Re shares at the termination date and discounted with appropriate market 
interest rates.
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in the financial year 2011, expenses of €8.5m (11.3m) were recognised for the mid-term 
incentive plan. the provision at the reporting date amounted to €35.1m (27.0m).

46 // Remuneration report 

the members of munich Reinsurance company’s Board of management received 
remuneration totalling €9.8m (11.7m). the total remuneration of munich Reinsurance 
company’s supervisory Board amounted to €1.5m (1.6m); not included in this figure is 
€0.2m (0.2m) for membership of supervisory boards at other group companies, so that 
the overall amount came to €1.7m (1.8m). 

payments to retired members of the Board of management or their surviving depend-
ants totalled €5.8m (5.6m).

personnel expenses were not incurred for retired members of the Board of manage-
ment. after deduction of plan assets held by a separate entity (under a contractual trust 
agreement), there were no pension provisions or provisions for comparable benefits for 
retired members of the Board of management or their surviving dependants.

there are no pension commitments for former members of the supervisory Board or 
their surviving dependants.

the members of the supervisory Board and Board of management did not receive any 
cash advances or loans in the year under review. neither were there any notifiable 
transactions between Board members and munich Re. nor, apart from the above-men-
tioned remuneration for membership of supervisory boards at other group companies, 
were any payments made or advantages extended to members of the supervisory 
Board for services provided internally within the meaning of item 5.4.6 para. 3 of the 
german corporate governance code.

all other disclosures on the remuneration of Board members, on share trading and 
shares held by the members of the Board of management and the supervisory Board, 
and on the structure of the Board of management’s remuneration system can be found 
in the remuneration report on page 32. 

Munich Re’s Mid-Term Incentive Plans 2009–2011

 Incentive  Incentive Incentive
 Plan 2009 Plan 2010 Plan 2011
plan commencement 1.1.2009 1.1.2010 1.1.2011
plan end 31.12.2011 31.12.2012 31.12.2013
fair value 2011 for one right €171.48 €183.20 €195.41
number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 1 January 2009 87,347 – –

additions 89 – –
forfeited – – –

number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 31 december 2009  87,436 – –
number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 1 January 2010  87,436 38,284 –

additions – – –
forfeited 245 – –

number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 31 december 2010  87,191 38,284 –
number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 1 January 2011  87,191 38,284 63,769

additions – – –
forfeited 842 843 –

number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 31 december 2011  86,349 37,441 63,769
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47 // number of staff

the number of staff employed by the group at year-end totalled 24,299 (24,537) in 
germany and 22,907 (22,378) in other countries. 

48 // auditor’s fees

for services rendered to the parent and consolidated subsidiaries by the group auditor 
(Kpmg Bayerische treuhandgesellschaft ag Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft steuer-
beratungsgesellschaft, munich, and its affiliated companies within the meaning of 
section 271 para. 2 of the german commercial code), the following fees have been 
recognised as an expense in the financial year:

the affiliated companies of Kpmg Bayerische treuhandgesellschaft ag comprise the 
following entities: Kpmg germany, Kpmg spain, Kpmg switzerland, Kpmg llp  
(uK), Kpmg Belgium, Kpmg netherlands, Kpmg luxembourg, Kpmg turkey, Kpmg 
Russia, Kpmg georgia, Kpmg ukraine, Kpmg armenia, Kpmg Kazakhstan, Kpmg 
Kyrgyzstan, Kpmg norway, Kpmg Kuwait, Kpmg Jordan and Kpmg saudi arabia.

49 // contingent liabilities, other financial commitments

munich Re enters into contingent liabilities in connection with its normal business 
operations. in this context, the obligations from guarantees total €68m (106m), those 
from legal disputes €30m (4m), and those from letters of support €4m (8m). as a result 
of the sale of capital square pte. ltd. (cf. (17) non-current assets and disposal groups 
held for sale), guarantees exist in the amount of the purchase price at most. all infor-
mation on risks arising from legal disputes can be found on page 138 in the risk report. 

the application of fiscal regulations may be unresolved at the time of calculation of tax 
refund claims and tax liabilities. the calculation of tax items is based on the regulations 
most likely to be applied in each case. Regardless of this, the fiscal authorities may be 
of a deviating opinion in this area, which may give rise to additional tax liabilities.

Breakdown of number of staff

 31.12.2011  Prev. year
Reinsurance 11,215 11,370
primary insurance 31,311 30,887
munich health 3,927 3,899
asset management 753 759
Total  47,206 46,915

Breakdown of auditor’s fees

€k 2011  Prev. year
audits of financial statements 7,374 8,601
other assurance and appraisal services  2,767 3,131
tax consultancy services  1,368 1,427
other services 918 1,295
Total 12,427 14,454
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in accordance with the german insurance control act (Vag), all german life and 
health insurers of our group are obliged to be members of a protection fund. for life 
insurers, the protection fund can levy special contributions of up to one per mille of 
total net technical provisions, in addition to a regular contribution of 0.2 per mille of 
total net technical provisions. for the health insurers, there is no pre-financing, but the 
fund may levy special contributions of up to two per mille of net technical provisions  
to fulfil its functions. this could give rise to a potential payment obligation of €111m 
(113m) at group level. the functions and powers of the statutory protection fund for life 
insurance rest with protektor lebensversicherungs-ag, and those of the statutory pro-
tection fund for health insurance with medicator ag. 

Besides this, munich Re has entered into various other financial obligations amounting 
to €205m (218m) for work and service contracts and €1,037m (1,001m) for investment 
obligations. at the reporting date, there were loan commitments amounting to €507m 
(9m), which mainly have to be settled on 12 January 2012. these figures represent 
undiscounted nominal amounts. there are other financial commitments amounting to 
€4m (4m).

there are no other financial commitments of significance for the assessment of the 
group’s financial position. no contingent liabilities have been entered into for the bene-
fit of Board members.

50 // Restrictions regarding transfer of capital

our subsidiaries munich Re america und munich american Reassurance company 
show a negative earned surplus in their local financial statements as at 31 december 
2011 (statutory accounting principles). for this reason, the companies can only pay 
dividends or transfer capital to the parent company with the approval of the competent 
us regulatory authority.

51 // leasing

Munich Re as lessee at the balance sheet date, future minimum lease payments under 
non-cancellable operating leases totalled €406m (455m).

payments from operating leases concern in particular rents for offices and business 
premises of the group. they include extension options as well as restrictions regarding 
the agreement of subleases. in the period under review, minimum lease payments of 
€82m (74m) and contingent lease payments of €7m (9m) were recognised as an 
expense. the total of future minimum sublease payments expected to be received 
under non-cancellable subleases was €22m (24m) at the reporting date.

Due dates 

€m 31.12.2011  Prev. year
not later than one year 106 114
later than one year and not later than five years  214 267
later than five years 86 74
Total 406 455
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the finance leases concern in particular rents for offices and business premises of the 
group. they include extension options as well as restrictions regarding the agreement 
of subleases. the following table shows the future minimum lease payments and their 
present value for finance leases at 31 december 2011.

the total of future minimum sublease payments expected to be received under non-
cancellable subleases was €1m (2m) at the reporting date.

Munich Re as lessor operating leases mainly involve leased property. the total of 
future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable leases at the balance sheet 
date was €974m (911m).

there were several finance leases for property at the balance sheet date: 

 

net investments in leases correspond to the carrying amounts of the lease payments 
receivable at the balance sheet date.

Due dates

   31.12.2011   Prev. year
     Present value     Present value
 Minimum  of minimum Minimum  of minimum
 lease Interest lease lease Interest lease
€m payments component payments payments component payments
not later than one year 7 – 7 8 2 6
later than one year and not later than five years 27 3 24 27 5 22
later than five years 8 – 8 15 2 13
Total 42 3 39 50 9 41

Due dates 

€m 31.12.2011  Prev. year
not later than one year 175 164
later than one year and not later than five years 474 447
later than five years 325 300
Total 974 911

Due dates      

   31.12.2011   Prev. year
 Gross Interest Net Gross Interest  Net
€m investment element investment investment element investment
minimum lease payments not later than one year 1 1 – – – –
minimum lease payments later than one year and  
not later than five years 2 – 2 – – –
minimum lease payments later than five years 74 57 17 – – –
Total minimum lease payments 77 58 19 – – –
unguaranteed residual values 41 37 4 – – –
Total 118 95 23 – – –
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52 // events after the balance sheet date

the accident involving cruise ship costa concordia is likely to result in a claims burden 
for us in the mid double-digit million euro range. Besides costs for the vessel under hull 
insurance, further losses may arise due to liability claims from passengers, salvage of 
the wreck, and potential environmental liability claims. therefore, it is not possible at 
this stage to put a final figure on the exact loss amount for munich Re.

53 // earnings per share

diluting effects to be disclosed for the calculation of earnings per share were not 
 pres ent either in the financial year or in the previous year. earnings per share can be 
potentially diluted in future through the issue of shares or subscription rights from 
amounts authorised for increasing the share capital and from contingent capital.

the number of outstanding shares has decreased owing to the repurchase of 2,789,833 
(11,531,594) shares in the course of the financial year 2011.

54 // proposal for appropriation of profit

munich Reinsurance company’s net retained profits for 2011 according to its financial 
statements prepared on the basis of the german commercial code amount to 
€1,118,842,577.07. the Board of management will propose to shareholders at the 
annual general meeting that these net retained profits be used for payment of a divi-
dend of €6.25 per dividend-bearing share, with the remaining amount apportionable 
being carried forward to new account.

Earnings per share

  2011 Prev. year 
consolidated result attributable to 
munich Reinsurance company equity holders  €m 702 2,422
Weighted average number of outstanding shares  177,982,144 185,422,866
earnings per share  € 3.94 13.06
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� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital�

Consolidated�subsidiaries 
40, Rue courcelles sas, paris 100.0000
80e limited, Bristol 100.0000
adelfa servicios a instalationes fotovoltaicas, 
s.l., santa cruz de tenerife 100.0000
aeVG 2004 Gmbh, frankfurt/main4 0.0000
aktiva Vermittlung von Versicherungen und 
finanz-dienstleistungen Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
alice Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
allfinanz limited, dublin 100.0000
almeda Gmbh, munich 100.0000
almeda Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, munich 100.0000
american alternative insurance corporation, 
Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
american family home insurance company, 
Jacksonville, florida 100.0000
american modern home insurance company, 
amelia, ohio 100.0000
american modern home service company, amelia, 
ohio 100.0000
american modern insurance company of florida, inc., 
Jacksonville, florida 100.0000
american modern insurance Group, inc., amelia, ohio 100.0000
american modern life insurance company, amelia, 
ohio 100.0000
american modern lloyds insurance company, dallas, 
texas 100.0000
american modern select insurance company, amelia, 
ohio 100.0000

american modern surplus lines insurance company, 
amelia, ohio 100.0000
american southern home insurance company, 
Jacksonville, florida 100.0000
american Western home insurance company, 
oklahoma city, oklahoma 100.0000
amicus legal ltd., colchester 100.0000
amicus ltd., colchester 100.0000
arkansas life insurance company, phoenix, arizona 100.0000
avanturo Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
B&c international insurance, hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000
Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherung aG, Vienna 90.0000
Beaufort dedicated no. 1 ltd, london 100.0000
Beaufort dedicated no. 2 ltd, london 100.0000
Beaufort dedicated no. 5 ltd, london 100.0000
Beaufort underwriting agency limited, london 100.0000
Bell & clements (Bermuda) ltd., hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000
Bell & clements (london) ltd, london 100.0000
Bell & clements (usa) inc, Reston, Virginia 100.0000
Bell & clements inc, Reston, Virginia 100.0000
Bell & clements ltd, london 100.0000
Bos incasso B.V., Groningen 90.0240
capital plaZa holding Gmbh & co. singapur KG, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
cJsic “european travel insurance”, moscow 100.0000
compagnie européenne d´assurances, nanterre 100.0000
compania europea de seguros s.a., madrid 100.0000

the following disclosures relate to companies in which our directly and indirectly held 
shareholdings (as defined in section 16 paras. 2 and 4 of the German stock companies 
act) add up to 20% or more of the share capital, and large companies (as defined  
in section 267 para. 3 of the German commercial code) in which our directly and 
in directly held shareholdings add up to more than 5% of the voting rights.

list of shareholdings as at  
31 december 2011 in accordance  
with section 313 para. 2 of the  
German commercial code
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� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

eRGo direkt lebensversicherung aG, schwechat 100.0000
eRGo diReKt Versicherung aG, fürth 100.0000
eRGo Élétbiztosító Zrt., Budapest 100.0000
eRGo emeklilik ve hayat a.s., istanbul 99.9999
eRGo eurosolar Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 100.0000
eRGo funds as, tallinn 100.0000
eRGo General insurance company s.a., athens 99.9999
eRGo Generales seguros y Reaseguros, s.a., madrid 100.0000
eRGo Grubu holding a.s., istanbul 100.0000
eRGo Grundstücksverwaltung GbR, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 14. Victoria & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 5. hamburg-mannheimer & 
co.KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo insurance n.V., Brussels 99.9999
eRGo international aktiengesellschaft, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo international services Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo invest sia, Riga 100.0000
eRGo italia Business solutions s.c.r.l., milan 100.0000
eRGo italia direct network s.r.l., milan 100.0000
eRGo italia s.p.a., milan 100.0000
eRGo Kindlustuse as, tallinn 100.0000
eRGo latvija Versicherung aG (eRGo latvija 
apdrosinasanas akciju sabiedriba), Riga 100.0000
eRGo lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, 
hamburg 100.0000
eRGo lietuva draudimo uadB, Vilnius 100.0000
eRGo life insurance company s.a., thessaloniki 100.0000
eRGo life insurance se, Vilnius 100.0000
eRGo pensionsfonds aktiengesellschaft, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo pensionskasse aG, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo previdenza s.p.a., milan 100.0000
eRGo private capital Gesundheit Gmbh & co. KG, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo private capital leben Gmbh & co. KG, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo private equity Gesundheit Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo private equity Komposit Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo private equity leben Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo Russ Versicherung aG, st. petersburg 100.0000
eRGo shisn, moscow 100.0000
eRGo siGoRta a.s., istanbul 99.9999
eRGo Versicherung aktiengesellschaft, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo Vida seguros y Reaseguros, sociedad anónima, 
saragossa 100.0000
eRGo Zavarovalnica d. d., ljubljana 100.0000
eRGo životná poistovna, a. s., Bratislava 100.0000
eRGo Zweite Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, 
düsseldorf 99.9999
europaeiske Rejseforsikring a/s, copenhagen 100.0000
euRopÄische Reiseversicherung aktiengesellschaft, 
munich 100.0000
european international holding a/s, copenhagen 100.0000
europeiska försäkringsaktiebolaget, stockholm 100.0000
evropska cestovni pojistovna a.s., prague 90.0000
e&s claims management inc., Reston, Virginia, usa4 0.0000

d.a.s. defensa del automovilista y de siniestros – 
internacional, s.a. de seguros y Reaseguros, Barcelona 100.0000
d.a.s. deutscher automobil schutz allgemeine Rechts-
schutz-Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, munich 100.0000
d.a.s. hellas allgemeine Rechtsschutz-
Versicherungs-aG, athens 99.9983
d.a.s. Jogvédelmi Biztosíto Részvénytársaság, 
Budapest 100.0000
d.a.s. luxemburg allgemeine Rechtsschutz-
Versicherung s.a., strassen 99.9500
d.a.s. oigusabikulude Kindlustuse as, tallinn 100.0000
d.a.s. Österreichische allgemeine Rechtsschutz-
Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, Vienna 99.9800
d.a.s. poist’ovna právnej ochrany, a.s., Bratislava 100.0000
d.a.s. pojišt’ovna právní ochrany, a.s., prague 100.0000
d.a.s. société anonyme belge d’assurances de 
protection Juridique, Brussels 99.9800
d.a.s. towarzystwo ubezpieczen ochrony 
prawnej s.a., Warsaw 99.9000
das assistance limited, Bristol 100.0000
das holding n.V., amsterdam 51.0000
das law limited, Bristol 100.0000
das legal expenses insurance co., ltd., seoul 100.0000
das legal expenses insurance company limited, 
Bristol 100.0000
das legal finance B.V., amsterdam 100.0000
das legal protection insurance company ltd., toronto 100.0000
das legal protection ireland limited, dublin 100.0000
das legal protection limited, christchurch, 
new Zealand 100.0000
das legal protection limited, Vancouver 100.0000
das leGal seRVices limited, Bristol 100.0000
das nederlandse Rechtsbijstand 
Verzekeringmaatschappij n.V., amsterdam 100.0000
das Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-aG, lucerne 100.0000
das services limited, Bristol 100.0000
das support B.V., amsterdam 100.0000
das uK holdings limited, Bristol 100.0000
dB platinum iV sicaV (subfonds institutional fixed 
income, inhaber-anteile i2d), luxembourg4 100.0000
dKV – alpha Vermögensverwaltungs Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
dKV BelGium s.a., Brussels 100.0000
dKV deutsche Krankenversicherung aktien-
gesellschaft, cologne 100.0000
dKV Globality s.a., luxembourg 100.0000
dKV luxembourg s.a., luxembourg 75.0000
dKV pflegedienste & Residenzen Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
dKV seguros y Reaseguros, sociedad anónima 
española, saragossa 100.0000
eiG, co., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
einzelanlage hohenseefeld Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
eRGo asiGuRaRi de Viata sa, Bucharest 100.0000
eRGo assicurazioni s.p.a., milan 100.0000
eRGo austria international aG, Vienna 100.0000
eRGo daum direct General insurance co. ltd., seoul 100.0000
eRGo diReKt Krankenversicherung aG, fürth 100.0000
eRGo diReKt lebensversicherung aG, fürth 100.0000
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� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

iRis capital fund ii German investors Gmbh & 
co. KG, düsseldorf 85.7143
iteRGo informationstechnologie Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
itus Verwaltungs aG, Grünwald 100.0000
Joint stock insurance company eRGo, minsk 92.3100
Jordan health cost management services W.l.l., 
amman 100.0000
K & p pflegezentrum immac uelzen Renditefonds 
Gmbh & co. KG, düsseldorf 84.8817
Ka Köln assekuranz.agentur Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
Kapdom-invest Gmbh, moscow 100.0000
landelijke associatie van Gerechtsdeurwaarders B.V., 
Groningen 90.0240
laVG associatie van Gerechtsdeurwaarders Zuid 
holding B.V., Breda 80.0000
lawassist limited, Bristol 100.0000
leGial aG, munich 100.0000
lifeplans inc., Waltham, massachusetts 100.0000
lifeplans ltc services, inc., ontario 100.0000
lloyds modern corporation, dallas, texas 100.0000
longial Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
marina salud s.a., alicante 65.0000
marina sp.z.o.o., sopot 100.0000
meaG adam, munich4 100.0000
meaG anGlo celtic fund, munich4 100.0000
meaG Benedict, munich4 100.0000
meaG Bln 2, munich4 100.0000
meaG Bln 3, munich4 100.0000
meaG cash management Gmbh, munich 100.0000
meaG consortio, munich4 100.0000
meaG edl curryGov, munich4 100.0000
meaG edl euroValue, munich4 100.0000
meaG eds aGil, munich4 100.0000
meaG euR Global 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG eurak, munich4 100.0000
meaG euro 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG euro 2, munich4 100.0000
meaG euRo-fonds, munich4 100.0000
meag eurostar (spezialfonds), munich4 100.0000
meaG euRo-Yield, munich4 100.0000
meaG GBp equities, munich4 100.0000
meaG GBp-Global-staR, munich4 100.0000
meaG German prime opportunities (Gpo), munich4 100.0000
meaG Gilagrent, munich4 100.0000
meaG Golf 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG hBG 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG hm Renten, munich4 100.0000
meaG hm sach 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG hm sach Rent 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG hm2000, munich4 100.0000
meaG hmR1, munich4 100.0000
meaG hmR2, munich4 100.0000
meaG iRen, munich4 100.0000
meaG Kapital 2, munich4 100.0000
meaG Kapital 5, munich4 100.0000
meaG lambda euR 2, Grünwald4 100.0000

faiRance Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
first legal protection limited, st. albans 100.0000
first marine insurance company, amelia, ohio 100.0000
flexitel telefonservice Gmbh, Berlin 100.0000
fotouno s.r.l., turin 100.0000
fotoWatio italia Galatina s.r.l., turin 100.0000
Geschlossene aktiengesellschaft europäische 
Reiseversicherung, Kiev 95.2708
Gf 65, Vienna4 100.0000
Global standards llc, Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
Great lakes Reinsurance (uK) plc., london 100.0000
Great lakes services ltd., london 100.0000
Group Risk services limited, london 100.0000
Groves, John & Westrup limited, london 100.0000
habiriscos – investimentos imobiliarios e turisticos, 
s.a., lisbon 100.0000
hamburg-mannheimer pensionskasse aG, hamburg 100.0000
hartford steam Boiler (m) sdn. Bhd, Kuala lumpur 100.0000
hartford steam Boiler (singapore), pte ltd., 
singapore 100.0000
hartford steam Boiler international india pyt ltd., 
Kolkata 100.0000
hartford steam Boiler international-Gmbh, Rheine 100.0000
hmi partners n.V., Brussels 100.0000
hmV GfKl Beteiligungs Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
hsB engineering finance corporations, Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
hsB engineering insurance limited, london 100.0000
hsB engineering insurance services limited, oldham 100.0000
hsB Group, inc., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
hsB Japan KK, minato-Ku, tokyo 100.0000
hsB professional loss control, inc., lenoir city, 
tennessee 100.0000
hsB solomon associates llc, Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
hsB technical consulting & services (shanghai) 
company, ltd., shanghai 100.0000
ibero property portugal – investimentos imobiliarios 
s.a., lisbon 100.0000
ibero property trust s.a., madrid 100.0000
ideenKapital financial engineering Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenKapital financial service Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenKapital Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenKapital media finance Gmbh, düsseldorf 50.1000
ideenKapital metropolen europa Gmbh & co. KG, 
düsseldorf 72.3477
iii, munich4 100.0000
iK einkauf objekt eins gmbh & co. KG, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK einkauf objektmanagement Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK einkaufsmärkte deutschland Gmbh & co. KG, 
düsseldorf 52.0387
iK premium fonds Gmbh & co. KG, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK premium fonds zwei Gmbh & co. KG, düsseldorf 100.0000
iKfe properties i aG, Zurich 63.5532
imofloresmira – investimentos imobiliarios s.a., 
lisbon 100.0000
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� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

mR Beteiligungen GBp aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen usd aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000
mR Rent-investment Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR solar Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 100.0000
mR solaR sas deR WeliVit solaR italia sRl, 
Bolzano 100.0000
msp underwriting ltd., london 100.0000
mtu moje towarzystwo ubezpieczeniowe s. a., sopot 100.0000
mu068 mR placem (fcp), munich4 1.0500
munich american holding corporation, Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
munich american life Reinsurance company, 
atlanta, Georgia 100.0000
munich american Reassurance company, atlanta, 
Georgia 100.0000
munich-american Reassurance company pac, inc., 
atlanta, Georgia4 0.0000
munich atlanta financial corporation, atlanta, Georgia 100.0000
munich health holding aG, munich3 100.0000
munich health north america, inc., Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
munich holdings ltd., toronto 100.0000
munich holdings of australasia pty. ltd., sydney 100.0000
munich life management corporation ltd., toronto 100.0000
munich mauritius Reinsurance co. ltd., port louis 100.0000
munich Re america corporation, Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
munich Re america services inc., Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
munich Re capital limited, london 100.0000
munich Re capital markets new York, inc., 
Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
munich Re do Brasil Resseguradora s.a., são paulo 100.0000
munich Re holding company (uK) ltd., london 100.0000
munich Re of malta holding limited, floriana 99.9999
munich Re of malta p.l.c., floriana 99.9999
munich Re stop loss, inc., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
munich Re uK services limited, london 100.0000
munich Re underwriting limited, london 100.0000
munich Reinsurance america, inc., Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
munich Reinsurance company of africa ltd, 
Johannesburg 100.0000
munich Reinsurance company of australasia ltd, 
sydney 100.0000
munich Reinsurance company of canada, toronto 100.0000
munichre General services limited, london 100.0000
n.m.u. (holdings) limited, leeds 100.0000
neckermann lebensversicherung aG, fürth 100.0000
neckermann Versicherung aG, nuremberg 100.0000
new Reinsurance company ltd., Zurich 100.0000
nightingale legal services ltd., colchester 100.0000
nmu Group limited, london 100.0000
northern marine underwriters limited, leeds 100.0000
oiK mediclin, Wiesbaden4 66.6672
olympic health management services inc., 
Bellingham, Washington 100.0000

meaG lambda euR em local, munich4 100.0000
meaG lambda euR, Grünwald4 100.0000
meaG lambda GBp, Grünwald4 100.0000
meaG lambda usd, Grünwald4 100.0000
meaG lambda usd-cop, Grünwald4 100.0000
meaG multi sach 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG munich eRGo assetmanagement Gmbh, 
munich 100.0000
meaG munich eRGo Kapitalanlagegesellschaft 
mbh, munich 100.0000
meaG munich Re placemant, Grünwald4 100.0000
meaG new York corporation, Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
meaG noK-fonds, munich4 100.0000
meaG optimaX, munich4 100.0000
meaG pK-noRd, munich4 100.0000
meaG pK-West, munich4 100.0000
meaG prestige, munich4 100.0000
meaG Renditeplus, munich4 100.0000
meaG ReVo, munich4 100.0000
meaG saG 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG sustainability, munich4 100.0000
meag tandem (spezialfonds), munich4 100.0000
meaG uK Reserve 1, munich4 100.0000
meaG us dollar Bond, munich4 100.0000
meaG us Real estate management holdings, inc., 
Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
meaG us Reserve, munich4 100.0000
meaG usd equities, munich4 100.0000
meaG Vertical, munich4 100.0000
meaG Vidas 4, munich4 100.0000
meaG Vidas Rent 2, munich4 100.0000
meaG Vidas Rent 3, munich4 100.0000
meaG Vigifonds, munich4 100.0000
meaG Vla, munich4 100.0000
mednet Bahrain W.l.l., Bahrain 100.0000
mednet Greece s.a., athens 78.1419
mednet Gulf e.c., manama 100.0000
mednet holding Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mednet international ltd., nicosia 100.0000
mednet saglik hizmetleri Yönetim ve danismanlik 
anonim sirketi, istanbul 100.0000
mednet saudi arabia llc, Riyadh 100.0000
mednet uae fZ l.l.c., dubai 100.0000
merkur Grundstücks- und Beteiligungs-Gesellschaft 
mit beschränkter haftung, düsseldorf 100.0000
midland-Guardian co., amelia, ohio 100.0000
midwest enterprises, inc., miami, florida 100.0000
modern life insurance company of arizona, inc., 
phoenix, arizona 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 1. Gmbh, munich3 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 18. Gmbh & co. immobilien KG i.G., 
Grünwald2 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 19. Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 2. euR aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 3. euR aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen euR aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000
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VictoRia us property investment Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VictoRia us property Zwei Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VictoRia Vierte Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
Victoria Vierter Bauabschnitt Gmbh & co. KG, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
Victoria Zivotno osiguranje d.d, Zagreb 74.9000
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen eletbiztosító Zrt., 
Budapest 74.8000
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen poist´ovna, a.s., 
Bratislava 74.8000
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen Biztosító Zrt., Budapest 74.8000
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen pojišt´ovna, a.s., prague 74.5373
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen Versicherungsaktien-
gesellschaft, Vienna 74.6269
Vorsorge lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
Vorsorge luxemburg lebensversicherung s.a., 
munsbach 100.0000
Watkins syndicate hong Kong limited, hong Kong 67.0000
Watkins syndicate middle east limited, dubai 100.0000
Watkins syndicate singapore pte. limited, singapore 100.0000
welivit aG, nuremberg 100.0000
WfB stockholm management aB, stockholm4 50.0000
Windpark Geisleiden Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark Großberendten 2 Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark hilmersdorf Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark Klein Bünzow Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark Kruge Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark langengrassau Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark marwitz Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark mittelhausen Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windpark sassenberg Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
Windsor health Group, inc., Brentwood, tennessee 100.0000
Windsor health plan, inc., Brentwood, tennessee 100.0000
Windsor homecare network, llc, Brentwood, 
tennessee 100.0000
Windsor management services, inc., nashville, 
tennessee 100.0000
wpd Windpark Wergzahna Gmbh & co KG, Bremen 100.0000
wse solarpark spanien 1 Gmbh & co. KG, fürth 75.1243
 
Non-consolidated�subsidiaries�
50 plus strategies, inc., Brentwood, tennessee 100.0000
acalter 140014 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
agenzia chianti s.R.l., milan 100.0000
aitesacho 5005 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
albulzaga 8008 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
aleama 150015 s.l., madrid 100.0000
allfinanz inc., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
allfinanz KK, tokyo 100.0000
allfinanz ptY, sydney 100.0000
allfinanz software services Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
amladeza 7007 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
arridabra 130013 s.l., madrid 100.0000
aRtes assekuranzservice Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
arztpartner almeda aG, munich 100.0000

olympic health management systems, inc., 
Bellingham, Washington 100.0000
p.a.n. Gmbh & co. KG, Grünwald2 99.0000
princeton eagle holding (Bermuda) limited, hamilton, 
Bermuda 100.0000
princeton eagle insurance company limited, 
hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000
princeton eagle West (holding) inc., Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
princeton eagle West insurance company ltd., 
hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000
proserpina Vermögensverwaltungsges. mbh, munich 100.0000
Queensley holdings limited, singapore4 100.0000
Renaissance hotel Realbesitz Gmbh, Vienna 60.0000
Roanoke international Brokers limited, london 100.0000
Roanoke Real estate holdings inc., schaumburg, 
illinois 100.0000
Roanoke trade services inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000
san marino life impresa sammarinese di 
assicurazione sulla vita s.p.a., san marino 100.0000
seminaris hotel- und Kongreßstätten-Betriebs-
gesellschaft mbh, lüneburg 75.0000
silvanus Vermögensverwaltungsges.mbh, munich 100.0000
solomon associates limited, london 100.0000
sopocki instytut ubezpieczen s.a., sopot 100.0000
sopockie towarzystwo ubezpieczen ergo hestia 
spolka akcyjna, sopot 100.0000
sopockie towarzystwo ubezpieczen na Zycie ergo 
hestia spolka akcyjna, sopot 100.0000
specialty insurance services corp., amelia, ohio 100.0000
sterling life insurance company, Bellingham, 
Washington 100.0000
temple insurance company, toronto 100.0000
the atlas insurance agency, inc., amelia, ohio 100.0000
the Boiler inspection and insurance company of 
canada, toronto 100.0000
the hartford steam Boiler inspection and insurance 
company of connecticut, hartford, connecticut 100.0000
the hartford steam Boiler inspection and insurance 
company, hartford, connecticut 100.0000
the midland company, cincinnati, ohio 100.0000
the polytechnic club, inc., hartford 100.0000
the princeton excess and surplus lines insurance 
company, Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
the Roanoke companies inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000
union Beteiligungsholding Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000
unión médica la fuencisla, s.a., compañia de 
seguros, saragossa 100.0000
Van arkel Gerechtsdeurwaarders B.V., leiden 79.9000
Venus Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
munich 100.0000
VhdK Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VictoRia investment properties two l.p., atlanta 100.0000
VictoRia italy property Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VictoRia lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
Victoria osiguranje d.d, Zagreb 74.9000
Victoria us holdings, inc., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
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das incasso arnhem B.V., arnhem 100.0000
das incasso den Bosch B.V., ’s-hertogenbosch 95.0000
das incasso Rotterdam B.V., Rotterdam 80.0000
das legal protection pty. ltd., sydney 100.0000
das lex assistance, s.l., Barcelona 100.0000
de Wit Vissers incasso holding B.V., Breda 95.0000
diana Vermögensverwaltungs aG, munich 100.0000
dKV – Beta Vermögensverwaltungs Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
dKV immobilienverwaltungs Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
dKV Residenz am tibusplatz gGmbh, münster 100.0000
dKV servicios, s.a., saragossa 100.0000
dKV-Residenz in der contrescarpe Gmbh, Bremen 100.0000
dRa debt Recovery agency B.V., the hague 100.0000
economic data Research B.V., leidschendam 100.0000
economic data Resources B.V., leidschendam 100.0000
edR acquisition B.V., amsterdam 80.0000
edR credit services B.V., the hague 100.0000
eRGo alpha Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo asia management pte. ltd., singapore 100.0000
eRGo Bilisim teknolojisi limited sirketi, istanbul 100.0000
eRGo Business solutions s.r.l., Bucharest 100.0000
eRGo eurosolar der welivit solar italia Gmbh & co. 
KG, Bolzano 100.0000
eRGo Gmbh, herisau 100.0000
eRGo Gourmet Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 1. dKV & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 15. Victoria & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 4. dKV & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 6. hamburg-mannheimer & 
co. KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 7. hamburg-mannheimer & 
co. KG, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo immobilien-Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Kreien 100.0000
eRGo insurance service Gmbh, Vienna 99.6000
eRGo neunte Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo poRtfÖY YÖnetimi a.s., istanbul 99.9999
eRGo private capital Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo private capital Zweite Gmbh & co. KG, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
eRGo sigorta ve emeklilik satis aracilik hizmetleri 
limited sirketi, istanbul 100.0000
eRGo specialty Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000
eRGo trust erste Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh i.l., 
munich 100.0000
eRGo Versicherungs- und finanzierungs-Vermittlung 
Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000
eRin sigorta aracilik hizmetleri limited sirketi, 
istanbul 99.9950
eRV (china) travel service and consulting ltd., 
Beijing 100.0000
eRV seyahat sigorta aracilik hizmetleri ve 
danismanlik ltd.sti., istanbul 99.0000
esoleme 120012 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
etics, s.r.o., prague 100.0000
etoblete 160016 s.l., madrid 100.0000

associated asset management corporation B.V., 
’s-hertogenbosch 51.0000
B&d acquisition B.V., amsterdam 80.0000
B&d Business solutions B.V., utrecht 100.0000
Badozoc 1001 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherungsdienst 
Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000
Baqueda 7007 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Beaufort dedicated no. 3 ltd, london 100.0000
Beaufort dedicated no. 4 ltd, london 100.0000
Beaufort dedicated no. 6 ltd, london 100.0000
Beaufort underwriting services limited, london 100.0000
Bell & clements underwriting managers ltd, london 100.0000
Beteiligung hmm hamburg-mannheimer erste Büro-
gebäude-Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000
Beteiligung hmm hamburg-mannheimer Zweite Büro-
gebäude-Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000
Bioenergie elbe-elster Gmbh & co. KG, elsterwerda 100.0000
Bioenergie Verwaltungs-Gmbh, elsterwerda 100.0000
Blitz 01-807 Gmbh, munich 100.0000
Bobasbe 6006 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Botedazo 8008 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Bureau voor kredietinformaties Janssen B.V., 
the hague 100.0000
Bureau voor kredietinformaties Janssen holding B.V., 
the hague 100.0000
callopio 5005 s.l., madrid 100.0000
camcichu 9009 s.l., madrid 100.0000
capital plaZa holding Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
caracuel solar catorce s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar cinco s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar cuatro s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar dieciocho s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar dieciseis s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar diecisiete s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar diez s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar doce s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar dos s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar nueve s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar ocho s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar once s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar Quince s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar seis s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar siete s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar trece s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar tres s.l., madrid 100.0000
caracuel solar uno s.l., madrid 100.0000
careplus Gesellschaft für Versorgungsmanagement 
mbh, cologne 100.0000
chobocuga 150015 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
ciborum Gmbh, munich 100.0000
copper leaf Research, Bingham farms, michigan 100.0000
corion pty limited, sydney 100.0000
cotatrillo 100010 s.l., madrid 100.0000
daman health insurance – Qatar llc, doha, Qatar 100.0000
das consultancy & detachering Rotterdam B.V., 
Rotterdam 65.0200
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horbach Gmbh, düsseldorf 70.1000
hsB associates, inc, new York 100.0000
hsB inspection Quality, limited, oldham 100.0000
hsB investment corporation, hartford, connecticut 100.0000
hsB Reliability technologies llc, Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
hsB Ventures, inc., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
humanity B.V., the hague 100.0000
ibero property Guadalix s.a., madrid 100.0000
ideenKapital anlagebetreuungs Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenkapital client service Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenkapital erste investoren service Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenkapital fonds treuhand Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenkapital media treuhand Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenKapital metropolen europa Verwaltungs-
gesellschaft mbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenKapital pRoRendita eins treuhand-
gesellschaft mbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenKapital schiffsfonds treuhand Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenkapital treuhand Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
ideenkapital treuhand us Real estate eins Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
iK einkauf objektverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
iK einkaufsmärkte deutschland Verwaltungs-
gesellschaft mbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK fe fonds management Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK fe management Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK objekt Bensheim Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK objekt frankfurt theodor-heuss-allee Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
iK pflegezentrum uelzen Verwaltungs-Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
iK premium Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK property eins Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
iK property treuhand Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK us portfolio invest dRei Verwaltungs-Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
iK us portfolio invest Verwaltungs-Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
iK us portfolio invest ZWei Verwaltungs-Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
interassistance Gesellschaft für dienstleistungen mit 
beschränkter haftung, munich 100.0000
isVicRe siGoRta KiBRis limited, istanbul 51.0000
Janus Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
munich 100.0000
Jupiter Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
munich 100.0000
Juventus Vermögensverwaltungs aG, hamburg 100.0000
K & p objekt hamburg hamburger straße Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
K & p objekt munich hufelandstraße Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
KQV solarpark franken 1 Gmbh & co. KG, fürth 100.0000
Kuik & partners credit management BVBa, Brussels 98.9000

etogibon 100010 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
etolede 6006 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
euReKa Gmbh, düsseldorf 99.9999
euro alarm assistance prague, prague 100.0000
euro-center (cyprus) ltd., larnaca 100.0000
euro-center (thailand) co. ltd., Bangkok 100.0000
euro-center cape town (pty.) ltd., cape town 100.0000
euro-center china (hK) co., ltd., Beijing 100.0000
euro-center holding a/s, copenhagen 83.3330
euro-center holding north asia (hK) pte. ltd., 
hong Kong 100.0000
euro-center ltda., Rio de Janeiro 100.0000
euro-center usa, inc., new York 100.0000
euro-center Yerel Yardim, istanbul 100.0000
euro-center, s.a. (spain), palma de mallorca 100.0000
europäische (uK) ltd., london 100.0000
european assistance holding Gmbh, munich 100.0000
evaluación médica tuW, s.l., Barcelona 90.7508
everything legal ltd., Bristol 100.0000
eVV logistik management Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
exolvo Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000
first marine financial services, amelia, ohio 100.0000
forst ebnath aG, ebnath 96.7315
Gamaponti 140014 s.l., madrid 100.0000
GBG Vogelsanger straße Gmbh, cologne 94.0000
Gebäude service Gesellschaft Überseering 35 mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
Gemeda Gesellschaft für medizinische daten-
erfassung und auswertung sowie serviceleistungen 
für freie Berufe mbh, cologne 100.0000
Genius ii Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
munich 100.0000
godentis – Gesellschaft für innovation in der 
Zahnheilkunde mbh, cologne 100.0000
gomedus Gesellschaft für Qualität in der medizin 
mbh, cologne 100.0000
gomedus Gmbh & co. KG, cologne 100.0000
gomedus partnerkliniken Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
GRancan sun-line s.l., madrid 100.0000
Great lakes marine insurance agency pty ltd, sydney 100.0000
Great lakes Re management company (Belgium) s.a., 
Brussels 100.0000
Guanzu 2002 s.l., madrid 100.0000
hamburger hof management Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000
hamburg-mannheimer forsikringservice a/s, 
copenhagen 100.0000
hamburg-mannheimer Rechtsschutz schaden-service 
Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000
hartford steam Boiler colombia ltda., Bogotá, 
colombia 100.0000
health oÜ, tallinn 100.0000
hestia advanced Risk solutions sp. z.o.o., sopot 100.0000
hestia Kontakt sp. z o.o., sopot 100.0000
hestia loss control sp. z o.o., sopot 100.0000
hmi ceska republika, spol. s.r.o., prague 100.0000
hmi s.r.l., Verona 100.0000
hmi sp. z o.o., Warsaw 100.0000
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münchener de argentina servicios técnicos s. R. l., 
Buenos aires 100.0000
münchener de colombia s.a. corredores de 
Reaseguros, santa fe de Bogotá d.c. 100.0000
münchener de mexico s. a., mexico 100.0000
münchener de Venezuela c.a. intermediaria de 
Reaseguros, caracas 100.0000
münchener ecoconsult Gmbh i.l., munich 100.0000
münchener finanzgruppe aG Beteiligungen, munich 100.0000
münchener Vermögensverwaltung Gmbh, munich 100.0000
munich canada systems corporation, toronto 100.0000
munich columbia square corp., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
munich health daman holding ltd., abu dhabi 51.0000
munich management pte. ltd., singapore 100.0000
munich Re america Brokers, inc., Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
munich Re america management ltd., london 100.0000
munich Re capital markets Gmbh, munich 100.0000
munich Re General (uK) plc, london 100.0000
munich Re india services private limited, mumbai 100.0000
munich Re Japan services K. K., tokyo 100.0000
munich Re life and health (uK) plc., london 100.0000
munich Re underwriting agents (difc) limited, dubai 100.0000
munich Reinsurance company life Reinsurance 
eastern europe / central asia i.l., moscow 100.0000
munich-american Global services (munich) Gmbh, 
munich 100.0000
munich-american Risk partners Gmbh, munich 100.0000
munich-canada management corp. ltd., toronto 100.0000
munichfinancialGroup aG holding, munich 100.0000
munichfinancialGroup Gmbh, munich 100.0000
munichfinancialservices aG holding, munich 100.0000
munichre new Zealand service limited, auckland 100.0000
munichre service limited, hong Kong 100.0000
naretoblera 170017 s.l., madrid 100.0000
nassau incasso services den haag B.V., the hague 100.0000
nerruze 120012 s.l., madrid 100.0000
nicamballo 1001 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
ohm services of texas, inc., Bellingham, Washington 100.0000
olbodeca 4004 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
one state street intermediaries, hartford, connecticut 100.0000
oracuet 160016 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
oragulno 9009 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
oraunte 130013 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
orrazipo 110011 s.l., madrid 100.0000
otusleme 3003 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
p.a.n. Verwaltungs Gmbh, Grünwald 99.0000
platinia Verwaltungs-Gmbh, munich 100.0000
pRoRendita dRei Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
pRoRendita eins Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
pRoRendita fÜnf Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
pRoRendita VieR Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000

Kuik & partners Gerechtsdeurwaarders & incasso-
bureau B.V., eindhoven 100.0000
larus Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
munich 100.0000
laVG Zuid B.V., Breda 100.0000
legal net Gmbh, munich 100.0000
longial Versicherungsmakler Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
m:editerran power der welivit solar italia Gmbh & co. 
KG, Bolzano 100.0000
m:editerran poWeR fRance Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000
m:editerran poWeR Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 100.0000
mam munich asset management Gmbh, munich 100.0000
marbury agency, inc., amelia, ohio 100.0000
maYfaiR financing Gmbh, munich 100.0000
maYfaiR holding Gmbh & co. singapur KG, 
düsseldorf 71.4285
maYfaiR holding Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
meaG hong Kong limited, hong Kong 100.0000
meaG luxembourg s.à r.l., luxembourg 100.0000
meaG property management Gmbh, munich 100.0000
meaG Real estate erste Beteiligungsgesellschaft, 
munich 100.0000
mechanical & materials engineering, Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
mediastream consulting Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
mediastream dritte film Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
mediastream film Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
mediastream Vierte medien Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
mediastream Zweite film Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
mednet europa Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mednet international offshore sal, Beirut 99.6700
medWell Gesundheits-aG, cologne 100.0000
micura pflegedienste Berlin Gmbh, Berlin 100.0000
micura pflegedienste Bremen Gmbh, Bremen 100.0000
micura pflegedienste dachau Gmbh, dachau 51.0000
micura pflegedienste düsseldorf Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
micura pflegedienste Gmbh, cologne 100.0000
micura pflegedienste hamburg Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000
micura pflegedienste Krefeld Gmbh, Krefeld 100.0000
micura pflegedienste munich Gmbh, munich 100.0000
micura pflegedienste munich ost Gmbh, munich 65.0000
micura pflegedienste münster Gmbh, münster 100.0000
micura pflegedienste nürnberg Gmbh, nuremberg 51.0000
mR Beteiligungen 14. Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 15. Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 16. Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen 18. Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000
mR Beteiligungen aG, Grünwald 100.0000
mR eRGo Beteiligungen Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR parkview holding corporation, Wilmington, 
delaware 100.0000
mR Rent-management Gmbh, munich 100.0000
mR solar Beneixama Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000
multiasistencia europea, s.a., madrid 100.0000
münchener consultora internacional s.R.l., 
santiago de chile 100.0000
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VictoRia immobilien-fonds Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VictoRia us Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000
Victoria Vierter Bauabschnitt management Gmbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
Victoria Vip ii, inc., Wilmington, delaware 100.0000
Viwis Gmbh, munich 100.0000
Vorsorge service Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VV-consulting Gesellschaft für Risikoanalyse, 
Vorsorgeberatung und Versicherungsvermittlung 
Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000
VV-consulting többesügynöki Kft., Budapest 100.0000
VV-immobilien Gesellschaft für haus- und Grund-
besitzverwaltung Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000
welivit new energy Gmbh, fürth 100.0000
welivit solar españa Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000
Welivit solar italia s.r.l., Bolzano 100.0000
Windpark langengrassau infrastruktur GbR, Bremen 83.3300
Windpark osterhausen-mittelhausen infrastruktur 
GbR, Bremen 85.7100
Windsor dme operations, inc., Brentwood, tennessee 100.0000
Windsor long term care, llc, Brentwood, tennessee 100.0000
Wisma atRia holding Gmbh & co. singapur KG, 
düsseldorf 65.0000
Wne solarfonds süddeutschland 2 Gmbh & co. KG, 
nuremberg 100.0000
Wohnungsgesellschaft Brela mbh, hamburg 100.0000
Zacobu 110011 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zacuba 6006 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zacubacon 150015 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zafacesbe 120012 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zagacobl 180018 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
Zapaceba 170017 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
Zapacubi 8008 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zarzucolumbu 100010 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zetaza 4004 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zicobucar 140014 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zucaelo 130013 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zucampobi 3003 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zucarrobiso 2002 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zucobaco 7007 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zulazor 3003 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zumbicobi 5005 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zumcasba 1001 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zuncabu 4004 s.l., madrid 100.0000
Zuncolubomcasa 9009 s.l., madrid 100.0000
 
Associates�accounted�for�using�the�equity�method 
13th & f associates limited partnership, 
Washington d.c.9 80.0000
apollo munich health insurance co. ltd., hyderabad 25.5300
Bhs tabletop aG, selb1 (mc €41m) 28.9134
Bloemers holding B. V., Rotterdam 22.7273
consorcio internacional de asecuradores de crédito, 
s.a., madrid5 19.4982
consortia Versicherungs-Beteiligungsgesellschaft 
mbh, nuremberg 33.7027

pRoRendita ZWei Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
proVictor immobilien Gmbh, düsseldorf7 50.0000
proVictor property fund iV management, inc., atlanta 51.0000
proVictor property fund V management, inc., atlanta 51.0000
proVictor property fund Vi management, inc., atlanta 51.0000
proVictor us corporation, atlanta 100.0000
Ra-hart investment company, dallas, texas 100.0000
Reaseguradora de las américas s. a., la habana 100.0000
Roanoke international insurance agency inc., 
schaumburg, illinois 100.0000
Roanoke trade insurance inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000
Roanoke trade services of texas inc., schaumburg, 
illinois 100.0000
Romney holdings limited, dublin 100.0000
schloss hohenkammer Gmbh, hohenkammer 100.0000
schrömbgens & stephan Gmbh, Versicherungs-
makler, düsseldorf 100.0000
seldac 1. Kommunaler-Rendite-fonds Gmbh & co. 
KG, düsseldorf 100.0000
seldac 1. Verwaltungs-Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
solarfonds Garmisch-partenkirchen 2011 Gmbh & 
co. KG, nuremberg 99.7500
sopockie towarzystwo doradcze sp. z o.o., sopot 100.0000
staRsun s.R.l., corciano 100.0000
stichting aandelen Beheer d.a.s. holding, amsterdam 100.0000
sydney euro-center pty. ltd., sydney 100.0000
synkronos italia sRl, milan 60.1000
tas assekuranz service Gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.0000
tas touristik assekuranz service international Gmbh, 
frankfurt/main 100.0000
tas touristik assekuranzmakler und service Gmbh, 
frankfurt/main 100.0000
teginago 2002 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
tennessee utilities assistance fund, inc., Brentwood, 
tennessee 100.0000
tenoslema 110011 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000
tGR Biztosítás többesügynöki Zrt., Budapest 100.0000
the national senior membership Group, Bellingham, 
Washington 100.0000
three lions underwriting ltd., london 100.0000
tillobesta 180018 s.l., madrid 100.0000
tis holdings inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000
titus aG, düsseldorf 100.0000
trade insurance services inc, schaumburg, illinois 100.0000
trusted documents Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000
us pRopeRties Va Verwaltungs-Gmbh, düsseldorf 100.0000
VB VictoRia Zastupanje u osiguranju d.o.o., Zagreb 74.9000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt VictoRia” Gmbh, 
hamburg 100.0000
VfG Vorsorge-finanzierungsconsulting Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000
VictoRia asien immobilienbeteiligungs Gmbh & co. 
KG, munich 100.0000
VictoRia asien Verwaltungs Gmbh, munich 100.0000
VictoRia erste Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, 
düsseldorf 100.0000
VictoRia immobilien management Gmbh, munich 100.0000
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� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

Associates�accounted�for�at�fair�value�
“poRt elisaBeth” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 31.9658
“poRt louis” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 26.4129
agricultural management services s.r.l., Verona 33.3333
assistance partner Gmbh & co. KG, munich 21.6600
Bf.direkt aG, stuttgart 27.2000
carexpert Kfz-sachverständigen Gmbh, Walluf 25.0000
fernkälte Geschäftsstadt nord Gesellschaft 
bürgerlichen Rechts, hamburg 35.8715
finsure investments (private) limited, harare 24.5000
hannover finanz-umwelt Beteiligungsgesellschaft 
mbh, hillerse 20.0000
hartford Research llc, Wilmington, delaware 41.7500
iffoXX aG, Rosenheim 28.0020
iK objektgesellschaft frankfurt theodor-heuss-allee 
Gmbh & co. KG, düsseldorf 47.4000
K & p objekt hamburg hamburger straße 
immobilienfonds Gmbh & co.KG, düsseldorf 36.6889
lcm logistic center management Gmbh, hamburg 50.0000
mcaf management Gmbh, düsseldorf 50.0000
msmR parkview llc, dover, delaware 38.4600
perils aG, Zurich5 11.1100
pool sp. z o.o., Warsaw 33.7500
Rehacare Gmbh, munich 25.1000
Reisegarant, Vermittler von insolvenzversicherungen 
mbh, hamburg 24.0000
Rm 2264 Vermögensverwaltungs Gmbh, munich 25.0000
Rumba Gmbh & co. KG, munich 25.0000
Rural affinity insurance agency pty limited, sydney 50.0000
secundi cBVa, Brussels 33.0000
teGG corporation, dover, delaware 33.3400
teko – technisches Kontor für Versicherungen 
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung, düsseldorf 30.0000
teRtianum seniorenresidenz Betriebsgesellschaft 
munich mbh, munich 33.3333
teRtianum seniorenresidenzen Betriebsgesellschaft 
mbh, constance 25.0000
trend capital Gmbh & co. solarfonds 2 KG, mainz 34.4234
triple ip B.V., amsterdam 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt elisaBeth” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “port hedland” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt KelanG” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “port lincoln” mbh, hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt louis” Gmbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt mauBeRt” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt melBouRne” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt menieR” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt moodY” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt moResBY” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000

d.a.s. difesa automobilistica sinistri, s.p.a. di 
assicurazione, Verona 49.9920
daman – national health insurance company, 
abu dhabi 20.0000
dovull spV Gmbh & co. KG, frankfurt/main 20.0597
europai utazasi Biztosito Rt., Budapest 26.0000
europäische Reiseversicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, 
Vienna 25.0100
Global aerospace underwriting managers ltd., 
london 40.0000
Global insurance company, ho chi minh city 25.0000
hdfc eRGo General insurance company ltd., 
mumbai 26.0000
hightech Beteiligungen Gmbh und co. KG, 
düsseldorf 23.1000
KarstadtQuelle finanz service Gmbh, düsseldorf 50.0000
mcaf Verwaltungs-Gmbh & co.KG, düsseldorf 50.0000
mdp Ventures i l.l.c., new York 50.0000
meaG pacific star holdings ltd., hong Kong 50.0000
mediclin aktiengesellschaft, offenburg1 
(mc €171m) 35.0042
meGa 4 GbR, Berlin 34.2569
millennium entertainment partners ii l.p., new York 42.2992
millennium entertainment partners l.p., new York 27.5400
millennium partners llc, new York 20.3039
picc asset management company ltd., shanghai5 19.0000
property finance france s.a., luxembourg 45.4605
protección agropecuaria, compañía de seguros s.a., 
mexico5 19.9900
Rendite partner Gesellschaft für Vermögens-
verwaltung mbh, frankfurt/main 33.3333
Rp Vilbeler fondsgesellschaft mbh, frankfurt/main 40.0000
sana Kliniken aG, munich 21.7025
sas le point du Jour, paris 50.0000
saudi national insurance company B.s.c.(c), manama 22.5000
seaflower health Ventures iii l.p., Waltham 28.8434
seBa Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, nuremberg 48.9931
storebrand helseforsikring as, oslo 50.0000
suramericana s.a., medellín5 18.8669
teRtianum Besitzgesellschaft Berlin passauer 
strasse 5–7 mbh, munich 25.0000
teRtianum Besitzgesellschaft Konstanz marktstätte 
2–6 und sigismundstrasse 5–9 mbh, munich 25.0000
teRtianum Besitzgesellschaft munich 
Jahnstrasse 45 mbh, munich 33.3333
t-solar Global operating assets s.l.u., madrid 37.0000
u.s. property fund iV Gmbh & co. KG, munich 21.7286
u.s. property management ii l.p., atlanta 33.3333
u.s. property management iii l.p., atlanta 20.0000
uelzener lebensversicherungs-aG, uelzen 23.9750
us pRopeRties Va Gmbh & co. KG, düsseldorf 45.8348
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen pensionskassen 
aktiengesellschaft, Vienna 47.5028
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen Vorsorgekasse aG, Vienna 50.0000
VV immobilien Gmbh & co. united states KG, 
munich 28.9514
VV immobilien Gmbh & co. us city KG, munich 23.0999
VV immobilien Verwaltungs Gmbh & co. 
Zentraleuropa KG, munich 20.4082
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� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

� %�share
Company�and�registered�seat� of�capital

Other�shareholdings�exceeding�5%�
of�the�voting�rights�in�large�companies�as�defined�
in�the�German�Commercial�Code�
admiral Group plc, cardiff 10.0219
adveq europe ii Gmbh, frankfurt/main 9.7800
asia Real estate income fund sicaV, luxembourg 19.8000
Best doctors, health Resources and technology, inc., 
Boston 5.9400
credit Guarantee insurance corporation, Johannesburg 7.1000
crown premium private equity Buyout sicaV, 
luxembourg 6.4200
extremus Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, cologne 16.0000
Jordan insurance co. p.l.c., amman 10.0000
new national assurance company ltd., durban, 
south africa 16.0000
Österreichische Volksbanken-aG, Vienna 9.3800
picc health insurance company limited, Beijing 5.2100
protektor lebensversicherungs-aG, Berlin 10.7600
swaziland Royal insurance corporation, mbabane 16.0000

1 the market capitalisation (mc) of this company as at 31 december 2011.
2  this fully consolidated German subsidiary with the legal form of a partnership, 

as defined in section 264a of the German commercial code, intends to fulfil the 
conditions required in section 264b of the German commercial code and, in 
the financial year 2011, to avail itself of the relevant provision exempting it from 
preparing annual financial statements.

3  this fully consolidated German subsidiary intends to fulfil the conditions 
required in section 264b para. 3 of the German commercial code and, in the 
financial year 2011, to avail itself of the relevant provision exempting it from 
preparing annual financial statements.

4  control owing to the existence of a special purpose entity as per sic 12 in which 
the main risks and rewards remain with munich Re.

5  significant influence owing to representation of munich Re on the board of 
directors or equivalent governing body of the associate.

6  no significant influence, as there are no close links with munich Re of the kind 
defined in ias 28.7.

7  control owing to majority of voting power.
8  not currently utilised.
9  only significant influence owing to reduced voting power.
10  no significant influence owing to reduced voting power.
11  no significant influence because, under the articles of association, statutes or 

other agreement, all key decisions regarding the company’s financial and oper-
ating policy are subject to a quorum which cannot be obtained by the majority 
shareholder without the non-controlling shareholders.

Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt mouton” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt nelson” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt Russel” Gmbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt said” Gmbh, hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt stanleY” Gmbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt steWaRt” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt union” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “port Williams” mbh, 
hamburg 50.0000
Viseq Gmbh, Grünwald 34.0000
Volksbanken-Versicherungsdienst Gmbh, Vienna 25.2319
VV immobilien Gmbh & co. GB KG, düsseldorf 40.9241
VV immobilien Verwaltungs Gmbh, munich 30.0000
VV immobilien Verwaltungs und Beteiligungs Gmbh, 
munich 30.0000
Wisma atRia holding Gmbh, düsseldorf 50.0000
�
Other�shareholdings�of�20%�or�more�
aRies, Wilmington, delaware10

(equity: €2,706k; result for year: –€579k) 21.6000
capital dynamics champion Ventures Vi, l.p., 
Woodside11 (equity: €44,538k; result for year: €3,939k) 27.3400
fia timber partners ii l.p., Wilmington6

(equity: €280k; result for year: -€472k) 21.1600
hRJ capital Global Buy-out iii (u.s.), l.p., Woodside11

(equity: €78,350k; result for year: €13,023k) 44.8788

drawn up and released for publication, munich, 2 march 2012.

the Board of management
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auditoR’s RepoRt

the following is a translation of the auditor’s opinion in respect of the original German consolidated 
financial statements and Group management report:

Auditor’s report

We have audited the consolidated financial statements prepared by the münchener Rückver-
sicherungs-Gesellschaft aktiengesellschaft in münchen, munich, comprising the consolidated 
 balance sheet, the consolidated income statement, the statement of recognised income and 
expense, the Group statement of changes in equity, the consolidated cash flow statement and the 
notes to the consolidated financial statements, together with the Group management report for  
the business year from 1 January to 31 december 2011. the preparation of the consolidated financial 
statements and the Group management report in accordance with ifRs, as adopted by the eu, and 
the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to section 315a para. 1 of the 
 German commercial code (hGB) are the responsibility of the parent company’s management. our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements and on the Group 
management report based on our audit.

We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with section 317 of 
the German commercial code and German generally accepted standards for the audit of financial 
statements promulgated by the institute of public auditors in Germany (idW). those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the presen-
tation of the net assets, financial position and results of operations in the consolidated financial 
statements in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework and in the Group man-
agement report are detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business activities and 
the economic and legal environment of the Group and expectations as to possible misstatements 
are taken into account in the determination of audit procedures. the effectiveness of the account-
ing-related internal control system and the evidence supporting the disclosures in the consolidated 
financial statements and the Group management report are examined primarily on a test basis 
within the framework of the audit. the audit includes assessing the annual financial statements of 
those entities included in consolidation, the determination of entities to be included in consolida-
tion, the accounting and consolidation principles used and significant estimates made by manage-
ment, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements and 
Group management report. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

our audit has not led to any reservations.

in our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the consolidated financial statements comply 
with ifRs, as adopted by the eu, and the additional requirements of German commercial law pur-
suant to section 315a para. 1 of the German commercial code and give a true and fair view of the 
net assets, financial position and results of operations of the Group in accordance with these 
requirements. the Group management report is consistent with the consolidated financial state-
ments and as a whole provides a suitable view of the Group’s position and suitably presents the 
opportunities and risks of future development.

munich, 5 march 2012

KPMG Bayerische Treuhandgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
steuerberatungsgesellschaft

Klaus Becker    Martin Berger
Wirtschaftsprüfer  Wirtschaftsprüfer
(certified public accountant) (certified public accountant)
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declaRation of the BoaRd of manaGement

Declaration of the Board of Management

“to the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with the applicable reporting principles, the 
 consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position 
and profit or loss of the Group, and the Group management report includes a fair review of the 
development and performance of the business and the position of the Group, together with a 
description of the material opportunities and risks associated with the expected development of  
the Group.”

munich, 12 march 2012
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Glossary

Accumulation // the situation where a number of risks insured or reinsured with the same company 
may be affected simultaneously by a loss event.

Actuary // Qualified expert who analyses problems from the area of insurance, home loans, invest-
ments and pensions using methods of probability theory and financial mathematics, and develops 
solutions with due regard to legal and economic parameters.

Asset-liability management // management of a business in a way that coordinates decisions on 
assets and liabilities. specifically, it is the ongoing process of formulating, implementing, monitoring, 
and revising strategies related to assets and liabilities in an attempt to achieve financial objectives 
for a given set of risk tolerances and constraints.

Available financial resources // these comprise the economic equity (essentially the ifrs equity, 
adjusted for various factors) and the hybrid capital (subordinated bonds).

Bornhuetter-Ferguson method // standard actuarial method used to estimate the reserves needed 
for future claims expenditure resulting from losses that have already occurred but are not yet suf-
ficiently specific. With this method, the overall loss expected is determined on the basis of historical 
data on the run-off of losses in the portfolio and an independent assessment by the insurer. these 
parameters are given different weightings, depending on the information available on the status of 
the losses.

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) // capital market model used to evaluate securities, based on 
the portfolio theory. the capm expands the portfolio theory to include the question of which part 
of a security’s overall risk cannot be eliminated by means of risk diversification and explains how 
investment opportunities entailing risk are assessed in the capital markets. accordingly, in efficient 
markets where prices already incorporate all the information, a greater return can only be achieved 
by assuming more risk.

Captive // an insurance company established as a subsidiary of one or more industrial/trading 
companies or groups mainly for the purpose of insuring the risks of these companies and their 
affiliates.

Catastrophe bond // also referred to as “cat bonds” and “act of God bonds”, catastrophe bonds are 
used to transfer (natural) catastrophe risks to the capital markets. the buyers of such bonds profit 
from a comparatively high coupon rate, but assume all or part of the (re)insurer’s risk with regard 
to a (natural) catastrophe. if a catastrophe exceeds the predefined parametric trigger, some or all of 
the capital and interest is used to pay the (re)insurer’s financial loss from the (natural) catastrophe 
instead of being repaid/credited to the buyers.

Cedant // client of a reinsurance company (primary insurer).

Chain ladder method // standard (multiplicative) actuarial method used to estimate the reserves 
needed for future claims expenditure on the assumption that the cumulative loss will rise by the 
same factor in all accident years. With this method, the overall loss expected is determined exclu-
sively on the basis of historical data on the run-off of losses in the insurer’s portfolio.

Combined ratio // percentage ratio of the sum of net claims expenses plus net operating expenses 
to net earned premiums. it corresponds to the sum of the loss ratio and the expense ratio.

Aa 

Bb

Cc
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Composite insurer // insurer that writes both life and non-life business.

Convexity // a volatility measure to describe how a bond’s price will change as interest rates rise or 
fall. as with duration, the concept of convexity is based on an estimate of the bond’s present value. a 
customary bond with regular coupon payments and complete repayment of the principal on maturity 
will rise in price more strongly if interest rates decline than it will fall in price if interest rates rise. 
this phenomenon of convexity is caused by a change in the bond’s duration when interest rates 
change. falling interest rates result in an increase in the bond’s duration and thus in its interest-rate 
sensitivity, so that if interest rates continue to fall, the price rise accelerates. in the case of rising 
interest rates, the converse occurs.

Credit Equivalent Exposure (CEE) // a reference figure used to combine and compare the credit 
exposure from various product types involving credit risk under a common counterparty limit. the 
cee is calculated regardless of the likelihood of a counterparty’s default and reflects the estimated 
loss amount in the event of a default.

Cycle management // insurance, reinsurance and retrocession markets are subject to global and 
regional cycles that may have external (interest-rate development, economic development, major 
losses, etc.) and internal causes (price competition, premium calculation methods, etc.). managing 
the cycle means continuously analysing its course, taking proactive strategic measures and ensur ing 
risk-adequate terms (prices, scope of cover, and conditions) in every phase of the cycle. 

Deferred acquisition costs // costs incurred for the acquisition or the renewal of insurance policies 
(e.g. commission, cost of processing applications) which are capitalised and amortised over the term 
of the contracts.

Delta // also referred to as delta factor. a measure of the change in the option price relative to 
a change in the value of an underlying asset by one unit. if, for example, an option has a delta of 2, 
the option price rises by 2% if the value of the underlying asset increases by 1%.

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance and ceded business // receivables which reinsurers 
have vis-à-vis their cedants for collateral (cash deposits) that has been retained by the cedants as 
a security to cover future reinsurance claims. the cedants show the retained funds as deposits 
withheld on ceded business.

Duration // the duration in years defines the average term of an interest-sensitive investment 
(or portfolio), whereas the modified duration (in per cent) indicates how much a bond’s overall yield 
rises or falls when there is a change in interest rate in the market.

Economic capital buffer // the amount by which the available financial resources exceed the 
economic risk capital.

Economic risk capital (ERC) // the amount of economic equity that munich re needs, with a given 
risk appetite, to cover unexpected losses in the following year. in munich re’s risk model, economic 
risk capital is calculated as 1.75 times value at risk for a 12-month time horizon with a confidence 
level of 99.5%.

Dd

Ee
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Economic solvency ratio // calculated by dividing the available financial resources (after dividend 
and share buy-backs) by the economic risk capital, this ratio is an expression of munich re’s capital 
strength.

Embedded value // a valuation measure for long-term insurance business. embedded value is the 
total of a company‘s equity and the value of its in-force covered business and the assets backing 
the associated liabilities. the latter is the present value of net future profits from the in-force 
covered business, established using actuarial methods. the value of in-force covered business 
additionally takes into account the determined cost of holding capital for the whole term of the 
portfolio. munich re calculates embedded value in accordance with the mceV (market consistent 
embedded Value) principles developed by the cfo forum.

Expense ratio // percentage ratio of operating expenses to earned premiums.

Facultative reinsurance // the reinsurer assumes a share of selected individual risks. the primary 
insurer can offer an individual risk in reinsurance, which the reinsurer for its part can either accept 
or decline (cf. obligatory reinsurance).

Fair value // the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between 
knowledgeable, willing business partners in an arm’s length transaction.

Gross/net // in insurance terminology, the terms gross and net mean before and after deduction of 
the portion attributable to business ceded in reinsurance.

Guaranteed interest // interest rate to be paid out by the insurer on the savings component of the 
insurance premium under an endowment insurance policy. this minimum interest rate is contractually 
guaranteed.

IBNR reserve // provision for claims that are not yet known to the insurer (iBnyr = incurred but not 
yet reported) but also for claims whose case reserves are not sufficient (iBner = incurred but not 
enough reserved).

Income from technical interest // amount earned by assumed insurance business from the mainly 
risk-free investment of assets covering the technical provisions. 

Insurance pool // risk community in which legally and economically independent insurers and 
reinsurers combine (or in some cases are required by the government) to create cover for particu-
larly large or unbalanced risks. the participants undertake to write the risks defined in the pool 
contract only within the framework of the insurance pool and to transfer such risks to it in return 
for a commission. every pool member participates in the pool’s profit or loss in accordance with its 
predefined quota share. to spread the risk further, reinsurance covers are often ceded or taken out. 
types of pool include coinsurance pools, where all members act as primary insurers, and reinsur-
ance pools, where primary insurers write the risks and then divide these between the participating 
insurers via reinsurance. 

Interest-rate curve // the interest-rate curve models the relationship between interest rates and 
the term of an investment (e.g. fixed-interest securities). as a rule, the interest rate increases the 
longer the term. this type of interest-rate curve is therefore referred to as rising (or normal). an 
interest-rate curve is defined as flat if the interest rate is independent of the term. inverse (or 
declining) interest-rate curves are rare. they are produced when less interest is paid on long-term 
securities (bonds) than on short-term securities. the interest-rate curve is plotted on a graph. 

Longevity // the insurer’s risk that an insured person lives longer than expected or that life expect-
ancy within an insured portfolio rises as a whole. 

Loss ratio // percentage ratio of claims expenses to earned premiums.

Major loss // loss which is of particular significance to insurers or reinsurers because its amount 
or other criteria are exceptional in relation to historical loss experience. a distinction is typically made 
between man-made major losses and those caused by natural catastrophes.
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Managing general agency business // Business where the insurer transfers the underwriting 
authority for a specific portfolio to a managing general agent or managing general agency (mGa) 
that acts on its behalf. Depending on the arrangement involved, the agent/agency may be assigned 
additional responsibilities such as claims handling or administrative tasks.

Morbidity // the probability that an individual in a given group will develop a certain disease or 
disorder.

Mortality // the ratio of deaths to the entire population or to a particular age group. it is globally 
expressed in numbers or rates and set out in mortality tables.

Mortality table // table developed using methods of probability theory for estimating the expected 
mortality of policyholders in a portfolio of life or health insurance contracts. it shows the probability 
of future mortality on a differentiated basis according to age and other factors, often taking into 
account demographic trends. mortality tables with provision for adverse deviation are generally 
used for measuring technical provisions.

Net asset value // the value of all tangible and intangible assets of a company minus its liabilities. 
it reflects a company’s fundamental value.

Net expenses for claims and benefits // these include the expenses for claims (claims payments 
and the change in the provision for outstanding claims), expenses for premium refunds and the 
change in the remaining technical provisions (provision for future policy benefits and other), in each 
case after deduction of the ceded share.

Net operating expenses // commission, personnel costs and general expenses for the acquisition 
and ongoing administration of insurance contracts, less any commission reimbursed by reinsurers, 
including profit commission, plus expenses from amortisation of the present value of future profits 
(pVfp).

Non-proportional reinsurance // under this form of reinsurance, the reinsurer assumes payment 
of the primary insurer’s loss above a defined amount. the calculation of the reinsurance premium  
is based on claims experience with the type of business concerned.

Obligatory reinsurance // With this reinsurance, the primary insurer is obliged to cede all risks 
specified in the contract to the reinsurer within a certain scope. the reinsurer accepts these risks 
without assessing them on a case-by-case basis. although obligatory reinsurance agreements con-
tain agreed periods of notice, they are generally concluded for an unlimited duration. these treaties 
between insurers and reinsurers may therefore run for long periods (cf. facultative reinsurance).

Pandemic // the spread of a disease or – in the narrower sense – infectious disease across national 
borders and continents. unlike an epidemic, which is a disease occurring in a limited area and time, 
a pandemic is not restricted to a certain geographical area.

Policyholders’ bonuses // in life and health insurance, policyholders are entitled contractually and 
by law to an appropriate share of the surplus earned by their insurers. the amount of this bonus 
is fixed anew each year. as a rule, in life insurance these bonuses increase the benefit payable on 
maturity of the policy or on occurrence of the insured event; in health insurance, they are paid by 
way of premium refunds.
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Premiums // the amount that has to be paid for the insurance cover provided by an insurer. it may 
be paid as a regular or single premium. premiums written means all premium income that has 
become payable in the financial year. the portion of this premium income that constitutes payment 
for insurance cover in the financial year is referred to as earned premiums. in the case of products 
that are largely of an investment nature (e.g. financing treaties and unit-linked life insurance), it only 
includes – under ifrss – the amount serving to cover the risk and costs. however, under statutory 
accounting rules in the insurance company’s home country, premium income may also include the 
policyholders’ savings premiums from unit-linked life insurance and capitalisation products.

Present value of future profits (PVFP) // When insurance companies or individual insurance 
portfolios are acquired, the present value of the expected earnings from the business acquired is 
capitalised as pVfp. this intangible asset arises in particular when life or health insurance com-
panies are acquired.

Proportional reinsurance // form of reinsurance in which the sum insured written by the primary 
insurer is divided proportionally between the primary insurer and the reinsurer, and the reinsurer is 
allocated a corresponding share of the premiums and claims.

Provision for future policy benefits // technical provision calculated using actuarial methods to 
cover future benefits to which policyholders are entitled, especially in life, health and personal acci-
dent insurance. it amounts to the balance of the present value of future obligations less the present 
value of future premiums.

Provision for outstanding claims // provision for claims that have already been incurred at the 
balance sheet date but have either not yet been reported or not yet been fully settled.

Provision for premium refund // provision made for obligations involving bonuses and rebates – 
especially in life and health insurance – which are not yet payable at the balance sheet date; the 
amount posted is based on supervisory or contractual regulations. it also includes the policyholders’ 
share of accumulated valuation differences between iass/ifrss and the German commercial 
code (provision for deferred premium refunds).

Public private partnership (PPP) // long-term arrangement between private companies and public 
bodies with the aim of providing public services in a more economical manner.

Reinsurance capacity // amount of cover that a reinsurance company or the market as a whole can 
make available.

Renewals // although obligatory reinsurance agreements contain agreed periods of notice, they are 
generally concluded for an unlimited duration. these treaties between insurers and reinsurers may 
therefore run for long periods. in such cases, the treaty conditions are usually adjusted in renewal 
negotiations each year, and the treaties renewed.

Retrocessionaire // company that reinsures reinsurance business assumed by other insurance 
companies. retrocession enables the reinsurer to lay off part of its risk to other insurance companies.
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Risk exposure // essentially, the extent of a risk in terms of its potential deviation from the expected 
value under certain probability assumptions; in connection with accounting, the term is also used 
to quantify the potential balance sheet loss resulting for a company from certain assets.

Run-off triangle // also known as “loss triangle”, this is a tabular representation of claims-related 
data (such as payment, claims reserve, ultimate loss) in two, time-related dimensions. one of 
these is the calendar year, while the other is usually the accident year (year of the loss occurrence). 
run-off triangles – as the basis for measuring claims reserves – make clear how the claims reserve 
changes over the course of time due to payments made and new estimates of the expected ultimate 
loss at the respective balance sheet date.

Scenario analysis // type of analysis used to investigate how certain key figures (market values or 
carrying amounts) change in the event that predefined market developments occur. scenario analyses 
usually take the form of average if-then analyses.

Solvency II // project of the european commission to fundamentally reform and harmonise euro-
pean insurance supervisory regulations. solvency ii follows the three-pillar approach: minimum 
capital requirements (quantitative), supervisory review processes (qualitative) and market discipline 
(disclosure).

Stop-loss cover // non-proportional reinsurance which triggers limited liability if the primary 
insurer′s total loss burden for a specific duration of cover exceeds a predefined value.

Stress test // a special form of scenario analysis. the aim is to make a quantitative statement on 
the loss potential of portfolios in the event of extreme market fluctuations.

Tail dependencies // the result of risk drivers interacting in exceptional situations, i.e. different 
lines of business, geographies and risk types being affected by extreme events at the same time. 
compared with a situation where the risks are assumed to be independent, this results in a lesser 
diversification effect, which is reflected in a higher capital requirement.

Technical provisions // uncertain liabilities directly connected with insurance business. these 
provisions are made to ensure that obligations under insurance contracts can always be met.

Technical result // Balance of income and expenses apportionable to (re)insurance business. the 
technical result includes an interest component, the income from technical interest, which is reallo-
cated from the non-technical result.

Ultimate loss // as calculated at the end of the calendar year under consideration, the ultimate 
loss for an accident year indicates the estimated aggregate claims expenditure that will have to be 
paid to finally settle the claim(s). it comprises the claims payments already made for the accident 
year in question and the remaining claims reserve posted for payments in future years. since claims 
re serves are based on estimates, the ultimate loss changes from one calendar year to the next. 
reference may therefore also be made to the ultimate loss position or the ultimate loss estimate.

Underwriter // member of an insurance or reinsurance company that acts on behalf of his or her 
employer to negotiate, accept or reject the terms of a (re)insurance contract. they are responsible 
for ensuring the quality and reliability of risk-transfer solutions. their job is to develop products that 
best reflect the characteristics of the risks and clients’ needs.
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Unearned premium // the portion of premium income in the financial year that is attributable to 
periods after the balance sheet date is accounted for within the technical provisions as unearned 
premiums.

Unit-linked life insurance // a type of life insurance with a savings component, where the benefits 
payable depend on the performance of the assets invested in a fund. the investment risk is borne 
by the policyholder.

Universal life // contracts in life primary insurance where the amount of the premiums or benefits 
is not guaranteed or fixed, and the policyholder can vary the premium payments within certain 
limits.

Value at risk // method of quantifying risk; measures the potential future losses that may not be 
exceeded within a specified period and with a specified probability.

Variable annuities // a special form of unit-linked life insurance where the investment risk is borne 
primarily by the policyholder but the insurer guarantees a minimum payment on occurrence of the 
insured event.
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important addresses

Germany
münchener rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft
aktiengesellschaft in münchen
königinstrasse 107
80802 münchen
tel.: +49 89 38 91-0
fax: +49 89 39 90 56
www.munichre.com

Reinsurance

Australia
munich holdings of australasia pty limited 
munich re house
143 macquarie street
sydney, nsW 2000
tel.: +61 2 9272 8000
fax: +61 2 9251 2516

UK
Great lakes reinsurance (uk) plc
plantation place
30 fenchurch street, 3rd floor
london ec 3m 3aJ
tel.: +44 20 3003 7000
fax: +44 20 3003 7010
correspondence@greatlakes.co.uk
www.greatlakes.co.uk

Canada
munich reinsurance company of canada 
munich re centre
390 Bay street, 22nd floor
toronto, ont., m5h 2y2
tel.: +1 416 366-9206
fax: +1 416 366-4330
info@mroc.com
www.mroc.com

temple insurance company
munich re centre
390 Bay street, 21st floor
toronto, ont., m5h 2y2
tel.: +1 416 364-2851
fax: +1 416 361-1163
temple_info@templeins.com
www.templeinsurance.ca

Switzerland
new reinsurance company ltd.
Zollikerstrasse 226
ch-8008 Zürich
tel.: +41 (0)58 226 65 00 
fax: +41 (0)44 811 99 01 
info@newre.com
www.newre.com

South Africa
munich reinsurance company of africa limited 
munich re centre
47 empire road, parktown
Johannesburg 2193
tel.: +27 11 242-20 00
fax: +27 11 242-22 00

USA
munich reinsurance america, inc.
555 college road east
princeton, nJ 08543-5241
tel.: +1 609 243-4200
fax: +1 609 243-4257
info@munichreamerica.com
www.munichreamerica.com

munich american reassurance company
56 perimeter center east, n.e. suite 500
atlanta, Ga 30346-2290
tel.: +1 770 350-3200
fax: +1 770 350-3300
info@marclife.com
www.marclife.com

further addresses may be obtained at
www.munichre.com
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Primary insurance

erGo Versicherungsgruppe aG
Victoriaplatz 2
40198 Düsseldorf
tel.: 0800 37 46-0 00 
tel.: +49 211 4 77-71 00 (from outside Germany)
fax: +49 211 4 77-15 00
info@ergo.de
www.ergo.com

Germany
D.a.s. Deutscher automobil schutz 
allgemeine rechtsschutz-Versicherungs aG
thomas-Dehler-strasse 2
81728 münchen
tel.: 0800 37 46-5 55
tel.: +49 89 62 75-71 01 (from outside Germany) 
fax: +49 89 62 75-16 50
kundenservice@das.de
www.das.de

DkV Deutsche krankenversicherung aG
aachener strasse 300
50933 köln
tel.: 0800 37 46-4 44
tel.:+49 221 5 78-9 40 05 (from outside Germany)
fax: 0 18 05/78 60 00
service@dkv.com
www.dkv.com

erGo Direkt Versicherungen
karl-martell-strasse 60
90344 nürnberg
tel.: 0800 6 66-90 00
fax: 0800 7 01-11 11
beratung@ergodirekt.de
www.ergodirekt.de

erGo lebensversicherung aG
Überseering 45
22297 hamburg
tel.: 0800 37 46-2 22 
tel.: +49 211 4 77-71 00 (from outside Germany)
fax: +49 40 63 76-33 02
info@ergo.de
www.ergo.de

erGo Versicherung aG
Victoriaplatz 1
40198 Düsseldorf
tel.: 0800 37 46-3 33
tel.: +49 211 4 77-71 00 (from outside Germany)
fax: 0 18 03/1 23-4 60
info@ergo.de
www.ergo.de

erV europäische reiseversicherung aG
rosenheimer strasse 116
81669 münchen
tel.: +49 89 41 66-00
fax: +49 89 41 66-27 17
contact@erv.de
www.reiseversicherung.de

further addresses may be obtained at
www.ergo.com
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General information
// serVice

Service for investors and analysts
if you have general questions on munich re shares, 
please use our shareholder hotline:

// tel.: +49 89 38 91-22 55 
// shareholder@munichre.com

if you are an institutional investor or analyst, please 
contact our investor relations team:

christian Becker-hussong
// tel.: +49 89 38 91-39 10
// fax: +49 89 38 91-98 88
// ir@munichre.com

Service for media
Journalists may address their queries to our  
media relations Department:

Johanna Weber
// tel.: +49 89 38 91-26 95
// fax: +49 89 38 91-35 99
// presse@munichre.com

service
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Multi-year overview

  31.12.2011 31.12.2010 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 31.12.2007
Balance sheet      
Investments €m 201,707 193,108 182,175 174,936 176,155
Equity €m 23,309 23,028 22,278 21,107 25,294
Net technical provisions €m 181,161 171,068 163,934 157,101 152,381
Balance sheet total €m 247,580 236,358 223,412 215,362 214,268
Shares      
Dividend per share € 6.25 6.25 5.75 5.50 5.50
Amount distributed €m 1,110 1,110 1,072 1,073 1,124
Share price  € 94.78 113.45 108.67 111.00 132.94
Munich Re’s market capitalisation €bn 17.0 21.4 21.5 22.9 29.0
Other      
Combined ratio      

Reinsurance property-casualty1 % 113.6 100.5 95.3 99.4 96.4
Primary insurance property-casualty % 97.8 96.8 93.2 90.9 93.4
Munich Health % 99.4 99.7 99.4 – –

number of staff  47,206 46,915 47,249 44,209 38,634

€m 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Gross premiums written 49,572 45,541 41,423 37,829 37,256
Net earned premiums 47,412 43,075 39,526 35,724 35,670
Income from technical interest 5,897 6,587 5,794 4,804 –
Net expenses for claims and benefits 41,034 36,583 32,392 28,716 30,469
Net operating expenses 11,989 11,114 10,181 9,056 8,878
Technical result 286 1,965 2,747 2,756 –
Investment result 6,756 8,642 7,883 5,916 9,253
Other operating income 843 807 688 707 723
Other operating expenses 808 849 803 741 726
Deduction of income from technical interest –5,897 –6,587 –5,794 –4,804 –
Non-technical result 894 2,013 1,974 1,078 –
Operating result 1,180 3,978 4,721 3,834 5,573
Other non-operating result –707 –454 –472 –347 –505
Impairment losses of goodwill 25 109 117 175 11
Finance costs 288 293 304 361 333
Taxes on income –552 692 1,264 1,372 801
Consolidated result 712 2,430 2,564 1,579 3,923

Attributable to Munich Reinsurance Company equity holders 702 2,422 2,521 1,555 3,840
Attributable to non-controlling interests 10 8 43 24 83

€ 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Earnings per share 3.94 13.06 12.95 7.74 17.83

1 The figure for 2011 is not adjusted for relief of 1.3 percentage points from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.



Quarterly figures

        

€m    Total Q4 2011 Q3 2011 Q2 2011 Q1 2011
Gross premiums written    49,572 12,406 12,217 11,969 12,980
 1. Earned premiums
  Gross  49,134 13,024 12,119 11,934 12,057
  Ceded  1,722 653 323 359 387
  Net  47,412 12,371 11,796 11,575 11,670
 2. Income from technical interest  5,897 1,780 1,547 1,147 1,423
 3. Expenses for claims and benefits
  Gross  42,323 10,527 9,648 9,599 12,549
  Ceded share  1,289 398 252 238 401
  Net  41,034 10,129 9,396 9,361 12,148
 4.  Operating expenses
  Gross  12,305 3,516 2,995 2,860 2,934
  Ceded share  316 78 76 85 77
  Net  11,989 3,438 2,919 2,775 2,857
 5. Technical result (1– 4)  286 584 1,028 586 –1,912
 6.  investment result 
   Investment income 16,571 4,240 4,982 3,755 3,594
   Investment expenses 9,815 2,299 3,635 2,243 1,638
   Total 6,756 1,941 1,347 1,512 1,956
   Thereof:
   Income from associates accounted for using the equity method 100 16 35 43 6
 7.  Other operating income  843 292 200 166 185
 8.  Other operating expenses  808 259 189 170 190
 9.  Deduction of income from technical interest  –5,897 –1,780 –1,547 –1,147 –1,423
 10.  non-technical result (6–9)  894 194 –189 361 528
 11.  Operating result  1,180 778 839 947 –1,384
 12.  Other non-operating result  –707 –216 –407 2 –86
 13.  Impairment losses of goodwill  25 – 4 – 21
 14.  Finance costs  288 74 76 69 69
 15.  Taxes on income  –552 –144 62 142 –612
 16.  Consolidated result  712 632 290 738 –948
  Thereof:
  Attributable to Munich Reinsurance Company equity holders  702 627 286 736 –947
  Attributable to non-controlling interests  10 5 4 2 –1

€ Total Q4 2011 Q3 2011 Q2 2011 Q1 2011
Earnings per share 3.94 3.53 1.61 4.14 –5.28

  

  31.12.2011 30.9.2011 30.6.2011 31.3.2011
Balance sheet
Investments €m 201,707 199,743 193,725 189,408
Equity €m 23,309 22,215 20,308 20,506
Net technical provisions €m 181,161 181,130 177,135 172,776
Balance sheet total €m 247,580 246,446 237,540 233,068
Shares     
Share price € 94.78 93.55 105.45 111.00
Munich Reinsurance Company’s market capitalisation €bn 17.0 16.8 18.9 20.9
Other     
Combined ratio     

Reinsurance property-casualty % 113.6 117.9 133.1 159.4
Primary insurance property-casualty % 97.8 96.8 96.5 98.2
Munich Health % 99.4 99.0 99.7 99.8

number of staff  47,206 47,107 47,039 46,885
1 Not adjusted for relief from economic risk transfer to the capital markets.
2 Including risk transfer to the capital markets.
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Important dates 2012 Important dates 2013

//	 26	April	2012
 Annual General Meeting
//	 27	April	2012
 Dividend payment
//	 	8	May	2012
 Interim report as at 31 March 2012
//	 	7	August	2012
 Interim report as at 30 June 2012
//	 7	August	2012
 Half-year press conference
//	 	7	November	2012
 Interim report as at 30 September 2012

//	 12	March	2013
 Balance sheet press conference 
 for 2012 consolidated financial statements
//	 25	April	2013
 Annual General Meeting
//	 7	May	2013
 Interim report as at 31 March 2013
//	 6	August	2013
 Interim report as at 30 June 2013
//	 6	August	2013
 Half-year press conference
//	 7	November	2013
 Interim report as at 30 September 2013
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